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Abstract 
The purpose of this thesis was to create an automated classifier for periodic stellar objects 
in the Wide-Angle Search for Planets Survey (SuperW ASP) and to use the classified stars 
to investigate three phenomena: differentiation of Beta Lyrae and W UMa eclipsing binary 
stars using eclipse-depth ratio; identification of RR Lyrae stars exhibiting the Blazhko 
effect; and, the presence of the Oosterhoff dichotomy in the Milky Way. 
During this work, period/amplitude ranges and distribution maps were created for the 
classified stars in stellar classes Algol, Beta Lyrae, W UMa, Delta Scuti and RR Lyrae 
(RRAB) and comparison made with published equivalents. SuperW ASP objects known in 
the General Catalogue of Variable Stars (OCVS) were also assessed to identify differences. 
The automated system contained three neural networks (NNs) that processed parameters 
defming the shape of the phase-folded light-curve and they were trained with 
representative sets of eclipsing binary, pulsating and sinusoidal-like stars. The system, 
installed at Leicester University processed 4.3 million object/periods from the SuperW ASP 
database, of which 1.1 million were given prospective classifications. From these, 
approximately 64 thousand objects consisting of eclipsing binary and pulsating stars were 
assessed manually to confirm the given period/classifications and roughly half were 
classified correctly. The reasons for the misclassifications were identified and 
recommendations made on improving the results. 
The manually confirmed objects consisted of 12,882 Algols, 5,226 Beta Lyrae, 2,875 W 
UMa I 979 Delta Scutis and 8,322 RR Lyraes (RRAB), where significant numbers of each 
, , 
were unknown in SIMBAD or the OCVS. Many objects had periods and/or amplitudes 
outside published ranges with the surprising result that the majority of Beta Lyraes had 
periods shorter than published. 
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A separation range for eclipse-depth ratio was identified but a cross-over point existed 
where differentiation was not possible. A number of new RRAB Blazhko stars were 
identified and the amplitude mnge between peaks calculated. The presence of the 
Oosterhoff dichotomy in the Milky Way galaxy was supported, but the causative factors 
could not be confirmed. 
Comparison of the SuperW ASP periods with the GCVS resulted in 649 variable stars 
being added to the GCVS catalogue where the period was unknown in the GCVS and also 
revision of the variability period of 194 GCVS variable stars was suggested. For 
comparison of classification, sub-classes were suggested for 333 unconfirmed objects in 
the GCVS (e.g. CEP:, EA:, RR etc.) and re-classification was suggested for 197 GCVS 
objects with suspected incorrect classes. 
-------------------- 0 --------------------
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List of Abbreviations 
Abbreviation Meaning 
ASAS All Sky Automated Survey 
BMA Binned Magnitude Amplitude 
Detrend The de-trending technique run on the object before the period is calculated 
DSCT Pulsating star - Delta Scuti-type 
EA Eclipsing Binary star - Algol-type 
EB EclipsingBinary star - Beta Lyrae-type 
EW Eclipsing Binary star - W UMa-type 
GCVS General Catalogue of Variable stars (http://www.sai.msu.su/gcvs/gcvs/) 
HNS Human nervous system 
MLP Multiple-layer Perceptron neural network 
NN Neural network 
PFlag A flag given to the calculated period for each object in the SuperW ASP 
archive. The flag indicates a 'caution' level i.e. 0 means a period not 
matched to the rotation of the Earth and thereby it is a 'good' period. PFlag 
1 means that the period is between 0.9 and 1.3 days and may therefore not 
be a true period. Many other flags are present and they can be seen in 
Chapter 5. 
RM Rotational Modulation Star (also known as Sinusoidal-type star) 
RRAB Pulsating star - RR Lyrae-type (type AB) 
RRC Pulsating star - RR Lyrae-type (type C) 
SIMBAD The 'Set ofTdentifications, Measurements, and Bibliography for 
Astronomical Data' database (http://simbad.u-strasbg.fr/simbad!) 
SLP Single-layer Perceptron neural network 
SOM Self-organising map neural network 
SuperWASP All-sky survey 'Wide-Angle Search for Planets' 
UCAC2 Second U.S. Naval Observatory CCD Astrograph Catalog (Zacharias et aI. 
2004) 
2MASS 2 Micron All-Sky Survey (Skrutskie et a1. 2006) 
Note: This thesis is supported by two DVD's that contain supplementary information if the 
reader is interested. 
At the appropriate point in each chapter, the reader is directed to the relevant location on 
the required DVD. Additionally, each DVD has a 'ReadMe.txt' file in the root directory 
explaining the contents of each DVD. The file can be opened with any basic ASCII text 
editor. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
We have it on good authority from Douglas Adams that "Space is big. In fact, you just 
won't believe how vastly, hugely, mind-bogglingly big it is". Nobody knows this better 
than a researcher looking for the elusive stellar objects that they require for their work. 
This research has brought together principles of astronomy and neural network technology 
in order to identify and classify variable stellar objects in large astronomical surveys in 
order to support these researchers. 
1.1. History 
Paczynski (1997) argued that a complete inventory of variable stars would improve our 
understanding of stellar evolution and Galactic structure. He suggested that cataloguing 
detached eclipsing binaries would improve the measurement of the distance scale and the 
value of the Hubble constant, and hence the age of the oldest stars. 
Wide-field sky surveys can now capture variability information across the whole sky, 
allowing us to complete a census of variable stars and therefore realise Paczynski's ideals. 
The data from these surveys allow us ultimately to improve the cosmic distance scale (Bird 
et al. 2009) and study Galactic structure using distance indicators (Prior et al. 2009). It also 
allows us to study stellar distribution (Maciel & Costa, 2008), stellar structure (Bono et a1. 
2011), stellar evolution (Feast, 2008) and stellar activity and rotation (Biazzo et a1. 2009a). 
We can also look at system parametrics using eclipsing binaries (Zasche, 2008, Zasche et 
a1. 2008, 2009) and investigate anomalies like the Blazhko effect (Blazko, 1907, Kovacs, 
2009) and the Oosterhoff Dichotomy (Oosterhoff, 1939). 
Since 1997, a number of large surveys have been introduced to obtain a phenomenal 
amount of data to help realise these objectives. For instance, the 'All Sky Automated 
Survey' (ASAS) (Pojmanski, 1997) captured data for 100 million stars brighter than 
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magnitude 14 all over the sky, with the ultimate goal of the project being the detection and 
investigation of any kind of photometric variability. The Robotic Optical Transient Search 
Experiment (ROTSE) (Akerlof et aI. 2000) has a primary goal to achieve observations in 
optical light of Gamma-Ray Bursts, but other interests include the detection of variable 
stars. The Amateur Sky Survey (TASS) (Richmond et aI. 2000) in 1996-1998 studied 
bright objects across large sections of the sky. They created a catalogue of 206 million 
observations of over 10 million stars. In addition to these, a number of institutions or 
consortia have initiated long term projects searching for transiting extra-solar planets e.g. 
the Hungarian-made Automated Telescope (HAT) (Bakos et a1. 2002); the XO Project 
(McCullough et a1. 2005); the Trans-Atlantic Exoplanet Survey (TrES) (O'Donovan & 
Charbonneau, 2007); the University of New South Wales Extrasolar Planet Search 
(Christiansen et aI. 2007); the RApid Temporal Survey (RATS) (Ramsay & Hakala, 2005, 
Ramsay et a1. 2006); and the Wide-angle Search for Planets (SuperWASP) (Pollacco et al. 
2006). 
1.2. Objectives 
The main problem with these large surveys is that they contain literally millions of stars, 
and the time taken to identify the variable stars and to classify them is prohibitive. Only 
automated processing methods are able to digest and process this amount of data. The 
primary objective of this research was therefore to create an automated classifier for 
variable stars that provided preliminary classifications for all the periodic stars in a given 
survey i.e., SuperW ASP (pollacco et aI. 2006). This allowed two secondary objectives. 
Firstly, to manually confirm the following pulsating and eclipsing variables: Delta Scuti-
type (DSCT), RR Lyrae-type (RRAB), Algol-type (EA), Beta Lyrae-type (EB) and W 
UMa-type (EW), and secondly, to create stellar catalogues for each of these classes of 
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objects. This was done to test that the proposed method of classification was acceptable for 
use and to provide objects for the following tertiary objectives: 
» Reviewing the periodicity and classification of SuperW ASP identified stars known 
in the General Catalogue of Variable Stars (GCVS, Samus+, 2004). This provided 
good classified stars to train and test the NNs with and also gave mutual 
confirmation that the automated classifier was identifying known stellar objects and 
that the GCVS had the correct period and class. 
» Identifying period and amplitude ranges for the eclipsing and pulsating stars 
indicated above and comparing them against published ranges. 
» Creating distribution maps for the eclipsing and pulsating stars indicated above. 
» Investigating the use of the eclipse-depth ratio to differentiate between the eclipsing 
classes EB and EW. 
» Calculating distances for the identified RRAB stars and using them to create a 3D 
map of our galaxy. 
» Investigating the Blazhko effect in the identified RRAB stars. 
» Investigating the Oosterhoff Dichotomy in the identified RRAB stars. 
This research made use of the data from the SuperWASP archive4, whose primary aim is 
the discovery of extra-solar planets using the transit method. In this research, the suitability 
of the very large dataset in the SuperWASP survey (1011 observations) was assessed to 
identify the periodic variable stars and then provide a classification for them through the 
use of an automated classifier. The automated classifier created was limited to photometric 
observations made in the visible band, and the classification method involved the use of 
the period, amplitude and shape of the light-curve. This meant that the classification 
obtained was only a preliminary one, but this was necessary in order to provide an 
automated method that could be used with the data from any survey. Processing all the data 
in the SuperW ASP survey minimised the size of the dataset used for the secondary and 
tertiary objectives. 
4 The WASP archive contains all the light curve data and images for a large number of stars in both the 
Nonhern and Southern hemispheres. Butters et al. (20/0) describes the contents of the archive available to 
the public, but this research used the data/rom the private archive prior to release to the public. 
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1.3. Motivation 
I have been interested 10 astronomy smce childhood, but career choice and family 
pressures steered my direction of study away from my passion. Having completed formal 
study over the past 20 years and reaching a comfortable position, I am now able to return 
to my passion - with a vengeance. 
As soon as I heard of the SuperW ASP collaboration project, I realised this provided an 
opportunity for me to combine the knowledge I gained over the years in Neural Network 
Technology with my passion for astronomy to help analyse the SuperW ASP data and 
provide a baseline for other researchers. 
As previously mentioned, identification and classification of variable stars is a time 
consuming and tedious task for researchers. Use of artificial neural networks (NN) can 
speed up the classification process by identifying those stellar variables that are similar to a 
given training set of variables based on the class of the object (e.g. Cepheids, Algols, Beta 
Lyrae, W UMa, RR Lyrae etc.). The pattern-matching capabilities ofNNs are well known 
and allow millions of stellar objects to be scanned and given a 'prospective' classification 
for researchers to perform follow-up investigations to confirm the class. Use of NNs 
enables researchers to concentrate on a far smaller set of objects and therefore reduce the 
time taken and overall cost of the research. 
In order to construct NNs for automated classification of stellar variables, observational 
data for a number of variables of known 'stellar class' were required to train and test the 
NNs. The SuperW ASP detection program (Pollaceo et aI. 2006) collects observational data 
for stellar objects in both hemispheres of the sky and the archive provides access to this 
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data. The archive 1S cross-referenced with the GCVS5, which is one of the main 
repositories of variable objects. This allowed SuperW ASP objects to be selected and 
retrieved by the GCVS class and provided an ideal opportunity to model a set of neural 
networks that use the shape of the phase-folded light-curve as an input (along with certain 
other parameters). 
1.4. Description of SuperW ASP 
SuperW ASP6 is the UK's leading extra-solar planet detection program comprising of a 
consortium of eight academic institutions. SuperW ASP consists of two robotic 
observatories. The first, SuperWASP-North, is at the Isaac Newton Group of telescopes 
located on the island of La Palma in the Canaries. The second, SuperW ASP -South, is 
located at the site of the South African Astronomical Observatory (SAAO), just outside 
Sutherland, South Africa. The observatories are identical and consist of 8 wide-angle 
cameras that simultaneously capture the magnitude of stellar objects. Each camera consists 
of a 2048 x 2048 pixel thinned Marconi CCD and a Canon 200mm fll.8 lens. This 
combination gives each camera a 7.8 x 7.8 square degrees field of view for a total of nearly 
500 square degrees of sky coverage, in a magnitude range of approximately 7 to 15. The 
pixel size of 13.5~m means that the plate scale is 16.7 arc sec per pixel (pollacco et a1. 
2006). 
The data is processed through an automated pipeline to confirm that the raw data is 
consistent between observing sessions and also converts a series of sky images into light 
curves for many individual objects. The Vmag values used in this research were obtained 
from the SuperWASP pipeline as described in Pollacco et at. (2006). The instrumental 
magnitude is converted into the SuperW ASP V magnitude by calibrating and removing 
j hnp:llwww.sai.msu.swZcvs/iCVs/ 
6 http://www.superwasp.org (Ol-Aug-2012) 
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four main trends in the photometry using extinction coefficients determined from an 
iterative least-squares fit to the variation of raw magnitude with air mass through the night 
for a sample of stars with colours defmed in the Tycho-2 catalogue. Once the instrumental 
magnitudes have been corrected to a standard air mass near the middle of the observed 
range, a linear equation for the instrumental colour response and zero point of each camera 
is used to transform the instrumental magnitudes to a system defined by the Tycho-2 V 
bandpass. Their standardised magnitudes as determined over a few photometric nights are 
subsequently used to define the "WASP V" magnitude system for the field concerned. The 
night-to-night variations using this system are <0.002 mag and are therefore deemed 
reliable. 
The observations for each stellar object and their variability period, determined using the 
method of Norton & Payne et aI. (2007) are stored in a database (known as the 
SuperWASP archive in this research). Currently (Nov. 2012) 321,144,914,057 data points 
are held in the archive covering 30,874,261 unique objects. This data can be retrieved 
across the Internet for further analysis (Butters et aI. 2010) via a simple web based 
interface at www.wasp.le.ac.uk/public/ - such as for classification by a neural network. 
The naming convention for each object in the SuperW ASP archive follows IAU 
conventions, so each object is assigned a unique name based on their first, best measured 
co-ordinates. For objects measured by catalogue-driven photometry, the co-ordinates are 
taken directly from the USNO 8-1.0 counterpart (Monet et a1. 2003). The form of the 
SuperW ASP catalogue name is therefore as follows: 
1 SW ASP Jhhmmss.ss±ddmmss.s 
It is an unfortunate property of the USNO B-1.0 catalogue in that it is quite common for 
catalogue entries to be degenerate, i.e. contain multiple entries for a single celestial object. 
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Neither the SuperW ASP pipeline nor the archive has made any attempt to rectify this 
situation, and as a consequence the catalogue contains multiple, uniquely-named objects 
which are records for the same, single celestial object. For this reason when searching 
objects that are in the GCVS, more than one (genuinely) matching SuperW ASP object may 
be retrieved. 
1.5. Understanding variability 
Variability in stellar objects simply means the change in magnitude of light over a period 
of time. To explain, take a star like HD209458 (in the constellation Pegasus) observed 
continuously over a period of 3.5 days, we would see the light from the star vary 
periodically. This is because we suspect that there is a planet the size of Jupiter orbiting the 
star and obscuring a fraction of the surface on each orbit as shown in Figure 1-1. 
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Figure 1-1: Variability due to an Exoplanet 
The light-curve below the three images tracks the apparent magnitude coming from the star 
as the planet moves in front of it. The fmallight-curve shape can be seen in panel (a) in 
Figure 1-4. 
To pick another example - if we look at a star like Algol (in the constellation Perseus) 
constantly over a period of 68.75 hours, it would also vary periodically. This is because it 
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is not one star, it is actually two stars (known as a binary star) and they periodically eclipse 
one another as shown in Figure 1-2. 
Figure 1-2: Variability due to a binary star 
As a final example - looking at SN 1987 A (in the Large Magellanic Cloud) today, all we 
will see is a remnant of a star. This is because the star went supernova in 1987 - producing 
as much light output as usually given by a galaxy as shown in Figure 1-3. The fIrst picture 
shows the star at its usual magnitude, the second picture shows a far greater magnitude 
during the supernova explosion and the third picture shows a far lower magnitude after the 
explosion. 
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Figure 1-3: Variability due to a supernova 
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These three relatively common examples of variability show how the light output from 
stars can vary. The first two examples are known as periodic variability, as they are 
repetitive in nature, i.e. 3.5 days and 68.75 hours respectively. The third example is known 
as non-periodic variability. It is also common to have non-periodic but continuous 
variability (usually described as "noise"); examples include stellar activity, and active 
galactic nuclei. 
As can be seen in Figure 1-4, each of these stellar objects produces their own distinct light-
curve which can therefore be used to differentiate them. These are merely three specific 
examples of variability out of many possibilities - the first two of which may be 
characterised as extrinsic, and the last as intrinsic, to the stellar system. Further types of 
variability of both kinds will be described in Chapter 2 (section 2.1). 
Time ) 
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Tune ) 
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Figure 1-4: Comparison of light-curves 
(a) Exoplanet, (b) binary star, (c) supernova 
Time ) 
(c) 
For this research, the work was limited to 'periodic' variability, so the method used to 
classify these stellar objects was based on that provided by the GCVS, which involved 
looking at the light-curve for each object and matching it to the criteria given in the GCVS 
e.g. period, amplitude and shape of the light-curve itself. This is explained in Chapter 2 
(section 2.2). 
To illustrate why it is necessary to classify stellar objects, here are some examples of the 
public catalogues available and how useful they have been: 
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» Eclipsing binaries (and other variables) e.g. the catalogue of short-period variables 
and catalogue of variable stars I, II, III, IV and V in the • All Sky Automated 
Survey' (ASAS) (Pojmariski, 1997, Pojmanski et al. 2006). This survey has 
catalogued 50,000+ variable stars for use by researchers and has discovered comets, 
novae and dwarf novae. 
» The Galaxies and Quasars catalogue created by the 'Sloan Digital Sky Survey' 
(SDSS 7) provides detailed optical images covering more than a quarter of the sky 
and a three-dimensional map of about a million galaxies and quasars. In 2006, 
SDSS advanced mankind's understanding of the universe with several new 
discoveries. The survey found new dwarf companion galaxies to the Milky Way; 
confirmed Einstein's prediction of cosmic magnification; observed the largest 
known structures in the universe (measuring more than a billion light years across); 
and further unravelled our galaxy'S active past, filled with galactic mergers. In the 
coming years, SDSS will continue to expand our horizons with new studies of the 
structure and origins of the Milky Way Galaxy and the nature of dark energy. See 
http://www.sdss.org/publicationsi (29-Jul-2012) for further information. 
» The Supernovae catalogue created by the Supernova Cosmology Project 
(Perlmutter et al. 1997) studied high-redshift supernovae that can be used to 
measure cosmological parameters. 
» The catalogue of micro-lensing events created by the Optical Gravitational Lensing 
experiment (OOLE) (Pietrzynski & Udalski, 1999) regularly monitored 130 million 
stars in the Galactic Bulge and 33 million stars in the Magellanic Clouds. More 
than 500 lensing events were detected during each Bulge season (year). They have 
catalogues of Red Giants, Eclipsing binaries, RR Lyrae stars and Population II 
Cepheids. All these catalogues/surveys help to calculate stellar distances and map 
the universe. 
Basically, these surveys help us to answer large-scale questions like how the universe 
began, how it is developing and how is it going to end. Chapter 2 (section 2.3) provides 
detailed examples of the work performed by other researchers. 
The variables identified in these surveys are held in various catalogues, such as the GCVS, 
Hipparcos, and TYCHO catalogues, and these surveys provide an abundance of 
observational data with more data being added every night. This means that the data must 
be analysed repeatedly as the class of the variable may change over time as more data is 
added e.g. a better estimate of the variability period may be obtained, which may change 
7 http://www.sdss.orgl- 29-Jul-2012 
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the object class for classifications that depend on the difference in period, for instance 
DSCT and RRAB stars. Performing 'repeat' analyses manually would take many lifetimes 
therefore automated methods must be introduced. One method of achieving this 
classification is employing the pattern-matching abilities of neural networks, which are 
introduced in the next section. 
1.6. Understanding neural networks 
Neural networks can be described as mathematical models, used for analysing patterns of 
data (picton, 1994). There are many different types, but they all follow the same principles 
as discussed in Chapter 3. A general example of how NNs were used to classify stellar 
variables in this research is shown in Figure 1-5. 
Network 
stzucture -~ ..... 
Network 
connections ----If----::.,I 
(neurons) 
Mathematic e.1 pro c e s s 
in each neuron 
Post-process data to obtain classification 
of steUar object 
Classification returned to SuperWasp 
~--Input layer 
-E---if-- Hidden layers 
-EJ.-- Output layer 
Figure 1-5: Model of a neural network describing its basic principles 
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Observational data were downloaded from the SuperW ASP archive and pre-processed to 
obtain a set of parameters that represented the light-curve. These parameters were termed 
light-curve 'patterns' because NNs are known as pattern-matching tools. The NN was 
trained by repeatedly presenting many examples of 'known' patterns (i.e. classes) to it. 
During training, the network 'learned' the different patterns, so that when a test pattern was 
presented to the trained network, it would indicate which training pattern it was the most 
similar to. As the training patterns covered all the likely outcomes (i.e. variability class) of 
the test data and the NN knew the variability class of each of the training patterns, the NN 
would identify the 'best' pattern match and hence the expected class. 
A useful feature ofNNs is their ability to generalise, meaning that the training set does not 
need to contain exact matches for the patterns being tested, in order to identify them. A test 
pattern that is identical to a training pattern would give a result with a high degree of 
confidence and a test pattern which was similar to a training pattern would still be 
identified, but with a lower level of confidence. This type of analysis is 'fuzzy' in nature as 
there are no definite limits that define a given pattern. A good analogy of this is describing 
how you feel in hot weather conditions i.e. you say that you feel hot, warm or cold, not that 
you feel 25OC. There is no precise temperature where you suddenly say that you are hot - it 
happens gradually. This characteristic of NNs makes them ideal for analysing and 
classifying stellar variables, as the data generated in the test can be easily transformed into 
patterns as discussed in Chapter 3. 
Although NNs are good at generalising, the level of confidence of the output depends on 
the quality of the training and test patterns. These patterns must represent all classes to be 
encountered in the data set and they must be chosen to allow differentiation between each 
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of the classes. The training patterns must be tested to ensure their suitability to enable 
'separability' of the classes. This is described in Chapter 3. 
NNs have previously been used to classify stellar variables (see Chapter 2 section 2.4), but 
these tended to use complex datasets requiring high levels of pre-processing. The method 
used in this research employed a relatively simple mapping of the light-curve for the object 
under test and was therefore processed quickly. As the light-curve is based only on visible 
light, the class assigned by the NNs is preliminary, so any objects classified by this method 
must be confirmed using other methods such as manual review of the phase-folded light-
curve or spectrophotometry. This is a very useful method of initial classification for 
researchers, as it means they can concentrate on a smaller sub-set of classified objects. 
1.7. Proposed method of classification 
The set of object classes selected for classification in this research were Cepheid, Delta 
Scuti, Algols (with a double-eclipse), Algols (with a single-eclipse), Beta Lyrae, W UMa, 
Sinusoidal-type stars, and RR Lyrae sub-classes RRAB and RRC. They are all described 
fully in Chapter 2. 
The objects required to train and test the NNs needed to be robust representatives of these 
selected classes with regards to light-curve shape and variability period, therefore a manual 
review was required for each of the objects to confirm their fitness for purpose. This 
process is described in Chapter 4, where sixty objects were pre-processed to obtain phase-
folded light-curves and modified phase-folded light-curves as shown in panel (a) and (b) 
respectively of Figure 1-6 to Figure 1-15. The modified phase-folded light-curves were 
necessary to provide a standard shape light-curve to be processed by a set of NNs. This is 
fully described in Chapter 3 (section 3.4). 
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The light-curves were manually reviewed to confirm that they belonged to the required 
classes and then the patterns required for entry into the NNs were obtained from the 
modified phase-folded light-curves. Thirty objects for each class were used to train the 
NNs and the other thirty were used to test them. 
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Figure 1-6: Light-curve for a Cepheid-type star 
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Figure 1-7: Light-curve for a Delta Scuti-type star 
1SWASP J044055.03+533753.4 - Unknown 
(a) Phase-folded light-curve (b) Modified phase-folded light-curve 
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Figure 1-8: Light-curve for a 'double-eclipse' Algol-type star 
1SW ASP J000007.28+184417.1 - DM Peg 
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(a) Phase-folded light-curve (b) Modified phase-folded light-curve 
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Figure 1-9: Light-curve for a 'single-eclipse' Algol-type star 
ISWASP J011124.84+465749.3 - CO And 
(a) Phase-folded light-curve (b) Modified phase-folded light-curve 
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Figure 1-10: Light-curve for a Beta Lyrae-type star 
ISW ASP JI82305.40+585412.7 - RZ Dra 
(a) Phase-folded light-curve (b) Modified phase-folded light-curve 
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Figure 1-11: Light-curve for a W UMa-type star 
ISWASP JOI4933-193729.2 - VY Cet 
(a) Phase-folded light-curve (b) Modified phase-folded light-curve 
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Figure 1-12: Light-curve for a Sinusoidal-type star 
ISWASP JOOI008.14+261723.1- Unknown 
(a) Phase-folded light-curve (b) Modified phase-folded light-curve 
M3875063 
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Figure 1-13: Light-curve for an RR Lyrae-type star (RRAB) 
ISW ASP J004934.85+270119.8 - ZZ And 
(a) Phase-folded light-curve (b) Modified phase-folded light-curve 
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Figure 1-14: Light-curve for an RR Lyrae-type star (RRC) 
ISW ASP J011823.10+503952.6 - Unknown 
(a) Phase-folded light-curve (b) Modified phase-folded light-curve 
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Figure 1-15: Light-curve for a non-periodic star 
ISWASP J040310.8S+380317.2 - Unknown 
(a) Phase-folded light-curve (b) Modified phase-folded light-curve 
.. 
The training of the NNs involved processmg each of the training patterns repeatedly 
through each NN until they had learned the appropriate patterns as described in Chapter 5. 
Testing involved processing each of the test objects through each NN on one occasion and 
obtaining the output value for each node of each NN. Post-processing occurred using the 
output values for each node, which were compared against a threshold value for each NN, 
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which was detennined in the training phase. The classification was assigned by following a 
set of rules appropriate for each NN which are described in Chapter 5. 
The NNs, pre-processing procedure, post-processing procedure and classification rules 
were built into an application called the 'LC Analyser classifier'. This application existed 
in two forms, one on the Microsoft Windows 'Vista' operating system which was used to 
train and test the NNs and a second version on the Linux operating system which was used 
to automatically process all the periodic objects in the SuperW ASP archive. The 
application is fully described in Chapter 5. 
After processing all the periodic objects in the SuperW ASP archive through the 'LC 
Analyser classifier' application, the results were analysed as described in Chapter 6 and the 
identified objects (existing and new) were used in Chapter 7 and Chapter 8 to investigate 
some topical interests in eclipsing and pulsating stars respectively. The next section 
described the flow of this thesis. 
1.8. Thesis structure 
Chapter I (this chapter) provides a brief history of the area of research and describes the 
objectives and motivation for the research. It provides a basic description of the 
SuperW ASP archive and the concepts of variability and neural network technology. It then 
concludes with a brief introduction of the proposed method of classification. This chapter 
prepares the reader for their journey through the subsequent chapters. 
Chapter 2 provides a more detailed description of the causes of variability, separating them 
into 'intrinsic' causes (for pulsating, eruptive and cataclysmic stars), 'extrinsic' causes (for 
eclipsing and rotating stars) and those that have both 'intrinsic and extrinsic' causes. It 
discusses the classification of variability in general before describing the proposed method 
of classification and some of the problems that were encountered. It goes on to describe the 
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use of neural network technology in the classification of variable stars and finally, 
discusses why it is useful and necessary to classify stellar objects. 
Chapter 3 provides a brief history of neural networks and describes their components, 
architecture and characteristics. It describes the selection process for the parameters used 
in each neural network and describes the pre-processing required for objects entered into 
the NNs and the post-processing required for the output from the NNs. It then describes the 
testing performed on the NNs with relation to training and testing sets obtained from 
Chapter 4, to identify the 'best' NNs to use in the remainder of the research. 
Chapter 4 describes the method used to obtain robust training and testing sets to use with 
the three NNs selected in Chapter 3. Here, the more definitive training and testing set was 
obtained by selecting the periodic variable objects from the SuperW ASP archive that were 
known in the GCVS and manually reviewing them to confirm the variability period and 
class. These 'known', confirmed objects ensured a good classification rate for the NNs. 
Chapter 5 describes in detail the creation of the 'LC Analyser classifier' application, 
comprising the complete documentation, including User requirements, Functional 
requirements, Design specification and Validation protocol, following the GAMP5 (2008) 
methodology and the application implementation into two different operating systems 
(Microsoft Vista and Linux). It also describes the processing of all the periodic objects in 
the SuperW ASP archive and discusses the problems identified along the way. 
Chapter 6 describes the intetpretation of results from processing all periodic objects in the 
SuperWASP archive with the 'LC Analyser classifier' application. In effect, the chapter 
shows how effective the proposed method of classification is. In the chapter, the classified 
objects were reviewed and after removal of the non-classified and misclassified objects, 
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individual catalogues of Algol-type, Beta Lyrae-type, W UMa-type, Delta Scuti-type, and 
RR Lyrae-type stars were created for use in Chapter 7 and Chapter 8. The non-classified 
and misclassified objects were also investigated and recommendations made to improve 
the quality of the results. These are described in Chapter 10. 
Chapter 7 assesses the eclipsing binary stars Algol-type, Beta Lyrae-type and W UMa-type 
that were catalogued in Chapter 6. It provides statistics on the number of objects identified 
and how many were known in SIMBAD and the GCVS. It also provides statistics on the 
period and amplitude ranges obtained and compares them against those published in other 
surveys. Each class is then shown on distribution maps. Finally, the eclipse-depth ratio was 
used to show differentiation between Beta Lyrae-type and W UMa-type classes. 
Chapter 8 assesses the pulsating stars Delta Scuti-type, and RR Lyrae-type catalogued in 
Chapter 6, providing statistics on the number of objects identified and how many were 
known in SIMBAD and the GCVS. It also presents statistics on the period and amplitude 
ranges obtained and displays them on distribution maps. RR Lyrae-type stars are further 
analysed in three ways. Firstly by using a published absolute magnitude to calculate their 
distances and creating a three-dimensional map of the galaxy using these stars; secondly, a 
search is made for RR Lyrae-type stars that exhibit the Blazhko effect, and thirdly, the 
periods for the RR Lyrae-type population are plotted on a graph to look for evidence of the 
Oosterhoff Dichotomy. The distances to the DSCT stars are also calculated using their 
Period-Luminosity relationship. 
Chapter 9 provides a summary of the results obtained from this research and as already 
mentioned above, Chapter 10 describes further work required before the full SuperW ASP 
stellar catalogues can be created. 
-------------------- 0 --------------------
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Chapter 2 Variable stars - their causes and classification 
This chapter provides an overview of variability in stars. This research was limited to the 
assessment of periodic variability only, but non-periodic objects are also mentioned in this 
chapter in order to place them into context with the classification methods available. In 
section 2.1, the causes of variability are described as a prelude to describing the methods of 
classification in section 2.2. Section 2.3 discusses why we classify stars, and finally, the 
use of neural networks in automated classification is described in section 2.4. 
2.1. Causes of variability 
As described in Chapter 1, variability simply means the change in magnitude of light of a 
stellar object over a period of time. The light itself does not have to be in the visible 
spectrum as in the SuperW ASP survey. It can be in Infra-red (e.g. The Spitzer Space 
Telescope MissionS, Werner et a1. (2004»; Gamma rays (e.g. Compton Gamma Ray 
Observatory9, Kniffen et a1. (1991»; X-rays (e.g. Chandra IO, Weisskopf et a1. (2000»); 
Ultraviolet (e.g. EUVEIl , Craig et a1. (1997»); Microwaves (e.g. COBE l2, Boggess et a1. 
(1992») or even a combination e.g. visible light and X-rays. 
At the basic level, variability of stellar objects can be broadly classified as 'intrinsic' 
(variability internal to the system) or 'extrinsic' (variability due to an obstruction) and 
within these broad areas the stellar objects can be described in terms of their physical 
processes. Table 2-1 illustrates the split of some well-known variables into these different 
process areas. Note that only those processes that are detected in the visible spectrum are 
shown as this is the area this research applies to. 
8NASA's Great Observatories Program, (formerly SIRTF, the Space Infrared Telescope Facility): 
www.spitzer.caltech. edulspitzerlindex.shtml 
9 NASA's CGRO Mission: http://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.govldocslcgrol 
JO NASA's Chandra X-ray Observatory: www.chandra.harvard.edu 
II Extreme Ultraviolet Explorer Space Telescope: http://science.nasa.gov/missions/euve/ 
12Cosmic Background Explorer: http://www.nasa.gov/topics/universeljeatures!cobe_20th.html(Sept. 2012) 
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,~ 
Intrinsic Extrinsic 
1 Stelar class type Abbrev. Eruptive Cataclysmic PuIsaliog Accretiog Ecipsing Rotaliog Micro-lensing 
Alpba1 Callum V maticorum AC\ ./ x 
BmCepbei BCEP ./ 
BYDracoois BY ./ X 
Cepheid CEP ./ 
Detached binary D binary ./ 
Ddtaeq,bei DCEP ./ 
DdtaScuti Dscr ./ 
Rotating ELL X 
Exoplanet Exop!anet ./ 
FK Comae Berenices FKCOM X 
Ft; Orionis FUOri x x 
Gamma Cas GCas ./ 
Gamma-ray burst afterglow GRBAg X 
Gamma-ray burst H)'PetnO\-a GRB li}'P. X 
Gamma-ray burst Ne"Utroo st2Ir GRB Keut. x 
~ Irr x 
Loog period \-ariable LPV ./ 
}"Iicro-len~ .Micro-Ien~ x 
NO'-ae No\-ae X 
0pticalI). \"lIIiabJe pulsars PSR x 
R C«ooae Borealis RCocBor X x 
Recurrent 00\ e Rec. No'-a ./ 
RRL},rae RR(B) ./ 
RRLyrae RRAB ./ 
RR L}Tae RRC ./ 
RS Canum Ymaticorum RSCVn ./ 
R\' Tami RVTauri ./ 
S Doradus SDor X 
Semi-ddached binary SDbinary ./ ./ 
Semi-regular Semi-reg. X 
Supemo\"11 1 a SNla X 
SupeIDO'-a lb SNlb X 
Supcmo\'U.U SNU X 
S S X X 
S.'{ Arietis SXARI X 
T -TIIIlri T -TIIIlri X ./ 
UGeminonm l" Gem X 
U\ Ceti WCeti X 
vY VYScl X 
Coatact binary (W m.1a) Wl1Ma ./ ./ 
Q\-m:.ooIact bmty WUMa ./ ./ 
W \lrginis W\ir ./ 
Wolf-Ra}'rl ,VR X 
l Andromedae ZAnd X 
z~ zearn X 
Table 2-1: Split of intrinsic and extrinsic variables. 
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In Table 2-1, a ./ or an X indicates the process causing the variability in the stellar class. A 
./ indicates a periodic variable and an x indicates a non-periodic variable. Objects shown 
inside a yellow cell are those included in the automated classification in this research. 
Occasionally, an object appears in more than one process area as it exhibits more than one 
physical process, for instance, R Cor Bor appears in both Eruptive and Pulsating processes 
(both intrinsic properties and both non-periodic) and a SD binary object can show intrinsic 
and extrinsic properties (i.e. accreting and eclipsing). 
The following sections describe the physical processes and provide examples that were 
used in this research to illustrate the ideas. Note the characteristics of the objects given 
below are heavily paraphrased from the descriptions given in the GCVS and AA VSO as 
the main objective of this research was to identify new objects based on their classification 
characteristics. For a complete review, the reader should visit the GCVS 13 and AA VSO l4 
websites. Additional information has been gathered from other sources and specific 
references have been given when this occurs. All phase-folded light-curves displayed in 
this chapter were obtained from observations in the SuperW ASP archive and created by 
the 'LC Analyser Classifier' application designed and created in Chapter 5. 
In the descriptions that follow, the nomenclature used is that described by the GCVS e.g. 
DCEP, CEP, RRAB etc. A full list can be seen on the GCVS web-site and this GCVS 
nomenclature was used throughout this research. 
13 http://www.sai.msu.sulgcvs/gcvsl. Descriptors for 
http://www.sai.msu.sulfJcv~cvs/jjilvartrl2e.txt 
14http://www.aavso.org/ 
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2.1.1 Intrinsic causes of variability 
This type of variability is caused by variation of the internal mechanisms of the stellar 
systems themselves. As the stars continually evolve, their variability will change over time 
as they follow their life-cycle through the Hertzprung-Russell (H-R) diagram. Figure 2-1 
has been adapted from Cooper & Walker (1989) to show the location of some examples of 
intrinsic variables in the H-R diagram. As the stars move through the classes they exhibit 
one or more of these intrinsic physical processes, which are described below: Pulsations; 
Eruptions; Cataclysms; Accretion. 
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Figure 2-1: H-R diagram showing position ofintrinsic variables 
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2.1.1.1 Pulsating stars 
Pulsating variables are stars showing periodic expansion and contraction of their surface 
layers, where their pulsations may be radial or non-radial. A radially pulsating star remains 
spherical in shape, while non-radial pulsations periodically deviate from a sphere, and even 
neighbouring zones of its surface may have opposite pulsation phases. In a pulsating star, if 
the pressure outwards exceeds the gravitational force inwards, the outer layers will expand 
outwards following the Kappa mechanism shown in Figure 2-2. 
I 
f 
I 
I 
\ 
\ 
\ 
"\ 
, 
..... 
Photosphere -~ ...... 
" 
...... -."""----..."..". 
-----7 Gravitational force wwe't" than Radiative force 
~ Gra.itational force stronger than Radiative force 
-----7 Radiative force weaker than Gravitational force 
~ Radiatr .. e force stronger than Gm,itational force 
Figure 2-2: Pulsation process in Pulsating stars 
I 
tomentum forces 
past hydrostatic 
equilibrium 
As the star is compressed, the energy that normally heats the star mostly increases the 
ionisation. This increases the opacity of the partially ionised zone (see 'Star expanding' in 
Figure 2-2), trapping radiation more efficiently and resulting in a large outward pressure. 
The zone is therefore driven outwards towards hydrostatic equilibrium where the gas 
pressure force is equivalent to the gravitational force. However, the outwardly moving 
layers still have momentum and are carried past the equilibrium position (see 'Star 
contracting' in Figure 2-2). Eventually, gravitational force becomes greater than the gas 
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pressure force and the outer layer of the star also starts cooling. The cooling results in 
recombination of the ionised material in the partially ionised zone, which leads to a sudden 
decrease in the opacity and a decrease in outward pressure. The zone therefore drops back 
to its original position (again, due to momentum) and the cycle repeats. Examples of 
pulsating stars that were assessed in this research are: 
2.l.l.l.l Cepheid stars: 
The classical Delta Cephei type variables (DCEP) are comparatively young massive 
objects (3 to 9 solar-masses) that have left the main sequence and have evolved into the 
instability strip of the H-R diagram (Figure 2-1). They are known as 'Type I' Cepheids and 
obey the well-known Cepheid period-luminosity relation and belong to the young disk 
population and are present in open clusters, as such, they are used as distance indicators 
and due to their high luminosity (300 to 40,000 times that of the Sun), they can be used at 
great distances. 
Along with classical DCEP, Cepheid sub-types are also described in the GCVS i.e. 
DCEPS, CEP and CEP(B), but as far as the visible light-curve is concerned, these only 
differ in period and/or amplitude: 
~ DCEPS 
This is a subclass of DCEP variables that have light amplitudes <0.5 magnitudes in 
V and almost symmetrical light curves. As a rule, their periods do not exceed 7 
days. They are probably first-overtone pulsators and/or are in the first transition 
across the instability strip after leaving the main sequence. 
~ CEP 
These objects are radially pulsating, high luminosity variables (classes Ib-II) with 
periods in the range of 1-135 days and amplitudes from several hundredths to 2 
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magnitudes in V. Their spectral types are F-K (maximum to minimum light) and 
the longer the period of light variation, the later the spectral type. 
~ CEP(B) 
This sub-class displays the presence of two or more simultaneously operating 
pulsation modes, usually the fundamental tone with the period PO and the first 
overtone Pl. The periods PO are in the range from 2 to 7 days, with the ratio PllPO 
approximately 0.71. 
2.1.1.1.2 Cepbeid-like stars: 
The GCVS describes other pulsating variables with similar properties to the classical 
Cepheids, but they do not belong to that class. These are BCEP, BCEPS, and W Vir (CW, 
CWA and CWB) objects. As far as the visible light-curve is concerned, these are identical 
to the classical Cepheids and therefore could not be differentiated in this research: 
~ BCEP 
Beta-Cephei type objects appear at the top of the main-sequence in the HR-diagram 
(Figure 2-1). They are pulsating 08-B6 I-V stars with periods and radial-velocity 
variations in the range of 0.1 - 0.6 days and light amplitudes from 0.01 to 0.3 
magnitudes in V. The light curves are similar in shape to average radial-velocity 
curves but lag in phase by a quarter of the period, so that maximum brightness 
corresponds to maximum contraction, i.e., to minimum stellar radius. The majority 
of these stars probably show radial pulsations, but some (e.g. V649 Per) display 
non-radial pulsations; mUlti-periodicity is characteristic of many of these stars. 
~ BCEPS 
These are a short-period group of BCEP variables where the periods are an order of 
magnitude smaller than the normally observed ones (0.015 - 0.04 days). The 
spectral types are B2-B3 IV-V. 
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}1> W Vir 
These are old, low mass stars (around I solar-mass) which have evolved away from 
the main sequence, up the giant branch (as hydrogen fusion ends), down to the 
horizontal-branch (after helium fusion switches on), back up the asymptotic giant 
branch (as helium fusion ends), but are experiencing helium flashes as helium 
burning briefly switches on again. This shifts the star to higher temperature and 
over to the instability strip, where the 'Type II' Cepheid variations occur (see 
Figure 2-1). It is often impossible to differentiate between these and DCEP (Type I) 
on the basis of the light curves for periods in the range 3 to 10 days. One of the 
significant spectral differences between W Vir stars and Cepheids is the presence of 
hydrogen-line emission in the former and of Call, H, and K emission in the latter. 
W Vir type stars (CW) have periods of approximately 0.8 to 35 days and 
amplitudes from 0.3 to 1.2 magnitudes in V and obey a period-luminosity relation 
different to that for DeEP. For an equal period value, the W Vir variables are 
fainter than the DCEP stars by 0.7 to 2 magnitudes. The light curves of W Vir 
variables for some period intervals differ from those of DCEP for corresponding 
periods either by amplitudes or by the presence of humps on their descending 
branches, sometimes turning into broad flat maxima. It was seen as a possibility in 
this research that W Vir stars could be differentiated from other Cepheid-type stars 
due to these slight differences in light-curve and examples are included in the 
following chapters. However, the NNs were not trained to specifically look for 
them in this research. W Vir subclasses CW A and CWB have periods longer or 
shorter than 8 days respectively. 
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2.1.1.1.3 RR Lyrae stars 
These 'Population II' stars are a type of yellow giant star that changes in brightness with a 
regular period of a few days. The variability is caused by the star radially pulsating due to 
it burning helium into carbon through nuclear fusion processes very similar to that shown 
in Figure 2-2. They are generally much older than our Sun, with a little over half the mass. 
Their luminosity is about 80 times that of the Sun and they are much hotter, with an 
average temperature of about 7000 Kelvin. They are found in the galactic halo and 
globular clusters and one of the main features of RR Lyrae stars is that they lie in the 
horizontal branch of the H-R diagram (see Figure 2-1). As such, they all have (roughly) the 
same luminosity and therefore can be used to calculate distances. Three subtypes are 
described in the GCVS: 
~ RRAB 
These RR Lyrae stars pulsate in the fundamental tone and their periods are 0.3 to 
1.2 days, with amplitudes from 0.5 to 2.0 magnitude in V. They all have 
approximately the same absolute magnitude (+1- 0.5) which makes them valuable 
distance indicators for mid-range distances. 
~ RRC 
These RR Lyrae stars pulsate in the first overtone and their periods are from 0.2 to 
0.5 days with amplitudes no greater than 0.8 magnitudes in V. 
~ RR(Bl 
These are double-mode RR Lyrae stars which pulsate in the fundamental mode and 
in the first overtone with a period ratio of 0.74 and a fundamental period near 0.5 
days (or in the first and second overtones with a period ratio of 0.80). These are 
called RRD in AA VSO. 
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2.1.1.1.4 Delta-Seuti stars 
Sometimes called Dwarf Cepheids, these are variable stars that exhibit variations in their 
luminosity due to both radial and non-radial pulsations of the star's surface. They lay in the 
instability strip, just off the main sequence (Figure 2-1). Typical brightness fluctuations are 
from 0.003 to 0.9 magnitudes in V over a period of a few hours, although the amplitude 
and period fluctuations can vary greatly. The stars are usually AO to F5 giant or main 
sequence stars. The high amplitude Delta Scuti variables are also called AI Velorum stars. 
They are a very common variable source in the Milky Way. 
Other pulsating classes described in the GCVS and AA VSO that will not be included in 
this research are: Alpha Cygni type (ACYG), Mira type (M), RV Tauri type (RV, RVA 
and RVB), PV Telescopii type (PVTEL), SX Phoenicis type (SXPHE), and ZZ Ceti (ZZ, 
ZZA and ZZB). Along with these are also the Semi-regular types (SR, SRA, SRB, SRC 
and SRD) and Slow Irregular types (L, LB and LC). These classes were not included in 
this research because sufficient 'good' representatives could not be obtained from the 
SuperW ASP archive, but it should be noted that, as the phase-folded light-curves of these 
objects are similar to those described above, it is possible that they were detected by the 
NNs as Cepheid-type stars and would be available for manual review. 
2.1.1.2 Eruptive stars 
Eruptive variables are stars varying in brightness due to violent processes and flares 
occurring in their chromospheres and coronae. The changes are usually accompanied by 
shell events or mass outflow in the form of stellar winds of variable intensity and/or by 
interaction with the surrounding interstellar medium. They occur throughout the stellar 
life-cycle as described by the examples below. These objects were not included in the 
automated classification in this research as they are non-periodic in nature: 
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2.1.1.2.1 Proto-stars 
These are young, hot pre-main sequence stars that are usually embedded in nebulosity. 
They have irregular periods with amplitudes of several magnitudes. Two examples are: 
~ T Tauri type 
These variables are pre-main sequence stars approaching the main sequence in the 
H-R diagram (Figure 2-1). They are of spectral type Fe to Me and they are 
characterised by spots on the stellar surface and gas-dust clumps orbiting in the 
circumstellar disks. The feature specific to this type of star is the presence of the 
fluorescent emission lines Fe II 4046, 4132 A, emission lines [Si II] and [0 I], as 
well as the absorption line Li I 6707 A. 
~ FU Ori type 
FU Orionis variables are of spectral type A through G and are possibly an 
evolutionary phase in the life of T Tauri stars. They are characterized by gradual 
increases in brightness of about six magnitudes over several months, followed by 
either constant output for years or by a slow decline of one to two magnitudes. All 
presently known FU Ori variables are coupled with reflecting cometary nebulae. 
2.1.1.2.2 Main Sequence stars 
The main sequence is a continuous and distinctive band of stars that appear on the H-R 
diagram as shown in Figure 2-1. The stars on the main sequence are in hydrostatic 
equilibrium, where the outward thermal pressure from the hot core is balanced by the 
inward gravitational pressure from the overlying layers, as such, these stars seldom exhibit 
eruptions. Two examples in this region that do show variability are: 
~ Wolf-Ravet stars (WR) 
These are super-massive hot stars (around 30,0000K) that are located at the top of 
the main-sequence where it joins the Super Giants (Figure 2-1). They undergo 
periodic mass ejections causing them to brighten irregularly, but by 0.1 magnitudes 
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on average. They exhibit broad emission line spectra with He I and He II as well as 
C II-C IV, 0 11-0 IV, and N I1I-N V lines. 
);> Flare stars (UV Ceti stars) 
These are very faint stars, which undergo regular flares. They increase in brightness 
from tenths of a magnitude up to six magnitudes in just a few seconds, and then 
fade back to nonnal brightness in half an hour or less. The amplitude is 
considerably greater in the ultraviolet spectral region. 
2.1.1.2.3 Giant and Supergiant stars 
These large stars lose their matter relatively easily and therefore, eruptions are fairly 
common. Two examples are: 
~ S Dortype 
Variables of the S Dor type are stars showing irregular photospheric pulsations and 
sometimes cyclic light changes with amplitude in the range I to 7 magnitudes with 
time scales of hundreds to thousands of days. They belong to the brightest 
Luminous Blue Variable stars (LBY) of their parent galaxies and as a rule they are 
connected with diffuse nebulae and surrounded by expanding envelopes. 
~ GCAS 
Gamma Cassiopeiae variables are BIII-IVe type stars that fluctuate irregularly by 
up to 1.5 magnitudes due to the ejection of matter at their equatorial regions caused 
by a fast rotational speed. The formation of equatorial rings or disks is often 
accompanied by temporary brightening or fading depending on the facing side of 
the star (polar or equator). 
As previously mentioned, eruptive stellar objects were not included in the NN 
classification for this research, however it was possible that similarities in the phase-folded 
light-curve caused them to be given preliminary classifications based on the visible light-
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curve e.g. T Tauri stars although eruptive in nature, may also have a sinusoidal curve-
shape that may give a RM star classification. 
2.1.1.3 Cataclysmic stars 
Cataclysmic variables (CV) are binary systems consisting of a (degenerate) white dwarf 
star accreting via Roche lobe overflow from a low mass, main sequence, companion star 
(usually stellar type K or M). This category is subdivided into the following types: 
2.1.1.3.1 Novae 
These are CVs in which thennonuclear runaway burning occurs on the surface of the white 
dwarf as a result of the material it has accreted from the K - or M -star companion. The 
event may be one-off, or more likely recurrent with timescales of tens of thousands of 
years. Recurrent novae are merely those where the recurrence timescale is amenable to 
human observation (typically 80-90 years). 
Novae are close binary systems with orbital periods from 0.05 to 230 days. One of the 
components of these systems is a hot dwarf star that suddenly, during a time interval from 
one to several dozen or several hundred days, increases its brightness by 7 to 19 
magnitudes in V then returns gradually to its former brightness over several months, years, 
or decades. 
Sub-types of Novae are NA, which are fast novae displaying rapid light increases, then 
fading by 3 magnitudes in 100 or fewer days; NB, which are slow novae that fade after 
maximum light by 3 magnitudes in >= 150 days; NC, which are novae with a very slow 
development and remaining at maximum light for more than a decade, then fading very 
slowly; NL, which are nova-like variables that have spectra that look like old novae, but 
for which no nova explosion has yet been seen; and NR, which are recurrent novae, which 
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differ from typical novae by the fact that two or more outbursts have been observed, 
separated by 10 to 80 years. 
2.1.1.3.2 Other cataclysmic stars 
> V Oeminorum stars (V Oem) 
These are quite often called dwarf novae. They are close binary systems consisting 
of a dwarf or sub-giant K-M star that fills the volume of its inner Roche lobe and a 
white dwarf surrounded by an accretion disk. The eruption in these CV stars is due 
to a quasi-periodic thermal-viscous instability in the accretion disc around the white 
dwarf. Orbital periods are in the range 0.05 to 0.5 days, and these systems are 
frequently sources of X-ray emission. Some of these systems are also eclipsing 
(Ramsay et a1. 2012). According to the characteristics of the light changes, V Oem 
variables may be subdivided into three types: SS Cyg-type (VOSS), SV UMa-type 
(VOSV), and Z Cam-type (VOZ). 
> Z Andromedae type (Z And) 
These are symbiotic variables of the Z Andromedae type. They are close binaries 
where the donor is a giant star rather than a main sequence dwarf star and the mode 
of accretion is via wind rather than via Roche lobe overflow, but otherwise they are 
similar to Cataclysmic Variables. The source of variability is accretion onto the 
white dwarf. The combined brightness displays irregular variations with amplitudes 
up to 4 magnitudes in V. 
These cataclysmic stellar objects were not included in the NN classification in this research 
as they are non-periodic objects. 
2.1.1.4 Accreting stars and disc instability 
Variability in accreting systems is caused by the larger star of a close-binary system taking 
material from its companion due to the effect of its larger gravity e.g. VZ Tau (Mathieu, 
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2007). The transfer of material causes an increase in the light output of the system. The 
process also occurs in active galactic nuclei, proto-planetary discs, and gamma ray bursts. 
These will not be progressed any further in this research. Variability in systems with disc 
instability is caused by thermal-viscous instability in a thin disc e.g. Z. And, U Gem, and Z 
Cam. This is one of the theories proposed for planet formation (Janson et aI. 2012). 
2.1.1.5 Supernova events 
These stars increase in brightness by 20 magnitudes or more as a result of a fmal 
explosion, then fade slowly. The spectrum is characterized by the presence of very broad 
emission bands, their widths being several times greater than those of the bright bands 
observed in the spectra of novae. The expansion velocities of supernovae envelopes are in 
thousands of km/s. According to the light curve shape and the spectral features, supernovae 
are subdivided into the following types: SNI (a, b and c), SNII (a, b, d and n); SNII-L and 
SNII-P. SNla are believed to arise in "accretion induced collapse" of a white-dwarf star 
that accretes enough mass to exceed the Chandrasekhar limit. The other classes of 
supernovae are believed to be due to "core collapse" ofa massive (single) star at the end of 
its life when its core is composed of Fe-Ni-Co and unable to undergo any more energy-
releasing fusion reactions. 
2.1.2 Extrinsic causes of variability 
Extrinsic variability is caused by some external reason, such as rotation, orbital motion, or 
partial obscuration of the star. The stars exhibit one or more of the following physical 
processes, which are described below: Eclipsing; Rotating; and Micro-lensing. 
2.1.2.1 Eclipsing stars 
These binary stars show variability due to eclipsing of one another while the orbital plane 
is almost parallel with the observers line of sight. Consequently, the observer finds changes 
of the apparent combined brightness of the system with the period coincident with that of 
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the components' orbital motion. Three sets of nomenclature exist for eclipsing binaries in 
the GCVS, each depending on the properties of the stars i.e. classification using the light-
curve shape (EAlEBIEW), classification using magnitude-colour properties (GS/PNIRS 
CVnlWDIWR), and classification using the amount of fill in the Roche lobe of each 
component of the system (DetachediSemi-detachediContact). These are described more 
fully in section 2.2.2. 
2.1.2.2 Rotating 
These are variable stars that have non-uniform surface brightness andlor ellipsoidal shapes. 
The variability is caused by axial rotation with respect to the observer. The non-uniformity 
of surface brightness distributions may be caused by the presence of spots (which could be 
argued is an 'intrinsic' property) or by some thermal or chemical inhomogeneity of the 
atmosphere caused by a magnetic field whose axis is not coincident with the rotation axis. 
These stars are subdivided into the following types, which vary on their star size and 
spectral properties: Alpha2 Canum Venaticorum variables (ACV and ACVO); BY 
Draconis-type variables (BY); Rotating ellipsoidal variables (ELL); FK Comae Berenices-
type variables (FKCOM); Optically variable pulsars (PSR); and SX Arietis-type variables 
(SXARI). 
In this research these would all be represented by a sinusoidal-like light-curve and as such, 
are termed 'Rotational Modulation' (RM) stars. They are pre-main sequence and main-
sequence stars and the light variability is caused by axial rotation of the stars and the 
presence of surface spots and chromo spheric activity. Some RM stars also show flares as 
described in section 2.1.1.2.1. These stars display a light-curve that is sinusoidal in nature, 
e.g. BY Draconis and the Orion variables of the T Tauri type: 
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~ BY 
BY Draconis-type variables show quasi-periodic light changes with periods from a 
fraction of a day to 120 days and amplitudes from several hundredths to 0.5 
magnitudes in V. 
~ TTauri 
Stars are assigned to this type on spectroscopic criteria, and so cannot be 
differentiated from other RM Stars in this research. These are classified simply as 
RM in nature and follow-up work would be required to identify them as T Tauri. 
2.1.2.3 Micro-lensing 
AA VSO describes the micro-lensing event as symmetric brightening of a star caused by 
the presence of a separate gravitational influence intervening in line of sight. It may last 
from seconds to years. Micro-lensing events are a type of extrinsic variable that, like 
supernovae, are a once in a lifetime event, for example: GSC 3656-1328 (AAVSO 
designation: VSX J000921.8+543943) (Fukui et aI. 2007). 
2.1.3 Combined Intrinsic and Extrinsic causes of variability 
As indicated in section 2.1, many of the systems described contain more than one type of 
variability. For example, NY Virginis (NY Vir) is an Algol type (EA), but consists of a 
main sequence dwarf M-star (dM) and a sub dwarf B-star (sdB) with a stripped core. The 
system is therefore eclipsing, but the sdB star also exhibits pulsations (Uu et al. 2007). This 
is an important system as it enables independent determination of stellar parameters from 
the two processes that can be compared with each other for confirmation. A second 
example is the OGLE object, OGLE-BLG-RRL YR-02792 described by Pietrzynski et a1. 
(2012). This is the only RR Lyrae star found in an eclipsing binary so could be enormously 
important as a means of testing stellar models. 
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2.2. Classification of variability 
As this research was performed using observations in the visible spectrum, only those 
stellar objects shown in this section were used in the initial NN classification scheme 
described in subsequent chapters. The classification approach that was taken in the 
automated system was based on that provided by the GCVS, as described below. The 
classification method used in this research was based around the shape of the phase-folded 
light-curve, along with the period and amplitude. The following sections describe the shape 
of the phase-folded light-curves obtained from each stellar class. These formed the basis of 
the input to the NNs in subsequent chapters. 
2.2.1 Pulsating variables 
2.2.1.1 CEP and CEP-Iike 
As mentioned above, this research confined the identification and classification of stellar 
objects to the visible spectrum. Therefore the proposed classification system could not 
differentiate between the classical Cepheid DCEP and the other sub-types described in 
sections 2.1.1.1.1 and 2.1.1.1.2. For instance, the phase-folded light-curve of a typical 
Cepheid is shown in Figure 2-3 and an example of a W Vir star is shown in Figure 2-4 
(note the hump on the downward facing phase). 
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Figure 2-3: Phase-folded tight-curve for Cepheid-type star (CEP) 
(lSWASP J212400.24+181643.7 ~AU Peg) 
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Figure 2-4: Phase-folded light-curve for Cepheid-type star (W Vir) 
(ISWASP J180109.22+191456.7 7 BL Her) 
M3875063 
During the proposed automated classification method, a binned version of the phase-folded 
light-curve was created in order to obtain the parameters necessary to classify the object. 
Unfortunately, the training set for the neural networks did not differentiate between 
Cepheid and W Vir stars, i.e. the training set did not contain any W Vir objects . Therefore 
the ' bump' in the W Vir object was absorbed into the Cepheid classification and therefore 
they were unable to be differentiated from other Cepheid-type objects. 
2.2.1.2 DSCT 
The shape of DSCT type objects as shown in Figure 2-5 is very similar to the Cepheid-type 
objects, but the difference in period range allows them to be differentiated easily. 
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Figure 2-5: Phase-folded light-curve for Delta-Scuti-type star (DSCT) 
(ISWASP J055920.57+200207.5 7 V0337 On) 
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These RR Lyrae stars have an asymmetric light-curve with a steep rise and gentler decline 
as shown in Figure 2-6. The light-curve shape is quite unique and was easy to represent in 
the NNs: 
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Figure 2-6: Phase-folded light-curve for RR Lyrae-type star (RRAB) 
(lSWASP J151705.25+350656.4 ~ UU Boo) 
2.2.1.4 FlFt<: 
The shape of RRC objects is as shown in Figure 2-7, where they are nearly sinusoidal in 
shape. There was some difficulty in differentiating these stars from others as described 
later in section 2.2.3. 
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Figure 2-7: Phase-folded light-curve for RR Lyrae-type star (RRC) 
(ISWASP J182836.90+380322.6 ~ V0462 Lyr) 
2.2.1.5 Sinusoidal stars (RM Stars) 
The shape of RM Stars as shown in Figure 2-8 is very close to a sine-wave and is quite 
similar to the RR Lyrae class RRC objects in section 2.2.1.4. As such, there was some 
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difficulty in separating them from each other. This will be fully explored in subsequent 
chapters. 
..... .. 
Figure 2-8: Phase-folded light-curve for Sinusoidal-type stars (RM) 
2.2.2 Eclipsing binary variables 
Three methods of classifying eclipsing binaries are described in the GCVS as shown here: 
2.2.2.1 Method 1 
This method uses the shape of the phase-folded light-curve and was the method used in 
this research. Three classes exist in this method: 
These are Beta Persei type eclipsing systems, better known as Algol systems. 
Looking at the phase-folded light-curve in Figure 2-9, it was possible to specify the 
moments of the beginning and end of the eclipses. Between eclipses the light 
remains almost constant or varies insignificantly because of reflection effects, slight 
ellipsoidality of the components, or physical variations are negligible. Note that the 
secondary minima may be absent (i.e. a single-eclipse). An extremely wide range of 
periods is observed, from 0.2 to >=10000 days. Light amplitudes are also quite 
different and may reach several magnitudes. 
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Figure 2-9: Phase-folded light-curve for Algol-type star (EA) 
These are Beta Lyrae-type eclipsing systems. From the light-curve (Figure 2-10), it 
is not possible to specify the exact times of onset and end of eclipses and the 
secondary minimum is observed in all cases. The depth of the secondary minimum 
is usually considerably smaller than that of the primary minimum. Periods are 
mainly longer than 1 day and light amplitudes are usually <2 magnitude in V. 
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Figure 2-10: Phase-folded light-curve for Beta Lyrae-type star (EB) 
These are W Ursae Majoris-type eclipsing variables. From the light-curve (Figure 
2-11), it is not possible to specify the exact times of onset and end of eclipses. The 
depths of the primary and secondary minima are almost equal or differ 
insignificantly. They have periods shorter than 1 day and light amplitudes usually 
<0.8 mag in V. 
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Figure 2-11: Phase-folded light-curve for W UMa-type star (EW) 
2.2.2.2 Method 2 
This method uses the positions of the binary-system components in the Colour-Magnitude 
diagram. Five classes exist for this method: 
These are systems containing one or both giant and supergiant components. One of 
the components may be a main sequence star. 
These are Systems having nuclei of planetary nebulae among their components 
(e.g. UU Sge). 
~ RS CVn 
These are RS Canum Venaticorum-type systems where the systems have the 
presence of strong Call, H, and K emission lines of variable intensity in their 
spectra, indicating increased chromospheric activity. They are also characterized by 
the presence of radio and x-ray emissions. 
These are systems containing white-dwarf components. 
These systems have Wolf-Rayet stars among their components (e.g. V 444 Cyg). 
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2.2.2.3 Method 3 
This method uses the degree of filling of the inner Roche lobes of the binary stars. Three 
classes exist in this method: 
~ Detached 
These are systems where neither of the component stars have their Roche lobe 
filled, e.g. AR Lacertae type (AR), Detached systems (D), Detached main-sequence 
systems (OM), Detached systems with a sub-giant (OS), and systems similar to W 
UMa, but not in contact (OW). 
~ Semi-detached 
These are systems where the surface of the less massive component is close to its 
inner Roche lobe. 
~ Contact (sometimes termed Over-contact> 
These are systems where both components fill their inner Roche lobes, e.g. Contact 
systems (K), Contact systems of early spectral type (KE) and Contact systems of 
the W UMa type (KW). These systems coincide well with the EW class in method 
1 in that phase-folded light-curve describes a close binary system. 
The full classification described in the GCVS amalgamates all three methods e.g. the 
combination of the above three classification methods for eclipsing systems result in the 
assignment of multiple classifications for object types. These are separated by a solidus 
("/") in the data field. Examples are: EIDM (for eclipsing detached main-sequence system), 
EAlDSIRS (for Algol with a sub-giant in an eruptive system), EBIWR (for Beta-Lyrae 
with Wolf-Rayet star), and EW/KW (for W UMa with ellipsoid components), etc. 
2.2.3 Difficulties in classifying variables using only the light-curve 
The main difficulties that were encountered using the proposed method of automated 
classification were due to the similarities of the light-curve shape and objects that have 
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similar variability periods and amplitudes. Two of these have been introduced previously, 
i.e. the similarity between Cepheid-type objects DCEP, CEP, and BCEP and W Vir etc., 
and between Sinusoidal stars and RRC-type stars. One other expected difficulty was when 
incorrect periods were obtained for EW eclipsing binary stars. If they were half or double 
the correct period, the light-curves looked like Cepheid, RRC or Sinusoidal stars. This is 
why the automated classification system only provides a preliminary classification that 
must be confirmed using other techniques. The main advantage of the proposed automated 
system is that it is extremely fast and can be used with light-curves from any survey 
without re-training the NNs. 
2.3. Why classification of stars is useful 
The material that follows demonstrates the value of classifying the stellar objects described 
above, but in order to perform this work, we need to find and classify the objects. This was 
one of the main objectives of this research. 
2.3.1 RR Lyrae stars 
Examples of work performed on RR Lyrae stars over the past few years show extensive 
activity in the areas of distance calculations, distributions, stellar structure and various 
anomalies. 
A significant amount of work has been performed with regard to distance calculations, 
Bono et at. (2008) determined the relative distances to the two globular clusters Omega 
Centauri and 47 Tucanae using a novel method and then used the distance to the RR Lyme 
stars to confirm their results. In the same year, Feast (2008) summarised the fmdings of the 
Variable Star Project and estimated the distance to the Large Magellanic Cloud using RR 
Lyme and Cepheid stars. Caceres & Catelan (2008) on the other hand used data from the 
Sloan Digital Sky Survey to provide the first detailed study of the period-luminosity 
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relationship in RR Lyrae stars in the 'ugriz' filter bandpasses. This allowed them to obtain 
precise absolute magnitudes to improve their distance calculations. Like Feast (2008) 
above, Szewczyk et a1. (2008) also calculated the distance to the Large Magellanic Cloud, 
but they used infrared band observations from the Araucaria Project instead. Similarly, in 
the same project, Pietrzynski et a1. (2008) used similar techniques to obtain the distance to 
the Sculptor Dwarf Galaxy. Using observations from the revised Hipparcos data, Feast et 
a1. (2008) calculated the infra-red and optical absolute magnitudes for two type II Cepheids 
and also obtained phase-corrected magnitudes for 142 RR Lyrae stars using 2MASS 
(Skrutskie et a1. 2006) data. This allowed them to calculate the distance to the Galactic 
Centre. Trying a different approach, this time using period-luminosity-colour and period-
colour-colour relations in the multi-band 'uvby' Stroemgren system, Cortes & Catelan 
(2008) created a theoretical calibration of RR Lyrae to help in distance calculations. 
Looking at Population-II Cepheids and RR Lyrae stars from the OGLE-II and III surveys, 
Groenewegen et a1. (2008) determined K-band magnitudes for them and used them to 
obtain the period-luminosity relation and hence the distance modulus to the Galactic 
Centre. Last, but not least, Prior et al (2009) explored the extent of the Virgo Stellar 
Stream using RR Lyrae Stars from the SEKBO survey. 
Investigating distribution of RR Lyrae stars in the Milky Way was an area looked at by 
Kunder & Chaboyer (2008) who analysed the metallicity of the galactic bulge RR Lyrae 
stars, and Silva Aguirre et al. (2008) investigated some RR Lyrae stars with high period 
change rates to see if they were zero-age horizontal branch stars (pre-ZAHB stars). Catelan 
& Cortes (2008) used theoretical models to form a relationship between the absolute 
magnitude of RR Lyrae stars and their periods and Stroemgren pseudo-colour. This 
allowed them to show an 'over-luminosity' of the star RR Lyr. Looking at the halo of the 
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Milky Way, Morrison et aI. (2009) used a sample of 248 metal-poor stars (including RR 
Lyrae) to describe its structure. 
Investigating distribution outside the Milky Way, Bernard et a1. (2008) studied the radial 
distribution of RR Lyrae stars in the Tucana Dwarf Galaxy using data from the ACS LCID 
Project. 
A number of projects looked at the stellar structure of RR Lyrae stars. For instance, in 
2008, Moskalik & Kolaczkowski (2008) used RR Lyrae stars as a comparator for 
multimode Cepheid pulsators in the Large Magellanic Cloud, and in 2008, Vivas et a1. 
(2008) used samples of RR Lyrae stars from the QUEST survey in a spectroscopic study to 
look at metallicity in Virgo. In the following year, Subramanian & Subramanian (2009) 
used RR Lyrae stars to estimate the 'line of sight' depths of the Large and Small 
Magellanic Clouds to show that the halo of the Large Magellanic Cloud has a larger depth 
compared to the disk/bar. This indicated the existence of an inner halo. 
Finally, two anomalies were investigated, the Blazhko effect and the Oosterhoff 
dichotomy: 
2.3.1.1 Blazhko effect 
Blazko (1907) discovered long-period modulation in the star RW Ora due to a variation in 
the period and amplitude. This is clearly seen in the phase-folded light-curve in Figure 
2-12. 
Moskalik & Olech (2008) investigated multi-periodic RR Lyrae stars in Omega Centauri 
noting higher levels of RR Lyrae stars showing the Blazhko effect than in other population 
studies. Wils et a1. (2008) also investigated the Blazhko effect in the RRC star LS Her, and 
Hurta (2008) investigated the relation between the pulsation and modulation periods of the 
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RR Lyrae star RV UMa, which also shows the Blazhko effect. The Blazhko effect was 
investigated further in this research and the results are discussed in chapter 8.5.2. 
o ~~~--+-~~--*-~~~~~ 
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....... 
Figure 2-12: Example of the B1azhko effect in an RR Lyrae star 
(ISWASP JOI0510.70+341306.2 ~ DR And) 
2.3.1.2 Oosterhoff Dichotomy 
Oosterhoff (1939) showed that there was a definite correlation between period and 
amplitude of RR Lyrae variables in three globular clusters and that the periods feU into two 
groups (currently known as 001 and OoIl). Szczygiel et al. (2009) perfonned a substantial 
meta-analysis of work perfonned by other researchers on the Oosterhoff dichotomy and 
this is further examined in this research in chapter 8.5.l. 
2.3.2 Cepheid-type stars 
Looking at examples of work perfonned on Cepheid stars over the past few years' shows 
activity in similar areas to RRAB, i.e. distance calculations, distributions, stellar structure 
and Blazhko effect. With regard to distance calculations, Feast (2008) used Classical 
Cepheids, Type II Cepheids and RR Lyrae stars to calculate the distances to the Large 
MageUanic Cloud and the Galactic Centre as well as the value of the Hubble Constant. 
Feast et al. (2008) also derived infrared and optical absolute magnitudes for type II 
Cepheids using revised Hipparcos parallaxes. In other work, Groenewegen et al. (2008) 
established an independent distance to the Galactic Centre using Population II Cepheids 
discovered in the OGLE-II and OGLE-III surveys and Bird et al. (2009) used Cepheids to 
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extend the cosmic distance ladder to 100 Mpc and beyond. Researching distributions, 
Maciel et a!. (2008) used the abundances of planetary nebulae' to study the chemical 
evolution of the Galactic bulge. They computed three classes of models for the Galactic 
bulge. Looking at stellar structure, Romaniello et at. (2008) investigated the influence of 
chemical composition on the properties of Cepheid stars, and investigated the Blazhko 
effect, Moskalik & Kolaczkowski (2009) observed the effect in double-mode Cepheids and 
Molnar et al. (2012) determined if turbulent convective variations could drive the Blazhko 
cycle. Their fmdings suggested that the convective cycle model was not well suited as a 
standalone mechanism behind the Blazhko-effect. 
2.3.3 Sinusoidal (Rotational Modulation) stars 
Looking at examples of work performed on RM stars over the past few years shows that 
the visible, ultraviolet and magnetic spectra have all been under scrutiny. Biazzo et a!. 
(2009a) presented preliminary results of a study based on photometric and spectroscopic 
observations of young weak-line T Tauri and post-T Tauri stars just arriving on the Zero 
Age Main Sequence. Biazzo et a!. (2009b) also presented preliminary results on a study 
based on contemporaneous photometric and spectroscopic observations of the young KO-
1 V star SAO 51891. Also, Lobel (2008) presented detailed semi-empiric models for 
rotational modulations observed in ultraviolet wind lines ofBO.5 supergiant HD64760, and 
Arentoft et a!. (2008) carried out a multi-site campaign to measure oscillations in the F5 
star Procyon A. They obtained high-precision velocity observations and interpreted them 
as being due to rotational modulation from active regions on the stellar surface. Jardine et 
at. (2008) assessed a surface magnetogram of a moderately-accreting T Tauri star (V2129 
Oph) and used it to extrapolate the geometry of its large-scale field. Finally, Donati et at. 
(2008) reported the detection of Zeeman signatures on the classical T Tauri star BP Tau 
using observations collected with the ESPaDOnS and NARVAL spectropolarimeters. 
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2.3.4 Eclipsing binary stars 
The key science made available by the study of eclipsing binaries is determination of 
stellar parameters, especially masses and radii of stars, as this simply cannot be measured 
directly in single stars. Dynamical measurements of eclipsing binaries can allow the 
masses and radii to be measured directly then compared with model predictions for testing 
their validity. This underlies all our understanding of stellar structure and evolution. 
Specific research areas are: 
2.3.4.1 Semi-detached eclipsing binary systems 
A literature review of work performed on semi-detached binaries over the past few years 
showed far less activity than on detached or contact binaries. The work appears to cover 
three distinct areas: Identification of triple and quadruple systems, System parametrics and 
System evolution. Zasche et a1. (2008) selected six semi-detached Algol-type binaries to 
test for the presence of a third body. Zasche (2008) also examined three Algol-type 
binaries in the Cygnus constellation. Mennickent et aI. (2008) investigated the nature of 
one of the Double Periodic Variables recently found in the Magellaoic Clouds and Van 
Rensbergen et a1. (2008) proposed a method whereby higher mass-ratio Algols can survive 
longer. 
2.3.4.2 Detached eclipsing binary systems 
A literature review of work performed on detached binaries over the past few years showed 
that work appears to only cover two of the three distinct areas also covered by semi-
detached binaries: Identification of triple and quadruple systems and System parametrics. 
Pribulla et aI. (2008) discovered the tightest quadruple system to-date, and Grundahl et a1. 
(2008) determined an accurate age of open cluster NGC6791 using accurate masses and 
radii of the components of detached eclipsing binary V20. Torres et a1. (2008) obtained 
improved absolute dimensions of the detached, circular, 0.84-day period, double-lined 
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eclipsing binary system CV Boo for the purpose of testing various aspects of theoretical 
modelling and Bilir et al. (2008) obtained corrected absolute magnitude calibrations for the 
detached binary systems with main-sequence components. 
2.3.4.3 Contact binary systems 
A vast amount of work has been performed on contact binaries over the past few years. 
This appears to cover the same three distinct areas as semi-detached binaries: Identification 
of triple and quadruple systems, System parametrics and System evolution. In 2006, Li & 
Zhang (2006) investigated the dynamical stability of W UMa-type systems. In 2008, 
Pribulla et al. (2008) identified triple and quadruple systems using radial-velocity 
measurements, and period analysis was undertaken by Zasche (2008). Rucinski & Pribulla 
(2008) identified the shortest period contact binary and Nef & Rucinski (2008) estimated 
the frequency of occurrence of contact binaries in the SMC and LMC based on their 
luminosity function. Also in 2008, Gazeas & Stepien (2008) presented an alternative 
scenario of evolution in contact binaries and Li et aI. (2008) investigated the evolutionary 
status and dynamical evolution of W UMa systems. In 2009, Pribulla et aI. (2009) 
discovered the tightest quadruple system to-date and Eker et aI. (2009) analysed parallaxes 
of W UMa stars in the Hipparcos catalogue to re-calibrate the Period-Luminosity-Colour 
(PLC) relation of W UMa stars. Finally, in 2011, Norton & Payne et al. (20 11) identified 
53 candidates for short period eclipsing binary stars identified by SuperW ASP, which 
are important for understanding the evolution of low mass stars and to allow investigation 
of the cause of the period cut-off. 
In summary, in order to confirm and/or extend the work described above, it is necessary to 
obtain many more examples of each stellar class from the many surveys that are underway 
or have been completed. Surveys are usually performed with specific targets in mind e.g. 
the main task for SuperW ASP is to look for Exoplanets, but while doing this, many other 
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objects are also recorded and will remain undiscovered until automated systems are created 
to trawl the stored data efficiently. This is where the system developed in this research will 
be applied. 
2.4. Use of neural networks in classification 
Neural networks have been successfully applied to many application areas, such as 
financial prediction (Zirilli, 1996), inventory control (Bansal et al. 1998), signal analysis 
and processing (Byung-Su et al. 2001), process control (Kovarova-Kovar et al. 2000), 
classification (Blonda et al. 1993), speech synthesis (Thompson, 1994), medical diagnosis 
(WiUoughb":{ et at \(96), e-commerce ~R)'an and Silva, 2003) and many others. 
They have also become very useful in analysis of large surveys of astronomical data, such 
as the OGLE survey that provided a census of 2768 eclipsing binaries in the Large 
Magellanic Cloud (Wyrzykowski et al. 2003, Graczyk et al. 2011). The system used an 
image recognition neural network to classify the eclipsing binaries into three classes: 
detached (68.0%), semi-detached (25.9%) and overcontact (6.1%). Another system created 
by PrSa et al (2008) trained a neural network to determine principal parameters for 
eclipsing binaries in a study they were analysing. Blomme et al. (2010) used a supervised 
neural network to classify the variables in the Kepler survey, which is similar to the 
method proposed in this research. They identified three independent frequencies for every 
star, which were used to make a harmonic best-fit to the trend-subtracted time series. They 
then used a multi-stage tree in each node to decide which stars they want to distinguish. 
The authors state that the method was good at classifying existing stars and identifying 
new ones, but did not quantify the results. Debosscher et al. (2011) also analysed the data 
in the Kepler survey using the same supervised neural network, but the authors added a 
new extractor method to detect the presence of eclipses when other variability was present 
in the light curves. 
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As mentioned in Chapter I, the method in this research used a representation of the phase-
folded light-curve along with the period and amplitude. This method had difficulty in 
providing a definite class for certain types, but reported a general 'preliminary' class. The 
major benefits of this method were that it was very fast and could be applied to any 
periodic variable that could be trained in the NNs. 
It should be noted that other automated systems exist that do not depend on neural 
networks, such as that used by Devor et at. (2008), where the authors used an automated 
pipeline on a subset of the Trans-Atlantic Exoplanet Survey dataset to identify and model 
773 eclipsing binary systems. The method employed fitting each light-curve to a geometric 
model of a detached EB and then using a ten-step procedure to analyse the data. The 
authors state that some manual work is required in the final classification. 
2.5. Chapter summary 
This chapter provided an overview of the variability in stars, and allowed a selection to be 
made of the various classes of stars that were to be included in the automated classification 
method described in Chapter 3. The selected classes were: 
~ Eclipsing binaries: Algol-type (EA), Beta Lyrae-type (EB) and W UMa-type (EW); 
~ Pulsating stars: Cepheid-type (BCEP, CEP and DeEP), Delta Scuti-type (DSCT), 
RR Lyrae-type (RRAB and RRC) 
~ Sinusoidal-type stars, also known as Rotational Modulation (RM) Stars. 
Chapter 3 describes the selection and construction of the neural networks that were 
employed in this research and also describes their training and testing. 
-------------------- 0 --------------------
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Chapter 3 NN: Selection, Construction, Training and Testing 
This chapter provides a general introduction to Neural Networks (NN) and describes the 
work performed in selecting the NNs used to classify all the periodic variables in the 
SuperWASP archive as discussed in Chapter 5. 
Functionally, according to Picton (1994), NNs are modelled on the human nervous system 
(HNS) and are designed to mimic the way the human brain learns and classifies objects. 
The model of the HNS given by Bowsher (1988) has been adapted in Figure 3-1 to show 
the similarities between communication in a neuron and communication between human 
nerve-cells. The model explains the general functionality of NNs and the remaining 
sections discusses the components of NNs and indicates which models were selected for 
classification of SuperW ASP stellar objects in this research. 
3.1. Basic components of a neural network 
The black text in Figure 3-1 indicates the terms used for the nervous system and the red 
text indicates the equivalent term for NNs. 
Cell 
Neuron 
Synapse 
Interconnection 
Chemical 
response 
Transfer 
function 
Cell 
Neuron 
Figure 3-1: Similarities between a neural network and a human nerve cell 
In human nerve cells, a cell communicates with adjacent cells by generating an electrical 
impulse. The impulse causes receptors in the cell to 'fire' i.e. to produce a chemical 
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response. The size of the response varies on the strength of the impulse and only if the 
strength of the impulse is greater than the threshold level of the cell, will a response be 
elicited. The stimulating chemical is released into the connecting synapse and when 
detected by a neighbouring cell, it is reconverted into an electrical impulse in that cell. 
In NNs, a neuron communicates with adjacent neurons by generating a weight value (the 
equivalent of the electrical impulse). The size of the weight will vary depending on the size 
of the weights coming from other connecting neurons (the equivalent of the strength of the 
impulse). This weight is compared against a threshold value (based on the transfer 
function) and if larger than this value, it causes the neuron to 'fire' i.e. pass its weight value 
onto the next neuron. 
3.2. Brief history of neural networks 
In order to describe the functionality of NNs and the complexity they must overcome when 
used for classification, it is important to understand how they were developed. 
Development ofNNs started in 1943, when McCulloch & Pitts (1943) published the first 
mathematical model of a biological neuron. It was based on 'excitatory' and 'inhibitory' 
inputs to a neuron being summed and the sum being compared against a threshold. If the 
sum was greater than the threshold, a value of 1 was passed on to the next neuron 
otherwise 0 was passed on. 
The single neuron raised much interest at the time because it could be used to perform 
basic Boolean logic such as 'A AND B', 'A OR B' and 'NOT A' as shown in Figure 3-2, 
which was adapted from Picton (1994). As the outputs for each of these Boolean functions 
were different (i.e. 2, I and 0), they can successfully differentiate between 'AND', 'OR' 
and 'NOT'. 
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Figure 3-2: Use of single neuron to differentiate Boolean 'AND', 'OR' and 'NOT' 
M3875063 
The first attempt to implement a model of this neuron in software was achieved by 
Rosenplatt (1958) and it was called the perceptron. It contained a single-layer of multiple 
neurons which was used for optical pattern recognition, but was later found to clearly 
demonstrate the above Boolean logic. Later, Minsky & Papert (1989) proved the inability 
of the perceptron to model the Boolean 'exclusive-or' function (XOR) . This is clearly 
demonstrated in the right-hand circle of Figure 3-3, where two lines are needed to isolate 
the crosses from the dots. This diagram has been expanded from Johnson & Picton (1995) . 
A B AANDB AORB 
0 0 
0 1 
0 1 
1 
)( Value = 1 
• Value =0 
-- Linearly separable 
NOTA 
1 
0 
1 
0 
AXORB 
0 
1 
1 
-
, 
, 
" " . , 
- - - • - Not linearly separable (needs 2 Deurons) 
Figure 3-3: Linear separability ofthe Boolean functions using a single neuron 
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In Figure 3-3 , a single straight line separates the O's (dots) from the l's (crosses) in the 'A 
AND B', ' A OR B' and 'NOT A' funct ions, demonstrating that they are separable from 
each other mathematically in the perceptron (Tajine & Elizondo, 2002). This was termed 
linear separability, which was used in section 3.4.2 to explore the suitability of the Single-
layer perceptron (SLP) networks for classifying stellar objects. The non-linear function' A 
XOR B' however, cannot be separated this way. This observation by Minsky & Papert 
(1989) made many researchers lose interest in NNs for a number of years, until the 
observation was made that the XOR function could be implemented if a number of 
perceptrons were used together as shown in Figure 3-4. 
x __ ~ 
. ( Xt " X ) 
peroeptroo-
y(XOR) 
Figure 3-4: Implementation of the XOR function using Multiple Perceptrons 
Although a number of SLPs working together solved the XOR problem, this only solved 
two-dimensional data such as the Boolean functions above. In order to differentiate higher 
dimensions (like classification of stellar variables) a different method was required which 
contained multiple layers. 
The first multiple-layer perceptron (MLP) to be constructed was the 'back-propagation' 
NN. This had the ability to implement all of the Boolean functions (including XOR) and it 
could implement higher-dimensions of data. This ability was realised by implementing 
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three new features: incorporating a hidden layer between the input and output layers; 
connecting the output of every neuron in one layer to the input of every neuron in the 
next layer (i.e. a fully connected network); and using a sigmoid function as the delimiter 
in each neuron. These new features allowed any error (i.e. the difference between the 
values in the output layer and the expected output) to be 'back-propagated' through the 
network for re-processing to minimise this error (hence the name of the network, 'back-
propagation'). In order to calculate this error in the output, the MLP needs to know what 
the expected output is and these values must be given to the network during training. This 
is tenned supervised learning. 
At the same time as the back-propagation method was being developed, Kohonen (1990) 
was working on self-organising maps (SOM), which has the principle of competitive 
learning, in which neurons compete to respond to an input stimulus and the winner adapts 
to respond more strongly to that stimulus. This type of learning is tenned unsupervised, in 
that the internal organization of the network is governed only by the input stimuli (i.e. it 
has not been instructed what the output should be, as in the supervised model). 
The MLP and SOM are both feed-forward networks, in that the outputs of the neurons in 
one layer lead to the input of the neurons in the next layer. Hopfield (1982) proposed the 
first 'feed-back' network, which took the outputs from some neurons and fed them back in 
to the inputs of neurons in a previous layer. The objective was to be able to store a number 
of input/output associations in one matrix, but, like the SLP, the network could only be 
used for linear-separable functions i.e. its use was also restricted to value of 0 and 1. 
Today, there are a vast number of different NN types available based on the type of 
learning, topology and type of data they accept. Although the number of networks seemed 
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to be never-ending, with new networks springing up frequently, they are all based on the 
same core concepts of supervised/unsupervised' and 'feed-forward/feed-back'. 
From all the NNs reviewed in the literature, the main observation was that there were many 
ways to achieve the same end. An SLP can classify linear data, an MLP can classify multi-
dimensional data and a SOM can classify data without being supervised. All the other 
network types provide small improvements to the basic models. It was therefore decided to 
assess only the 'supervised' models in this research (i.e. SLP and MLP networks) as there 
was sufficient information available to provide the known outcomes required for 
supervised training. The unsupervised training method, SOM will be examined in future 
work. 
3.3. Characteristics of the selected neural network models 
The SLP and MLP NNs share the same characteristics as described below. When creating 
NNs, the characteristics to best meet the objective must be decided upon. This section 
describes some of the available choices and states which options were selected in this 
research. 
3.3.1 Structure of the neuron 
The neuron is the most basic building block of all NNs (see Figure 3-5). The neuron 
receives input values from a set of neurons in a previous layer (xo to Xn in the diagram), 
multiplies them by the weights stored for each input and then sums the result. This 
becomes the new weight for the neuron. The result is then converted by a transfer function 
(section 3.3.2) to provide a suitable output for the neurons in the next layer. This process 
continues through to the output layer (section 3.3.4). 
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y 
x = input w = weight S = summed wtights y = output 
Figure 3-5: Structure of a single neuron in a neural network 
3.3.2 Transfer function 
As shown in Figure 3-5, the sum S is modified by a transfer function and the modified 
value is passed to each neuron in the next layer. The reason for modifying the output is to 
keep the output limited to the required domain. The literature shows many types of transfer 
function: 'Sigmoid' function as used by Turner (1997), where the function is a continuous 
monotonic mapping of the input to a value between 0.0 and 1.0; 'TanH' function 
(Hyperbolic Tangent), where the output is very similar to the sigmoid function, but it maps 
to the range -l.0 to l.0; 'Linear' function as used by Mahapatra et a1. (1999), where the 
output of the transfer function is just the sum of the neuron i.e. no change takes place; 
'Sine' function, where the output takes the trigonometric sine of the input; 'Brain-State-
in-a-Box' (BSB) as described by Vandenberghe and Vandewalle (1989) , where there is a 
linear mapping of input to output modified by the value of the recall portion of the 
appropriate learning and recall schedule; and the 'Bi-Directional Associative Memory' 
(BAM) as described by Picton (1994), where the output is 1 if the sum is > 0, the Sum 
itself if the Sum is 0, or -1 if the sum is < O. As well as these 'general' transfer functions, 
there are also 'network specific' transfer functions, such as 'Radial Basis' function as 
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used by Sanchez et al. (1996) and the 'Boltzmann machine' network as described by 
Hertz et al. (1991). These transfer functions make use of values generated by the 
architecture of the network. 
Of the many options used for the transfer function, the two most common, tried and tested 
methods were selected for this research : 'Sigmoid' and 'TanH'. Both functions are 
graphically displayed in Figure 3-6. 
Sigmoid TanH 
-4 -2 
(a) (b) 
Figure 3-6: Selected Transfer functions for the NNs 
3.3.3 Input layer 
The input layer is simply a set of neurons that accept the pre-processed input values from 
the user and stores them ready to pass on to the next layer. In this work, three NN models 
were created with 28, 27 and 53 input neurons respectively. They are fully described in 
section 3.4.1. 
3.3.4 Output layer 
Each neuron in the output layer holds the response of the network to a given input. In some 
network types (e.g. the MLP), a neuron in the output layer calculates a scaled local error 
(i.e. the difference between the expected output and the current weight), and then 
calculates a delta weight to back -propagate through the network. The weights in each 
neuron in the network are altered by adding the delta weight to the corresponding previous 
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weight values. In this way, the NN converges to a solution in the pattern space. The 
solution obtained by NNs then usually requires post-processing in order to interpret the 
results of the network (section 3.4.3). 
For the three NN models used in this research, the back-propagation networks were 
selected as they are more robust than the alternatives. They are known to be slow to train, 
but this is not a problem for classification of stellar objects as the training phase will not be 
repeated often. 
3.3.5 Hidden layer(s) 
Back-propagation networks (i.e. MLPs) typically consist of at least three layers and 
possibly more, with the input layer acting as a buffer for the system. The middle (or 
hidden) layer(s) and output layer have adaptive weights, which are able to 'learn' (section 
3.3.8) and allow the network to process multi-dimensional data. The term 'hidden layer' is 
used as neither the inputs or the outputs of this layer can be seen by the outside world. 
The number of hidden layers is not limited but typically, there would be one or two. 
General consensus (Cybenko, 1989; Hecht-Nielsen, 1989; and Hornik et al. 1989) indicates 
that one hidden layer is sufficient for most NNs. Two hidden-layers may improve the 
training slightly, but it increases the length of time required for training (Chester, 1990). In 
this research, the decision was made to use one hidden layer only. 
3.3.6 Number of neurons in the Hidden layer 
A number of heuristic rules have been stated in the literature to identify the number of 
neurons to use in the hidden layer, such as not more than twice the number in the input 
layer (Berry & Linoff, 1997 and Swingler, 1996); or somewhere between the size of the 
input layer and output layer (Blum, 1992); or more complicated scenarios like as many 
bidden nodes as dimensions needed to capture 70-90% of tbe variance of tbe input 
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data (Boger & Guterman, 1997). Whichever method is chosen, it is usually the starting 
point for the NN and further work is then required in a 'trial-and-error' fashion to obtain the 
best number of neurons. 
For this research, the second heuristic rule above was selected and a range of numbers 
chosen to test in the trial-and-error fashion (section 3.5). 
3.3.7 Layer connections 
The connections between the input layer and the output layer (and any hidden layers) can 
be of many different types. Fully connected - feed forward layering as used by Khaw et 
aI. (1995) is the most common. This is where each neuron in the first layer is connected to 
every neuron in the second layer (and so on), and the output from each neuron is passed on 
to the next layer (i.e. no feedback is obtained from a neuron in the next layer). The next 
most common is Partially connected as used by Kyung-Hoon et a1. (1994), where some 
neurons are not connected to all the neurons in the next layer. Other types of layer 
connections occurring in the literature are: Bi-directional as described by Picton (1994, 
pages 79 to 81), where an additional set of connections carry the output of the neurons in 
the second layer into the neurons in the first layer (i.e. feed-forward and feed-back in the 
same network); Resonance as used by Williamson (1996), where a bi-directional network 
continually sends signals between the layers until a given condition is reached; Recurrent 
as used by Werbos (1990), where neurons within a layer are fully or partially connected 
(intra-layer connections) and a joint decision is reached before communication with the 
next layer is concerned; and On centre/Off surround, where a neuron within a layer has 
connections to itself and its immediate neighbours. The group of neurons activate itself or 
other groups and passes the active output to the next layer. There are many others 
available. 
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In addition to the way the layers are connected, the NN can be either hetero-associative or 
auto-associative. This describes the link between types of input and output data. If the 
desired output of the NN is different to the input data, then the network is said to be hetero-
associative, otherwise, it is auto-associative. 
For this research, 'Fully connected - feed forward layering' and 'Partially connected 
layering' was selected, both types being auto-associative. These are the most common 
methods available. 
3.3.8 Learning method 
The information presented to the NN is used to update the connection weights at each 
layer. The methods used to achieve this are termed learning methods and they can be 
classified into three forms. The first form is termed unsupervised learning, where neurons 
in the hidden layer(s) must find a way to organize themselves without help from the 
outside world. In this approach, no sample outputs are provided to the network against 
which it can measure its predictive performance. The second form is termed supervised 
learning (or reinforcement learning), where learning is reinforced from the outside world. 
The connections among the neurons in the hidden layer are randomly arranged then the 
weights adjusted as the network is told how close it is to solving the problem. The third 
form is an extension of the supervised method and it is termed back-propagation. The 
method has proven highly successful in training of multi-layered NNs. The network is not 
just given reinforcement for how it is doing on a task, as information about errors is also 
filtered back through the system and is used to adjust the connections between the layers, 
thus improving performance. For this research supervised back-propagation learning was 
selected as there was sufficient information available to provide the known outcomes 
required for supervised training and the back-propagation method is known to provide 
better classification. 
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3.3.9 Learn rule 
There are a variety of learning rules that are in common use. These rules are mathematical 
algorithms used to update the connection weights, and most are some sort of variation of 
the best-known and oldest learning rule that was described by Hebb (1949). Hebb's rule 
described a situation where a connection weight entering a neuron is incremented if both 
the input is high and the desired output is high. He modelled this on the biological term 
where a neural pathway is strengthened each time an activation occurs on each side of the 
synapse. Modifications to this rule lead to others, such as Hopfteld's rule (Hop field, 
1982), which is similar to Hebb's Rule, with the exception that it specifies the magnitude 
of the strengthening or weakening of the interaction. It states, "if the desired output and 
input are both active, or both inactive, then increment the connection weight by the 
learning rate (section 3.3.10), otherwise decrement the weight by the learning rate". 
Another rule is the Delta rule (Widrow & Hoff, 1960), which is a further variation of 
Hebb's Rule, and it is one of the most commonly used. The rule is based on the idea of 
continuously modifying the strengths of the weights to reduce the difference (i.e. delta) 
between the desired output value and the actual output of a neuron. The error is back 
propagated into previous layers one layer at a time until the first layer is reached. Three 
other rules based on the Delta rule, are the Norm-Cum-Delta Rule, Delta-bar-delta rule 
(Jacobs, 1988) and Extended Delta-bar-delta (as employed by Minai & Williams, 1990). 
The Norm-Cum-Delta-Rule accumulates changes to the weights and only updates the 
weights at the end of an epoch, thus normalising them so the learning rate is independent 
of epoch size. The Delta-bar-delta and Extended Delta-bar-delta rules attempt to increase 
the speed of convergence by using heuristic rules. This involves using past values of the 
gradient, to infer the curvature of the local error surface and then using this information to 
perform intelligent steps in the weight space using a number of simple rules. Two other 
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variations are, the Quick-prop (Fahlman, 1988) and Maxprop rules (Burgess et al. 2006). 
They use a quadratic estimation heuristic to determine direction and step size. 
For this research the Delta, Norm-cum-delta, Delta-bar-delta, Extended Delta-bar-delta, 
Quick-prop and Maxprop rules were selected. The main reason for this was that the Delta 
rule is the most commonly used learning method and it is suitable for use with the SLP and 
MLP. The other rules are variations of this method, which may improve the network. 
3.3.10 Learn rate and Momentum 
Learning in NNs takes time. The time taken to learn is termed ' time to converge to a 
solution' and the convergence time increases with the complexity of the system. One of the 
problems of learning is setting an appropriate learning rate that will cause the network to 
converge to a 'global' solution in the fastest time possible, while avoiding the 'local ' 
solutions (see Figure 3-7). 
" Com'tfging to the solution 
i.e. ~tting nearer 
1>i\"Uging from the soIutioo 
i.e. lIlO\ing further ~ 
I 
I 
Loca1 minimt.m : 
I 
G10baI ammum 
best solulion to the problem 
Figure 3-7: Finding the 'global' solution 
In order to avoid these ' local' solutions, the function 'momentum' was introduced. 
Momentum provides the network with the facility to 'jump' out of a 'local' minimum and 
continue the search for a ' global' minimum (Le. best solution). This is achieved by adding 
a portion ofthe previous delta weight to the current delta weight. Obtaining the 'best' learn 
rate and 'momentum' is usually done by trial and error. For this research, a value of 0.4 
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was selected for all networks as this value was used in similar NNs for other non-related 
projects in unpublished work. 
In summary of this section, the following NN models and internal components were 
selected, to test in 'trial-and-error' scenarios using the NN parameters discussed in the next 
section (3.4) ... 
Component Selection 
Neural network structure SLP; MLP 
Input neurons Based on the input parameter set (section 3.4) 
Hidden layers 1 
Hidden neurons Based on the input parameter set (section 3.4) 
Output neurons 9 
Transfer function Sigmoid; TanH 
Layer connections Fully connected - Feed forward; 
Partially connected 
Learn method Supervised Back-propagation 
Leamrule Delta; Norm-Cum-Delta; Delta-Bar-Delta; 
Extended Delta-Bar-Delta; Quick-prop; Maxprop 
Momentum 0.4 
Table 3-1 : Network components to be tested 
The justification for this selection was three-fold: they are the most widely used network 
components from the 'supervised' network lists; the algorithms were easily obtainable for 
inclusion in the application that was created in Chapter 5 (section 5.1); and, in order to 
identify if stellar variables can be classified by NNs, it is advisable to use the most basic, 
well-documented models available. 
3.4. Selection of parameters to be used in the neural networks 
The parameters selected for training and testing the NNs were designed to represent the 
shape of the binned phase-folded light-curve for each star. The light-curves were created 
from observations obtained from the SuperW ASP archive and the following parameters 
calculated from the curve using the 'LC Analyser classifier' application created and fully 
described in Chapter 5 (section 5.1): 
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3.4.1 Parameters used and pre-processing ready for analysis 
Variability period: This was one of the parameters already calculated and stored for each 
stellar object in the SuperW ASP archive. The 'LC Analyser classifier' application 
retrieved this value directly from the SuperW ASP archive database. The period was 
calculated using the method described by Norton et al. (2007), where the method selected 
data for a given object on a 'per camera', 'per site', 'per year' basis. This restricted the 
light-curve to - 100 days maximum length. It then removed the upper and lower 1 % of data 
points and removed the remaining flux spikes/dropouts based on extreme excursions from 
the running mean. A two-stage period finding process was then used, where the first stage 
involved identification of the variability period through period folding and the second stage 
involved calculation of the variability period through creation of a power spectrum. The 
periods that were common to both stages were stored in the SuperW ASP archive. This 
method sometimes provided multiple variability periods for each stellar object, which were 
usually hannonics or daily aliases of each other. For this research, all SuperW ASP periods 
were manually assessed to obtain the most appropriate period for each object (see Chapter 
4). The best period was identified by reviewing the folded light-curve created with each 
period. When two folded light-curves were similar in shape, the period that gave the 
shortest string length was used (the string-length being the length of the binned folded 
light-curve as calculated by Dworetsky (1983)). 
Once the best period had been obtained for the object, it was compared against the list in 
Table 3-2, to obtain the period bin to be used in the NNs. 
Period bin Period ran~e (days) 
1 0.0000 to 1.0000 
2 1.0001 to 10.0000 
3 10.0001 to 50.0000 
4 50.0001 to 100.0000 
5 100.0001 to 500.0000 
6 500.0001 to 999999.0 
Table 3-2: Period bin ranges 
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This was required to bring the period parameter into a range that would not force the 
neuron values outside their Min-Max ranges. For instance, a period of 100 days would 
have a more significant effect on the weight values of a NN than a period of 2.5 days, 
simply due to the magnitude of the value in relation to the sum of the neuron, especially if 
both objects were the same object class (e.g. EA). Note that the period range in Table 3-2 
shows values up to 500 days, even though SuperW ASP data only supports periods up to 
100 days. This is to make the 'LC Analyser classifier' application scalable over time i.e. 
the application will not need to be re-built to re-train neural networks at a later time. 
X-axis and Y-axis bin values: The data retrieved from the SuperW ASP archive was pre-
processed by the 'LC Analyser classifier' application prior to creating the folded light-
curves. Firstly, observations from selected cameras were excluded when a camera was 
known to be producing data subject to large uncertainties. Observations were also excluded 
where the blend flags were greater than 1 (Pollaceo et a1. 2006). The blend flag was 
determined by the SuperW ASP pipeline and indicated when light-curves were potentially 
contaminated by a nearby star. Next, satellite trails were excluded by removing 
observations where magnitude values were within the top and bottom 0.1 % range of all 
observations (from all cameras). Erratic observations were removed if the change in 
brightness between successive observations was greater than 0.01 magnitudes per second. 
Finally, the observations to create the folded light-curve were selected from the camera 
that had the most observations (thus eliminating between camera variability). For objects 
that had >500 observations remaining, the 'LC Analyser classifier' application created a 
folded light-curve using the pre-processed observations and the period from the 
SuperW ASP archive as shown in Figure 3-8. 
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Figure 3-8: Example of a phase-folded light-curve created from flux values 
(lSWASP J163314.03+291711.6) 
M3875063 
A second '25-bin' light-curve was created from the original folded light-curve by creating 
an average curve from the multiple observations in each bin (see Figure 3-9). 
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Figure 3-9: 25 bins along the x-axis (spaced at intervals of 0.04), 
then the average flux is taken for each bin, thus removing spurious observations 
The binned light-curve was then expanded in the y-axis (see Figure 3-10) and the light-
curve moved along the x-axis until the lowest flux was at position 0 so that it was 
standardised for a given class (see Figure 3-11). 
To obtain the inputs for the NN, the binned light-curve was split into 25 bins on the y-axis 
and the average flux values placed in the relevant bins as shown in Figure 3-12 and Figure 
3-13. 
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Figure 3-11: Moved m the x-aXIS so that minimum flux is at O-phase 
- this standardises the shape of the light-curve 
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Figure 3-12: 25 y-axis bins created and average flux placed into the correct bins 
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Figure 3-13: Re-Iabelled axis to obtain x-axis and y-axis pattern 
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From Figure 3-14, the x-axis pattern was obtained from the y-axis bin number that 
contained the average flux for each x-axis bin, so the pattern for this object was: 
X-pattern: 0,6,13,18,21,23,24,24,22,20,16,12,10,10,14,19,21,22,23,21,19,15,11,6,1 
Also from Figure 3-14, the y-axis pattern was obtained from the sum of x-axis bins that 
have an average flux for the y-axis bin, so the pattern for this object was: 
Y-pattern: 1,1,0,0,0,0,2,0,0,0,2,1,1,1,1,1,1,0,1,2,1,3,2,2,2 
J 
BInned f olded ligtlt curve lor. t SWASPJ 1633t .. U+29H1 t .6 (Unknown) V; 
Season:2OO4; fiald: SW161~1 26; c-n:t03; KJD(O):M5lt32AH / 3 
Period:O.sZ21Id); Bin Amp.:O.22(Vrnag): " m. Obs.:42II; I 
Z<! 2 
.! 
~ V : y-axi& biD 0 ! The IIIIJIber d a IS ~ obsen-alioas across 
. ~ 10 ! the r-am for each 
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Figure 3-14: Interpretation of x-axis and y-axis patterns 
Binned Magnitude Amplitude: This was calculated by the 'LC Analyser classifier' 
application during creation of the binned phase light-curve as the 'semi-amplitude' (Le. 
half the peak-to-peak amplitude). Objects were rejected if the BMA was 0.01 or less. 
Mode-Mean: This was also calculated by the 'LC Analyser classifier' application from the 
binned phase light-curve. It was used as a simple measure of skewness. 
3.4.2 Analysis of parameters to show suitability for NN processing 
From the parameters in 3.4.1, three sets of input parameters were identified to create 3 NN 
models, as shown in Table 3-3: 
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Set X-axis pattern Y-axis pattern Period bin Mode-mean BMA No. Input neurons 
1 N/A ./ ./ ./ ./ 28 
2 ./ N/A ./ ./ N/A 27 
3 ./ ./ ./ ./ ./ 53 
Table 3-3: Parameter sets selected to train/test the NNs with 
Set 1 was an attempt to classify stellar variables using the depth of the light-curve along 
with period and skewness. Set 2 was an attempt to classify stellar variables using the width 
and shape of the light-curve along with period and skewness. Set 3 used all the available 
parameters and therefore attempted to classify stellar variables with both the general shape 
and depth of the light-curve. 
To see if these parameter sets were able to be classified using an SLP, each set was 
assessed for linear separability. This involved obtaining 20 random objects for each of the 
classes CEP, DSCT, EA (Double eclipse), EA (Single eclipse), EB, EW, RM, RRAB, RRC 
and 'No variability' (i.e. no class) and using the 'LC Analyser classifier application to 
calculate the parameters shown in section 3.4.1. Appendix 1 shows the SuperWASP object 
Jd's and calculated values obtained - note that only the first 20 objects in each class were 
used due to the complexity of the test. The method used to assess the linear separability 
was graphical in nature in that the parameters were plotted on separate graphs and the 
convex hull identified (Elizondo, 2006). Appendix 2 shows the set of graphs for each of 
the three input parameter sets and the convex hull for each class was then extracted from 
these graphs and plotted on the same graph to see if they overlapped (see Figure 3-15). 
Figure 3-15 show that the patterns for each of the three input parameter sets overlap 
indicating that they will NOT be separated by an SLP. Therefore, no further work was 
undertaken on the SLP. 
Zhao et a1. (2000) described the use of Euclidean distances as a comparative measure to 
show that results from an MLP were acceptable. 
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indicating that the parameters overlap one-another and therefore cannot be separated by a SLP 
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The results indicated that Euclidean Distances, calculated using Equation 3-1, allowed data 
to be separated using an MLP. 
De = ~(a\ -b\Y +(a2 -b2Y +(a3 -b3Y + ..... +(an -bJ2 
where ax = object 1 values and bx = object 2 values 
Equation 3-1: Calculation of the Euclidean distance 
for 'within' and 'between' patterns 
The authors used this method to confinn the results of the MLP, so it should be possible to 
use the method as a 'pre-test' in this research to see if the data can be analysed successfully 
using an MLP. The method used was: if the median of the 'between-pattern' Euclidean 
distances was greater than the median of the 'within-pattern' Euclidean distances, then the 
data would be separable by an MLP. As an example, Figure 3-16 shows the median graph 
of Euclidean distances obtained for the CEP class using the data for input parameter Set 1. 
The first column of data (in red) contains the 'within-CEP' distances ' i.e. the Euclidean 
distance between each CEP object, while the other columns show the distances between 
each object class and the CEP class. The black line connects the median of each dataset. .. 
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Figure 3-16: Euclidean distances for the CEP class using NN Modell 
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The full set of median graphs for all three parameter sets can be seen in Appendix 3 and 
graphs for the individual objects in each class (plus all Euclidean values) can be seen in the 
supplementary data on the accompanying DVD in the following location ... 
Supplementary data 
NNI Euclidean distances X:\Chapter03\NNI \EucSet l.xlsm 
NN2 Euclidean distances X:\Chapter03\NN2\EucSet2.xlsm 
NN3 Euclidean distances X:\Chapter03\NN3\EucSet3.xlsm 
Where X IS DVD-l ill the DVD-dnve 
From each of the median graphs, the percentage differences were calculated between the 
median value of each 'between-class' object and the 'within class' object set and the 
results can be seen in Table 3-4 (below). By scanning down the columns in each table, the 
results indicate which classes were likely to be separated by an MLP model, with the 
exception of the 'No class' objects, due to their large spread of values obtained from their 
random observations. Note that due to the method of calculation (i.e. plotting 'between' 
values against 'within' values), the results are not associative. The results must be read 
down the column, not across the rows. 
In Table 3-4, the green cells show the proportion of the difference between 'within-pattern' 
Euclidean distance and the 'Between-pattern' distance. The higher the number, the better 
the separation was. The red cells show those that were not expected to be separated 
cleanly. For instance, DSCT will be difficult to separate from CEP and RCC in all three 
input parameter sets and will also be difficult to separate from RM and RRAB in model 1. 
This was confirmed during the work, but was not totally unexpected as the light-curve 
shapes were very similar. Similarly, EA double eclipse will be difficult to separate from 
EA single eclipse in all three sets (0.0, 0.0, and 0.0) as their shapes are quite similar. Note 
the conflicting result with comparing EA single-eclipse with EA double-eclipse though 
(0.2, 0.7 and 0.3). This conflicted with the former results but the values are quite low, so 
poor separation would be expected. The remainder of the red cells fail to separate in only 
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one of the parameter sets, so this indicated that it will be necessary to use all three 
parameter sets for the classification in three different NNs and to amalgamate their results. 
Therefore, this was the approach taken for the research . 
. -
Mockl D. (Between) 
1 Class CEP DSCT EADoOOIe EAsqJe EB EW R"f RRAB RRC No class 
CEP ~'A 00 1.1 Il OJ 03 0.0 02 02 02 
DSCT 01 N A 1 ~ U 06 OA 02 02 0.0 O~ 
EADoubIe O~ O~ KA O~ O~ 0.2 0.3 0.6 0.3 0.3 
F.A SiagIe 03 03 00 NA 01 0.1 01 OJ 01 00 
D. EB 0.3 03 OS 12 N A 0.0 0.0 0.5 03 0'8 
(\\-diD) EW 01 0.2 10 U 0.0 N 'A 0.0 0.3 0.1 O~ 
R"f 01 0.0 1.0 12 02 D.:! N A 0.3 0.1 0" 
RRAB 0.1 0.0 13 15 0 .5 03 01 NIA 01 0-
RRC 02 00 11 1.3 03 03 0.0 01 NA O~ 
~odass 00 00 0.0 01 0.0 0.0 0.0 00 00 NA 
~{odrJ D. (Between) 
I 2 Class CEP DSCT EADoOOIe EASiagie EB EW R..\f RRAB RRC No class 
CEP K A 00 13 13 10 1.0 0.3 03 0.3 as 
DSCT 0.5 NA 1.5 13 l.S 1.0 0.5 OS 0.5 15 
EADoOOie 3.3 3.3 ~A 0." 1.3 1.0 1" 3 .. 3.3 :10 
EA Silgie ~ ~ ... .) 23 00 NA 05 13 1.5 1'8 20 1.5 
D. EB :u :! 3 10 10 NA 0- B 30 3.0 20 
(\\1biD) E\\' ., - :!- l.7 1 ~ 0- N 'A 2 - 2- 3.0 10 
R\l 1.3 1.3 2.i ~ .O 1.0 1.- N.A 1" 1.0 10 
RRAB 1 :; 13 a a 3.3 3 .0 r ~'A 2.0 ., -
RRC 01 00 1 3 Il 10 10 00 0.- NA 0" 
~odass 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 NA 
ModrJ D. (Bern"ffA) 
3 Class CEP DSCT EADoOOIe EASipgIe EB E\\' R'f RRAB RRC No class 
CEP KA 00 1.3 13 08 08 OJ 0.3 03 o-S 
DSCT 0.5 NA 2.5 2.3 1.0 :!O 0.5 10 0.5 1.5 
EADoOO&e 1.5 1.S NA 0.3 OS 1.3 2.0 2.8 2S 1-:8 
EA Silgie 23 13 0.0 NA O.S 1.0 13 1.8 1.S 1.3 
D. EB r 2 - 1.0 1.3 NA 0" 20 3.0 2" 20 
(\\lhiD) EW ., .. ., - :!O 20 O- N /A 1" :1" 3.0 1.0 
R"f 13 1.0 30 ' ~ ...) 23 2- NA 2 - 1.3 20 
RRAB 1.3 1.3 a to 33 1 '" 2- NrA 2.0 3.0 
RRC 01 0.0 1.3 1.1 1.0 11 0.0 0.- NA 08 
!'odass 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 00 00 00 0.0 0.0 NA 
Table 3-4: Expected class separation of each NN model 
It must be noted that Euclidean differences is a very subjective way of assessing the 
suitability of NNs to separate the classes as the spread of the individual patterns within a 
class can be very large and therefore overlap other classes, even if the median of each class 
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is different. However, the results obtained indicated that it was certainly worth continuing 
with the MLP in this research. 
3.4.3 Neural network output and post-processing 
Investigation into the method of post-processing had to take into consideration the fact, 
that the three NNs were being used as a complimentary set to determine the class of each 
object. This meant that the networks had to receive the same inputs during training and 
testing and the output had to be in the same domain. In order to achieve this, each NN was 
set up to accept bi-polar input and to use a Min-Max table. This ensured that the values 
being input to the networks were mapped between a bi-polar range of -1 to +1 and each 
value was scaled between the minimum and maximum values of the input pattern (which 
were held in the Min-Max table). The output values from each NN were then re-scaled 
back to the 'real world' values before analysis. 
To assess the results of the individual NNs, a 'scoring' method was created that allowed 
easy comparison of the networks. The method employed compared the output values of 
each test pattern against a threshold value. The following rules were applied: 
1. If the pattern expected a positive state (i.e. a known class) and a value greater 
than or equal to the threshold was obtained, then a score of 1 was awarded to 
'Correct classification' 
2. If the pattern expected a positive state and a value less than the threshold was 
obtained, then a score of 1 was awarded to 'No classification' 
3. If the pattern expected a negative state (i.e. no class) and a value greater than 
the threshold was obtained, then a score of 1 was awarded to 
'Misclassification' 
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The scores were summed and the categories 'percentage classified correctly', ' percentage 
misclassified' and 'percentage not-classified' were calculated. These values were used to 
compare each of the test NNs to identify the best model. The scores were also compared 
against a number of threshold values to obtain an optimum threshold for each NN. This 
helped to assess the sensitivity of each network. The thresholds used were: 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 
0.4,0.5,0.6,0.7,0.8, 0.9 and 1.0. 
3.4.4 Selection of training criteria 
Chapter 4 discusses the selection of both Training and Test sets in depth. Although NNs 
can generalise (picton, 1994, pages 34 to 42), they are very poor at extrapolating. 
Assessing the whole domain of variable objects was not possible in the time given, so a 
subset was selected containing 30 objects for each of the following classes: Cepheid 
(CEP), De1ta-Scuti (DSCT), Algol-type (EA) double eclipse, Algol-type (EA) single 
eclipse, Beta-Lyrae type (EB), W -UMa type (EW), Rotational Modulation (RM) stars, RR 
Lyrae classes RRAB and RRC. These object classes were representative of pulsating and 
eclipsing classes and the SuperWASP object ld's for each of the training objects can be 
seen in Appendix 1. 
3.4.5 Selection of testing criteria 
Like the training data, test data for NNs must cover the domain being tested and the objects 
must be different from the training set. The test data for this research used 30 objects for 
each of the classes in the training set. The SuperWASP object Jd's can be seen in 
Appendix 1. 
3.5. Investigation of a Multiple-Layer Perceptron 
The three parameter sets identified in section 3.4.2 were processed through 90 NNs in total 
as indicated in this section. All NNs were created using 'NeuralWorks Professional lTlPlus' 
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software created by NeuralWare 15, which was kindly provided by the Open University. 
Each NN was trained with the required Training set (from Chapter 4) and then both the 
required Test and Training sets were processed through each NN. The output obtained 
from each NN was then scored using the method in section 3.4.3 and the results then 
compared in order to identify the best NN for the parameter set. 
3.5.1 Neural Network Model 1 
NN Model 1 was created to process the ftrst parameter set shown in section 3.4.2 (Table 
3-3). The parameter set comprised the following values calculated from the light-curve: Y-
axis pattern, Period bin, Amplitude and Mode-Mean. 30 NNs were created as indicated 
in Table 3-5 in order to identify the best structure. 
Neural Network 1 
Test~o . Input Hidden Output leanwule Tmnsfn- Momentum c-ctpti~ No. itmlbom 
I 2S 1~ 9 De1tlt.Rule TanH 0,.10 Xo 100.000 
2 U I~ 9 Deb-Rule S~oid UO Yu 100,000 
3 28 IS 9 Nom-Cum-Delta TanH O.W res 100.000 
J lS IS 9 Nom-Cum-Delta ~oid O.lO XO 100,000 
S 2S 1~ 9 Delta-Bar.Delta TanH O.JO Xo 100.000 
6 U n 9 Delta-Bar·Dtlta ~oid O.W Yu 100,000 
7 28 15 9 EUDBD TanH 0 • .10 Yes 100,000 
S 2S l~ 9 EUDBD Sialoid O •.w Xo 100,000 
9 28 l} 9 Quick-Prop TanH O • .w Xo 100.000 
10 28 15 9 Quick-Prop S~oid O.JO Yes 100.000 
11 28 IS 9 MuPwp TanH O.olO Yu 100.000 
n 28 15 9 MaxPtop Sie:moid UO Xo 100,000 
13 28 11 9 De.Ita-Rule TanH O_JO Yes 100.000 
U 28 11 9 Delta-Rule Sialoid 0.40 Xo 100.000 
I~ 2S 11 9 Nom-Cum-Dtlta TanH UO Xo 100,000 
16 18 11 9 Nom-Cum-Delta Sigmoid O.W res 100.000 
17 28 17 9 Dtlt ... Bar-Delta TanH O.JO Yes 100.000 
IS 2S 17 9 Detta-Bar-Delta S~oid O • .w Xo 100.000 
19 28 17 9 E:dDBD TanH O.JO Xo 100,000 
20 2S 17 9 E:dDBD Sie:moid O.JO Yu 100000 
21 18 17 9 Quick-Prop TanH O.JO Yes 100.000 
II 2S J7 9 Quick.Prop S~oid 0.40 XO 100,000 
23 18 17 9 l\laxProp TanH O.lO Xo 100.000 
2l 28 17 9 l\hxProp Sigmoid 0_.10 Yes 100,000 
2S 28 10 9 Dtlta-Rule TanH O ..w Yes 75000 
16 28 II) 9 Dtlti!-Rule TanH 0.40 Yes 200,000 
27 2S I" 9 Dtlta-Rule TanH 0.40 Yes 15,000 
2S 28 1- 9 Dtlta-Rule TanH O ..w Yes 200,000 
29 2S 21) 9 Delta-Rule TanH 0 . .10 Yes 7S,000 
30 2S 21) 9 Delta-Rule TanH O.JO Yes 200,000 
Table 3-5: NN models tested for parameter set 1 
IS http://www.neuralware.com 
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The number of input and output neurons in each NN was kept constant due to the number 
of input parameters and expected output classes. The fust 24 NN s used 15 or 17 neurons in 
the hidden layer as it seemed a sensible workspace to separate the 28 inputs. They also 
varied the learn-rule, transfer function and connection-type. The NN with the best results 
from the fust 24 NNs was further tested in the remaining 6 NNs, to see if there was any 
improvement with varying the number of hidden neurons and number of iterations. 
During the training of the NNs, two tools were used to track the process: Root-Mean-
Squared error (RMS) and Correlation coefficient. Both these indicated how under-trained 
or over-trained the NN was. These values were included in the results and used as part of 
the analysis. 
In order to analyse the results efficiently, a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet was created that 
took the output from each NN and performed the scoring method shown in section 3.4.3 . 
An example of the output can be seen in Table 3-6 where the raw NN output for the 30 
CEP Test objects for Test No.1 has been placed into the 'Output values' section in the 
spreadsheet. 
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Table 3-6: Results for CEP set using NN Modell at a threshold 0.6 
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The 'Output values' were automatically compared against the threshold in the top right of 
the grid (i.e. 0.6 in this instance) and the cells highlighted when they were above the 
threshold. The 'Analysis v Threshold' section updated the scores as indicated in section 
3.4.3 and the 'Classification' section used the 'Analysis v Threshold' and ' Expected 
values' sections to calculate the result and flag the object as 'Classified' (see green ovals), 
'Unclassified ' (see blue ovals) or 'Misclassified' (see red ovals). The last three columns 
provided the summary of results for this class. All other classes (e.g. DSCT, EA (Double 
eclipse), EA (Single eclipse) etc.) were calculated in a similar way in the same worksheet 
and a second identical worksheet contained the results for the 30 Training objects for each 
class. 
A separate worksheet collated the results for each threshold (0.1 to 1.0) for the NN under 
test and placed them into a summary grid for easy comparison as shown in Table 3-7. 
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Table 3-7: Summary of results for NN Modell - Test number 1 
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The spreadsheet automatically identified the 'best' threshold (highlighted red) as the set 
with the highest Total %Classified (%C) and lowest Total %Misclassified (%M) i.e. 
threshold 0.3 for Test No.1. 
In Table 3-7, the top grid shows the results obtained when processing the Training set 
through the NN. The middle grid shows the results from processing the Test set and the 
bottom grid shows the number of Test objects that were classified correctly for each class. 
The individual results and summaries for each of the 30 Modell NNs can be seen in the 
supplementary data on the accompanying DVD in the following location ... 
Supplementary data 
NNI Experiment 1 Summary data X:\Chapter03\NNI \NN 01 ExptO l.xlsm 
to to 
NNI Experiment 30 Summary data X:\Chaoter03\NN1\NN 01 Exot30.xlsm 
Where X IS DVD-I m the DVD-dnve 
When all 30 NNs were completed, the data from each summary was extracted and collated 
into one table so that the 'best' NN could be selected. Table 3-8 shows the overall 
summary for NN Modell . 
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Table 3-8: Summary of all test results for NN Modell 
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The results in Table 3-8 show that the best NN for model 1 was used in Test 27 with a 
threshold of 0.6. The RMS error and Correlation shows that the NN was not over or under-
trained and 99.67% of the training set was classified correctly and only 0.33% was 
misclassified. The test data shows that 59.33% was classified correctly and 39% was 
misclassified. The NN did very well on eclipsing binaries and RRAB, but very poor with 
CEP, RM and RRC. This was lower than expected but is understandable for patterns that 
were created from the Y-axis as the depth of eclipse can vary significantly between objects 
within a class and between classes of the same shape. 
The selected NN for Modell can be seen in Figure 3-17. This was the first NN selected for 
use in the remainder of the research. 
FUlly coonected euraI 'e~"Orlc (i.e. an neW'ODS coonected to eaclI otbcf) 
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Figure 3-17: Best model for NN Modell 
3.5.2 Neural Network Model 2 
NN Model 2 was created to process the second parameter set shown in section 3.4.2 (Table 
3-3). The parameter set comprised the following values calculated from the light-curve: X-
axis pattern, Period bin and Mode-Mean. 30 NNs were created to identify the best 
structure as indicated in Table 3-9. 
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The method of identifying the best NN for this parameter set was identical to that of the 
first parameter set in section 3.5.1 except for the number of input and hidden neurons. 
There were 27 input neurons for this NN instead of 28 and therefore the hidden neurons 
were reduced to 16 and 14 for the first 24 tests to reflect the reduced number of inputs. 
Tests 25 to 30 were used to fme-tune the best NN obtained in the fust 24 tests, by varying 
the number of hidden neurons and iterations. 
Neural Network _ 
I r est Xo. Input fiidden <>wput ltmHUle Tramfer Ihlomemum Connect prior Xo. iRntioru 
I 2, 16 9 Delta-Rule TanH o..l1I XO 100.000 
1 27 16 9 Delta·Rule Si!2;1lloid UI) Yes 100,000 
3 2-; 16 9 N~ TanH Q.ll) Yes 100.000 
-I r 16 9 N~a Si~oid O.!l) XO 100.000 
5 11 16 9 IRltt-Bar-Delta TanH UI) XO 10Q,000 
6 1; 16 9 Delta-Bar-Delta Sialoid O.!!) Yes 100.000 
7 r 16 9 ExtDBD TanH a.l1l Yn 100,000 
S 27 16 9 IxtDBD Si!2;1lloid O •.l1I Xo 100000 
9 r 16 9 Quick-Prop TanH UI) XO 100,000 
10 J7 16 9 Quid.Prop Sigmoid Il!l) Yn 1'00000 
11 27 16 9 MaxPtop TanH a!l) Yn 100.000 
12 2-; 16 9 l\!axProp Si!2;1lloid O.!l) Xo 100.000 
13 r H 9 Ddta-Rule TanH O.!!) Yt.s IOQ,OOO 
1..1, r 1..1, 9 Delta-Rule Si!2;1lloid Q.u. ~o 100.000 
IS 17 lJ 9 Notm-Cum-I>elta TanH a.!l) Xo 100,000 
16 21 U 9 N~ st!2;1lloid Q..l1I Yes 100,000 
17 r. 1..1, 9 Delta--Bar -Delta TanH au. Yes 100,000 
IS 21 U 9 Delta-Bar ·Delta Sir:!;llloid O.UI Xo 100,000 
19 :n 1.1 9 ExtDBD TanH aw Xo 100,000 
20 21 1.1 9 ExtDBD Si!!,1lloid au Yes 100,000 
21 11 1.1 9 Quick-Prop TanH O.-!ll Yes 100,000 
22 21 1..1, 9 Quid-Prop Si!!,1lloid UO XO 100000 
23 2; 1..1, 9 l\!axProp TanH O ..!l) Xo 100,000 
2-1 :n 1·~ 9 MaxPfop Sia:moid o.!l) Yn 100.000 
25 21 10 9 Delta-Rule TanH Q.!l) Yes 7S,000 
26 r . ~ 9 Ddta-Rule TanH Q.!l) Yrs 200,000 
21 2, 1~ 9 Ddta·Rule TanH a!l) Yn 15,000 
28 2; l~ 9 Ddta·Rule TanH 0.':1) Yes 200,000 
29 21 ~11 9 Ddta·Rule TanH UI) Yu 15000 
30 27 ~11 9 Ddta-Rule TanH Q.!l) Yes 200,000 
Table 3-9: NN models tested for parameter set 2 
The individual results and summaries for each of the 30 Model 2 NNs can be seen in the 
supplementary data on the accompanying DVD in the following location . . . 
Supplementary data 
NN2 Experiment 1 Summary data X:\Chapter03\NN2\NN 01 ExptOI .xlsm 
To To 
NN2 Experiment 30 Summary data X:\Chapter03\NN2\NN 01 Expt30.xlsm 
Where X IS DVD-I ill the DVD-dnve 
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The overall summary for all 30 NNs are presented in Table 3-10 and this shows that the 
best NN for model 2 was created in Test 13 with a threshold of 0.4. The RMS error and 
Correlation shows that the NN was not over or under-trained and 99.33% of the training set 
was classified correctly and 0.67% were misclassified. The test data shows that 75% were 
classified correctly and 24.67% were misclassified (as opposed to 59.55% classified and 
39% misclassified for NN Modell). This was much better than NN Model 1 in that it did 
very well with eclipsing binaries and RRABs, but it also did much better with RM objects. 
However, it still shows difficulty with classifying CEP and RRC objects. 
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Table 3-10: Summary of all test results for NN Model 2 
The selected NN for Model 2 is shown in Figure 3-18, This was the second NN selected 
for use in the remainder of this research, 
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Figure 3-18: Best model for NN Model 2 
3.5.3 Neural Network Model 3 
NN Model 3 was created to process the third parameter set shown in section 3.4.2 (Table 
3-3). The parameter set comprised the following values calculated from the light-curve: X-
axis pattern, Y-axis pattern, Period bin, Mode-Mean and Amplitude. As in the first 
two NN models, 30 NNs were created to identify the best structure as indicated in Table 
3-11 (below). 
Again, the method of identifying the best NN for this parameter set was identical to that of 
the first parameter set in section 3.5.1 except for the number of input and hidden neurons. 
There were 53 input neurons for this NN instead of 28 and therefore the hidden neurons 
were increased to 27 and 25 for the first 24 tests to reflect the increased number of inputs. 
Tests 25 to 30 were used to fme-tune the best NN obtained in the first 24 tests by varying 
the hidden neurons and iterations. 
The individual results and summaries for each of the 30 Model 3 NNs can be seen in the 
supplementary data on the accompanying DVD in the fo llowing location ... 
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Neural Network 3 
rest No_ I Input Hiddm I Output leam-rule Trmufer :\lommlum Connect prior No. itenlions 
I 53 27 9 Delta-Rule TanH O.'/'O Xo 100,000 
1 D 21 9 Delta-Rule SigJlloid OAO Y~s 100.000 
3 ~3 21 9 Notm-Cum-Delta TanH 0.1O Yu 100,000 
.I, 53 27 9 Norm-Cum-Ddta Si!!;llloid UO Xo 100,000 
5 53 27 9 Delta-Bat-Delta TanH O_lO XO 100.000 
6 53 27 9 !Rita-Bat-Delta Si!!;llloid O_JO Y~s 100,000 
7 D 27 9 ExtDBD TanH O.JO Yes 100,000 
S l3 21 9 ExtDBD Si!!;llloid 0.-10 Xo 100.000 
9 .53 27 9 Quick-Prop TanH 0 . .10 Xo 100.000 
10 53 21 9 Quick-Prop Si!!;llloid 0 . ./,0 Yes 100.000 
II ~3 21 9 l\WProp TanH .o . ..ao Y~s 100.000 
12 ~3 21 9 Maxl'rop Si2;!lloid .0 • .10 Xo 100,000 
13 53 n 9 Delta-Rule TanH 0.lO Yes 100,000 
1.1, 53 n 9 Ddta-Rule Si2;!IIoid O.-UI XO 100,000 
15 53 l) 9 I Notm-Cum-Delta TanH UO Xo 100.000 
16 53 25 9 Norm-Cum-Ddta Si!!;llloid D.JO Yes 100.000 
17 53 n 9 Delta-Bm-Delta TanH 0.-10 Yes 100,000 
IS 53 l) 9 Delta-Bm-Delta Si2;!IIoid 0.-'0 Xo 100.000 
19 53 25 9 ExtDBD TanH 0.-'0 Xo 100,000 
20 ~3 25 9 ExtDBD ~oid .0..1·0 Yes 100,000 
II 53 n 9 Quick-Prop TanH 0.-'0 Yes 100.000 
n :13 n 9 Quick-Prop Si2;!IIoid 0.-'0 Xo 100,000 
13 53 n 9 MaxProp TanH 0.411 Xo 100.000 
2.1 :13 n 9 MaxProp Si!!;llloid 0.411 Yes 100,000 
25 53 ID 9 ExtDBD Si2;!lloid 6.-10 Xo 75,000 
16 E lD 9 ExtDBD Si!!;llloid O.lO Xo 200,000 
27 E 1- 9 ExtDBD Si2;!ll0id O • .lO XO 15000 
l S 53 1- 9 ExtDBD Si2;!lloid Q..10 Xo 200,000 
29 ~3 ~I) 9 ExtDBD Si!!;llloid O.JI) Xo l~OOO 
>0 53 ~D 9 ExtDBD Si!!;llloid 0..10 Xo lOO.OOO 
Table 3-11: NN models tested for parameter set 3 
Supplementary data 
NN3 Experiment I Summary data X:\Chapter03\NN3\NN 01 ExptOl.xlsm 
To To 
NN3 Experiment 30 Summary data X:\Chapter03\NN3\NN 01 Expt30.xlsm 
Where X IS DVD-I ill the DVD-dnve 
The overall summary for a1130 NNs can be seen in Table 3-12 (below). 
The best NN for model 3 was created in Test I, but in this case, Test 8 was selected instead 
with a threshold of 0.4. The reason for this is that NN model I and 2 both used the Delta-
rule with TanH transfer rule and Connect-prior. Test I for NN model 3 used identical 
parameters but had a low %Classified value for the test set (69%) and high 
%Misclassification value (31 %). The NN in Test 8 was selected as it had a different set of 
parameters (Extended Delta-bar-delta, Sigmoid and not connect-prior) and gave a higher 
level of %Classified for the Test set (71 %) and a similar level of %Misclassified as the 
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others (29%). The RMS error and Correlation showed that the NN was not over or under-
trained and 93.33% of the training set was classified correctly and only 6.67% was 
misclassified. The results for the test data was similar to NN Model 1 as it did very well 
classifying eclipsing binaries and RRABs, but it was poor with CEP, RRC and RM objects. 
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" Table 3-12: Summary of all test results for NN Model 3 
The selected NN for Model 3 can be seen in Figure 3-19, This was the third NN selected 
for use in the remainder of this research. 
X pattt'm ,:--_"--' ..... 
Y pattern 
Period bill 
Amplitade 
1' .. &1 ... 
.......... 
Cakulate bddm outputs Calc\bte outputs USia 
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ScaI. outpull. ~ S 10 0. I 
Figure 3-19: Best model for NN Model 3 
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3.5.4 Final processing 
Each of the selected NN models was very good at classifying eclipsing binaries and RR 
Lyraes and model 2 was good at identifying RM stars. None of the NNs were very efficient 
at identifying CEP, DSCT and RRC, but this was expected due to the results from the 
linear separability and Euclidean distance tests in section 3.4.2. To enhance the ability of 
the NNs to identify these classes, it was decided to use all three NNs together to confinn 
the class. The fmal class for the object pattern under test was obtained as shown in Table 
3-13 and a 'confidence index' level was assigned. Using this method, researchers would be 
able to search for objects appropriate to their needs. If objects of a specific class are 
required then confidence index 1 objects can be retrieved. This will provide a lower 
number of objects, but they are likely to be of the expected class. If general pulsating 
objects are required, then a lower confidence index can be used. This will provide a higher 
number of objects but they may be of mixed class like CEP, DSCT, RRC or RM. 
NNl result NN2 result NN3 result Final class Confidence 
A A A A 1 
A A N A 2 
A A R A 3 
A N N A 4 
A R N R 5 
A R R A 6 
A A B A 7 
A B C R 8 
Table 3-13: Confidence mdex of the predIcted class usmg all 3 NNs 
A, Band Care 3 different identified classes; 
N = No class; R = Review (i.e. an NN cannot choose between 2 classes) 
3.6. Chapter summary 
From the 90 NNs assessed, three NNs were selected for processing the data in the 
SuperW ASP archive, as a single NN could not be identified that classified all classes 
correctly. The results from the test set are shown here, with the results from the training 
sets in brackets: 
~ Modell: Correct classification: 59% (99.7%); Misclassified: 39% (0.3%); 
~ Mode12: Correct classification: 75% (99.3%); Misclassified: 25% (0.7%); 
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~ Model 3: Correct classification: 71 % (93.3%); Misclassified: 29% (6.7%); 
By using all three NNs together with the method in section 3.5.4, it was possible to 
increase the confidence index of the result. 
The structure of the NNs and the weights from the trained NNs were then extracted from 
the 'NeuraIWorks' software so that they could be implemented in a new application 
created to automatically process objects from the SuperW ASP archive. This is fully 
described in Chapter 5. 
-------------------- 0 --------------------
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Chapter 4 Establishing a "training' set 
In the first part of Chapter 3, NN model structure was described and a number of NN 
models proposed that could be used to classify all periodic variables in the SuperW ASP 
archive. In order to select the best NNs to use from these and to ensure a high classification 
rate, the objects used to train and test the NNs needed to be good representatives of each of 
the classes defined in the NN output i.e. CEP, DSCT, EA double-eclipse, EA single-
eclipse, EB, EW, RM, RRAB and RRC. The objects also needed to have correct variability 
periods. This chapter describes the selection of the objects for the training and test sets that 
were used in the second part of Chapter 3 to obtain the neural network parameters for the 
creation of the 'LC Analyser classifier' application in Chapter 5. 
To obtain the new improved training sets, the data in the SuperW ASP archive was assessed 
for the following reasons ... 
~ The data is designed to search for extra-solar planets and transient objects, there is 
therefore a need to assess the systemic effects in the un-de-trended SuperW ASP 
data due to the temperature sensitivity of the optics and the aggressive use of de-
trending needed for the planet search. 
~ If there were any objects in a training or test class that were not of that class then 
the NNs would either not be able to be trained or they would have a high 
misclassification rate when testing. 
For the assessment, all objects in the SuperW ASP archive were obtained that had a 
variability period and their period values were compared against the GCVS. The 
classification was performed in two ways: firstly, a direct comparison of the SuperW ASP-
calculated periods against the known periods in the GCVS; secondly, the objects were 
processed by the 'LC Analyser classifier' application (see Chapter 5, section 5.1) in order 
to obtain phase-folded light-curves and binned phase-folded light-curves using the 
SuperW ASP-calculated period and the GCVS-calculated period. These were then manually 
reviewed to confirm the periods and to obtain the classifications. 
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From the confllTIled objects, 60 were obtained for each class and the three NNs re-trained 
and re-tested to obtain the parameters for use in the full SuperWASP archive scan. 
4.1. Selection of Stellar Classes to use with the NNs 
The data used for the assessment was taken from the SuperWASP archive (seasons 2004 to 
2008). To confllTIl the SuperWASP-ca1culated periods and classifications, objects were 
obtained from the SuperWASP archive where they had a known period and/or 
classification in the GCVS. The SuperW ASP archive was cross-matched with the GCVS 
by comparing the position of each SuperW ASP object against a 4 arc-second match-radius 
of the GCVS objects. During this process, objects were removed from the dataset when 
more than one match was found for a given object. For this study, the subset of classes 
shown in Table 4-1 was investigated as they covered Pulsating, Eclipsing and Sinusoidal-
like periodic variables. 
Variability type GCVS abbreviation WASP abbreviation Class name tvoe 
Pulsating BCEP Beta Cephei 
CEP Cepheid 
DCEP Cepheid-like Delta Ceohei 
CWA W Virginis (tvoe A.i 
CWB W Virgin is (type B) 
RRAB RRAB RRLyrae (asvrnmetric light-curve) 
RRC RRC RRLyrae (near symmetric light-curve) 
DSCT DSCT Delta Scuti SXPHE Resemble Delta Scuti 
Eclipsing EA EA Algol (Beta Perseii tvoe 
EB EB Beta Lvrae tvoe 
EW EW W Ursae Maioris type 
Sinusoidal like ACV Rotational Alpha2 Canum Venaticorum BY Modulation stars BY Draconis type ELL (RM) Rotating ellipsoid variables 
UV UVCeti type 
Table 4-1 : List of abbreVIations for the objects used 
In Table 4-1 the 'GCVS abbreviation' column indicates the class as defined in the GCVS, 
while the 'WASP abbreviation' column indicates what the NNs will classify these objects 
as. The reason for this revision of class is as follows. 
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Chapter 2 discusses the differences in variability classes in detail, but this chapter is solely 
concerned with phase-folded light-curve shapes. The GCVS classification is based on 
multiple observational parameters, such as spectral type, luminosity class, radial velocity 
and multiband photometry, whereas the SuperW ASP data provides only photometric 
observations made in the visible band. This meant that the only parameters that could be 
used for the SuperW ASP classification were the variability periods and parameters taken 
from the shape of the light-curves. This makes it difficult for certain classes of objects to 
be differentiated from each other e.g. BCEP, CEP, DCEP, CW A and CWB all have the 
same shape light-curve. As such, Table 4-1 shows the grouping of the GCVS classes into 
those classes that SuperW ASP can identify. The following section describes the 
classification scheme that was adopted. 
4.1.1 Pulsating periodic variables 
Pulsating stars are intrinsic variables where their variation in brightness is due to physical 
changes within the star. Pulsating classes were included in this work as identification of 
stars in these classes will support researchers in four main areas: distance indicators, 
stellar distribution, stellar structure and stellar evolution. These have all been discussed in 
Chapter 2. For this study, the following GCVS classes were assessed: 
4.1.1.1 Cepheid-like stars: 
Four main classes of Cepheid-like stars are described in the literature: Delta-Cephei type 
(DCEP), Cepheid type (CEP), Beta-Cephei type (BCEP) and W Virginis type (CW A and 
CWB). As the shape of the light-curves for all four classes are very similar (see Figure 
4-1), they cannot be differentiated using only the visible light-curves, therefore further 
classification criteria would be needed to fmalise their classification. In this particular case, 
it was possible to differentiate BCEP and DCEP using the amplitudes and periods of the 
pulsations, but the other classes could not be separated. However, as the binned phase-
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folded light-curves created by the 'LC Analyser classifier' application were stretched along 
the y-axis so as to keep a consistent shape (see Chapter 3, section 3.4.1) the amplitude of 
the light-curve itself, did not playa big part in the neural network classification. The 
calculated amplitude value was successful in aiding classification for NNI and NN3 but 
this parameter was not included in NN2 (see Table 3-3 in chapter 3.4.2). Amplitude values 
are fully assessed in Chapter 7 and Chapter 8, but for this study, all of these classes were 
included into one class and called 'Cepheid-like' stars . 
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Figure 4-1: Similarity of Cepheid-like phase-folded light-curves 
shown alongside their modified light-curves 
(a) BCEP: V0792 Cas, (b) CEP: AU Peg, (c) DCEP: VY Per, (d) CWA: ST Pup, (e) CWB: HR Aur 
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Note that the modified curves in Figure 4-1 were binned and repositioned so that the 
lowest flux is at the O-point on the x-axis. This made the light-curve shape consistent 
between objects of the same class. 
4.1.1.2 RR Lyrae stars: 
There are two types of light-curve for these stars as shown in Figure 4-2, i.e. RRAB and 
RRC. The classes are described fully in Chapter 2, but as we can see here, it was possible 
to differentiate between the two as they are clearly of a different shape. However, difficulty 
did arise when trying to differentiate RRC curve-shapes from the CEP class in section 
4.1.1.1. It was possible though to use the variability period to separate the CEP and RRC 
classes. 
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Figure 4-2: RR Lyrae phase-folded light-curves with modified light-curves 
(a) RRAB: ZZ And, (b) RRC: RU Psc 
4.1.1.3 Delta Scuti stars: 
This class was included to assess the ability of the NNs to separate pulsating classes with 
similar (though not identical) period and curve shapes (see Figure 4-3), as they are very 
similar to: Cepheid-like; Sinusoidal-like; and EW stars folded at half their true period. 
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Figure 4-3: Delta Scuti phase-folded light-curve with modified light-curve 
(a) DSCT: SZ Lyn 
Eclipsing periodic variables 
M3875063 
Eclipsing binary stars show variability due to eclipsing of one another and may involve 
mass transfer between the stars. These are fully discussed in Chapter 2. Many sub-types 
exist, but the three that can be identified by the shape of the light-curve are: Algol-type 
(EA), Beta Lyrae-type (EB) and W UMa-type (EW). These classes were included in this 
study as identification of stars in these classes will support researchers in the identification 
of system parametrics, their evolution and the study of triple and quadruple systems. The 
phase-folded light-curves for these classes (Figure 4-4) indicated that they could be 
differentiated successfully as they were quite different from each other. 
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Figure 4-4: Eclipsing binary phase-folded light-curves with modified light-curves 
(a) EA: V834 Cas, (b) EB: CN And, (c) EW: V366 Cas 
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Despite the similarity between EB and EW, the depth of the second eclipse was more 
pronounced in the EW class and allowed easy separation. Work was also performed on 
assessment of the eclipse depth ratio. This can be seen in Chapter 7. 
4.1.~ Sinusoidal- like periodic variables 
Variability in Sinusoidal-like stars can be caused by axial rotation of the star and presence 
of surface spots and chromo spheric activity. This class was included in this study as 
identification of these stars will support researchers in studying stellar activity, rotation and 
evolution. For example, the classes ACV and BY are axial-rotation stars and the ELL class 
is a close binary rotational object. However, these objects all show similar light-curves as 
shown in Figure 4-5 . 
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Figure 4-5: Sinusoidal-like phase-folded light-curves with modified light-curves 
(a) ACV: BI Mic, (b) BY: V530 Per, (c) ELL: BL CVn 
An additional problem here was that stars in the ELL class appeared very similar 
photometrically to those in the EW class (see panel 4c in Figure 4-4), having two equal 
maxima and two unequal minima when folded on the orbital period. Alternatively, if the 
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period of an ELL system is (incorrectly) measured at half its true value, when the 
difference in the two minima is small, then its phase-folded light-curve will appear similar 
to other (single star) rotational systems. It is therefore likely that ELL systems with 
dissimilar minima are classified here as EW. whereas those with similar depth minima are 
classified as Sinusoidal-like, but with half their true period. 
4.2. Classification Limitations 
As the analysis uses only the period, amplitude (for NNI and NN3), and shape of the 
phase-folded light-curve to classify objects, some classes would not be separated without 
further classification criteria. For instance, both Delta Cep and W Vir stars are quite often 
called Cepheids because it is often impossible to discriminate between them on the basis of 
the light-curves for periods in the range 3 - 10 days (see Figure 4-1 above). Similarly, the 
light-curves of Delta Scuti stars are very similar to RR Lyrae stars. However, they are 
distinct groups of entirely different objects in different evolutionary stages. They can only 
be separated by including spectral differences like hydrogen-line emission or variability 
period in the case of Delta Scuti and RR Lyme. 
For this reason, the classification method used focussed on the SuperW ASP classes shown 
in Table 4-1 i.e. BCEP, CEP, DCEP, CWA and CWB were classified as CEP. DSCT and 
SXPHE were classified as DSCT, and ACV, BY, ELL, UV and other rotating stars were 
classified as RM. Eclipsing binaries were classified as EA, EB and EW, and RR Lyme 
stars were classified as RRAB and RRC, although EW objects with an incorrect 
hal£'double periods were classified as RRC or RM. This was thought to be an acceptable 
approach as the NNs will only be providing a preliminary classification that will need to be 
confirmed by other methods (which is usually the case for all variables). 
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4.3. Assessment Method 
All the selected objects were processed as indicated below and the resulting variability 
periods and folded light-curves were manually assessed to confirm the classification: 
4.3.1 Period search 
As indicated in Chapter 3, section 3.4.1, a search for periodic variability was performed on 
all objects in the SuperW ASP archive using the method described by Norton et al. (2007). 
This method sometimes provided multiple variability periods for each stellar object, due to 
harmonics or daily aliases of each other. In this analysis, all SuperW ASP periods were 
manually assessed to obtain the most appropriate period for each object. The best period 
was identified by reviewing the phase-folded light-curve created with the periods. When 
two folded light-curves were grossly different as shown in the top pair of images in Figure 
4-6, the period was chosen that gave the 'cleanest' curve, but when they were similar in 
shape as shown in the bottom pair of images, the period that gave the shortest phase-length 
was selected (i.e. 7.636 in these images): the phase-length being the length of the binned 
phase-folded light-curves as calculated by Dworetsky (1983). Note that Dworetsky calls it 
'string-length' in his work. 
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Figure 4-6: Phase-length comparison 
in grossly different folded light-curves (top) and similar light-curves (bottom) 
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It was not possible to use the phase-length method for gross differences in curve shape as 
they can give similar values (as shown in the top 2 images in Figure 4-6). On many 
occasions, the phase-length was actually smaller on the poorer light-curve, leading to the 
incorrect period being selected. 
4.3.2 Folded light-curve creation 
Data retrieved from the SuperWASP archive (for each object) was processed through the 
'LC Analyser classifier' application as indicated in Chapter 3 (section 3.4.1). This pre-
processed the observations to remove spurious flux values. For all objects that had >500 
observations remaining, the 'LC Analyser classifier' application created a phase-folded 
light-curve as shown in the first diagram of Figure 4-7 and then created a second 'binned' 
phase-folded light-curve as shown in the second diagram of Figure 4-7. The binned phase-
folded light-curve was formed as an average curve from the multiple observations, 
expanding the graph in the y-axis and then moving the start position of the light-curve in 
the x-axis so that it was standardised for a given class (i.e. moving the start position of the 
light-curve in the x-axis so that the minimum flux of the binned phase-folded light-curve 
falls at phase 0). Each pair of phase-folded light-curves was created twice for each object: 
once using the SuperW ASP-calculated period and once using the known GCVS period and 
the pairs were then compared manually. 
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Figure 4-7: Modified phase-folded light-curve (E8-c1ass eN And) 
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4.3.3 Light-curve classification 
The binned phase-folded light-curve of each object was manually compared against the 
'typical' curve for each object class (see Chapter 2) and a class assigned. The un-binned 
phase-folded light-curve was then reviewed to see if the suggested class was appropriate. 
During the study, two problems were observed: Firstly, the shape of the binned phase-
folded light-curve for Cepheid-like, RRC, Sinusoidal-like and EWs folded at half their true 
period were very similar. Secondly, the depths of the secondary eclipses of EB and EW 
were very subjective i.e. there was no numerical cut-off in the literature to decide between 
EB and EW classes. This was explored further in Chapter 7. 
It was accepted that NN classification using the light-curve alone was only going to 
produce a preliminary classification. However, motivation in this research was to develop a 
system that could make a useful classification of SuperW ASP variables based on light 
curve shape alone (since that is all that was available). These could then be further assessed 
by researchers using other methods. 
4.3.4 Data analysis 
In summary, the following tests were performed on the retrieved data: 
~ A general census was made of the number of known GCVS periodic objects that 
exist in the SuperW ASP archive. 
~ The variability periods generated by SuperW ASP were compared against those in 
the GCVS and objects identified where they agreed (i.e. within +/ - 1 % of the each 
other). 
~ SuperW ASP objects were identified that did not have a period recorded in the 
GCVS. 
~ SuperW ASP objects were identified where the variability periods were more 
accurate than the GCVS periods. 
~ The period and amplitude values calculated for SuperW ASP observations were 
compared against the ranges given for the classes by the GCVS. 
~ SuperW ASP objects were identified that classified differently to the GCVS. 
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4.4. Results 
Data analysis was perfonned in two stages, period search and classification. The results are 
presented here, but it should be noted that presenting data and two light-curves for 3,048 
objects would take up a significant amount of space. Therefore, the results for the first 20 
objects are shown in tables as examples in the main body of the text and the full lists are 
included as Adobe 'pdf files on the accompanying DVD. Similarly for light-curves, a full 
page of examples are presented in appendices, while each complete set have been placed in 
Adobe 'pdf files on the DVD. For each set of results, the exact location of the files where 
the results can be seen has been provided. 
4.4.1 Variability Period results 
A total of 3,048 objects were retrieved from the SuperW ASP archive where they were 
known in the GCVS. Comparison of the retrieved objects showed two areas where there 
were significant differences between SuperW ASP and the GCVS periods. Firstly, the long 
period variables differed (Mira, RV and Semi-regulars SR and sub-classes) due to the 
limitation on the length of the SuperW ASP data range (maximum period search was 50 
days). Secondly, a band of variables across the l-day period range showed a large number 
of probable false periods for the SuperW ASP long period variables. The 424 long-period 
variables Mira, RV, SR, SRA, SRB, SRC, SRD and the I-day aliases were therefore 
removed, reducing the number of objects assessed to 2,621. 
From these 2,621 objects, 1,683 had both a SuperWASP-calculated and GCVS-calculated 
period, 649 objects had a SuperW ASP period only and 289 objects had a GCVS period 
only. Analysis of the 1,683 objects that had both a SuperW ASP and GCVS period, showed 
that 1,472 (87.5%) agreed within +1-1 % and only 211 (13%) disagreed. 
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Figure 4-8 shows a correlation of SuperWASP-calculated and known GCVS variability 
periods for the 1,683 objects. It can be seen that the majority of objects correlate well, but 
some are located on the half or double-period lines. The phase-folded light-curves for these 
objects were examined to find the best period. 
The periods that lay well outside the halfJdouble period lines did not show any particular 
class trend i.e. they appeared to be EA, EB, BCEP, DCEP, CW and RRAB. They were 
therefore likely to be due to errors in the SuperWASP-calculated or known GCVS period. 
Again, the phase-folded light-curves were examined to fmd the best period . 
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Figure 4-8: Correlation of SuperW ASP periods against GCVS periods 
Figure 4-9 shows that the majority of periods (i.e. 1,472) lay within +/-1 % of each other, 
with the majority of these lying between +/-0.1%. Table 4-2 lists the first 20 of these 
objects and Appendix 4 shows the phase-folded light-curves for the first six objects. The 
complete list of data and phase-folded light-curves can be found on the supplementary 
DVD in the following location ... 
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Supplementary data 
Object data within +/-1 % ofGCVS I X:\Chapter04\Tablel data. pdf 
Phase-folded light-curves I X:\Chapter04\Tablel images.pdf 
Where X IS DVD-l m the DVD-dnve 
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Figure 4-9: Comparison of SuperWASP periods against GCVS periods. 
This shows that the majority of periods agree within a tolerance of +/-1 % 
~o. ~-~ WASPld GC\'S period (d) WASP period (d) ,~ 
1 <N And lSW_'\SPJ0000Q3J)6+3S21~.l 0.7068 0..7066 0.03 
1 D~JP~g 1 SWASPJ000007 .2S+ISU 11.1 25S90 L5S7S O.O~ 
.3 SWPhe ISW ASPJOOOO3Q.01-393729.1 25m l.5Y'.>O 0.00 
,s TZSd lSWASPJ0000.t9.23--23t900 .... 05829 o.5S31 -0.03 
:s RUScl lSWASPJMO).11! lo.U~3.1 U933 OA93..t -0..01 
6 TWAnd 1 SWASPJOOOOI S2l+3l5O-S5.0 HllS .... H i O O.U 
7 EYCu ISWAspTIWWl'n') o..Si~·U·U U8lO 0.~19 0.01 
S UUCet lSWASPJl)()(»05.10-16S951.5 0.6061 0.6061 0.00 
9 IX Cas ISWASPJOOO.UCU2+jOl--W55 9.153..t 9.l.t35 O.ll 
10 AM And lSWASPJDOO507 . .tS+-IS2705.l &.&505 s.-SS15 0.20 
11 WWSd lSWASP.J00060L9-S-36}.lI.t.7 0.7866 oms 01.3 
12 SXScl lSWASPJ0006S8. 70-29362".1 0.52.9-' O~ 0.00 
U NP And lSWASPJOOI03U5+S--W65U 0.32U 1.0.:66 0.00 
l..l \1)337 Cas ; ISWASPJOO132233+.5S1233.2 7.0.:66 0.3139 0.00 
15 MICas 1S'\\'ASPJOOIUS..56+-}'uoI2.5 0.3139 U 782 -0.11 
16 SYCas lSWASPJOOI:509.S1+5&25l7 • .t 4.0111 G.nos -0.01 
17 SZSd ISWASPJOOlm.65-S1~.3 0.3208 3.3729 0..05 
IS vO~Cas I SWASPJOOI602.1S+4&550U 3.37-'7 3.09-16 -O.O.l 
19 GUCas ISW ASPJOOI6n.OO+562O-l6.7 3.0934 O~ 0.02 
20 CNAnd ISWASPJ002030..s.s-r..ro1333.S U61S 0..9si-i -0.06 
Table 4-2: FIrst 20 SuperW ASP penods Wlthm +/- 1 % of the GCVS period 
With regard to the light-curves in Appendix 4 and the supplementary data, four light-
curves are displayed on each row. The pair on the left is the phase-folded light-curve and 
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binned phase-folded light-curve generated from the known GCVS period and the pair on 
the right is generated from the SuperWASP-calculated period. Manual review of these 
light-curves showed that 131 objects had a slightly better phase-folded light-curve using 
the SuperWASP-calculated period than the GCVS period. 
The results in Table 4-2 provided confidence in the use of SuperW ASP data for calculation 
of variability period. Further analysis was performed on the 211 objects where the 
SuperW ASP-calculated period disagreed with the known GCVS period, and this showed 
that 194 had a more appropriate period from SuperW ASP. Adding these to the 131 objects 
with a more appropriate SuperW ASP period from the set within +/-1 % raised the total to 
325 objects (see Table 4-3 for the first 20 results). An example of one of these can be seen 
in Figure 4-10, where the SuperWASP-calculated period shows a typical EA phase-folded 
light-curve while the known GCVS period shows an EA class with five eclipses. Six other 
examples can be seen in Appendix 5 and the complete list of data and phase-folded light-
curves can be found on the supplementary DVD in the following location ... 
Supplementary data 
Obiect data more appropriate period from SuperWASP I X;\Chapter04\Table2 data.pdf 
Phase-folded light-curves I X;\Chapter04\Table2 images.pdf 
Where X IS DVD-1 m the DVD-dnve 
Not all the differences in the light-curves of Appendix 5 (and the supplementary data) were 
this pronounced, some of them were simply improved by having a smaller phase-length. 
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Figure 4-10: IQ Vel with a more appropriate period from SuperWASP data 
(a) Created using the GCVS period, (b) Using the SuperWASP period 
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:\0. :\ame WASPld GCVS period (ei) WASP period idi -~oDiff 
1 G\'Peg ISWASPJOOOO3U8- 2639.t9.6 0.5669 I.306S -l3O..51 
2 UUSd ISW.-\SPJOOOl22.5O-2.6352-t.l 3 ..... 70 0.1736 1756 
3 DO And t S'W ASPJOO 1057.1 7+·t20639..5 0.612() l.3H9 -10058 
.. MRCas I SWASPJOO11.u..OO-~80U3.9 03529 0-::1352 -2332 
5 BHCas 1S\\-.-\SPIOO2l2l36-'-590905.2 0..5000 0..3371 3l.56 
6 HKCas ISW_-\SPIOO5nO.nl- 5526-'(U 2 .. 996 0.7 US 71..-18 
7 UVPhe ISWASPJ1)IUlO.1 ..... 113l.6.1 2.0190 039S6 8>026 
S \1»71 Cas I SWASPJD13m.*55112IU 03350 O • ..w09 . 1931 
9 SSScl ISWASPJ1)I.nll.~29j92M 0 ... U87 0.72.19 -72. .. '1 
10 YZPhe tS\\-ASPJ01.n25.8i-t55103.1 03052 0..l3-'1 23.09 
11 QX And 1 SWASPJDt575i .t8- 37-'S12. ... 0.411& 0.5197 -16.lO 
12 SYFor lSWASPJDUm.21-1m.u .... 812 ... 00 0.6619 99.23 
13 YYCd lSWASPJOlOOl1.C»-1 S 12lS.1 U115 0.1905 2926 
I .. H Ari I SWASPJlJ2OS-W.15-251306.6 O .... SOO 03298 31.29 
l~ IY Ari t SW_-\SPJtI2I10s.68· 201...659.9 0..3661 05&00 -:>U7 
16 \1)3>2 Per IS'WASPID2l331.01- )63..l1U 01200 Q.9S50 -3-In 3 
17 DVPer ISW_-\SPsm13.uS-5'~313 U011 1.61 ... 1 - IOOJ)6 
IS \"0.362 Per ISWASPJm3..lt U~J82-l19.1 0.25!» 0.9839 -119..30 
19 \:1)-1-19 Per I S\VASPJIl!)13.H~ 351-100.9 O.9.t6'2 0 ..... 731 50:00 
20 \l»31Per lSWASPJD31010.1N25209.2 03215 03833 -19.11 
Table 4-3: First 20 SuperW ASP objects With more appropnate periods than GCVS 
The remaining 17 objects from the 211 where the periods disagreed had a more appropriate 
period in the GCVS. These can be seen in Table 4-4 and the fIrst six light-curves can be 
seen in Appendix 6. The complete list of data and phase-folded light-curves can be found 
on the supplementary DVD in the following location: 
Supplementary data 
Object data more appropriate period from GCVS I X:\Chapter04\Table3 data.pdf 
Phase-folded light-curves I X:\Chapter04\Table3 images.pdf 
Where X IS DVD-1 m the DVD-dnve 
When assessing the above objects, the more appropriate period between GCVS and 
SuperW ASP was determined by creating a phase-folded light-curve for these objects with 
both the SuperW ASP and GCVS periods and comparing them by eye for gross differences. 
For minor differences, the phase-length of each phase-folded light-curve was calculated as 
shown in section 4.3.1 and used to identify the period with the shortest phase-length. 
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~o. ~ame WASPld GC'VS period (d) WASP period (d) lIoDiff 
1 GTCas 1 SWASPJOO133D. 10+581100-l 2.9898 1. ... 939 ~.03 
2 \VXAnd ISWASPIOOU37.33+2W59..9 3.001l 1.5015 ~.92 
3 UW Psc lSWASPIDU3l.5.l9+ m Sl S.l H90S 1.6626 3325 
" 
R\V Cas I SWAspID137['Ul~+57"533.2 14.7~9 0.932.1 93.70 
5 XZ .'\ri ISWASPID2.,"22tl.t+2803()U 0.2655 Om3 11.7 .. 
6 CCEri lSWASPronm56.l3.l7..16.8 15615 O.JJIL ~20 
7 GO Cas lSWASPJOl35005.76+5923D2..9 32390 0.76t3 7UO 
8 MZAnd lSWASPIO'l3SD5.2t +U 1S22.6 03622 0.3066 15.36 
9 uu Cnc lSWASProstIDO.S9+151o.tl..9 96.7100 1.0091 98..96 
10 TYl'~'Tl ISWASPIDS1 m.23i4616D7.6 4..3317 0..3"3 91.13 
II V0337 Tel ISWASPJl9262j'.1~m-l 0.42>1 O..2I!.! }G.OO 
12 vonsOrn lSWASPJ20lS.5B1+..t00352. t lUlU 0.922 .. 91.77 
13 vmoCyg lSWASPJ202U2.17+39t956.S 40.9000 UP...32 97.~ 
1-1 BZ Cyg lSWASPIlQU59.19+451S25.0 10.1 .. 19 0.93.13 90.79 
15 'V0392 And ISWASPJ233U&..7&+4U.u5..3 4.0.163 2.0221 }G.03 
16 HH And ISW A.SPm.l155.~IQ39.0 120.0000 0..3326 99.72 
11 csCas ISWASPJ2.350U.28+51235U 14.73-60 1.0709 92.73 
Table 4-4: GCVS objects WIth more appropnate pen ods than SuperWASP 
From the remainder of the objects, 649 had period values calculated by SuperW ASP that 
were not present in the GCVS. Table 4-5 shows the first 20 objects and the first twelve 
light-curves are shown in Appendix 7. The complete list of data and phase-folded light-
curves can be found on the supplementary DVD in the following location . . . 
Supplemen~ data 
Object data for SuperWASP periods not in the GCVS J X:\Chapter04\Table4 data.pdf 
Phase-folded light-curves I X:\Chapter04\Table4 im,!&es--Qdf 
Where X IS DVD-1 In the DVD-dnve 
~o. Name WASPld WASP period (cI) 
1 UYSel lSWASPJOO 14.l5.75-39 143:>5 0..36U 
2 }..{wCas lSWASPJOOI6.J9.85+5~~1.1 O~S09 
.3 BM Phe I SWASPJOOI " H6-39t03&.1 O_-m!; 
.. CK Cet ISWASPJ002256..95-20.3923.6 0,lli3 
:> vOS60 Cas ISW ASPIOIJ26.l9.0S+49-lQ3:>. 7 1.0&39 
6 ned 1 SWASPJOO290U6-1 7 I 300.8 0.3 lOS. 
7 BOSel IS\VASPJ00322.5.n.U5234 . .t O ..wll 
8 V0516 Cas ISWASPJ003521.S3+525953 .... O ..JO.IO 
9 OZPsc ISWASPJ00.3.627.9H21 3l I ... " 03«;3 
10 ATPsc ISWASPJOOSS2s..t7+314O-W.S .3 .7~ 
11 CPPse I SWASPJOO5S45..9 1+320620..3 0.6"0 
12 W Psc 1 SWASPJO 101 ...... i 7+3().t,S 14. 1 05036 
13 ASSd l SWASPJ01053:US-2651JU I.~ 
I .. APSel lSWASPJOI0:>:>5.69-2M~.0 1.0355 
15 CTCtt 1 SW.l\SPIOI 0!»5.TI-20 ll9.5 0.2565 
16 TZPhe I SWASPID~0958.35-4~.6 0,6156 
17 FP _~d tSWASPJOII6-19.4S+3~~~0 0..2914 
18 VOS30 Cas ISWASPJOllS26.65+»WIS.4 0.3135 
19 BESel 1 SWASPJ012 132..95-290752.6 0."229 
20 V0588 Cas IS'WASPIDI223&'OI+5n30S." 0..9910 
Table 4·5: First 20 SuperWASP objects that do not have GCVS periods 
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289 objects had periods calculated by GCVS only. This was due to SuperWASP not 
having sufficient data to compute the period for these objects or the brightness of each 
variable was outside the range of SuperWASP. 
It should be noted that if the period of the object is revised from that given in the GCVS to 
that determined from the SuperW ASP data, this does not necessarily imply a change in the 
object's classification. That decision is determined on an object by object basis, which is 
discussed in the next section. Table 4-6 shows the number of objects with consistent 
periods per class and Table 4-7 shows a complete summary of the variability period 
analysis. 
GCYS WASP periods GC\'S WASP periods I 
\" ariabilitv t\l)e GC\"S Clus WASP Cbss ","itbin - - 1°. outside + _l ito Total 
Pulsating BeEP I .. 5 
CEP 10 5 IS 
DCIP Cepheid-hb .13 5 .. 8 
CWA 2 I 3 
CWB 2 I 3 
RRAB RRAB jSl ..J9 630 
RRC RRC IS 16 l().l 
RR RR 16 j 21 
DScr DScr 13 3 16 
Eclipsm_ E E j 3 S 
EA EA .u;s 5' 523 
EB IE ll" I) l23 
EW EW ll-l 38 162 
Sinus oichl-h1:e R.\I R.,\! IS 7 n 
Tobl t.si2 III 1683 
Table 4-6: Number of objects per class from the penod analYSIS 
I y.-..v period-.Mis I 
T oaI objects l .611 
Objects ba\~ both • WASP- WASP agree dh lA 2 GCVS 
=> calculatrd and GCV -calcdattd 1.6 3 => 
pmod Disagree 11 Iw ASP better 1 194 1 
==>1 GCVS betttt I 17 I 
==> 
Objects have a WASP period 6-19 
oaIy (Le De\\' periods) 
WASP~= 
Objects ba\~ a GC\ 'S period 
. 89 194 131 &om n s => 
oaIy ~agrttd 
lperiods 
Table 4-7: Summary of variability period analysis 
The arrows indicate the split of data e.g. 1,683 objects split into 1,472 and 211 etc. 
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4.4.2 Classification 
Using the GCVS data as a comparison of the 2,621 objects that had a known class in the 
GCVS, 2,050 (78%) of the SuperWASP phase-folded light curves agreed with the GCVS 
classification. Table 4-8 shows the first 20 objects and Appendix 8a to Appendix 8j shows 
up to twelve phase-folded light-curves for CEP (l05), DSCT (40), E (3), EA (705), EB 
(141), EW (233), RM (64), RR (19), RRAB (653) and RRC (86) respectively. The 
numbers in brackets indicate how many objects were identified for that class. The complete 
list of data and phase-folded light-curves can be found on the supplementary DVD in the 
following location ... 
Supplementary data 
Object data that agree with the GCVS class X:\Chapter04\Table5 data.pdf 
Phase-folded light-curves CEP X:\Chapter04\Table5a images.pdf 
Phase-fo lded light-curves DSCT X:\Chapter04\Table5b images.pdf 
Phase-folded light-curves E X:\Chapter04\Table5c images.pdf 
Phase-folded Light-curves EA X:\Chapter04\Table5d images.pdf 
Phase-folded light-curves EB X:\Chapter04\Table5e images.pdf 
Phase-folded light-curves EW X:\Chapter04\Table5f images.pdf 
Phase-raided light-curves RM X:\Chapter04\Table5g images.pdf 
Phase-folded light-curves RR X:\Cnapter04\T ab\eSh images.pdf 
l'hase-fo\ded light-curves RRAB X:\Chapter04\Table5i images.pdf 
I Phase-folded light-curves RRC X:\Chapter04\Table5j images.pdf 
Where X IS DVD-1 in the DVD-drive 
~o. ~lIIIe WASPId OC\"Scius WASPdass Peaocl(cf) Data set 
I GMAnd ISWASPJ000003.66+3~1~. 1 RR:\B RR.-\.B 0.7066 WASP \" GC\"S (WASP) 
2 DMPeg ISWASPJOOOOO7 .28+1WI7 J EA.D: EA 23S7S WASP v GCVS (WASP') 
3 SWPbe I SWASPJOOOO30.01-393129J EA"SD E.:\ uno WASP \" GC"'S (WASP') 
4 GVPtg ISWASPJ000035jS .... 263~9.6 RR..-\.B RR..-\.B 1306S WASP" GC\'S (WASP) 
5 RUScl ISW ASPJOOO2JSJG.2-U6J3.1 RR..-\B RIl-\.B 0 • .l9J.l WASP v GC\'Si\VASP) 
6 IWAnd ISW ASPJOOO31 &.W -3250·U.O E.A. 'SD E..-\ ·UI70 WASP '" GCV"S cWASP) 
7 [yCas I SW ASPJOOO322.62-'-5J.'UU EW,k-W E\\T o..l819 WASP" GCV"S-(\VASP) 
s UUeet I SWASP1OOI»05.1o..16S95Ij RRAB RR.I\B 0.6061 WASP ,. GCV"S (WASP) 
9 IX Cas ISWASPJOOO!50.S2+50I-lMj CWA CWA U.US WASP v GC\'S(WASP) 
10 AM And ISWASPJOOO507.J8-m1QD E..-\DS EA um WASP," GCVS (\VASP) 
11 \VWScl ISWASP1OOO601.9-l-36~I·U RR.-\.B RR.-\.B 0.7M8 WASP" GCVS (WASP) 
12 RYPsc ISWASPJOOIIJLlo..oIJJ~52 RR..\B RR.-\.B 0-'297 GC\'S cmlv 
13 MRCas ISWASPJOOI1UOO+:is0.u3.9 [\\"',X\V EW o~.nn WASP" GCVS (\VASP) 
1~ V0337 Cas I SWASPJOO1322.33+:IS 1233.2 E.AD~ E...I\ 7.~ WASP," GC\'S(\VASP) 
15 GTCas ISW ASPJOOI330.10+581100.7 E..-\"SD E..~ 2..9898 WASP v GC\t"S(GCVS) 
16 FMCas lSW ASPIOO I-UU.J+56 l:i 10j DCEP CEP H093 GCVSonlV 
17 MICas ISW ASPJOO1JJ3.56-"-»'!ol2j EW'KW E\V 0.3139 WASP v GCVS (WASP) 
IS SYCas ISWASPJOOI509.SIHS2527.! DCEP CEP U 782 WASP" GCVS (wASPl 
19 SZSd I SWASPJOO I Sl6.6:i-3 IOW3 EW/lCW EW 03208 WASP" GCVS (wASPl 
20 V05JJCas I SWASPJOO 1602.. 7S+4&5~5.~ EA'SD EA 33729 WASP v GCVS (WASP) 
Table 4-8: First 20 SuperW ASP objects where class agrees with the GCVS 
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The classes E and RR have been included in this data because a manual review of the 
phase-folded light-curves could not justify a clear EA, EB, EW, RRAB or RRC class. In 
these cases, the SuperWASP class supported the GCVS 'query' class. 
333 (13%) of the 2,621 objects were able to be classified as a subclass from the general 
class e.g. general class E into EA, EB or EW and general class RR into RRAB or RRC. 
Table 4-9 shows the first 20 objects and Appendix 9a to Appendix 9h shows up to twelve 
phase-folded light-curves for CEP (4), DSCT (4), EA (61), EB (22), EW (19), RM (17), 
RRAB (174) and RRC (32) respectively. The numbers in brackets indicate the number of 
objects identified for that class. The complete list of data and phase-folded light-curves can 
be found on the supplementary DVD in the following location ... 
Supplementary data 
Object data moving unconfirmed GCVS class into a subclass X:\Chapter04\Table6 data.pdf 
Phase-folded light-curves CEP X:\Chapter04\Table6a images.pdf 
Phase-folded light-curves DSCT X:\Chapter04\Table6b images.pdf 
Phase-folded light-curves EA X:\Chapter04\Table6c images.pdf 
Phase-folded light-curves EB X:\Chapter04\Table6d images. pdf 
Phase-folded Light-curves EW X:\Chapter04\Table6e images.pdf 
Phase-folded light-curves RM X:\Chapter04\Table6f images. pdf 
Phase-folded light-curves RRAB X:\Chapter04\Table6g images.pdf 
Phase-folded light-curves RRC X:\Chapter04\Table6h images.pdf 
Where X 1S DVD-l m the DVD-drive 
~o. ~amf W_o\SPlcl CiC\ "S cIas S WASPdass Ptriocl(d) Datasft 
I TZScl I SWASPJOOOO.t91.3-1SJ900.-' RR RRAB 05&31 WASP \. GC\ "S (\vASP) 
2 UUScl ISWAspmnnln 'iB..263S2~.1 E EA. O.n36 WASP v GC\ "S (WASP) 
3 SXScl 1 SWASPJ0006SS. c0.J9362.1. i RR RR:\B 0519.t WASP ,. GC\ "S (WAsp) 
.. DO And ISWASPJOOIOSi .l1-4lO6395 ESD EA. 1..3 .. H9 WASP v GCVS (WASP) 
S BRCas ISWASPJOOllll,35-.-S9090i..l EW: E\\' O.3:m WASP '" GC\ "S (\V _-\SF) 
6 a..Cft 1 SW_-\sPJOO29O.t.06-111300.S RRC: RRC 0.3108 WASPontv 
7 RWPhe 1 SWASPJ00301 531461nU E EA } .. ·H38 WASP ,. GC\ "S JW ASP) 
S \1)lI6 Cas ISWASPJOOlS2I .. &3 .... rumA RR RRAB o ...t!»o WASPoalv 
9 STCtt ISWASPJOO.19O.t31~IS.} RR RRAB OJ1-6S CiC\ "S onlv 
10 WPsc: 1 SWASPJOlOI-u.n .... s!»s 1.1 .. 1 RR RRAB 05036 WASPontv 
11 ASScl 1 SWASPJOI053US-2657lU Ell..: RM LO.3-16 WASP only 
U u\'Phf 1 SW ASPJOll2lG. ., .I .... H 1326..1 RR RRC 03986 WASP" GCVS (WASP) 
13 FPAnd ISWASPJOII61US-3S0332.0 RR RRC O.l9I.f WASPonh· 
1.1 RXScl 1 SWA5P1O 1262.136-273000. 1 RR 1UL.\B O.5US WASP" GCVSJWASP) 
IS T\'Tri ISWASP1Ol3311.01+323~39 .S RR: 1UL>\B O.jO~ W_-\SPonlv 
16 RYScl ISWASPJ013S133S-3029l2.6 RR: RRC O.ISS9 WASP only 
17 \~73Cas 1 SWASP10rn5'-1.l-563909.6 E EB um WASPonlv 
IS SS Scl ISWASP1OWIU6-195920.6 RR RRC O.7219 WASP \. GCVS (\VASP) 
19 ST Scl 1 S\\'ASP1OI..Q36...l1-300l3U RR RRAB 0.5146 WASP \. GCVS (WAsp) 
20 ACPbe ISWASP1OI~IOi .. 6 RR RRAB 05U7 WASPontv 
Table 4-9: FIrst 20 SuperW ASP objects where a GCVS sub-class is confirmed 
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The classification for 204 objects (8%) disagreed with the GCVS. These can be seen in 
Table 4-10 for the first 20 objects and Appendix lOa to Appendix 10k shows up to six 
phase-folded light-curves for CEP (3), DSCT (1), E (6), EA (50), EB (42), EW (37), RM 
(12), RR (4), RRAB (26), RRC (22) and '???' (1), the numbers in brackets indicating how 
many objects were identified for that class. The complete list of data and phase-folded 
light-curves can be found on the supplementary DVD in the following location ... 
Supplementary data 
Object data that disagreed with the GCVS class X:\Chapter04\Table7 data. pdf 
Phase-folded light-curves EA X:\Chapter04\Table7d images.pdf 
Phase-fo lded light-curves EB X:\Chapter04\Table7e images.pdf 
Phase-folded light-curves EW X:\Chapter04\Table7f images.pdf 
Phase-folded light-curves RM X:\Chapter04\Table7g images.pdf 
Phase-folded light-curves RRAB X:\Chapter04\Table7i images.pdf 
Phase-folded light-curves RRC X:\Chapter04\Table7j images.pdf 
Where X IS DVD-l m the DVD-dnve 
The '???' object was classed as 'ENDS' in the GCVS, but it was unable to be classified 
using SuperW ASP data. 
~o. NIJD~ WASPId GC\"Sclass WASPdass Paiod (d) Data set 
I UYScl ISWASPJOOIUS.7S-39W5.l RRC: E\\' 0.36U WASPonlv 
2. MWCas ISW ASPJOOI6JU6+55050l.1 E.~ IB O..lS09 WASPon}y 
3 ~And I SW ASPJOO21)3O~+.w1333.S E\\TJ...-W IB 0.~7 WASP v GCVS (WAsp) 
~ NUCas ISW ASPJOO322J.M+5101 S L.9 ERn E.-\, 0.7667 WASP ,. GCVS.(WASP) 
S BOSe! ISWASPJOO3ID.22-21ffi.1.·'" IB E\\' O.-'·UL WASPcml\' 
6 KLCas LSWASPIOO5UI.~9+SS~m .s IBSD E.-\, 1.~99 WASP ,. GCVS (WASP) 
7 MMCas ISW ASPJOOS..S~~SU£6.'" E.A.SD IB LlS86 WASP v GCVS (WASP) 
8 CPPse I SW ASPIOOj~5.9I+3lO6lO.3 IB: EA O.6s.tO WASP only 
9 DQAnd ISWASPIOOS93H6..-4nUU CWB: RRAB 3.1992 WASP y GCVS (WASP) 
10 RVPse LSW ASPIOL I~L01~3112D5.0 [Anw E\\T 0.5~ WASP ,. GCVS (WASP) 
11 SUPsc LSWASPIOl2.92A.39H93UO.6 IBn: E.-\, 2.68DS WASP v GCVS (WASP) 
U WWPhe ISWASPJD13I06.81-BS9>l.S E.-\, IB 0.7L99 WASP v GCVS (WAsp) 
13 SVFot ISWASPJDLSW.2L-U22J.U SRD IB 0.6679 WASP ,. GCVS (WASP) 
14 CCPer ISW ASPJDI S931.02-.-SSS9ll.2 IB'SD EA 2.HOO WASP ,. GCVS (WASP) 
IS KWPer LSWASPIOLS959.97 ... 53132U IB'SD EA 0.9312 WASP \' GCVS (WASP) 
16 XZCet ISWASPJ!PJ)()L6.63-I620J6.0 RRAB RRC U232 WASP v GCVS (WASP) 
17 RUTri IS\\' ASPJ020021. L6+3l1713.1 IBn EA 3.2696 WASP v GCVS (WASP) 
18 XZFot lSWASPJ1J201IS.1~37<»~.l EW IB 0.3081 WASP only 
L9 BXAnd ISWASPI020903.~2+4()'s139. L E\\'DW: IB 0.6101 WASP ,. GCVS (WASP) 
20 DKPn- LSWASPJ0223..S55S+S75923.6 IB'SD E.-\, 0.8987 WASP" GCVS (WASP) 
Table 4-10: First 20 SuperW ASP objects where class disagrees with the GCVS 
Of the 204 objects that disagreed, 197 should be reviewed further by the GCVS to see if 
the classification should be changed (see Table 4-11). 
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In Table 4-11 , the first column indicates the GCVS class, while the other columns (with 
the yellow heading) are the SuperW ASP classes. From the list, the 27 EBs were 
reclassified as EW based on the shape of the phase-folded light-curve, not the variability 
period. The other seven objects where the classifications disagreed were variables of 
CWA, CWB, SXPHE and ZAND types that showed sinusoidal-like light-curves - they 
were not included in the above table. 
GCVS class CEP-like DScr E EA EB EW RM RR RRAB RRC 
CEP 1 1 
CST 4 
CWA 2 3 
CWB 1 1 1 7 
DScr 1 
E 1 3 2 
EA 4 21 4 1 
EB 2 41 27 2 
EW 3 19 1 
RM 1 
RR 1 
RRAB 1 4 18 
RRC 1 3 5 
SR 1 1 6 
SRD 2 
Table 4-11: 197 objects where manually Identified class dIffers wIth the GCVS 
The remaining 34 objects whose classifications did not agree with those in the GCVS or 
which could not be reclassified had erratic light-curves that were not representative of their 
classes. These can be seen in Table 4-12 for the first 20 objects and Appendix 11 shows six 
examples of the phase-folded light-curves. The complete list of data and phase-folded 
light-curves can be found on the supplementary DVD in the following location .. . 
Supplementary data 
Object data with erratic light-curves I X:\Chapter04\Table8 data.pdf 
Phase-folded light-curves EA I X:\Chapter04\Table8 images.pdf 
Where X IS DVD-l In the DVD-dnve 
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Xo. ~_e WASP Id GC\"Sdass WASP class Pmod(d) Data set 
I vosssCas I SWASPJD1223S.01"'"5-rnOU DeEP: '! 0.9910 WA SP onty 
2 V0362 Per 1 SW ASPJD23.I11..t5-r5S2J 19.7 BeEP: ? 0.9&39 WASP ,. GCVS(WASP) 
3 V09t7 on ISWASPI0608273~13~5~1 . 1 BCEP '! 0.2889 WASP \' GCVS (WASP) 
..J V037SAur ISWASP1062033.21+465000.6 RRAB '? 0.5022 WASP only 
~ uuCn.c I SW A SPlOSO'-30.S9-'-151 M 1.9 EB US '? 96.7100 W A SP'\""GC\'S(GCVS) 
6 CWL'yn ISWASPJD~.2S+4..J5-lIS3 m '! UUI WASPon!v 
7 £YUMa ISWA SPJ090220.. 7~~909.S RRAB '? Q.5.S97 WASP only 
8 DKbo ISWA SP110t.t19.17"'ltcm.9 . .t BY '! 8.0m WASP'\"" GCVS (WASP) 
9 Y05S1 Cm ISWASPfl m57 .23-36061 U EWKW '? 0.3-162 WASP \" GCVS (WASP) 
10 GWCom ISWAspn2162U~3137"3.6 E: ? 16.098.t WASP only 
Ii VMjOCm ISWASPfll~.6>-3..J1616.8 RR '? o...J655 WASP , . GC\'S (WASp) 
U BZBoo 1 SWASPIl3382 U9+-27 I 7135 DSCTC ? 0.9S60 WASP v GCVS (WASP) 
13 NY\"ir I SWASPfl338.tS.I6-020 1..t93 EA+RPHS ? 0.1010 WASPonty 
U ALBoo ISWASPru53IU7-1llS333 RRAB ? 0."'91 WASP ,. GC\'S (WASP) 
15 \l0;.t5 Ser I SWASPfl 5162L88"'"1 J3OO2J SR: ? 0.1"1 WASPonty 
16 RXCrB 1 SWASpn5 1 1.t9 . .tb193953.2 CST: '! LOlll WASP only 
17 BOllb ISWASPfl517.tt5~222.uU RRAB ? 0-6062 WASP , . GC\'S (WASp) 
18 IRLib ISWASPfl5292U7-2S5Oll3 E\\~: ? 027-U WASP only 
19 \~Opb 1 SWASPfl 7}853.61-'-01 1929.0 RR.-\B ? 0.17;.t WASP ,. GCVS (WASp) 
If) \"DtSOLyr I SWASPflWl23.·B-,B562L6 EB: ? 1.0088 WASPonty 
Table 4-12: FIrst 20 SuperWASP objects unable to obtain a classification 
Table 4-13 shows a complete summary of the variability classes after the long period 
variables RV, Mira, SR and its sub-classes were removed. 
Variability class analysis 
Class Agrees with Confirm a GCVS Change a GCVS Erratic 
GCVS sub-class class light-curves 
CEP 105 4 3 
DSCT 40 4 1 
E 3 6 
EA 705 61 50 
EB 141 22 42 
EW 233 19 35 
RM 64 17 9 
RR 19 4 
RRAB 653 174 25 
RRC 86 32 22 
??? 1 7 34 
Total 2,050 333 204 34 2,621 I 
Table 4-13: Number of objects where manually IdentIfied class agrees WIth GCVS 
4.5. Training and Testing of the selected Neural Networks 
From the objects identified in the above section where the variability period and 
classification was confirmed, 60 objects for each of the classes CEP, DSCT, EA double-
eclipse, EA single-eclipse, EB, EW, RM, RRAB and RRC were randomly selected and 
used to train and test ALL the NNs in the later sections of Chapter 3, so as to identify the 
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most appropriate neural networks for processing all the periodic objects in the SuperW ASP 
archive. The method of processing the objects through each neural network and the results 
obtained have already been discussed in Chapter 3 (section 3.5) and the results (reproduced 
below) showed that three NNs were required to classify all the selected objects: 
~ Modell: Correct classification: 59% (99.7%); Misclassified: 39% (0.3%); 
~ Model 2: Correct classification: 75% (99.3%); Misclassified: 25% (0.7%); 
~ Model 3: Correct classification: 71 % (93.3%); Misclassified: 29% (6.7%); 
The required parameters were then extracted from the three selected NNs and placed into 
the 'LC Analyser classifier' application. This is fully described in the next chapter. 
4.6. Chapter summary 
In this chapter, the suitability of SuperW ASP data was assessed to confirm that it was 
suitable for classification of stellar objects. This assessment was required because the data 
from the SuperW ASP project was designed to search for extra-solar planets and transient 
objects and as such the data may not have been suitable for classification purposes. During 
the suitability assessment, the variability period of 1,472 variable stars in the GCVS was 
confirmed by showing that the SuperWASP-calculated periods agreed with the GCVS, and 
revision of the variability period of 194 GCVS variable stars was suggested where 
SuperWASP disagreed and had more appropriate phase-folded light-curves. 649 variable 
stars were added where the period was not known in the GCVS. This provided confidence 
that the SuperW ASP data could be used successfully to calculate the variability period. 
With regard to classification, it was shown that 2,050 SuperW ASP objects agreed with the 
GCVS class and sub-classes were suggested for 333 objects in the GCVS that were 
unconfirmed classes (e.g. CEP:, EA:, RR etc.). Also, re-classification was suggested for 
197 GCVS objects with suspected incorrect classes. Again, this provided confidence that 
the SuperW ASP data was suitable for identifying a preliminary classification. 
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At this point, 60 • confirmed' objects for each of the classes CEP, DSCT, EA double-
eclipse, EA single-eclipse, EB, EW, RM, RRAB and RRC objects were randomly selected 
and used to train and test the NNs as described in Chapter 3 (section 3.5). The method used 
to classify the SuperW ASP objects was based on the period and the shape of the binned 
phase-folded light-curves of photometric data in the visible band. This meant that a 'final' 
classification could not be made using SuperW ASP data, but it was possible to obtain 
preliminary classifications that would reduce the search space of the SuperW ASP archive 
so that researchers can spend more of their time confirming the classes of these objects, 
rather than searching for the classes that they require for their work. 
As a check on the SuperW ASP calculated periods and manual classifications, the output 
was cross-checked against the known periods and classifications listed in the GCVS. The 
GCVS was chosen as the comparator because it uses a variety of sources to decide on the 
period and classification, such as spectral type, luminosity class, radial velocity data and 
multi band photometry. 
Although the SuperW ASP classification cannot differentiate between objects with similar 
light-curves (like BCEP, CEP and DCEP), this method of classification is still useful to 
perform a fast scan of a large dataset to identify potential objects for further study. For 
instance, if a researcher is interested in DCEP objects, they can examine all CEP-like 
objects identified by the 'LC Analyser classifier' application and determine which of the 
objects meets their need by using confirmatory tests. This will still be less work for the 
researcher than searching the whole archive for candidate DCEPs. Therefore, in Chapter 5 
an automated system is created to extract data from the SuperW ASP archive, pre-process it 
into the correct format and then process it through the three NNs created in Chapter 3 that 
have been trained and tested with the data identified in this chapter. 
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In summary, this study using SuperW ASP data has shown that the data are reliable for 
calculating variability periods and classifying objects. Additionally, it has highlighted 
many objects where the GCVS can be updated with new and corrected periods and 
classifications. The SuperW ASP data and objects are made available for classification by 
other authors/teams that wish to confinn these conclusions. 
Chapter 5 discusses the design, creation, validation and implementation of an automated 
system that will use the NNs from Chapter 3 and the training/testing data from this chapter 
to prime the application. The application is then used to process all data in the SuperW ASP 
archive. 
-------------------- 0 --------------------
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Chapter 5 Neural Network analysis of SuperW ASP data 
This chapter describes the design, creation, validation and implementation of the • LC 
Analyser classifier' application following the GAMP5 (2008) methodology. The 
application is used to classify periodic variable objects from the SuperW ASP archive and 
this chapter also discusses the results obtained from the SuperW ASP archive analysis and 
some problems identified along the way. 
5.1. User Requirements for the ~ LC Analyser classifier' 
application 
The two main objectives of the 'LC Analyser classifier' application were to support 
creation of training and testing sets for the neural networks, as described in Chapter 4, and 
to process all periodic objects in the SuperW ASP archive. The latter aspect is described in 
this chapter. The following user requirements allowed these objectives to be met. The 
expected functional detail can be seen in section 5.2: 
1. The following methods of inputting SuperW ASP objects to the application must 
be provided: 
a. Using individual SuperW ASP object Id's, where specific objects are 
selected to train the NNs in Chapter 4. This method allows objects to be 
analysed on a single PC for processing low numbers of objects (see 
section 5.2.1.1). 
b. Using SuperW ASP Season and Field, where all periodic variables in the 
SuperW ASP archive are processed automatically on multiple processors 
at Leicester University. This method supports processing of large 
numbers of objects (see section 5.2.1.2). 
2. Objects must be pre-processed through a series of rules to remove spurious 
observations (see section 5.2.2). 
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3. Various calculations must be perfonned on observations from the object to 
support decision making throughout the project (see section 5.2.3). 
4. A binned and an un-binned phase-folded light-curve must be created to help the 
selection of objects for tmining/testing the NNs (see section 5.2.4). 
5. The binned phase-folded light-curve must be pre-processed to obtain 
parameters for entry into the NNs (see section 5.2.5). 
6. The three NNs described in Chapter 3 must be created (see section 5.2.6). 
7. The NN parameters from requirement 5 must be passed through the three NNs 
in requirement 6 to obtain a classification (see section 5.2.7). 
8. The calculations and results must be written to output files for further analysis 
(see section 5.2.8). 
5.2. Functional Requirements for the 'LC Analyser classifier' 
application 
The functional requirements required to meet the user requirements in section 5.1 are 
described below. Figure 5-1 shows the top level design of the application. As indicated in 
user requirement 1, two methods of inputting objects to the application are required and 
therefore the input routine is set outside the application environment. Once the 'LC 
Analyser classifier' application completes processing, the output files are also analysed 
outside the application environment. 
I Input aethod '" LC Analyser ",I , lpplica tien '\ Output aethod 
Figure 5-1: Top level design for 'LC Analyser dassifier' app6cation 
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5.2.1 Requirement 1 (Input methods) 
Two input methods are required as follows: 
5.2.1.1 Batch Processing using individual SuperWA P object Id's 
An input file must be created manually by running a query on the SuperW ASP archive to 
obtain the required objects. The fields in Table 5-1 must be obtained . . . 
Field Description Range Example Required for 
name 
Unique identifier for the ISWASPJ WASP Id N/A 000003.66+352 
object 146.1 
Season Season the observations 2004 to 2011 2006 
were made 
The name of the field Uniquely 
Field (generally in the N/A SWOO16+3126 identifying a 
form SWhhmm±ddmm) specific 
Camera DAS camera identifier N/A 145 o bject/period 
PFlag Period warning flag 0= good; 0 
>0 = harmonic (e.g. 1 day) 
Period Detected period in N/A 61064.1 
seconds 
De-trending technique Labelling the 
Detrend applied before running NONE, T AMUZ, TFA TAMUZ de-trend 
the period search method 
Labelling the 
BCEP, CEP, DCEP, DSCT, phase diagrams GCVS Type of variability EA, EB, EW, RM, RRAB, RRAB and confirming 
class the RRC, Unknown 
training/testing 
data 
To investigate 
Proper motion N/A 0.018 c1assi fication pmJa (arcsec/yr) using reduced 
proper-motion 
pm_dec Proper motion N/A -0.006 (arcsec/yr) 
N/A To investigate 
bmag B magnitude 12.92 classification 
using colour 
vmag V magnitude N/A 12.75 
jmag J magnitude N/A 12.151 
hmag H magnitude N/A 11.859 
kmag Kmagnitude N/A 11.815 
Table 5-1: Parameters obtamed from SuperWASP archive 
The output must be manually copied to a text file for entry into the 'LC Analyser classifier' 
application. Figure 5-2 shows an example ofthe expected input file ... 
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,, ~~~~.~--------------------~----~~------------------------- I =·,~~~ 
lS'1/.\SPJ000007 28.18 U 17 1 . 2006 . S'l/0012+1 734 . 1'6 . 1 . 223622 . T.lI!ITZ . U . 0 . 002 . 0 . 004 . 11 . 331 . 10 . n5 . 10 . 114 . 9 . 952 . 9 . e ee 
lSV.\SPJ000113 "+53411e 2 . 2007 . S'l/233S+5 520 . 1'8 . 1. 63127 . 1 . UIIU2 . EB . 1S . 670. 14 . 350 . 12 . 714 . 12 . 102 . 11 . 910 . 0 . 01 8. 0 . 012 
lS'1/.\SPJ000309 18-3 45U8 4 2006 . S'l/0017-3523 . 221. 1. 22 934 5 . TlIlU2 . EV . 13 170 . 12 660 . 10 785 . 10 317 . 10 16 6 . 0 062 . 0 012 
Figure 5-2: Example of manual input into the 'LC Analyser classifier' 
For this research, all objects were retrieved from the SuperW ASP archive where they had a 
known period and/or classification in the GCVS. The 'LC Analyser classifier' application 
must be started using a command-line argument such as the following for the above 
example: 
5.2.1.2 
LC Analyser "C:\LC Analyser\Example_home.txt" 
Batch Processing using SuperW ASP Season and Field 
Again, an input file must be created manually by running a query on the SuperW ASP 
archive, but in this case, only the field, camera, season, Detrend and PFlag parameters are 
retrieved as shown in Figure 5-3 where all the fields for PFlag 0 were selected (see Table 
5-1 above for a definition of these parameters). Each line in this file is called a 'session' 
and controls the processing of all the objects in the field, camera and season. 
File Edit Format 
5110016+3126 
5110017+232 6 
51100 44+2127 
5110 044+2826 
5110 045+3644 
5110 115+282 6 
5110116+20 27 
5110143+3126 
5110144+24 27 
5110 144+3944 
5110216+3126 
5110217+232 6 
5110243+3126 
5110244+2427 
5110244+3944 
5110316+3126 
5110317+232 6 
5110 343+31 26 
51103 44+3944 
5110 416+3126 
Help 
103 2004 
104 2004 
101 2004 
102 2004 
105 2004 
103 2004 
104 2004 
102 2004 
101 2004 
105 2004 
103 2004 
104 2004 
10 2 2004 
101 2004 
105 2004 
103 2004 
104 2004 
102 2004 
105 2004 
103 2004 
TAKUZ 
HMUZ 
HMUZ 
HMUZ 
HMUZ 
HMUZ 
HMUZ 
HMUZ 
HMUZ 
HMUZ 
HMUZ 
rAMUZ 
TAKUZ 
HMUZ 
HMUZ 
HMUZ 
HMUZ 
HMUZ 
UMUZ 
HMUZ 
t d 
Figure 5-3: Example of a Session file for automatic processing 
in the 'Le Analyser classifier' application 
The file must be transferred to the computer at Leicester University where the Perl batch 
job in Figure 5-4 must be started to automatically control the processing of all sessions in 
the fi le. 
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otepad 
Help 
I!/usr/local/bin/perl 
I Creates a job for each row in the file This 
use English; job is caned a 'Session' 
use strict qw(vars subs refs) ; 
I Location of job logs and place to keep output peraanently 
~y $logdir-"/home/ sgp/lcruns/logs"; 
my $outdir-'/home/sgp/lcruns/out" ; 
I Open the list of field/camera/season/detrend 
open(FILE . "lcrun_list.lis") 
or die 'Error opening lcrun_list . lis : $OS_ERROR' ; 
vhile(3Y $l~ne-<FILE» { 
my ($field . $ea.era . $season. $detrend. $pflag)-split(~s+/. $line) ; 
3y Sjobname="LClnal_${field}_${camera}_S{season}_${detrend}_${pflag}" ; 
my SoutputDir-"Soutdir/$jobnaae" ; 
print "Sjobna~e'n" ; 
I Open pipe to qsub to submit the job 
open(PIPE . 'Iqsub -N Sjobna~e -e Slogdir -0 $logdir') ; 
print PIPE "II/bin/tcsh 
/home/sgp/LClnalyser/getclass $field $season $caaera $detrend Spflag 
ra - . fits 
mkdir $outputDir 
cp -r '$TMPDIR/- SoutputDir/ 
, . 
close(PIPE) ; 
} 
close(FILE) ; 
C the perl script 'getclass' to prepare 
each object and c.lII my lC Analyser 
Figure 5-4: Example of loading Session jobs 
As indicated in Figure 5-4, a computer 'job' is created for each session in the input file and 
each job placed in a queue. Each job is then automatically processed when the 'getclass' 
perl script is called. Up to 30 processors are available for use so that 30 jobs can be 
processed at the same time. 
The 'getclass' perl script in Figure 5-5 queries the SuperWASP archive for aU periodic 
variables with the parameters given by the 'Ioadjobs' perl script (i.e. season, field, 
camera, Detrend and PFlag). The fields described in Table 5-1 are automatically retrieved 
for each object and they are saved to the text file 'objects.txt'. The 'getclass' script then 
downloads the FITS file containing the observational data for each of the objects in the 
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be primed with the variable parameters shown in Table 5-2 ready for pre-processing the 
data. 
The parameters must be obtained from the LCAnayser.ini file included in the application. 
This allows the parameters to be amended for each run (if required) without re-coding, re-
building and re-validating the application. An example of the 'ini' file can be seen on the 
supplementary DVD in the following location: 
Parameter Default value Reason for use 
Bad Night Observations are removed when the percentage coefficient of variation 0 (%CV) of the night's data is greater than this value. A value of 0 Variance 
means that the parameter is not calculated. 
The SuperWASP pipeline provides nine different types of "blended" 
Blend Index 1 objects, ranging from flag 0 (unblended) to 9 (saturated star or a bad pixel). The default for this work was limited to extremely red objects 
i.e. blend flag 1 (see Fig, 4 in Pollacco, 2006). 
The top and bottom SateUite% observations are removed from the 
Satellite 0.1 dataset. This is designed to remove any possible satellite trails that 
may appear in the field. 
Gradient 0.01 Erratic observations are removed when the gradient between 2 
successive observations are greater than this value (counts per second). 
Min Obs 500 The classification is made only if the number of observations after pre-processing was greater than this number. 
Output ALL If this is set to 'ALL' then the results for all three NNs are written to Results the 'NNData' file, otherwise only the NN3 results are output. 
If this is set to 'BMP', the phase-folded and binned phase-folded light-
Graphs Chapter 4: BMP curves are saved as Windows Bitmap format; ifit is set to 'lPG' they Chapter 5: No are saved as 'Joint Photographic Experts Group' files. Ifit is set to 
anything else the light-curves are not created. 
Lowest Bin During processing, the half-amplitude is calculated for each object. A 
Amplitude 0.01 query can be used in the database to retrieve all classified objects greater than this value. 
Table 5-2: Parameters that control pre-processing of each object 
The exclusion rules must be implemented as follows: 
~ Rule 1: Exclude observations for bad nights 
The percentage coefficient of variation (%CV) shown in Equation 5-1 identifies 
'bad nights' when it shows large variation in the observations for a nights viewing. 
When loading the observations from the FITS file for the object, ALL observations 
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for a night must be removed when the O/OCV of a night's data was greater than the 
'Bad Night Variance' parameter in Table 5-2. 
( 
SD o{ observations {or the night ) 
%CV = M {b . { h . h x 100 ean 0 0 servatlons or t e mg t 
Equation >1: Coefficient of Variation 
Where 'observations' are the individual flux values from the nights viewing 
For this research, the parameter was set to 0, meaning that this exclusion rule was 
not used. 
~ Rule 2: Exclude observations with blend flags> user selected value 
The blend flag was determined by the SuperW ASP pipeline during processing of 
the SuperW ASP images and indicates when a light-curve is potentially 
contaminated by a nearby star. When loading the observations from the FITS file 
for the object, individual observations must be removed when the Blend flag stored 
in the SuperWASP archive for the observation is greater than the 'Blend Flag' 
parameter in Table 5-2. For this research, the Blend flag was set to I, so 
observations with blend flag of 0 (unblended) and 1 (extremely red objects - see 
Fig, 4 in Pollacco, 2006) were retained for analysis. 
~ Rule 3: Exclude observations below/above the satellite trail value selected by the 
user 
Satellite trails shown in the raw SuperWASP images cause 'blips' in the flux for 
the star. When loading the observations from the FITS file for the object, 
observations must be excluded when their flux values are within the top and bottom 
X percentage range of all observations (from all cameras), where X is the 'Satellite' 
parameter in Table 5-2. For this research, 0.1 % was used. 
~ Rule 4: Exclude erratic observations 
Single erratic observations can occur in the dataset for any number of reasons. They 
are obvious outliers in the dataset and therefore need to be removed. The method to 
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be used must look at the gradient between successive observations as shown in 
Equation 5-2 and if it is greater than the 'Gradient' parameter in Table 5-2, then the 
more erratic point of the two observations must be removed. The more erratic 
observation is the one that is furthest from the running mean of all observations: 
gradient = ABS Current Flux counts S-l ((
AbSCNext Flux - Current FlUX))) 
(nextTime - currentTime) 
Equation >2: Gradient calculation 
For this research, a gradient of 0.01 was used. 
~ Rule 5: Obtain data for the camera with the most observations 
Due to the variance of flux values between cameras, only the observations from the 
camera with the most observations must be used. The observations from the other 
cameras must be excluded. 
~ Rule 6: Only process objects that have at least 500 observations 
In order to ensure that good light-curves are produced, only objects that have a 
number of observations greater than the 'Min Obs.' parameter in Table 5-2 must be 
processed. For this research, a minimum of 500 observations were required. 
5.2.3 Requirement 3 (Perform various calculations) 
The 'LC Analyser classifier' application must perform various calculations on each object 
to help the classification process. Two sets of statistics must be calculated: Firstly, in the 
'Analysis' phase, statistics must be calculated after each exclusion rule is performed in 
order to see what effect the removal of observations have on the dataset. These values must 
be stored in the file Analysis.txt (see Table 5-3). Secondly, in the 'Classification' phase, 
(i.e. after removal of the spurious observations), statistics must be performed on the data 
used to construct the light-curves and the results must be stored in the file Stats.txt (see 
Table 5-5). Not all the statistics will be used in the final classification method used by the 
NNs, but they were assessed during the investigation stage of the classification method in 
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Chapter 4 to see if they were appropriate. Here are the values to be calculated by the 'LC 
Analyser classifier application: 
5.2.3.1 Calculation during Analysis phase 
The parameters in Table 5-3 must be calculated during the analysis phase in order to 
identify those objects that do not meet the requirements for the neural networks to perform 
the classification. The calculations must be performed prior to analysis and after each 
exclusion rule is applied i.e. seven sets of output must be obtained per object: 
Parameter Explanation 
Number of The number of ob ervations remaining after each of the exclusion rules is 
observations applied. One value is to be calculated for each stage: S 1 to S7 inclusive. 
Minimum flux The minimum flux value of observations remaining after each of the 
exclu ion rules is applied. One value is to be calculated for each stage: S I 
to S7 inclusive. 
Maximum flux The maximum flux value of observations remaining after each of the 
exclu ion rules is applied. One value is to be calculated for each stage: SI 
to S7 inclusive. 
Mean flux The average flux value of observations remaining after each of the 
exclu ion rules is applied. One value is to be calculated for each stage: SI 
to S7 inclusive. 
Median flu The median flux value of observations remaining after each of the 
exclu ion rules i applied. One value is to be calculated for each tage: SI 
to S7 inclusive. 
Flux range The range between the minimum and maximum flux value after each of 
the exclu ion rules is applied. One value is to be calculated for each stage: 
Sl to S7 inclusive. 
RMS Error The Root-Mean-Squared value of the flux errors for each of the 
observation after each of the exclusion rules is applied. One value is to be 
calculated for each stage: S 1 to S7 inclusive. 
SIN ratio The Signal-to-noise ratio (i.e. Mean Flux / RMS Error) after each of the 
exclu ion rules is applied. One value is to be calculated for each stage: SI 
to S7 inclusive. 
No. abo e Satellite The number of ob ervations above the satellite trails. One value is to be 
trails calculated for each stage: Sl to S4 inclusive. 
No. below Satellite The number of observations below the satellite trails. One value i to be 
trails calcu lated for each stage: S I to S4 inclusive. 
No. observation The number of observations above the blend index. One value is to be 
greater than Blend calculated for each stage: S 1 to S3 inclusive. 
index 
Observation The number of objects removed after each exclusion rule is applied. One 
removed value is to be calculated for each stage: S I to S7 inclusive. 
Table 5-3: Output values stored In the AnalYSIS.txt file 
5.2.3.2 Calculation during Classification phase 
The calculations in Table 5-5 must be calculated during the classification phase in order to 
provide the values for the neural networks to perform the classification. 
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Parameter Explanation 
Observations The number of observations actually used in the classification i.e. those left 
analysed after the exclusion process is performed. 
Days analysed The number of nights over which the observations are taken. 
Total observations The total number of observations removed in the exclusion process. 
removed 
Period (d) The period obtained from SuperW ASP was in seconds. This is to be 
converted to the period in days. 
Phase Length The length of the binned phase-folded light-curve as calculated by 
Dworetsky (1983) . 
Mode/SD Modal value of fluxes for all observations in the light curve divided by the 
Standard Deviation of all observations in the light-curve. 
Time to process Length oftime taken to perform aU calculations and classification of the 
obiect. 
Period bin The Period bin that the period value (in days) is in as indicated in Table 3-2, 
reproduced in Table 5-4. 
Period bin Period range (d) 
1 OJ)OOO to 1.0000 
2 1.0001 to 10_0000 
3 10_0001 to 50_0000 
4 50_0001 t o 100_0000 
5 100_0001 to 500_0000 
6 500_0001 to 999999_0 
Table 5-4: Period bin ranges 
Mean Flux The average flux value of all observations. 
Median Flux The median flux value of all observations. 
Minimum Flux The minimum flux value of all observations. 
Maximum Flux The maximum flux value of all observations. 
Flux Range The range between the minimum and maximum flux value of all 
observations. 
Mode-Mean The modal flux value of all observations minus the mean flux value of all 
observations. This is calculated as a simple measure of skewness. 
Flux Amplitude The half-amplitude of flux values used in the light-curve. 
All Magnitude The half-amplitude of magnitude values using all observations in the light-
Amplitude curve. 
Binned Magnitude The half-amplitude of magnitude values using binned mean values in the 
Amplitude light-curve. 
Primary eclipse The depth of the primary eclipse. This is only useful in eclipsing binaries but 
depth as the classification is not known, it is to be calculated for all objects. 
Secondary eclipse The depth ofthe secondary eclipse. Again, this is only useful in eclipsing 
depth binaries but as the classification is not known, it is to be calculated for all 
objects. 
Eclipse ratio The ratio of primary eclipse over secondary eclipse. This is only useful in 
eclipsing binaries but as the classification is not known, it is to be calculated 
for all objects. 
Minimum Binned The minimum magnitude across all 25 bins. 
Magnitude 
Maximum Binned The maximum magnitude across all 25 bins. 
Magnjtude 
Minimum Binned The minimum flux value across all 25 bins .. 
Flux 
Maximum Binned The maximum flux value across all 25 bins. 
Flux 
HID (lst The heliocentric Julian date of the earliest observation. 
observation) 
HID (0 phase) The heliocentric Julian date of the start ofthe phase for the object. 
Binned Chi-Square The Chi-squared value of the flux for each of the 25 bins. 
Overall Chi-Square The overaU Chi-squared value for all observations. 
Flux 
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Parameter Explanation 
Binned Skewne in The Skewness value of the flux for each of the 25 bins. 
Flux 
Overall Skewnes in The overall Skewness value for all observations. 
Flux 
Binned Kurto is in The Kurtosis value of the flux for each of the 25 bins. 
Flux 
Overall Kurto i in The overall Kurtosis value for all observations. 
Flux 
Table 5-5: Output values stored lD the Stats.txt file 
5.2.4 Requirement 4 (Create two phase-folded diagrams) 
Two phase-folded light-curves must be created in the 'LC Analyser classifier' application. 
The first must plot all remaining observations after the exclusion process as shown in 
Figure 5-6. The second must plot ' binned' observations where the lowest flux value is set 
at 'zero-phase as shown in Figure 5-7. 
z +--+~~~~~~~~~~~~+-~ 
.0 0 .0 , o _~ 03 ~1 0' ' u 
....... 
Figure 5-6: Example of phase-folded light-curve created from flux values 
BInned Folded Ight QIIW for. 1 SWASPJ1m14.a3+2t171U ( 
SMton:2OO4; Foek!:SW1ilW1ZS: c-a:lt3; IUO( ~132. 
o 
~0..5221(CI); Bin Amp.:1I.l2(VmaQ); Ob '4211; 
a 10 IS 
:t -axis bil 110. 
Figure 5-7: Example of a binned phase-folded light-curve created from flux values 
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The 'binned' phase-folded light-curve provides the parameters required for entry into the 
three NNs to obtain the classification of the object. The creation of these light-curves and 
obtaining the NN parameters is fully described in Chapter 3 (section 3.4.1). 
5.2.5 Requirement 5 (Obtain parameters for entry into NNs) 
After the spurious observations are removed from the object under test, the binned phase-
folded light-curve must be used to obtain the parameters for entry into the NNs as 
indicated in Chapter 3 (section 3.4.1). The following parameters must be obtained for each 
object ready for processing through the neural network in order to obtain the output values 
for each object class: 
5.2.5.1 NN Model 1 
The parameters required are the Y -pattern from the binned phase-folded light-curve (25 
nodes), period bin (1 node), mode-mean (1 node) and amplitude (1 node) i.e. 28 input 
nodes in all. 
5.2.5.2 NN Model 2 
The parameters required are the X-pattern from the binned phase-folded light-curve (25 
nodes), period bin (1 node) and mode-mean (1 node) i.e. 27 input nodes in all. 
5.2.5.3 NN Model 3 
The parameters required are the Y -pattern from the binned phase-folded light-curve (25 
nodes), the X-pattern from the binned phase-folded light-curve (25 nodes), period bin (1 
node), mode-mean (1 node) and amplitude (1 node) i.e. 53 input nodes in all. 
5.2.6 Requirement 6 (Create the three NNs) 
As described in Chapter 3, the three NNs were trained and tested in the 'NeuralWorks 
Professional IIlPlus' software (NeuralWare), which was kindly provided by the Open 
University. Once the decision had been made on which NNs were to be used, the 
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parameters shown in Table 5-6 were obtained from NeuralWorks for each of the trained 
NNs, in order to re-create them in the 'LC Analyser classifier' application. Note that the 
application will not train the NNs, it only processes objects through them using the defined 
NN structures. If the NNs require re-training at any point, they must be re-trained in the 
NeuralWorks software and the parameters re-imported into the application. This was 
deemed acceptable as the NNs only require re-training when new object classes are to be 
added or to increase the precision of the results when more data became available. 
Parameter Required for Obtained from 
Input range The bound within which each Input The 'I/O Parameters' form as indicated in the 
neuron was scaled red border of Figure 5-8 
Output range 
The bound within which each Output The 'I/O Parameters' form as indicated in the 
neuron was scaled red border of Figure 5-8 
Any output value outside this range was Defmed using the output of all the test 
NNrange marked a 'out-of-range' in the performed in Chapter 3 A fixed range of -
application 0.13 to 1.13 was identified for all three NNs 
Nodes 
The number of nodes in the Bias, Input, Defined during creation of the NNs in 
Hidden and Output layers Ch~ter 3 
BiasMinMax 
This is the default for back-propagation Defmed as I during creation of the NN m 
networks Chapter 3 
Scaling the inputs and outputs of each Obtained from the 'I/O MinMax Table' as Input MinMax neuron into an acceptable domain for indicated in the red border of Figure 5-9 the network 
Hidden Weights 
Calculating the output of each hidden Obtained from the 'Load/Save Weight' 
neuron function in NeuralWare 
Output Weights 
Calculating the output of each output Obtained from the 'Load/Save Weight' 
neuron function in NeuralWare 
Threshold 
Decides which output neuron provides Defmed in Chapter 3 the classification 
Table 5-6: Parameters obtamed from the tramed and tested NNs 
w~ .~ 
- --Red File 
lIn RcVTest r Append 5 elect Filenames (' (' Keyboard r Headel NNUslma (' (' U:er 10 r l~ 
r lO File Seq. DeuedOIP 
lO File Rand. 
~ r 
Epoch Size learn lONNA Binary 1270 INNUra ~ ~ load to RAM (' NNB 
RcVTe$l 
-
INNU$I (' NNA File Start Netwolk r NNB 
layotA: Field Ranges: luserio I~ r;-- 1·1.00Dl 1,·00Dl r UIO 
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deld 
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Figure 5-8: Obtaining Input and Output parameters from trained/tested NNs 
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Figure 5-9: Obtaining MinMax values for trained and tested NNs 
Each of the above parameters was stored in application files for each NN i.e. NNBase l.sgp 
for NN modell, NNBase2.sgp for NN model 2 and NNBase3.sgp for NN model 3. This 
allows the application to be updated without re-coding and re-validating. Appendix 12 
shows the structure of the file and an example of the data required for NN model 1. The 
complete file and the files for NN models 2 and 3 can be found on the supplementary DVD 
in the foHowing location: 
NNBasel.s 
NNBase2.s 
NNBase3.s 
Where X is DVD-J in the DVD-drive 
The three NNs must be created in the 'LC Analyser classifier' application following the 
designs obtained in section 3.5.l to 3.5 .3 in Chapter 3, reproduced here for reference. The 
following sections describe the processing through each of the NNs: 
5.2.6.1 NN Modell structure 
Figure 5-10 shows the structure of NN model 1. The following steps describe the 
application flow to be implemented: 
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Fully connected Neural Network (le. all neurons connected to each other) 
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Figure 5-10: Structure of NN Modell 
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1. The contents of the data file NNBase l.sgp must be loaded into the application. This 
inserts the parameters shown in Table 5-6 into the application ready for processing 
NNl. 
2. The network structure must be created using the number of Bias, Input, Hidden and 
Output neurons indicated by the 'Nodes' parameter in Table 5-6 (i.e. 1, 28, 17 and 
9 respectively). 
3. The object parameters from section 5.2.5.1 must be seeded into the 28 neurons in 
the Input-layer and the values scaled using Equation 5-3 . 
. _ . (Rhi9h - RIOW) ((XmaxRIOW) - (Xm in Rhi9h)) 
Xl - Xl + ( ) 
Xmax - Xmin Xmax - Xmin 
Where 
Xi = value of each neuron in the Input-layer 
Xmin = minimum value of all neurons in the Input-layer 
Xmax = maximum value of all neurons in the Input-layer 
Rrugh = high range value from 'Input range' parameter in Table 5-6 
~ow = low range value from 'Input range' parameter in Table 5-6 
Equation 5-3: Scaling input values to correct domain 
4. The scaled values in the 28 Input neurons must be passed to each of the 17 neurons 
in the Hidden-layer where Equation 5-4 must be performed on each of them to 
obtain the sum (S): 
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n=28 
Sh = (WbXb) + I (Wi Xi) 
i=l 
Where 
Sh = sum of each of the neuron in the Hidden-layer (i.e. 17) 
Wb = weight of the Bias neuron 
Xb = value of the Bias Neuron 
Wi = weight of each neuron in the Input-layer 
Xi = value of each neuron in the Input-layer 
Equation ~: Sum of each Hidden neuron 
M3875063 
5. The Sum (Sh) from each neuron in the Hidden-layer must be converted to an output 
value using the Tan-H Transfer function in Equation 5-5. The value must then be 
passed to each neuron in the Output-layer. 
eSh - e-Sh 
Oh = eSh + e-Sh 
Where 
~ = Output for each ofthe neurons in the Hidden-layer 
Sh = Sum calculated for each Hidden neuron in Equation 5-4 
Equation 5-5: Output of each Hidden neuron 
6. As NNI is a 'connect-prior' network, the weights from each neuron in the Input-
layer must also be passed to the Output-layer. The output for each neuron in the 
Output-layer must then be calculated using Equation 5-6. 
n=17 n=28 
So = (WbXb) + I (Wi Xi) + I (WJ XJ) 
i=1 J=1 
Where 
So = sum of each of the neurons in the Output-layer (i.e. 9) 
Wb = weight of the Bias neuron 
Xb = value of the Bias Neuron 
Wi = weight of each neuron in the Hidden-layer 
Xi = value of each neuron in the Hidden-layer 
Wj = weight of each neuron in the Input-layer 
Xj = value of each neuron in the Input-layer 
Equation 5-6: Sum of each Output neuron 
7. The output value (So) for each neuron in the Output-layer must then be scaled back 
to the 'real-world' values using Equation 5-7. This provides the calculated value for 
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each of the nine output neurons CEP, DSCT, EA, EB, EW, RM, RRAB, RRC and 
'No Class. 
s _ (XmaxRlow) - (XminRhiQh) 
o (xmax - xmin) 
Xmax -xmin 
00 = ......:....----::----::-----....!...... 
(
RhiQh - RlOW) 
xmax - Xmin 
Where 
~ = Output for each ofthe neurons in the Output-layer 
Sh = Sum calculated for each Output neuron in Equation 5-6 
Xmin = minimum value of all neurons in the Output-layer 
Xmax = maximum value of all neuron in the Output-layer 
Rrugh = high range value from 'Output range' parameter in Table 5-6 
~ow = low range value from 'Output range' parameter in Table 5-6 
Equation 5-7: Output of each Hidden neuron 
8. The output value (00 ) for each neuron in the Output-layer must then be used to 
classify the object as shown in section 5.2.7. 
5.2.6.2 N Model 2 structure 
Figure 5-11 shows the structure ofNN model 2. 
Sc ... .,.,.,.to 
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Seale output to ~ S to 0 S 
Figure 5-11: Structure ofNN Model 2 
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NN2 is also a 'connect-prior' neural network therefore it follows exactly the same 
processing as NNI in section 5.2.6.1. The only exceptions are: 
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a. The contents of the data file NNBase2.sgp must be used instead of 
NNBase l .sgp. 
b. The number of Input and Hidden neurons is 27 and 14 respectively. 
5.2.6.3 NN Model 3 structure 
Figure 5-12 shows the structure ofNN model 3. This NN is not a 'connect-prior' network, 
so the processing steps are slightly different. The following steps indicate the design: 
Parti3lly connected Neural Network (i.e. input neurons not connected to output oeurous 
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Figure 5-12: Structure ofNN Model 3 
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1. The contents of the data file NNBase3 .sgp must be loaded into the application. This 
inserts the parameters shown in Table 5-6 into the application ready for processing 
NN3. 
2. The network structure must be created using the number of Bias, Input, Hidden and 
Output neurons indicated by the 'Nodes' parameter in Table 5-6 (i .e. 1, 53,25 and 
9 respectively). 
3. The object parameters from section 5.2.5.3 must be seeded into the 53 neurons in 
the Input-layer and the values scaled using Equation 5-3 (similar to the other NNs). 
4. The scaled values in the 53 Input neurons must be passed to each of the 25 neurons 
in the Hidden-layer where Equation 5-4 must be performed on each of them (again, 
similar to the other NNs) . 
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5. The Sum (Sh) from each neuron in the Hidden-layer must be converted to an output 
value using the Sigmoid Transfer function in Equation 5-8 (instead of Tan-H for 
the other NNs) which must then be passed to each neuron in the Output-layer. 
Where 
Ot, = Output for each ofthe neurons in the Hidden-layer 
Sh = Sum calculated for each Hidden neuron in Equation 5-4 
Equation 5-8: Output of each Hidden neuron in NN3 
6. As NN3 is not a 'connect-prior' network, only the weights from each neuron in the 
Hidden-layer must be passed to the Output-layer. The output for each neuron in the 
Outer-layer must then be calculated using Equation 5-9. 
n=25 
So = (WbXb) + L (Wi Xi) 
i=l 
Where 
So = sum of each of the neurons in the Output-layer (i.e. 9) 
Wb = weight of the Bias neuron 
Xb = value of the Bias Neuron 
Wi = weight of each neuron in the Hidden-layer 
Xi = value of each neuron in the Hidden-layer 
Equation 5-9: Sum of each Output neuron for NN3 
7. The output value (So) for each neuron in the Output-layer must then be scaled back 
to the 'real-world' values using Equation 5-7 (as in the other two NNs). 
8. The output value for each neuron in the Output-layer must then be used to classify 
the object as shown in section 5.2.7. 
5.2.7 Requirement 7 (Process the NN parameters) 
The nine output values from each of the three NNs in section 5.2.6 must be compared 
against the threshold for the relevant NN, which must be obtained from the 'Threshold' 
parameter from Table 5-6. The following process must be employed for each NN: 
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1. To obtain the classification from each of the three NNs, the nine output values of 
each NN must be compared against the threshold (0.6 for NNI values, 0.4 for NN2 
values and 0.4 for NN3 values) and the following rules applied: 
a. If a single output value is higher than the threshold, then the class must be 
assigned from this list: Output I = CEP; Output 2 = DSCT; Output 3 = EA; 
Output 4 = EB; Output 5 = EW; Output 6 = RM; Output 7 = RRAB; Output 
8 = RRC; and Output 9 = 'No Class'. 
b. If no output values are greater than the threshold, then the 'No Class' class 
must be assigned. 
c. If more than one output value is greater than the threshold, then the class 
'Review' must be assigned. 
2. The final classification and its confidence index must be calculated using an 
amalgamation of the classes from all three NNs. This must be perfonned using the 
rules in Table 5-7: 
NNI class NN2 class NN3 class Overall class Confidence index 
A A A A 1 
A A No class A 2 
A A Review A 3 
A No class No class A 4 
A Review No class A 5 
A Review Review A 6 
A A B A 7 
A B C Review 8 
Table 5-7: ASSIgnment of Overall Class and confidence index to tested objects 
In Table 5-7, A is an identified class, B is a second identified class and C is a third 
identified class. When obtaining the Overall Class and Overall Confidence index, the order 
of the individual classes does not matter i.e. the result [A, A, No Class] is equivalent to [A, 
No Class, A] and [No Class, A, A], so they give the same Overall class and Overall 
Confidence index. To implement this, the file 'Outcome.sgp' must be loaded into the 
application. The file provides all known outcomes for the amalgamation of the three 
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classes provided by NNI, NN2 and NN3, in the first three columns of the file. The 
remaining two columns provide the [mal classification and confidence index. An example 
of the file can be seen in Figure 5-13. The complete file can be found on the supplementary 
DVD in the following location: 
File Ed· 
CEP CEP 
CEP CEP 
CEP CEP 
CEP CEP 
CEP CEP 
CEP CEP 
CEP CEP 
CEP CEP 
CEP CEP 
CEP CEP 
CEP Eit 
CEP EA 
CEP EA 
CEP EA 
CEP EA 
CEP EA 
CEP Eit 
CEP Eit 
CEP Eit 
CEP EA 
CEP EB 
CEP EB 
CEP EB 
CEP 
Eit 
EB 
E1t1 
DSCT 
Help 
No class 
Review 
RM 
RRAB 
RRC 
CEP 
EA 
EB 
Ell 
DSCT 
No class 
Review 
RM 
RRAB 
RRC 
CEP 
Eit 
EB 
CEP 1 
CEP 7 
CEP 7 
CEP 7 
CEP 7 
CEP 2 
CEP 3 
CEP 7 
CEP 7 
CEP 7 
CEP 7 
EA 7 
Review 8 
Review 8 
Review 8 
Review 8 
Review 8 
Review 8 
Review 8 
Review 8 
CEP 7 
Review 8 
EB 7 
Figure 5-13: Example of contents ofthe Outcome.sgp file 
The classification of the three NNs (e.g. CEP for NNI, CEP for NN2 and RM for NN3) 
must be automatically compared against every row in the file until a match is found. In this 
example, the final classification would be CEP and the confidence index would be 7. If the 
classification from the three NNs was CEP, CEP and CEP, then the final classification 
would be CEP with a confidence index of 1. The Overall Class obtained from the file is 
called 'Best class' and the confidence index is called 'Best confidence'. 
5.2.8 Requirement 8 (Write calculations/results to ftles) 
The parameters to be stored on completion of the analysis are defined in the 
LCAnalyser.ini file shown in Table 5-2. If the 'Output Results' parameter in the table is set 
to 'ALL' then the results for all three NNs must be written to the 'NNOata.txt' file, 
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otherwise only the NN3 results are output. This functionality is provided in case the output 
from NN3 was sufficient to classify all objects by itself (see Chapter 3, section 3.4.2). The 
decision from Chapter 3 (section 3.5.4) was to use the results from all three NNs, so the 
default for this parameter must be set to 'ALL'. Also, the 'Graphs' parameter controls the 
output of the light-curves. If this is set to 'BMP', the phase-folded and binned phase-folded 
light-curves must be saved as Windows Bitmap format; if it is set to 'JPG' they must be 
saved as 'Joint Photographic Experts Group' files. If it is set to anything else, the light-
curves must not be created. This functionality is added because the light-curves are 
required for creation and analysis during creation of the NNs and classification of the 
GCVS objects, but graphs are not required during the main run on all objects of the 
SuperW ASP archive. In fact, they cannot be created as the Linux server used for the 
processing does not support graphical output. Finally, the 'Lowest Bin Amplitude' 
parameter identifies the lowest half-amplitude limit for confirming the class of the objects. 
The data from the 'LC Analyser classifier' application must be stored in four files as 
shown in Table 5-8. The contents of each must be as follows: 
Filename Contents 
NNData.txt The classification output for the catalogue shown in section 5.2.8.1 
Stats.txt The results of the calculations performed in section 5.2.3.2 
Analysis.txt The results of the calculations performed in section 5.2.3.1 
Session.txt The number of obiects processed and the number of objects with a classification 
Table 5-8: Output files from 'LC Analyser classifier' 
An example of the output can be seen on the supplementary DVD m the following 
location: 
Supplementary data 
NNData.txt X:\Chapter05\LCAnalyser output\NNData.txt 
Stats.txt X:\Chapter05\LCAnalyl'er output\Stats.txt 
Analysis.txt X:\Chapter05\LCAnalyser output\Analysis.txt 
Session.txt X:\Chapter05\LCAnalyser output\Session.txt 
Where X IS DVD-I in the DVD-drive 
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5.2.8.1 NNData.txt output 
In many ways, this is the most important file as it must contain the classification results for 
each object. The values stored in this file are shown in Table 5-9. 
Field Contents 
Season 
Field Unique identifier for the object i.e. an object can have a class for different Camera 
Detrend seasons, fields, cameras and detrends, depending on when the observations 
Period (s) were made 
Object Id 
GCVS Name The GCVS name if it is a known star 
Obs. analysed The number of observations used in the analysis 
Days analysed The number of nights the observations were taken over 
HID(O phase) The starting time of the light-curve 
Output values for NNI The 9 output values from NNI and the calculated class i.e. CEP, DSCT, EA, EB, EW RM, RRAB, RRC, No Class, NNI Class 
Output values for NN2 The 9 output values from NN2 and the calculated class 
Output values for NN3 The 9 output values from NN3 and the calculated class 
Overall class The Overall class for the object 
Overall confidence The Overall confidence index in the result 
Binned Mag Amplitude The half-amplitude of the binned phased light-curve used for the 
classi fication 
Colour values The B mag, V mag, J mag, H mag and K mag colour values if the star has an 
existing classification (taken from NOMAD 1.0 catalogue) 
x-axis values to plot Used to reconstruct the binned phased light-curve (if required) y-axis values to plot 
Num 0 chi-SQr The number of bins in the binned phase light-curve that have a zero value 
Num consec 0 chi-sqr The number of consecutive bins in the binned phase light-curve that have a 
zero value 
Below min amplitude The number of bins in the binned phase light-curve that are below the 
minimum acceptable half-amplitude 
Graph name (P) The name of the binned phased light-curve (if plotted) 
Table 5-9: Output data from the 'LC Analyser claSSifier' 
stored in the NNData.txt file 
It is envisaged that this data will be stored in the SuperW ASP archive to allow researchers 
to retrieve objects based on their classification. This can be done in a number of ways: 
~ Retrieve objects based on the Overall class and Overall confidence index: 
For example: retrieve all objects where the overall class = 'EA' and overall 
confidence index < 2. This query would provide all EA objects where the class was 
EA in all three NNs. Making overall confidence index < 4 would provide all EA 
objects where two or more NNs gave an EA result. 
~ Retrieve objects based on the weight of the output: 
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For example: retrieve all objects where the NN3 EA value >= 0.6. This would 
provide all EA objects where NN3 neuron 3 gave a value >= 0.6. Overall 
confidence index could also be added into the query if required. Similarly, 'Num 0 
chi-sqr' , 'Num consec 0 chi-sqr' and/or 'Below min amplitude' parameters could 
also be added to narrow the search. 
5.2.8.2 Analysis.txt output 
This file must hold the output for the Analysis phase during pre-processing of the objects. 
These values are fully described in section 5.2.3.1 (Table 5-3). An example of the output 
can be seen on the supporting DVD at: 
5.2.8.3 Stats.txt output 
This file must hold the output for the Statistics phase during processing of the objects. 
These are fully described in section 5.2.3.2 (Table 5-5). An example of the output can be 
seen on the supporting DVD at: 
5.2.8.4 Session. txt output 
This file must contain the number of objects classified in each session. 
5.2.8.5 Phase-folded light-curves 
If the 'Graphs' parameter in the LC Analyser file (Table 5-2) is set to 'BMP' or 'JPG', 
then the phase-folded light-curve and binned phase-folded light-curves must be saved as 
bitmap or jpg files respectively. 
Now that the User and Functional Requirements have been described, the next section 
indicates the design necessary to implement them. 
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5.3. Design of the 'LC Analyser classifier' application 
The 'LC Analyser classifier' application is designed in a modular fashion to make it easier 
to add extra features as the work progressed. 
Figure 5-14 shows the malO design for the 'Le Analyser classifier' application. The 
diagram shows the main flow through the application and each of the code modules and 
input files are discussed in detail below. 
lClnalyser . i n i 
200 4Season .sgp 
200SSeason sgp 
2006Season .sgp 
2007Season .sgp 
2008Season .sgp 
200~Season . sg;> 
2010Season .sgp 
I Input les I 
( CacM! modules ) 
SetupEnvironaen t 
Dataload 
StageCalc 
Hyllatbs 
Ni gbtVariance 
ExcludeData 
lIyDatahray 
PbaseGrapb 
Figure 5-14: Main design for 'LC Analyser classifier' 
BasicStats 
HyHatbs 
Strlen 
The completed program can be found on the supplementary DVD 10 the following 
location: 
1 0 
This design has been implemented and the application modules are liberally commented to 
help understand the code in the application. The files can be read with any text editor, 
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though Microsoft Visual Studio will highlight the text m different colours for easier 
reading (e.g. comments, commands, data constructs etc.). 
5.3.1 Input files 
The LCAnalyser.ini, NNBaseX.sgp and Outcome.sgp files have already been discussed in 
detail.in sections 5.2.2 (removing spurious observations), 5.2.6 (creating the three NNs) 
and 5.2.7 (processing the NN parameters) respectively. The remaining files 
'2004Season.sgp' to '201 OSeason.sgp' are used in the selection of observations for the 
object to be tested, where they provide the start and end times of the observations for a 
given season, field and camera and also the number of objects in the field. An example can 
be seen in Figure 5-15. The complete files can be seen on the supplementary DVD in the 
following location: 
Supplementary data 
2004Season.sgp X:\Chapter05\LCAnalyser startup\2004Season.sgp 
To To 
2010Season.sgp X:\Chapter05\LCAnalyser startup\20 1 OSeason.sgp 
Where X IS DVD-l m the DVD-dnve 
These flies are used when the application loads the data from the FITS file for the object 
being tested, i.e. the field, camera and season are compared against all the entries in the 
relevant file for the season. When a match is found, the application checks that the time of 
the observation is within the given range. If it is within the time range, the observation is 
loaded into the application for analysis, if it is not, the observation is ignored. 
File Edit Form.t 
~1I0016+3126 
5110017+2326 
5110044+2127 
5110044+2826 
5110045+3644 
5110115+2826 
5110116+2027 
5110143+3126 
5110144+2427 
5110144+3944 
5110216+3126 
5110217+2326 
5110243+3126 
5110244+2427 
5110244+3944 
5110316+3126 
5110317+2326 
103 2004 
104 2004 
101 2004 
102 2004 
105 2004 
103 2004 
104 2004 
102 2004 
101 2004 
105 2004 
103 2004 
104 2004 
102 2004 
101 2004 
105 2004 
103 2004 
104 2004 
26/ 05/2004 
26/05/ 2004 
19/06/2004 
19/ 06/ 2004 
19/ 06/ 2004 
19/ 06/ 2004 
19/ 06/ 2004 
23/ 06/ 2004 
23/ 06/ 2004 
23/ 06/ 2004 
23/ 06/ 2004 
23/ 06/ 2004 
06/ 07/2004 
06/ 07/2004 
06/ 07/ 2004 
06/ 01/2004 
06/ 07/ 2004 
29/ 09/ 2004 
29/09/2004 
06/ 09/ 2004 
27/ 09 / 2004 
27/09/ 2004 
27/ 09/ 2004 
27/ 09/ 2004 
28/ 09/ 2004 
06/09/ 2004 
28/ 09/ 2004 
28 / 09/ 2004 
28 / 09/ 2004 
28/ 09/ 2004 
06/09/ 2004 
28/ 09/ 2004 
28/ 09/ 2004 
28 / 09/ 2004 
303 
214 
121 
256 
196 
204 
131 
192 
90 
253 
243 
147 
181 
26 
413 
174 
150 
Figure 5-15: Seasons text file - input to LC Analyser classifier 
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5.3.2 Code modules 
The code modules contain the functions required to process an object. Figure 5-14 (above) 
shows the flow of data and module interaction. Their main purpose is described in Table 
5-10. 
Module Main functionality 
Checks the consistency of the data file with the objects in, calls the 
Startup 'SetupEnvironment' module and then repeatedly calls the 'Structure' module for 
each object . 
SetupEnvironment Creates the directory structure to hold the output of the session being processed. 
Structure Controls all the work. It calls all the modules below as required during the pre-processing, main processin~~ost:Qrocessing, graphing and storage of results. 
DataLoad Provides the functionality to connect to a FITS file and load the data. 
StageCalc Provides the functionality to calculate the details required for a stage. It makes use 
of the BasicStats module to achieve this. 
MyMaths Calculates Basic Maths on an Arr~List e.g. Mean, Median, Mode, SD, %CV, RM. 
NightVariance Calculates the variance of data for each ni~ht. 
ExcludeData Excludes the given type of data from the~iven data set. 
MyDataArray Calculates the period for the given DataTable{not used in this research). 
PhaseGraph Creates the phase and binned phase light-curves. 
NeuralNet Creates the main structure of the neural networks. It calls the BiasNeuron, InputNeuron, HiddenNeuron and Ou~utNeuron modules as rt!quired. 
BiasNeuron Contains the calculations for each Bias neuron. 
InputNeuron Contains the calculations for each Input neuron. 
HiddenNeuron Contains the calculations for each Hidden neuron. 
OutputNeuron Contains the calculations for each Output neuron. 
BasicStats Calculate the basic stats for the given data set i.e.: Mean flux, Min flux, Max flux, Flux range, Median flux, Num Obs., RMS error, SNRatio and half-amplitude. 
StrLen Calculates the length of the line formed by plotting the yRaJ!ge ,!gainst the xRange 
Table 5-10: LC Analyser claSSifier code module functionality 
After the 'LC Analyser classifier' application was implemented, it required validation to 
ensure that the User and Functional Requirements were met. This is described in the next 
section. 
5.4. Validation of the 'LC Analyser classifier' application 
The validation of the 'Le Analyser classifier' application involved taking 50 objects with 
known classification and processing them through each of the three NNs in the 
NeuralWare software where the NNs were created. This provided values for each of the 
neurons in the Output-layer for each object and these became the 'gold-standard' that had 
to be met in the application. 
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The NN calculations from section 5.2.6 were modelled in Microsoft Excel to confirm that 
the output was identical to the 'gold-standard'. This meant that the following values were 
correctly derived: 
~ Scaled values for each neuron in the Input layer 
~ Final value of each neuron in the Hidden layer 
~ Final value of each neuron in the Output layer 
The equations were then implemented in the 'LC Analyser classifier' application. The 50 
objects were then processed through the 'LC Analyser' code and debug statements were 
used to output the results of the three calculations shown above, during processing. The 
results were compared against the 'gold standard' and they were shown to be identical. 
This indicated that the calculations in the 'LC Analyser classifier' were implemented 
correctly. 
The exclusion rules were validated by viewing the output in the Analysis.txt file. Each 
object that was removed displayed which rule it failed in this file. The observations for a 
selection of these objects (covering all rules) were manually reviewed to ensure that the 
relevant observations were removed. 
The values calculated in the Analysis phase (Table 5-3) were compared against similar 
calculations created in Microsoft Excel for the same objects. These were shown to be 
identical. 
The values calculated in the Classification phase (Table 5-5) were similarly compared 
against the same calculations created in Microsoft Excel for the same objects. These were 
again shown to be identical. 
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The phase-folded light-curves created in the 'LC Analyser classifier' application were 
compared against graphs created in Microsoft Excel using the same data that was used in 
the application. These graphs were also identical. 
5.5. Implementation of the ~LC Analyser classifier' 
Two versions of the 'LC Analyser classifier' application were required for this research: 
One for analysis of the objects with known GCVS class on a single PC (i.e. at home) in a 
'supervised' mode, with limited numbers of objects as proof of principle for the NNs; the 
second for analysis of all periodic variables in the SuperW ASP archive at Leicester 
University using multiple processors in an 'unsupervised' mode with large numbers of 
objects. 
5.5.1 Create Windows' Vista version of application 
This version of the application was used on a single PC (at home) for proof-of-principle of 
the NNs. This version was designed as indicated in section 5.2, validated as in section 5.4 
and confirmed that the NNs were fully functional for use in this research. The application 
was created with Microsoft Visual Studio (version 8.0.50727.867) in the Microsoft .Net 
Framework (version 2.0.50727 SP2). The main programming language was C#.Net (C-
sharp), but a couple of VB.Net (Visual Basic) commands were used where C# functions 
were not available, also some mathematical functions used the Microsoft Excel DLL 
(Dynamic Linked Library) as they were readily available. 
5.5.2 Create Linux version of application 
This version of the application was used at Leicester University for analysing all periodic 
variables in the SuperWASP archive. This version was built with MonoDevelop (version 
2.1.0) using C# as the main programming language. The computer system used at Leicester 
employs the Linux operating system and Linux does not support the Windows Visual 
Studio environment, therefore the Windows version of the application (Visual Studio) was 
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imported into the Linux version where automatic conversion was provided for 98% of the 
code. The areas that could not be converted were listed in a 'conversion error' report and 
these were manually amended to use the same code, but different MonoDevelop functions. 
The Linux application was transferred to Leicester University and validated by processing 
10 random objects (of different class) in both the Windows Vista version and the Linux 
version. The results from each application were compared to ensure that the same 
classification was given and that the output for each neuron in the Output layer was 
identical. An analysis of all the outputs in the files NNData.txt, Analysis.txt, and Stats.txt 
was made to ensure they were identical. This confirmed that the Linux version of the 
application yielded identical outputs to the Windows Vista version and therefore was 
acceptable for use to analyse all periodic variables in the SuperW ASP archive. 
5.6. Processing all data in the SuperWASP archive 
Processing all the objects with known GCVS class was discussed in Chapter 4. This 
section briefly discusses the results of testing ALL periodic objects in the SuperW ASP 
archive. It indicates the number of each class identified by the 'LC Analyser classifier' 
application. Due to the large amount of data provided by the application, the decision was 
made at this point to continue the study of the eclipsing binaries EA, EB and EW and the 
pulsating variables DSCT and RRAB only. These are fully assessed in Chapter 7 and 
Chapter 8. 
The results presented in Table 5-11 provides an overview of the number of objects 
classified. There were 4,280,740 object/period combinations analysed automatically by the 
'LC Analyser classifier' application and classifications were obtained for 3,913,807 
object/period combinations. The remaining 366,933 objects were rejected due to 
insufficient observations after pre-processing. A review of the 4,280,740 objects showed 
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that there were 3,21 4,104 unique objects, the others being the same object with multiple 
periods. 
Analysis of AI objects - Newal Netwuk Reds 
IpFlag Toalto ToaI~ 1 2 4 AI be~ed Dupi.:~ L~ ~~ ~ ~ NN Period IocaIioa (&om Supa-WASP) 
I 0 43J.·US 433.437 212.100 -t-t.266 ·U,i90 56J08 1-t-t.76.t Good periods 
1 I.S72.278 1.698.6i4 1.357.796 111.695 161.512 l:m.383 ~6,S90 Bd\\=:o 0-.9d and 13d 
2 71.t.567 6.t3.m 510.036 28.817 3U t5 t 3.389 I Ot,051 Oose to 112 sidereal day 
3 605.218 ~.5S9 511.724 3.t.5.t3 -to,69-J 61.566 136.803 Close to 113 sidereal day 
4 237,815 216.978 209.736 20.637 n.290 29.167 73,094 Close to li4 sidenaI day 
5 111.874 101.541 97,014 10,178 12 .. 055 IJ.~01 35.63t Close to If 5 ~al day 
6 78.619 71.118 6i.l2l 7.019 8.901 8.630 24,550 Close to L6 sidereal day 
I 
. ~.308 49.087 46.0':6 4,998 6.-t09 S.P~ 17.129 CIo~ to 1 "7 sidereal day 
I 8 29.301 26.388 25.14S 2,727 3,t20 2,891 9.038 Close to l IS sidenaI day 
I 9 17.075 15.206 14.700 1.690 2.081 U37 5.308 Close to 119 siderea1 day 
I 10 IUB 12,.9-J0 12.591 1.381 1,761 U32 -IS4 Ck= to III 0 sidereal day 
I 11 9.110 5.t99 5.-t62 578 6i5 5.tO 1.""93 Close to Ull sidereal dav 
12 5.716 5.166 -4.856 583 651 518 1,· 52 Close to U1 2 sidcreal day 
13 3.362 2,861 2.668 302 351 182 935 CIo~ to III 3 sidereal day 
It 1.892 1.607 1.421 169 192 1St SIS Close to lIlt sidereal day 
15 973 ~6 ~2 86 86 ~ 156 Close to III 5 sidcreal day 
16 1.608 1,466 1.335 119 174 153 .t.t6 Close to 1 16 sid~al day 
I 20 7.795 7.219 6.5-t3 31-1 374 871 l.559 Close to n It Id (n>l) 
1 31 2.109 1.888 1.511 300 154 351 805 &twem 177800 ·182000 sec (-.t9h - 51h) 
I 32 1.667 1.513 1.260 162 ISO 318 660 Bd\\=:o 278600 - 285100 sec (-7ih - 79h) 
I 33 4.815 U2t 3.3-tl 3-13 356 878 l.5.- Between 380000 - 407400 sec (- IOSh - -113h) 
8"' 12,410 1l.00t 8.726 S-tS 1,005 1.216 4.069 Close to 1,-4 mooth 
88 10.206 9.222 7.539 613 743 1.211 3.571 Close to 113 mooth 
89 16.628 15,105 12.959 630 1.201 U87 6.014 Close to if.! mooth 
91 32.279 31 ,601 30.630 1.748 2.252 6.531 10,:531 Close to 1 month 
92 1.327 1.182 1.094 62 16S 303 .530 Oose to '2 mootbs 
93 7 7 I 0 0 2 1 Oose to 3 mootbs 
Total 4.280,740 3.913.807 3.214.104 1274.808 W .313 517.435 1,1360566 
Table 5-11: Summary of number of objects tested and classified 
From these 3,214,104 unique periodic objects, 274,808 had a classification assigned by the 
LC Analyser classifier' application that agreed in all three NNs (i.e. confidence index 1). 
344,323 objects had a class assigned that agreed in only two of the NNs (the other being 
'No class ' i.e. confidence index 2) and 517,435 of them had a classification assigned by 
one NN (the other two being 'No class' i.e. confidence index 4). Table 5-11 shows the 
results split across each PFlag. It should be noted that PFlag 0 objects are likely to be 
objects with true periods, but all the other PFlags may contain large numbers of false 
periods due to rotation of the Earth. The main point is that of the 3,913,807 object/period 
combinations, the 'LC Analyser classifier' application provided a preliminary 
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classification for 274,808 of them with a high confidence, thus narrowmg down the 
number of objects a researcher has to examine to find objects of interest. Table 5-12 shows 
the number of objects obtained for each class that have a confidence index of 1. This 
means that these are likely to be ' good' objects. In order to confirm this, the eclipsing 
binaries EA, EB and EW and the pulsating classes DSCT and RRAB are examined further 
in Chapter 7 and Chapter 8 respectively. 
-Confldetlce 1 
pflaR CEP DSCT EA E8 EW RM RRAB RRC TQQl Period Ioc:*G (iom SapsWASP) 
0 1.616 4,.275 10.761 3.2.12 1.338 15.860 3.m 3.431 ".266 Good periods 
1 12.920 15,807 2U83 2.562 143 54.139 3.280 1.461 111.695 ~ 0..9d IIId L3d 
~ 31 6.363 4.113 1.607 77 10.103 (.902 l.O21 2a.811 Close to 1'2 sid=aI day 
3 40 7,216 7,288 816 120 12.(90 3.850 20m 34.543 Close to 1"3 sid=aI day 
! ~ 37 4,852 3.946 626 43 7,332 2.203 1.598 20.637 Close to I -4 sidereal day 
.5 14 2.471 1.596 300 7 3.643 1.316 826 10.178 Close to I 5 sidet'eal day 
6 8 1.977 782 148 2 2.648 737 717 7.019 Close to I 6 sidereal day 
- 7 1.547 516 91 3 1.982 432 420 U98 a.- to 1 f7 sidernoI day 
8 5 931 228 21 1 1.034 236 271 2.n7 Close to 111 sidereal day 
9 0 656 85 U 2 590 115 230 1.690 Close to I '9 sid=aI day 
10 3 560 90 15 2 489 61 161 1.381 Clo~ to I 10 sid.nal day 
11 1 316 24 6 0 149 14 68 578 Close to I II sidenal day 
1l 0 285 9 2 0 195 14 78 S83 Oose to 1 12 sidenal day 
13 0 176 3 1 0 83 0 39 302 Close to I 13 sidn"eal day 
I U 0 91 6 0 0 54 1 17 169 Oose to I 14 sidenel dav 
I 15 1 4S 1 0 0 26 2 11 115 Oose to 1 1 5 sidenaI day 
~ 16 0 62 1 0 0 40 1 15 119 Close to I 16 sidenaI day 
~O 70 3 110 1 1 U8 1 0 3U Close to D 11 Id (0)1) 
31 15 1 204 6 0 73 1 0 300 Bmn!en 177800 • 182000 sec (-4911. 51h) 
3~ 15 0 80 1 1 64 1 0 16l Bd.-een278600· 285100 sec (-m· 7911) 
33 36 1 116 8 0 178 4 0 3C Bm.-een380000· ~07-400 sec (-IOSh . -113h) 
8~ 84 14 227 13 0 506 2 2 sa Close to I "mcaIb 
88 66 3 244 6 0 292 2 0 613 Close to 113 mcaIb 
I 89 125 3 207 0 1 292 1 1 6)0 Closetoll2~ 
91 537 33 791 2 2 379 3 1 1.7&8 a.-tol~ 
9l 8 0 17 0 0 36 1 0 6l a.- to 2 IIIOIIIhs 
I 93 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Close to 3 IIIOIIIhs 
Toal 15.639 n .688 52,828 9.&56 L143 113.410 20.953 13.091 27"801 
Table 5-12: Summary of number of objects with conf. index 1 (by class) 
Table 5-13 shows the number of objects obtained for each class that have a confidence 
index of2. This means that they are less likely to be ' good' objects, but as two NNs agree 
they are still worth investigating. 
Table 5-14 shows the number of objects obtained for each class that have a confidence 
index of 4. This means that they are even less likely to be 'good' objects as the 
classification is only given by one NN. Further work is required here to see if anyone NN 
is better than another in classifying these objects. For instance as NN3 incorporates inputs 
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for x-axis, y-axis and period bin, therefore it is expected that it will be better than NNI (y-
axis only) and NN2 (x-axis only). If this is correct, then a large number of these objects 
with confidence index 4 could be 'good ' classifications. 
~ Con~2 ,-UP OSCT EA E8 EW RM RRAB RRC rot~1 Period Ioc.aIioD (&aD SuperWASP) 
• 0 3,373 4.8S0 1.688 3,532 l.S08 22.735 2.243 3,861 43,190 Good periods 
• 1 2US2 15.842 7.352 8.892 l.222 97,869 5.660 3,.S23 161.SU ~O.9dI!lld1.3d 
, ~ 719 S,896 l.lS8 2.548 2$0 11.046 2.S04 1.n 4 31.84S Owe 10 ) fl sida-...I day 
I 3 997 lS16 1.S41 3.020 2n 20.&$4 3,.31S 3.l19 ~"94 Owe to 1'3 .;denal day 
~ 595 4.616 735 1.438 147 l2,.305 1.616 1.778 23.290 CIoseIo I ~ .;den. <by 
~ 286 2.4S3 288 647 S9 6.465 814 1.ot3 u.05S 0.-10 1."S~;oI dotL 
6 114 1.906 165 426 41 4.783 484 912 8.901 Close 10 I '6 sDnIII day 
- 124 1.447 lOS 2$0 32 3.495 268 68S 6.*'9 ~ 10 111 sida-...I <by 
8 S9 832 26 84 10 1.841 us «3 3.QO Owe 10 I S sid<n.I day 
9 26 579 20 31 12 1.102 68 243 2.081 ~ 10 1 9 sid<real dot" 
10 31 SOl 27 46 8 883 89 17" 1.161 Close 10 1'10 sDnIII dav 
II 8 252 12 9 1 298 23 n 675 Oos. 10 L 11 s¥l<r<31 dav 
I~ • 213 7 9 4 321 23 70 651 Close 10 I I:! sDnIII day 
J3 5 112 7 7 1 1S9 6 5:t 351 Close 10 ll3 sicl.nal day 
U 7 58 4 6 0 90 5 22 192 ~ 10 J{1~ sid<n.I day 
15 0 25 0 0 0 51 1 9 16 ~ 10 11\ 5 sicI.n;oI day 
16 3 51 0 7 1 90 3 19 174 a.-Io L 16 ~ dot" 
. 0 131 4 11 5 3 211 7 2 37~ 00s.1o lilt Id (n> 1) 
31 33 4 13 13 0 89 2 0 154 lktv.'teIllnsoo· ICOOO!<!e (4911. 51h) 
31 28 3 13 12 3 101 19 1 180 Iktv.~ 27S600. 185100!<!e (-7Th · 79h) 
33 n 9 19 23 6 223 3 2 356 Iktv.-. 380000· 4OHOO!<!e (-IOSh· - 1l3h) 
S- 181 32 47 28 7 694 13 3 1.005 0-10 1 4 IDOIIIb 
58 185 26 ~ 21 8 436 12 3 743 Close 10 113 IIIOIIIh 
&9 261 17 140 18 3 146 14 2 1.207 a.-Io 1 'l 1DOlllb 
91 696 43 109 32 82 1.135 144 11 2.2S2 0- 10 IIDOIIIb 
9~ 66 0 1 1 2 9S 0 0 165 Close 10 2 manlhs 
93 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Close 10 31D0111bs 
Toai 29.231 47.289 13.540 21.105 3.682 194,117 17S21 17.838 34U23 
Table 5-13: Summary of number of objects With conf. index 2 (by class) 
r::: Confidenc. ~ CEP OSCT EA EB EW RM RRAB RRC TotII P«iocI~'" (&aD SuperWASP) 
I 0 5.371 11.719 1.042 7.699 1.657 22.126 1.875 4.619 S6.708 Good periods 
\ 29.U4 39.U7 5.61.2 .1 •• 78 8,824 116.552 ts.273 17.103 <173,383 lkho'tell O.9d ODd I3d 
~ U 61 8.400 686 7.682 1.405 17.os9 2.919 3.977 43,389 Close to tr. ~ day 
3 un 11.187 906 10SS6 1.812 24.669 4.382 6,Ql 6 LS66 Close 10 1'3 ~a1 doty 
4 167 5.484 367 3.987 978 12.399 2.1SC 2.931 29.167 a.-Io 1 ~ sid.rtaJ doty 
$ C9J U18 160 1.656 461 5,774 1.026 1.313 13.401 0-10 I 3 sicIm.aI dot, 
6 323 1.704 110 94S 268 3.813 498 969 8.6.30 0-10 1 6 sid<n.I day 
- 228 1.140 70 591 153 2.S8S 297 6SS 5.122 Oos. 10 1I7 sidtrell day 
8 93 644 28 243 87 1.269 162 36S 2.891 Close 10 1 '8 ~ day 
9 58 31.3 24 107 43 714 63 215 1.537 Oose 10 1:9 ~a1 day 
10 57 319 13 1.22 38 631 14 118 L432 Close 10 1'10 sidonal doty 
11 25 102 U 26 12 255 30 78 SAO Close 10 VB s¥I<r<~ day 
U 27 108 10 33 10 242 23 6S 511 0-10 1'12 sidemi day 
J3 11 62 4 27 1 113 20 38 m Clo~ 10 I 13 oicIere. day 
I 1~ I 33 5 14 4 82 2 13 154 Oose to 1 14 sider...t day 
1 I~ I 14 1 5 4 C4 1 14 sa Close to 1'15 ~aI day 
I 16 0 34 0 19 5 70 15 10 153 Close 10 Ut6 ~ dot, 
I ~O lS2 136 11 65 18 414 34 41 871 Closelo lilt Id(o>l) 
I 31 49 52 9 86 1 122 6 20 351 Betv.-. 177800 • 182000 ReO (-4911 · 3 1h) 
I 3~ 31 52 2 C1 13 143 19 17 311 ~''=l 278600 • 285100 sec (- 7Th • ~ 
1 33 106 134 12 IS7 32 3S6 19 62 818 Bm-. 380000 • ~01400 sec (-10511 - -113h) 
I s~ 182 377 43 38S 71 996 67 9S 2,216 Close to 1 ~ IDOIIIb 
1 88 265 413 33 264 68 998 60 120 u n Close 10 I '3 moaIh 
1 &9 668 77S 44 243 76 2.188 64 129 4.187 Close 10 II2ID0111b 
I 91 1.088 1.028 16 264 362 2.906 378 429 6.531 Close 10 llIIOIIIh 
I 9~ 112 30 3 6 10 134 3 5 303 Close to llllOlllhs 
I 93 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 2 Close 10 3 IDOIIIbs 
Toai 42.165 16.196 9.283 76.701 16.US 217.255 29.464 39.886 517.435 
Table 5-14: Summary of number of objects wIth conf. mdex 4 (by class) 
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Table 5-15 shows the number of objects obtained for each class that have a confidence 
index of 1, 2 or 4. It is included here for completeness as it is envisaged that if a researcher 
is looking for a class of objects to research, they will initially search for objects with a 
confidence index of 1, 2 or 4 as this will provide a large database for analysis. This table 
indicates the number of objects they would have to review (i.e. 1,136,566 objects). 
-Confldenc. 1. 2 ..... , 
pFlog CEP OSCT EA EB EW RM RRAB RRC leu! P<IiDd Joe-. rt- s.rWASP) 
0 10,360 20,844 13.491 14,443 4.503 61.3Zl 7.891 ll.9U 1£&.764 Good periods 
1 63.l96 71.()66 34,347 52.932 10.189 268.S60 24.213 Z2.087 ~90 ~O.9d_I3d 
1 2.oU 20,659 5.957 11.837 1,732 44.808 10.llS 6,n2 104.051 Close 10 1 '2 ~uI ~y 
3 2.609 25.91.9 9,735 14,392 4264 58.013 1l.547 12.324 136.803 CIose1011~cI.Iv 
~ 1.499 14.952 5,048 6,051 1.168 32.036 6,033 6,307 73.094 Close 10 1 ~ Iido!ruI ~ 
.s 793 7M2 2.044 2.603 527 15..887 3.156 3.182 35,614 Close 10 1 .s sidere. day 
6 515 5.587 1.057 1.519 3 U 11.244 1.71.9 2.598 21.SSO Close to 1 6 side .... 1 dav 
., 359 4,134 691 932 188 8.062 997 1.766 17.129 Close 10 1'7 sidereal day 
8 157 2.407 282 l48 98 4..144 523 1.D79 9.038 Close 10 18 sidereal day 
9 84 1.548 129 150 57 2.406 246 688 5.308 Close 10 1 91ido!ru1 ~ 
10 91 l.382 130 183 43 2.003 224 S13 4..S7. Close 10 1 10 sicI<roiI ~y 
11 34 670 48 41 13 102 67 U8 1.793 Close to 111 ~ day 
11 31 606 26 44 14 158 fiO 213 1.7S1 Close 10 1 12 sidereal day 
13 Hi 3SO 14 35 8 355 26 131 93S Close 10 1 13 sidrrnI day 
I~ 8 182 15 20 4 226 8 52 S15 Close 10 1 1 ~ sideraI ct.y 
l~ 2 84 2 5 4 U l 4 34 1S6 Close 10 1 IS sidrrnI ~y 
16 3 147 1 26 6 200 19 44 446 Close 10 1 16.a..a1 day 
~O 353 143 132 71 22 753 42 43 1.559 Close 10 u 1 d (II> I) 
]1 97 57 226 lOS 7 284 9 20 lOS S-'H!III 77800 - 182000 _(-4911 - 51h) 
3~ 74 SS 95 54 17 308 39 18 660 ~ 218fiOO - 28SIOO sec (- 7Th - 79h) 
B 2H 144 147 188 38 757 26 64 u n S-'eal3SOOOO - 407400 sceHOSb - - ll31l) 
8- 447 423 317 426 78 2.196 82 100 4..069 Close 10 1 ~ month 
88 516 442 329 291 76 l .n6 74 123 )'sn Close 10 111D0111b 
89 1.060 795 391 261 80 3.226 79 132 6.02' Close 10 1 n. IDDIIIh 
91 2.321 1.104 9 76 298 446 4.420 = 441 lo.sJ l Close '" I ""*" 91 186 30 21 7 12 265 4 S S30 Close 10 2 moaIhs 
93 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 Close '" 3 IDOIItbs 
Total 87.035 181.173 75.651 107.262 21.910 52 .. 782 67.9)8 1O.&1S 1.ll6.S66 
Table 5-15: Summary of number of objects with conf. index 1,2 and 4 (by class) 
5.7. Problems encountered along the way 
Regarding the effectiveness of the neural networks, it should be remembered that the 
objective of this research was to provide a fast method of assigning a preliminary 
classification to all the periodic objects in the SuperW ASP archive. It is not possible to 
assign a [mal classification as SuperW ASP only provides observations in visible light and 
this is not sufficient to determine the actual class. The effectiveness of the NNs is therefore 
limited for the following reasons: 
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5.7.1 Similarity of binned phase-folded light-curves 
The main component of the NNs that aids differentiation between classes is the shape of 
the binned phase-folded light-curve. Unfortunately, certain classes have the same light-
curve shape e.g. DSCT, RRC, CEP and EW at half or double period. An attempt was made 
to differentiate between these using the 'period-bin' parameter, but this was not successful 
because the period bins were not fine-tuned to the period range of each object. This area is 
one of the improvements that will be addressed in the future and is discussed in Chapter 
10. In the case ofmisclassification of DSCT, RRC and CEP, this is not really a problem as 
they are identified as a class that must be confirmed using other methods e.g. spectral 
analysis. Attempts at separating these objects are discussed in Chapter 8. 
Another difficulty is the similarity between EB and EW light-curves, i.e. they are only 
different in the depth of the secondary eclipse. These will be reviewed in Chapter 7 to try 
to establish a 'hard-limit' for the secondary eclipse to aid future classification. 
5.7.2 Classification is highly dependent on the period 
As indicated above with the eclipsing binary EW, if the period is half or double the true 
period value, it looks similar to an RRC or DSCT and could be classified as such. It is 
necessary to ensure that the correct period is selected for each object, but this is complex as 
the method that SuperW ASP uses to calculate the period also identifies harmonics of the 
true period. This is discussed further in Chapter 8. 
5.7.3 Large scatter in light-curves 
Some of the objects classified by the NNs were shown to have large scatter in the 
observations due to the objects being faint. This causes a problem when the phase-folded 
light-curve is converted into its binned counterpart. This problem is discussed further in 
Chapter 7 and Chapter 8. 
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5.7.4 Very low amplitude light-curves 
As with large-scatter light-curves, small amplitude light-curves can also lead to 
misclassification when the binned phase-folded light-curve is ex.panded in the y-axis. 
These are discussed further in Chapter 7 and Chapter 8. 
5.7.5 SuperWASP period ranges (PFlag) 
As indicated in Table 5-11, the majority of objects are from periods with PFlag > O. These 
are periods that may be generated due to the rotation of the Earth rather than the period of 
the object. The only way to check these is to look at the original phase-folded light-curve. 
This is examined in Chapter 7 and Chapter 8 for a selection of eclipsing and pulsating 
objects respectively. 
5.7.6 Period 'clumping' 
Finally, plotting the periods of classified objects onto a scatter plot shows that there is 
some 'clumping' of periods. These are unexpected and are unlikely to be true periods. 
Again, these are further discussed in Chapter 7 and Chapter 8. 
5.S. Chapter summary 
This chapter described the creation of the 'LC Analyser classifier' application. It described 
in detail the creation of the 'LC Analyser classifier' application, comprising the complete 
documentation, including User requirements, Functional requirements, Design 
specification and Validation protocol, following the GAMP5 (2008) methodology and the 
application implementation into two different operating systems (Microsoft Vista and 
Linux). It also described the processing of all the periodic objects in the SuperWASP 
archive and discussed the problems identified along the way. The next chapter assesses the 
quality of the results for the eclipsing binary (EA, EB and EW) and pulsating stars (DSCT 
and RRAB). 
-------------------- 0 --------------------
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Chapter 6 Interpretation of Neural Network Results 
In Chapter 5, the 'LC Analyser classifier' application processed all the periodic variables 
in the SuperW ASP archive and gave preliminary classifications to 1,136,566 unique 
objects using a confidence index of 1,2 or 4 (see Table 5-15 in Chapter 5). In this chapter, 
the quality of the results for the eclipsing binary (EA, EB and EW) and pulsating stars 
(DSCT and RRAB) is assessed before using the results in Chapter 7 and Chapter 8. The 
remaining classes will not be assessed further in this research. 
6.1. Analysis of Neural Network output 
In order to confirm the quality of the NN results, the output files NNData.txt (Table 5-9 in 
Chapter 5) and Stats.txt (Table 5-5 in Chapter 5) were obtained from Leicester University 
where the SuperW ASP objects were processed through the 'LC Analyser classifier' 
application. The required data was then extracted for each eclipsing and pulsating object 
from the files in order to assess the light-curves. The following sections describe the 
process used and discuss the results: 
6.1.1 Creating binned phase-folded light-curves 
Remember that the main run on the SuperW ASP archive at Leicester University used a 
version of the application that created virtual binned phase-folded light-curves in order to 
obtain the parameters for the NNs. It was not possible to create the full phase-folded light-
curves in the main run as graphics was not supported on the server. It was also not possible 
to 'manually' create Iight-curves for each of the eclipsing binaries and pulsating stars in the 
3,913,807 duplicate objects due to the large numbers of objects as shown in Table 5-11 in 
Chapter 5. Therefore, a subset of objects was taken to investigate as shown in Table 6-1. 
The number of unique objects to be assessed was taken from Table 5-15 in Chapter 5 (i.e. 
objects that have a classification confidence index of 1, 2 or 4), but the number of graphs 
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created was actually more than this as all duplicate results had to be graphed for each 
object in order to identify the best period. However, as there were so many DSCT objects, 
the number was limited to all confidence index I objects plus only the PFlag=O objects for 
confidence index 2 and 4, hence the reduced number of graphs shown for DSCT in Table 
6-1. 
Class UniQue obiects Graphs created Cont: 1,2,4 Cont: 1,2,4 
DScr 181,173 64,257 
EA 75651 90757 
EB 107,262 112,496 
EW 21,910 23,088 
RRAB 67,938 75,941 
Total 453934 366539 
Table 6-1: Number of objects graphed 
To help produce the 366,539 graphs, an application was created m Microsoft Visual 
C#.Net called 'LCAGraphPlotter'. This application read in the x-axis and y-axis values for 
each object in the 'NNData.txt' files and automatically generated binned phase-folded 
light-curves for each object (see Figure 6-1 for an example of each class). 
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Figure 6-1: Example binned phase-folded light-curves for NN classes 
(a) EA Double-ec.lipse; (b) EA Single-eclipse; (c) EB; (d) EW; (e) RRAB; (f) DSCT 
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The lines connecting the points on the graphs were displayed only to help visualise the 
object class. They could not be used to extrapolate infonnation between points as the 
graphs contain discrete data. 
During creation of the graphs, the application assigned filenames to them in the following 
format to allow processing of the duplicate objects in sections 6.1.3 and 6.1.4: 
Object name_X_M.BMP 
Where X starts at 1 and increments for each graph created for the 'duplicate' object name 
e.g. objects with three periods would have the filenames: 
1 SWASPlO00003.93+313733.5_1M.BMP 
ISWASPJO00003.93+313733.5_2M.BMP 
1 SW ASPJ000003.93+ 313733.5 _3M.BMP 
The completed program can be found on the supplementary DVD 10 the following 
location: 
6.1.2 Reassess the RRABIDSCT objects 
With the eclipsing binary objects, it was relatively simple to differentiate between EA, EB 
and EW classes due to the marked differences in the curve shape, but when it came to 
differentiating RRAB and DSCT classes, it was more difficult as their shapes were very 
similar (see Figure 6-1e and Figure 6-1 f above). These classes could however be separated 
by the period as RRABs have a period range of 0.3 - 1.2 days and DSCT have a range of 
0.01 - 0.2 days. At this point, it was realised that the period bin ranges for the NN 
classification was not sufficient to detect the differences in all cases, i.e. Table 6-2 shows 
that the period bin for all DSCT objects would be bin I, but the period bin for RRAB 
would be 1 for periods up to 1.0 day and bin 2 for periods 1.0 to 1.2 days. This would lead 
to NN misclassification in some cases. 
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Period bin Period range (days) 
1 0.0000 to 1.0000 
2 1.0001 to 10.0000 
3 10.0001 to 50.0000 
4 50.0001 to 100.0000 
5 100.0001 to 500.0000 
6 500.0001 to 999999.0 
Table 6-2: Penod bm ranges 
One improvement that will be made to the application in the future is to re-train the NNs 
on a more appropriate period bin set once the period ranges for all SuperWASP objects 
(see Chapter 7 and Chapter 8) have been obtained. To overcome this issue, the confidence 
index levels used were re-assessed to identify the RRAB and DSCT objects. For instance, 
the NN classifications for RRAB and DSCT in Chapter 5 were based on confidence index 
1,2 or 4 which meant that the three NNs gave classes (in any NN permutation) as shown in 
Table 6-3: 
Class Confidence NNI NN2 NN3 
RRAB 1 RRAB RRAB RRAB 
2 RRAB RRAB No class 
4 RRAB No class No class 
DSCT 1 DSCT DSCT DSCT 
2 DSCT DSCT No class 
4 DSCT No class No class 
Table 6-3: Key to confidence index 1, 2 and 4 for Pulsating stars 
In order to overcome the underperformance, classifications were added for the additional 
confidence index shown in Table 6-4 (and their NN permutations) due to the overlap of 
period bin in the NNs: 
Class Confidence NNI NN2 NN3 
RRAB 7 RRAB RRAB DSCT 
7 RRAB DSCT DSCT 
Table 6-4: Additional Pulsating star confidence mdex levels to review 
The number of extra RRAB and DSCT objects proved overwhelming for this research 
(53,009 RRAB and 178,647 DSCT), so the assessment was limited to all RRABs and 
DSCTs of PFlag=O and all confidence index 1 objects across all PFlags. Table 6-1 above 
reflects this change in assessment, and indicates the number of DSCT assessed in this 
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research and included in the 'personal' catalogue. When the full catalogue becomes 
available, all DSCT objects will be included and their confidence index levels included in 
the catalogue. 
6.1.3 Remove '\Vithin' PFlag duplicate objects 
As already mentioned, the binned phase-folded light-curves created in section 6.1.1 
contained many duplicate objects due to the same object being processed with different 
periods, seasons, fields and cameras. It was therefore necessary to identifY the 'best' 
binned phase-folded light-curve for each object in order to obtain the best period. To 
achieve this, two further Microsoft Visual C#.Net applications were created called 
'DuplicateChecker' and 'DuplicateAnalyser' to help process the large number of objects. 
The 'DuplicateChecker' application filtered the binned phase-folded light-curve files 
created in section 6.1.1 into a 'Duplicates' folder and a 'Unique' folder on the computer, 
depending on their filenames. The application obtained all files in the target directory for a 
given 'object_name' and when there was more than one file, they were all automatically 
moved to the 'Duplicates' folder, otherwise, they were automatically moved to a folder 
called 'Unique'. The 'DuplicateAnalyser' application was then used to display the set of 
binned phase-folded light-curves of each object in tum in the 'Duplicates' folder side-by-
side so that the best light-curve could be identified (see Appendix 13). When the 'best' 
light-curve was selected in the application, it was automatically moved (i.e. added) to the 
'Unique' folder while the others were moved to a new 'Duplicates' folder. The 'best' light-
curve in this case was the one that looked more like a typical object class than the others. If 
more than one looked like a typical object class, then the light-curve with the shortest 
phase-length (Dworetsky, 1983) was selected. At the end of this process, the objects in the 
'Unique' folder became the set for further analysis. Table 6-5 indicates the number of 
within-PFlag duplicate objects removed. 
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The completed programs can be found on the supplementary DVD in the following 
location: 
Graphs created Duplicates Remaining 
Class Cont: 1,2,4 removed objects 
DSCT 64,257 652 63,605 
EA 90,757 10,134 80,623 
EB 112,496 2,339 110,157 
EW 23,088 694 22,394 
RRAB 75,941 5,164 70,777 
Total 366,539 18,983 347,556 
Table 6-5: Number ofwithin-PFlag duplicate objects removed 
6.1.4 Remove 'Between' PFlag duplicate object 
The duplicate objects in section 6.1.3 were duplicates 'within-PFlag' because the 
SuperWASP archive objects were processed by the 'Le Analyser classifier' application 
one PFlag at a time, starting with PFlag 0 and then incrementing on up to PFlag 93. In this 
section, the duplicate objects were identified between PFlags i.e. where the same object 
had large differences in the period e.g. object lSWASPJ000413.l6+494215.3 showed an 
EA class at period 0.6363 (pFlag=O), but an EW class at period 1.2753 (pFlag=I). The 
duplicates were identified in the same manner as the within-PFlag duplicates i.e. using the 
'DuplicateChecker' and 'DuplicateAnalyser' applications. A total of 1,491 between-PFlag 
duplicate objects were removed. 
6.1.5 Remove Duplicate objects by physical location 
After removal of duplicate objects within-PFlag and between-PFlag, the duplicate objects 
that had a different SuperW ASP identifier were removed. This situation can happen when 
an object is viewed from a different field or different camera and the SuperW ASP pipeline 
does not recognise it as an existing object in the database. These duplicate objects were 
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removed by cross-matching the Right Ascension (RA) and Declination (Dec) for each 
object against all other objects as follows: 
• All EA, EB, EW, DSCT and RRAB objects were placed into an Excel spreadsheet 
and ordered by declination. 
• Objects were identified that were within +/- I arcmin of each other. This was 
achieved by looking at other objects within (dec+ 1 arcmin) and (dec-l arcmin). 
Note that +/- 1 arcmin was selected for the radius as any objects outside this range 
would be guaranteed unique due to the accuracy of the SuperW ASP cameras 
(Pollacco et aI. 2006). However, when manually assessing the duplicates of an 
object within this range, any objects that gave a non-expected class were placed 
back into the dataset. 
• The great circle separation distance was calculated for each identified pairs of 
objects as shown in Equation 6-1: 
d = arccos((sindecl X sindec2) + (cosdecl X cosdec2 X cos(ral- ra2))) 
Equation ~l: Great circle separation distance 
between two locations ralldecl and ral/dec2 
• When the great circle separation was less than 1 arcmin, all objects within the 1 
arcmin were flagged as duplicates. 
The 'best' object/period was selected for each duplicate and added to the unique object 
folder. A total of 3,091 duplicate objects were removed. 
After removing all duplicates as indicated in the above sections, the outcome of this 
analysis produced 342,974 unique objects that required manual review of the binned 
phase-folded light-curves (i.e. 366,539 - 18,983 within-PFlag duplicates - 1,491 between-
PFlag duplicates - 3,091 positional-duplicates). 
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6.1.6 Manual review of binned phase-folded light-curves 
In order to assess the effectiveness of the NNs for classifying these 342,974 objects, all the 
binned phase-folded light-curves were manually reviewed. During the review, the EAs 
were split into double-eclipse and single-eclipse categories. Table 6-6 shows the number of 
good and unsuitable objects obtained for the eclipsing binaries, while Table 6-7 shows the 
same for the pulsating stars. The term 'Unsuitable' in the tables indicates that the phase-
folded light-curve did not confirm the classification provided by the 'Le Analyser 
classifier' application. 
Class Unique Good Unsuitable 
EA (Double eclipse) 73,267 4,894 47,695 EA (Single eclipse) 20,678 
EB 108,996 6,431 102,565 
EW 22,011 3,089 18,922 
All eclipsing 204 274 35092 169182 
Table 6-6: Number of confirmed eclipsing binaries 
using binned phase-folded light-curves 
Class Unique Good Unsuitable 
DSCT 63,605 22,525 41,080 
RRAB 68,868 9,668 59,200 
All pulsating 132,473 32,193 100280 
Table 6-7: Number of confirmed pulsating stars 
using the binned phase-folded light-curves 
A total of 67,285 objects were confirmed as having a 'good' classification. There was an 
obvious concern in these results regarding the number of objects that were unsuitable 
(269,462). There were two main reasons for the 'unsuitable' objects. Firstly, the periods 
provided for the objects by SuperW ASP were not always ideal (see section 6.2.1) and 
secondly, systemic errors in the SuperW ASP pipeline gave values that mimicked the EA 
light-curve (see section 6.2.2). 
6.2. Investigation of misclassified results 
To investigate why the NNs classified the 269,462 objects as definite classes when they 
were actually unsuitable, a number of checks were perfonned as indicated in this section: 
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6.2.1 PFlag review 
First, the number of objects for each PFlag (i.e. period range) were reviewed for each 
confidence index for each class, to see if a particular period range had more failures than 
others (e.g. due to harmonics of the actual period). Figure 6-2, Figure 6-3 and Figure 6-4 
show the results of the analysis for EA confidence index I, 2 and 4 respectively. The red 
bars in each graph indicate the unsuitable objects and as you can see, they are spread 
across the PFlag range. 
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FIgure 6-2: PFlag for EA objects wIth confidence mdex 1 
Although PFlag I appears to have a large number of unsuitable objects in each graph, it 
shows the same (or better) percentage as the other PFlags that are greater than I (see 
Figure 6-6 below). 
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Figure 6-3: PFIag for EA objects with confidence index 2 
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Figure 6-4: PFIag for EA objects with confidence index 4 
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Figure 6-5: Percentage ofEA objects with suitable classification 
Figure 6-5 shows the percentage of objects that were found suitable for each PFlag. The 
main features of this graph are: 
1. PFlags 12, 13, 15, 16 and 93 did not have any suitable objects identified; 
2. Confidence index 1, 2 and 4 have decreasing numbers of suitable objects in each 
PFlag. 
The low numbers of suitable objects in the PFlag ranges 12, 13, 15, 16 and 93 was simply 
due to the fact that not many objects were identified in these ranges in the SuperW ASP 
archive. The significance of the decreasing numbers in the confidence index level supports 
the original expectation i.e. that as classes with confidence index 1 have the same class in 
all three NNs, confidence index 2 has the same class in two NNs, and confidence index 4 
has the class in only 1 NN, then more significant classifications are going to be obtained in 
that order. 
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Figure 6-6: Percentage ofEA objects with unsuitable classification 
Figure 6-6 shows the percentage of objects that were found to be unsuitable. Again, it 
shows that the unsuitable objects appear in all PFlags, but in these cases, there appear to be 
a lot more in confidence index 2 and 4 than in the confidence index 1 objects. This 
confirms the observation in Figure 6-5. 
Appendix 14 , Appendix 15 and Appendix 16 show similar graphs to the EA graphs above 
for the EB, EW and RRAB classes respectively_ DSCT objects were not included in this 
analysis as the PFlag information was not available for the duplicate and unsuitable objects 
at the time. The results confirm the observations made in the EA class above, i.e. the PFlag 
ranges do not contribute to the incorrect classifications from the NNs. 
6.2.2 Review instances of unsuitable light-curves 
As mentioned above, the classifications given by the NNs were manually confmned using 
the 'binned' phase-folded light-curves because that is what the NNs used for the 
classification and also they were the only data available from the main archive run at 
Leicester University. Due to the large number of objects that were manually rejected, it 
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was decided to run a sample of the PFiag 0 rejects against the version of 'LC Analyser 
classifier' on my home computer (using Microsoft Windows) in order to obtain the full 
phase-folded light-curve. Figure 6-7 shows two objects classified as EA by the NNs, but 
they were rejected during manual confirmation due to the erratic nature of the light-curve 
at high flux (compare them against Figure 6-1 above) . 
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-Figure 6-7: EAs rejected during manual confirmation ofNN classification 
Figure 6-8 shows these two objects run in the Windows' version of the 'LC Analyser 
classifier' application. The full phase-folded light-curve clearly shows them as single-
eclipse EAs. Removing them from the dataset was therefore inappropriate. As there were 
probably a lot more of these in the 47,689 unsuitable EA objects and similar numbers in 
the other classes, a number of statistical methods were tried to distinguish between the 
good and rejected binned phase-folded light-curves. These included the methods in the 
following sections . 
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-Figure 6-8: Two rejected EAs run in Windows' version of 'Le Analyser classifier'. 
Top pair is from Figure 6-7 (a) and Bottom pair is from Figure 6-7 (b) 
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6.2.3 Reduced chi-squared Test 
This looked at identifying poor binned phase-folded light-curves by using Equation 6-2 to 
calculate the reduced chi-squared value (x~ed) for each of the 25 x-axis bins in the phase-
folded light-curve plus an overall X~ed value. The hypothesis here was that bins with a low 
X~ed value (i.e. close to 1) have a low dispersion of data points within the bin and therefore 
would be good estimates of that bin. A bin with a high X~ed value (i.e. much more than I) 
has a high dispersion of data points within the bin and would therefore indicate bad 
estimates of the bins. The overall X~ed value indicates the quality of the overall light-curve. 
X2 - .....:.----:-----:---red - en -1) 
Equation 6-2: Calculation of reduced chi-square value 
Where i = observation number in bin; n = max observations in the bin; 
x = mean flux of bin; Xi = flux value in bin; s; = standard deviation of observations in the bin 
Six objects were selected to test this method: Three 'Good' class objects (Figure 6-9) and 
three 'Bad' class objects (Figure 6-10). The classifications obtained from the NNs were 
calculated on the binned phase-folded light-curves on the left hand side of each image. The 
full phase-folded light-curves on the right-hand side were used as a comparison to confinn 
the NN results 
The 'good' images in Figure 6-9 were confinned as 'good' by manually reviewing the full 
phase-folded light-curve (on the right) and ensuring that they were typical for the class 
given by the NNs. In this case they were, but there was a large amount of scatter in each 
bin. As this scatter is expected in a large number of objects in the SuperW ASP data, they 
were good candidates for the test. 
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Figure 6-9: Three objects with 'good' light-curves. 
Left images = Binned phase diagram; Right images = Full phase diagram 
Looking at the full phase-folded light-curves for the 'bad' objects in Figure 6-10 shows 
that they did not have a variability class, but it was easy to see why the NNs classified 
them as DSCT when looking at the binned phase-folded light-curves. This was obviously 
caused by the large scatter in each bin and hopefully the X~ed will detect this. 
The six objects were re-run in the 'LC Analyser classifier' application on the Microsoft 
Windows PC in order to obtain the full phase-folded light-curves so that the amount of 
scatter could be observed. The application also provided the X~ed values for each bin in the 
'binned phase-folded light-curve and the overall X~ed for the overall light-curve. The X~ed 
values for each bin were reviewed to see if the 'bad' objects contained values much greater 
than I and if the 'good' objects contained values around I. 
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Figure 6-10: Three objects with 'bad' light-curves. 
Left images = Binned phase diagram; Right images = Full phase diagram 
The results showed that the X~ed values could not differentiate the 'good' objects from the 
'bad' objects as proposed. However, if the X:ed test was implemented by comparing the 
X:ed value for each bin against a threshold value (in this case, the largest X:ed value from 
the bins in the 'good' objects), then it appeared to work well. For instance, the maximum 
X:ed value of the good objects in Table 6-8 was 0.2279. Comparing the X:ed value for each 
bin of the 'bad' objects against 0.2279 showed many values higher than this (all the red 
background cells). These indicated that they were bad objects. The challenge then, is to 
identify this threshold value to use. This is expected to be the RMS of the full-curve X:ed 
values of a large number of known 'good ' objects. 
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t LC Analyser Reduced Chi-Sqr method 
Bin Good 1 Good 2 Good 3 Bad 1 Bad 2 Bad 3 
1 0.1655 0.0726 0.2106 0.2439 1.2741 0.4279 
2 0.1800 0.0716 0.2100 0.2973 1.6134 0.4009 
3 0.1531 0.0904 0.0946 0.5263 L1374 0.3903 
4 0.1498 0.0771 0.10U 0.4408 1.037S 0.4213 
I 5 0.1516 0.0769 0.0858 0.6830 0.7310 0.5226 
6 0.1454 0.0726 0.0906 0.5314 0.6018 0.5233 
7 0.1157 0.0790 0.0814 0.4997 0.5291 0.2311 
8 0.1842 0.0742 0.0723 0.4242 0.5735 0.1674 
I 9 0.1704 0.0770 0.0587 0.5431 0.4999 0.1717 
10 0.1610 0.0710 0.0759 0.3627 0.5087 0.1409 
11 0.1879 0.0787 0.0691 0.3080 0.3378 0.1665 
U 0.1370 0.0677 0.0661 0.2306 0.7230 0.1726 
13 0.1813 0.0652 0.0943 0.1889 0.5139 0.1487 
14 0.2177 0.0705 0.0738 0.19<14 0.5378 0.l238 
15 0.1529 0.0694 0.0761 o.U77 0.407S 0.1708 
16 0.1739 0.0702 0.0687 O. lOSl 1.6235 0.1637 
17 0.2279 0.0761 0.0632 0.1343 3.2324 0.1224 
I 18 0.1943 0.0729 0.0785 0.1593 3.0795 0.1796 
19 0.2144 0.0774 0.0814 0.1508 L0787 0.1335 
20 0.1938 0.0739 0.0758 0.1096 1.4910 o.U61 
21 0.1223 0.0690 0.076'9 0.1771 1.3154 0.1684 
22 0.1611 0.0806 0.0608 0.1374 0.8926 0.1445 
23 0.1456 0.0830 0.0737 0.2640 0.3281 0.1744 
24 0.1875 0.0807 0.0802 0.3314 0.6411 0.2180 
25 0.1600 0.0715 0.0753 0.2705 LI314 0.3221 
Max 0.2219 
Table 6-8: Summary of reduced Chi-squared test results for 6 objects 
The results for each individual object can be seen on the supplementary DVD at: 
Testing the X;ed was performed on a very small dataset, so on completion of this research, 
it will be included as part of the ' LC Analyser classifier' classification method and all 
periodic variables in the SuperW ASP archive will be re-tested. 
6.2.4 Skewness 
In section 6.2.3 , the X;ed test was used to look at scatter across the whole of each bin in the 
binned phase-folded light-curves. For instance, if we create a distribution graph of the flux 
values for all observations in a bin, we should get a normal curve (see Figure 6-11(a)), but 
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it was thought that looking at the tails of the distribution (i.e. the green circles in Figure 
6-11(b» would be a more appropriate test because any scatter in the bins would be seen as 
observations in the tails of the normal distribution and would therefore give higher or 
lower values in these regions. For example, these graphs show the distribution of flux 
values for Bin 15 in the Good object (on left) and Bin 13 in the Bad object (on right). The 
Good object shows a normal distribution, while the Bad object shows a skewed distribution 
with outliers shown in the green circles. 
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Figure 6-11: Area that the Skewness parameter may help control 
BiD 13 
The skewness parameter (G1) as calculated in Equation 6-3 looks at the measure of 
asymmetry in a dataset and therefore achieves this goal. By taking an absolute value of the 
skewness, high values of skewness can be searched for to identify 'bad' light-curves. 
(~~ ex - X)3) G = ABS '£'t=l t 1 en -1) x S3 
Equation 6-3: Calculation of skewness value 
Where i = observation number in bin; n = max observations in the bin; 
i = mean flux of bin; Xi = flux value in bin; s = standard deviation of observations in the bin 
For this study, the same six objects used in the X~ed test (section 6.2.3) were used so that 
three good objects and three bad objects could be compared. The results in Table 6-9 show 
that the skewness values could differentiate the 'good' light-curves from the 'bad' ones, but 
not as efficiently as the X:ed test. Note that the same method of identifying the 'bad' bins 
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was used, i.e. the maximum value of the good objects was 2.8302 and all the red 
background cells were above this value, indicating that they were bad objects. 
r ABS(Skewness) 
~ Bin Goodl Good 2 Good 3 Bad 1 Bad 2 Bad 3 
I 1 0.1655 1.~7 0.3022 0.5646 0.8l.91 0.3167 
I 2 1.3563 0.6825 0.2701 0.3716 1.2490 0.1547 
I 3 0..2139 0.0256 2.7346 0.2424 1.3507 0.5415 
I 4 o..19n 0.0984 0.2607 0.m6 1.6610 0..4919 
I 5 O.5~3 1.0090 1.4876 0.7871 o.~ 0.9125 
I 6 0..0207 0.3631 O.UlS 0.1729 1.3913 1.5698 
I 7 0.3749 1.7630 0.2553 1.m2 1.4751 L9S~ 
I 8 0..3738 0.1032 0.7662 1.3371 0..5441 2.7306 
I 9 0..0124 0.3033 1.0295 2.0300 0.5916 3.4311 
10 0.1767 0.8119 0.2656 0.1686 0..2749 3.2034 
11 1.0481 O.soso 0..3198 0.2447 0..8516 2.9238 
I U 0..9482 0.6186 1.3399 0.0393 3.2437 1.1584 
~ 13 1.1903 0.3836 2.8302 1.2762 5.0029 0..8517 
~ 14 1.0760 0.0069 0.1548 4.0465 1.3102 0.0676 
I 15 0..1566 0.3003 1.2112 0.2174 3.09n 0.8134 
I 16 0.1464 0.3681 0.0567 0.2462 0..7753 2.9331 
I 17 0.6092 0.3743 0.1593 0.5369 D.2197 2.9286 
I 18 2.1549 0.6583 0.4118 0.8684 L4677 3.8915 
I 19 1.9321 1.2174 0.1532 0.5025 0..0426 0.0265 
I 20 1.7016 0.7417 0 .6400 2.2995 2.6231 1.1704 
I 21 2.1359 0.5982 0 .6567 4.9421 2.0105 0..2359 
I 22 1.8139 0.8126 0.1718 1.1259 3.1824 0..4091 
I 23 0.8466 0.0706 0.1727 5.4555 0..0738 0.8527 
24 0.3992 0.7521 0.8465 5.2409 1.4009 0..4425 
2S 0..1519 0.5239 0.3179 2.5759 0..7290 0..0332 
Max 2.8302 
Table 6-9: Summary of the Skewness test results for six objects 
The results for each individual object can be seen on the supplementary DVD at: 
An example of the output can be seen on the supporting DVD at: 
As with the X~ed test, it is also planned to include Skewness as part of the 'Le Analyser 
classifier' classification check for larger datasets and retest all periodic variable objects in 
the SuperW ASP archive. 
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6.2.5 Kurtosis 
Similar to Skewness, Kurtosis measures the shape of the distribution, but in this case, it 
measures the flatness of the tails. So, for similar reasons to skewness, an investigation was 
undertaken to see what happens at the tails of the distributions. The method used for 
calculating kurtosis in this research (Equation 6-4) provides a value of 3 for a normal 
distribution, but some systems like Microsoft Excel (Equation 6-5) includes a correction 
value in the equation so that the final kurtosis value equals o. So for this research, values of 
<3 means that the tails are too thin and values > 3 means they are too fat. In this test 
however the comparison is made between the kurtosis of each individual bin and the 
kurtosis of the whole binned phase-folded light-curve, so the actual output of the equation 
did not make any difference and either equation could therefore be used. 
k t · l:f=l(Xt - i)4 ur OSlS = 4 
nxs 
Equation ~4: Calculation of kurtosis using 'LC Analyser classifier' 
Where i = observation number in bin; n = max observations in the bin; 
x = mean flux of bin; Xi = flux value in bin; s = standard deviation of observations in the bin 
k . { n(n + 1) L (Xi - i)4} 3(n - 1)2 urtoslS = - - ~-~:----(n - 1)(n - 2)(n - 3) s (n - 2)(n - 3) 
Equation ~S: Calculation of kurtosis value using Excel 
Again, for this study, the same six objects used in the X.~ed test (section 6.2.3) were used so 
that there were three good objects and three bad objects to compare. The results in Table 
6-10 show that the kurtosis values could differentiate the 'good' light-curves from the 'bad' 
ones, but for two of the objects, it only flagged one of the bins as bad. This was because 
the same method of identifying the 'bad' bins was used as in the reduced chi-square and 
skewness tests, and therefore the largest value for the good objects (20.1712) was selected 
as the limit. This caused some of the bins in the bad objects to pass the test when they 
should not have (see the red background cells in Table 6-10). Like rred and Skewness 
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tests, the threshold value used to check each Kurtosis bin value against was obtained from 
only 3 light-curves. When implemented, the threshold will be obtained from a large dataset 
of 'good' light-curves. This should improve the quality of the threshold value. The 
Kurtosis test will also be implemented as part of the further work in Chapter 10. 
Kurtosis 
Bin Good 1 Good 2 Good 3 Bad 1 8ad2 Bad 3 
I 1 4.0no 5.0312 2.6617 3.0235 ~ 2.2142 
I 2 4.6455 3.9727 1.818{) 3.6468 2.8890 2..5597 
3 3.9713 4.6200 16.6360 4.~ 3.5147 3.1814 
4 2.6830 2.9668 7.7820 7.8611 5.0429 2.8887 
L 5 3.5827 7.6771 8.0255 5.3681 2.1297 2..5043 
I 6 4.4405 4.3927 4.4015 4.6167 3.7707 3.7788 
I 7 2.8427 9.9868 13.3368 6.7339 4.8592 6.6238 
I 8 3.1328 3.6638 6.9828 8.65Ol 2.0174 11.7554 
I 9 3.1657 3.5410 7.2430 15.0230 2.4641 18.4002 
f 10 4.2509 7.4523 5.6989 5.2160 3.3000 14...5261 
f 11 5 .OSS9 4.4839 6.2042 6.2357 3.7917 16.1495 
I 12 4.3169 3.4938 8.4859 7.4652 14.0918 4.958{) 
I 13 4.8315 6.3669 2O.1n2 6.1921 33.7473 3.9n4 
I 14 5.0S56 4.4929 4..0236 26.6829 5.4241 3.2615 
I IS 2.8207 4.1577 7.8672 3.7493 13.8176 3.1264 
f 16 2.M20 4.4395 3.8355 2.8634 2.1869 13.1050 
L 17 2.7609 3.7085 4.1569 2.4120 1.3795 18.2966 
I 18 8.7963 4.7086 4.4195 3.4044 3.055S 21.2760 
l 19 8.1806 7.9542 4.3516 3.0367 1.:J287 2.9854 
~ 2Q 5.7546 4.4198 9.4422 15..5067 8.5380 5.0462 
f 21 11.0548 5.1180 6.7825 30.9373 S.2S4S 3.5827 
I 22 8.0001 7.9791 8.2734 17.3639 11.8482 2.7608 
I 23 3.8581 4.3072 10.2667 44.3413 2.3560 3.5001 
24 2.6577 4.4706 5.9910 30.6814 3.U21 2.lL58 
2S 2.4630 5.3127 6.6316 11.0534 1.64S2 1.8821 
I Max 2O.1nZ 1 
Table 6-10: Summary of the Kurtosis test results 
The results for each individual object can be seen on the supplementary DVD at: 
6.2.6 Mean minus Median 
The Mean-Median parameter was assessed as an alternative measure of skewness because 
it concentrates on the core of the distribution rather than the tails. 
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The same six objects as used in the X;ed test (section 6.2.3) were also used here so that the 
three good objects could be compared to the three bad objects. The results in Table 6-11 
show that the mean-median values could differentiate the 'good' light-curves from the 'bad' 
ones, very efficiently. 
I Mean-Median 
~ 
I Bin Good 1 Good 2 Good 3 Bad 1 Bad 2 Bad 3 
I 1 0.0331 0.0298 0.0412 0.6017 4.2464 0.0173 
I 2 0.1009 0.0236 0.0507 0.3513 3.0410 0.~2 
L 3 0.0070 0.0094 0.0095 0.6026 2.0617 0.0315 
I 4 0.0196 0.0057 0.0267 0.1540 2.2722 0.1500 
I S 0.01.20 0.0019 0.0284 0.0229 0.0930 0.3128 
I 6 0.0236 0.0161 0.0122 0.1964 l.5m 0.2850 
I 7 0.0041 0.0279 0.0047 0.0642 1.4218 0.1231 
I 8 0.0164 0.0062 0.0081 0.0357 2.5830 0.0703 
I 9 0.0097 0.0070 0.0113 0.0242 3.4146 0.0864 
L 10 0.0219 0.0027 0.0063 0.1281 0.0485 O.~ 
I 11 0.0382 0.0061 0.0036 0.2466 0.2n7 0.0S44 
I 12 0.0128 0.0217 0.0083 0.2069 1.0038 0.0261 
I 13 0.0601 0.0009 0.0164 0.2221 0.1196 0.0261 
I 14 0.0326 0.0140 0.0037 0.44.58 1.Un 0.0141 
I 15 0.0009 0.0002 0.0147 0.0407 0.6228 0.0284 
I 16 0.0085 0.0137 0.0010 0.0734 6.0004 0.0806 
I 17 0.069S 0.0125 0.0023 0.2731 0.4799 0.0239 
I 18 0.0471 0.01&5 0.0031 0.3512 5.5967 0.0405 
I 19 0.0874 0.0263 O.Oln 0.0832 0.4615 0.0010 
I 20 0_1329 0.0181 0.0012 0.1925 1..5899 0.0030 
I 21 0.0158 0.0020 0.0030 1.3034 3.4421 0.0255 
I 22 0.0282 0.0164 0.0101 0.3520 1.6369 0.0163 
I 23 0.0188 0.0137 0.0003 1.3885 0.3713 0.0404 
I 24 0.0QS.9 0.0294 0.0162 2.9956 2.9256 0.0627 
I 25 0.0100 0.0 243 0.0002 0.5018 4.5742 0.0506 
I Max 0.1329 
Table 6-11: Summary ofthe Mode-mean test results 
The Mean-Median parameter will be included as part of the 'Le Analyser classifier' 
classification check on completion of this research and all the periodic variables in the 
SuperW ASP archive will be retested. 
The results for each individual object can be seen on the supplementary DVD at: 
Mean-Median results 
Where X is DVD-l in the DVD-drive 
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6.3. Plotting the period values for each class 
A [mal check on the suitability of objects that were classified by the NNs involved creating 
period graphs for each class to observe where the objects lay in the period range. The 
following graphs show the calculated period for each object along with the expected range 
obtained from the GCVS (Samus+ 2004). 
6.3.1 EA class 
The graph of EA periods shown in Figure 6-12 was split into double-eclipse and single-
eclipse objects to see if there was any difference in the distribution. 
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There was no difference, but that was not expected anyway. All the identified EA objects 
lay within the expected period range of 0.2 to 10,000 days, but as the maximum range of 
SuperW ASP periods was around 50 days, it was unlikely that any of the periods would be 
outside the expected range. What was apparent though was the 'clumping' of singJe-
eclipse objects as indicated by the green circles in the image. In order to look for period-
clumping in the range 0.1 to 5 days, the graph was set to logarithmic scale (see Figure 
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6-13). No further period-clumping was seen, but a significant ' banding' effect was seen at 
period ranges 1.0,0.5,0.33,0.25,0.2,0.167, 0.15, 0.125 , 0.11 and 0.10 days. These occur 
at SuperW ASP PFlags 1 to 10 respectively so are possibly caused by harmonics of the true 
period due to the rotation of the Earth. 
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Figure 6-13: EA period graph in logarithmic scale 
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It should be noted that there was no evidence of double-eclipse objects showing period-
clumping or period-banding. The subject of period-clumping is discussed in section 6.3 .6 
and period-banding in section 6.3.7. 
6.3.2 EB class 
The graph of EB periods is shown in Figure 6-14. Note that the 'High' period range was 
only set at 60 days because it was just above the maximum range of the SuperW ASP 
period range of 50 days. The actual period range of EBs according to the GCVS is > 1 day. 
In order to compare the periods of the EB objects against the expected period range, the 
graph was changed to a logarithmic scale as shown in Figure 6-15. As stated previously, 
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the expected period of EBs is > 1.0 days, but the period obtained from the SuperW ASP EB 
objects showed that this was not the case. The lowest EB period in the set is 0.14 days and 
many objects lay below the 1 day limit. This is a concern that is investigated further in 
Chapter 7. 
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Figure 6-14: EB period graph 
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From the graph in Figure 6-15, there was no period-clumping or banding visible for EB 
objects. It should be noted that there was no period-clumping on double-eclipse EA objects 
either. Both of these are double-eclipse objects. This could be evidence that some of the 
single-eclipse EA objects are actually caused by systemic errors in the SuperW ASP 
pipeline. This will be investigated in section 6.3.6. 
6.3.3 EW class 
The graph of EW periods is shown in Figure 6-16. The actual period range of EWs 
according to the GCVS is <1 day. This appeared to be corroborated in that only 15 EWs 
were above this period range. The majority however were below the limit of 0.4 days. With 
the observation that the majority of EB objects were actually below 1 day but above 0.14 
days and that EWs were below 0.4 days, perhaps the differentiation between EBs and EWs 
should not be entirely due to the period range, but also the eclipse-depth ratio between 
primary and secondary eclipses. This is investigated further in Chapter 7. 
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Again, there is no period-clumping or banding visible in the period graph for EWs. This 
supports the possibility of a systemic error mimicking single-eclipse periods. 
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6.3.4 DSCT class 
The graph of DSCT periods is shown in Figure 6-17. The actual period range of DSCTs 
according to the GCVS is 0.01 to 0.2 days. This appeared to be supported with 
SuperWASP data, but the top range for SuperWASP DSCTs would be around 0.25 days. 
There was no period-clumping visible in the period graph for DSCTs, but banding along 
the PFlag 1 to 10 ranges was visible, similar to the EA-single eclipse objects. This again 
may represent a systemic error mimicking DSCT objects as in the single-eclipse EA 
periods. This is fully explored in section 6.3.7. 
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The graph of RRAB periods is shown in Figure 6-18. The actual period range of RRABs 
according to the GCVS is 0.3 to 1.2 days. This appeared to be supported with SuperW ASP 
data, but there were many below this range that could possibly be DSCT. These are further 
discussed in Chapter 8. 
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Period-clumping was visible in the graph as shown by the green circles. There was also 
some period-banding at period 0.33 days (pFlag 3), which were probably false periods due 
to harmonics of the actual period. These will be discussed further in sections 6.3 .6 and 
6.3 .7 respectively. 
6.3.6 
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As shown above, period-clumping was observed only in the classes EA single-eclipse and 
RRAB. They were not observed in EA double-eclipse, EB, EW or DSCT classes. This 
section attempts to identify the cause of the period-clumping. 
6.3.6.1 EA class 
From the EA period graph in Figure 6-13, the period axis was fine-tuned to identify the 
exact period ranges for the 'clumps' around 28 and 43 days. These can be seen in Figure 
6-19 and Figure 6-20 respectively. For the 28 day period-clump, the actual period range 
was 27.9 to 30.0 days. There were 430 objects in this range, which showed 421 with PFlag 
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91 (i.e. period close to 1 lunar month) and 9 with PFlag 20 (period close to multiple of a 
single day). 
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Figure 6-19: EA objects with period-clumps at 28 days 
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The binned phase-folded light-cw-ves for these objects were not perfect EA shape (see 
Figure 6-21), but they could not be ruled out with the available information. As all the 
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objects showed single eclipses only, they were suspected as being false EAs because there 
was no reason to expect them to cluster at a period of 28 days for any real physical effect. 
For this reason, it was believed that the most likely explanation was that all these objects 
were not really EAs but some systemic noise giving an apparent single minimum on a 
lunar month period. 
For the 43 day period-clump, the actual period range was 42.6 to 44.4. There were 62 
objects in this range, which showed 59 at PFlag 0 and 3 at PFlag 20. The full set of binned 
phase-folded light-curves can be seen on the supplementary DVD at: 
Su Ip\ementary data 
28 day Light-curves X:\Chapter06\EA 28d LCs.pdf 
43 day Light-curves X:\Chapter06\EA 43d LCs.pdf 
Where X IS DVD-l m the DVD-dnve 
...... , 1 1 •••• ·.f II • . .... 
-
.. .. ... , ... It ... 
--Figure 6-21: EA phase-folded light-curves for period-clumps at 28 and 43 days 
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At this point, the fields and cameras used were looked at for the EA period-clumps to see if 
there was a systemic error in any of them. Figure 6-22 shows the fields the objects were in 
and Figure 6-23 shows the cameras used. 
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Figure 6-22: EA objects per field for 28-day periods 
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Figure 6-23: EA objects per camera for 28-day periods 
Looking at the graphs for the above fields and cameras, we can see in Table 6-12 that three 
fields have more objects than any other field. This indicated that there may be a systemic 
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problem with camera 226 in season 2007. In order to confirm this, the same 
camera/field/seasons for all EA single-eclipse objects were looked at (see Figure 6-24). If 
there was a systemic problem, there should be large numbers for camera 226 in season 
2007 there as well. 
Field Camera Season Object count 
SW0329-2032 226 2007 170 
SW0214-2032 226 2007 150 
SW0059-2032 226 2007 70 
Table 6-12: Fields with excessive period-clumping objects 
Looking at all the single-eclipse objects in Figure 6-24, three of the fields stand out as 
having signjficantly large numbers of objects as shown in Table 6-13 . 
Field Camera Season Object count 
SW1635+5520 148 2007 953 
SWOO17-2822 224 2007 402 
SW05 1 7-4234 227 2007 301 
Table 6-13: Fields with excessive single-eclipse period-clumping objects 
These fields and cameras do not confirm the field and camera in the period-clump objects 
and therefore does not corroborate the systemic error. 
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Figure 6-24: EA single-eclipse objects for each season, field and camera 
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As a comparison to the single-eclipse field/camera assessment, the double-eclipse objects 
were also examined in Figure 6-25. No problems were identified here as the highest 
number of objects for any given field and camera combination was less than 60. 
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Figure 6-25: EA double-eclipse objects for each season, field and camera 
A similar assessment was completed for the 43 day period-clumps, but the highest number 
of objects was less than 60 for camera 224 in season 2007. 
In summary, as these assessments did not uphold the presence of any systemic problems, 
the EA objects will be kept in the catalogue when the periodic variables are retested in the 
SuperW ASP archive, and the PFlag will be included so that researchers can use it to 
include or exclude PFlag 20 and PFlag 91 objects as required. For the remainder of this 
research, the 28-day and 43 day periods were removed to ensure high-confidence 
classifications were used in Chapter 7 and Chapter 8. 
6.3.6.2 RRAB class 
The RRAB period graph in Figure 6-18 above showed a number of areas with period-
clumps similar to those found in the eclipsing binary objects. Figure 6-26 shows some of 
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the period-clumping regions circled in red, the remainder can be seen in Appendix 17. 
Appendix 18 shows similar graphs for the DSCT objects. 
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Figure 6-26: RRAB period-clumped ranges 
In the case of the eclipsing binaries, it was thought that period-clumping was due to some 
form of systemic error that mimicked the binary curve, but this could not be confmned. 
For the RRAB class, this was not the case as the phase-folded light-curves were definitely 
RRAB shape. See Figure 6-27 for some examples. 
The results for each object can be seen on the supplementary DVD at: 
Like the EAs, all the RRAB objects will be kept when the periodic variables are retested in 
the SuperW ASP archive and the PFlag will be included so that researchers can use it to 
include or exclude the period-clumped objects as required. For the remainder of this 
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research though, the period-clumping objects were removed to ensure high-confidence 
classifications are used in Chapter 7 and Chapter 8. 
J000529.84 -39~ ... J00054219-19494... J000842.50+ 3657... J001519.57 +4500 ... 
J00321 .93·41230... J003415.14·38315... J003439.92·38335... J003459.09 + 4627 ... 
J003755.s.s ... 3711... J003801.21+3711... J003809.60+3809... J004107.23·30343 ... 
JOO~10.43·10295... JOI0211.96+5359... .1011029.70·00462... .1011043.98+5629 ... 
Figure 6-27: RRAB pbase-folded light-curves for period-clumping objects 
6.3.7 Reviewing period-banding objects 
Period-banding was observed in the classes EA single-eclipse, DSCT and RRAB. They 
were NOT observed in EA double-eclipse, EB or EW, all of which are double-eclipse 
objects. This is indicative of a systemic error, but as indicated in the previous section the 
phase-folded light-curves look suitable for the classes. The systemic error must cause flux 
values that mimic these objects. To assess the period-banding, 5 EA objects, 5 DSCT 
objects and 5 RRAB objects were selected that had a good classification in all three NNs 
for each of the PFlags 1 to 10. Due to the similarity of DSCT light-curves to RRAB light-
curves, the dataset also included the following NN classes (NNIINN21NN3): 
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• DSCTIDSCTIDSCT 
• RRABIDSCTIDSCT 
• DSCTIRRABIDSCT 
• DSCTIDSCTIRRAB 
• RRABIRRABIDSCT 
• DSCTIRRABIRRAB 
• RRABIDSCTIRRAB 
• RRAB!RRABIRRAB 
The selected objects were run in the 'LC Analyser classifier' application on the Microsoft 
Windows PC and full and binned phase-folded light curves were produced for each object. 
The light-curves were then reviewed to see if they were representative of the expected 
class. 
DSCTRRAB EA 
Good Query Bad 
Teal PIlle Good 
Query Bad 
Teal P8ag No. 
--
No ... ~o -. INo -. INo -. INo •• 
1 23 63.9 7 19.4 6 16. 7 36 1 6 60.0 2 20.0 2 20.0 10 
2 2S 65.8 10 263 3 7.9 38 2 7 70.0 1 10.0 2 200 10 
3 16 45·I 8 22.9 11 31.4 3~ 3 3 30.0 1 10.0 6 60.0 10 
~ 16 ~3.2 7 18.9 1~ 37.8 32 ~ 8 80.0 2 20.0 0 0.0 10 
5 14 -w.o 17 ~8.6 ~ lL4 3~ 5 0 0.0 5 50.0 5 50.0 10 
6 10 28.6 19 5~3 6 17.1 3 ~ 6 6 60.0 ~ 40.0 0 0.0 10 
7 15 ~5.5 t:! 36 . .t 6 18.2 33 '1 4 ~o.o .. 40.0 2 20.0 10 
8 5 192 13 50.0 8 30.8 26 8 ~ 66.7 0 00 2 333 6 
9 .l 143 11 393 13 46 . .l l S 9 1 333 1 16.7 3 50.0 6 
10 5 20.0 12 48.0 8 32..0 25 to 0 0.0 1 20.0 .l 80.0 5 
Total 133 ",0.5 116 35.4 -:'9 2tl 328 TobI "'0 ~6 . 0 21 2U 26 299 87 
Table 6-14: Results ofPFlag 1 to 10 objects 
Table 6-14 shows columns for 'Good' classification where the objects really should be 
included in the catalogue; 'Query' classification where the light-curve probably has a 
correct classification but it is being masked by other observations; and 'Bad' classification 
where there are random observations that are affecting the overall binned light-curve. 
The results show that the majority of objects in the ' PFlag 1 to 10' range are either 'Good' 
or 'Query' classes. As such, they will be kept in the catalogue when all the periodic 
variables in the SuperW ASP archive are retested and the PFlag will be included so that 
researchers can retrieve objects in or out of the period-banding regions. For the remainder 
of this research, objects in the PFlag 1 to 10 regions were removed. 
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6.4. Finalise the catalogues 
Two catalogues will be available from the SuperWASP archive: firstly, a 'personal' 
catalogue, which was created from the 'good' objects in this research; and secondly, the 
complete SuperW ASP catalogue, which will become available shortly after completion 
of this research when all periodic variables in the SuperW ASP archive will have been 
retested with the updated ' LC Analyser classifier' application. These catalogues are 
described here: 
6.4.1 Personal catalogue 
For the personal catalogue, the poor objects described in sections 6.1 , 6.2 and 6.3 were 
removed so that it contained the 63,614 objects that have a good classification. These 
objects were processed through the 'LC Analyser classifier' application in order to obtain 
the full and binned phase-folded light-curves so that they could be manually reviewed and 
split into the categories shown in Table 6-15: 
State Comment 
Good Acceptable light-curve 
Small amplitude Good light-curve shape and scatter of observations is non-
existent or small 
Large scatter Good light-curve shape, but there is a large scatter of 
observations due to the object being faint 
Other cIa Good light-curve shape, but classification does not agree 
with the neural networks 
HalffDoublelMultiple periods Good light-curve shape, but more than one peak is shown 
Bad period Poor light-curve shape, but incorrect period is used 
Weird Poor light-curve shape, but something else i going on as 
well 
Unclassified No recognisable light-curve shape 
Table 6-15: Categones for the 'personal' catalogue 
Table 6-16 shows the number of objects that were obtained for each of the categories. Note 
that the classes CEP, RM and RRC were included in tills table because during manual 
assessment of the EA, EB, EW, RRAB and DSCT phase-folded light-curves, some of them 
were classified as CEP, RM and RRC. The table shows that we have 28,393 'Good, Small 
amplitude, Large scatter and Other class objects', 4,990 'HalfIDoublelMultiple period, Bad 
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period and Weird objects' which required repeating using more appropriate periods and 
30,231 'Unclassified objects'. 
The number of objects that were assigned 'unclassified' was surprising, but reviewing the 
full phase-folded light-curves showed that the scatter of observations around the main part 
of the curve in the prominent area for the class had a heavy influence on the binned light-
curve. It was also noticed that binning the light-curves chopped the 'comers' off the EA 
class leading to an EB classification i.e. the 108 objects classified as EB by the neural 
networks were manually classed as EA. 
r M~nu~I status - - ,-- .- - ,-----=:-CEP OSCT EA EB EW. NoCiass RevIew RM RRAB RRC ToUIs 
Good 0 1.446 1,490 4.2S8 2.454 0 0 11 5S41 6 21.206 
SmallAmplttude 1 870 1,356 800 210 0 0 0 986 0 4.223 
LargeS<:.ltter 0 1.520 91.5 US 44 0 0 1 191 1 2.813 
o herClass ..• 0 17 1 lOS 1.5 0 0 S 2 3 151 
EA 0 0 0 108 1.5 0 0 2 0 1 126 
EW 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 
I 
RM 0 17 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 18 
RAAB 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 2 4 
RRC 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 2 
HDMpenod 0 0 2,867 13 1 0 0 0 0 0 2.881 
WeIrd 0 0 871 16 1 0 0 0 0 0 888 
B<ld period 0 129 615 139 100 0 0 1 In 0 1.221 
UnclaSSIfIed 11 17,703 9.608 405 62 11 216 36 2.144 13 30.231 
ITotais 12 21,685 23,183 5.814 2.881 33 216 Sot 9,047 23 63.614 
Table 6-16: Results of assessmg Good, Large scatter and Small amplitude objects 
In order to find the best periods to use in the catalogue for the 4,990 repeat objects, a total 
of 57,570 object/period combinations from the SuperW ASP archive were re-run in the LC 
Analyser application and manually reviewed. Table 6-17 shows the results of repeating 
these objects and indicates that 2,573 of the repeat objects (2,313 + 252 + 8) could be 
added to the 28,393 confinned 'good' objects to be placed in the 'personal ' catalogue. It 
also shows that 823 objects needed to be repeated again due to the phase diagram showing 
half/double periods and 764 objects show definite variability. These objects should be run 
again using the SuperWASP period search (as extra data is added to the archive nightly). 
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The 30,231 unclassified objects, the 375 'weird' objects and the 455 unclassified objects 
from the repeats were dropped from the 'personal' catalogue. The 'weird' objects may be 
worth looking at in the future. 
In Table 6-17, the 'Analysis of the 823 repeats' grid shows the breakdown after re-running 
the HalfIDoublelMultiple objects with periods of period/4, period/2, periodx2, periodx4. 
The analysis shows that 720 objects (719 + 1) would be added to the 'personal' catalogue. 
21 objects needed to be added to the "bad periods' to re-run with the SuperW ASP period 
search. 
Main run analysis 
Good 28,393 
To repeat 4,990 Analysis of repeats 
Unclassified 30,231 Good 2313 
Total 63614 Small amplitude 252 
Large scatter 8 
HDMperiod 823 Analysis of repeats 
Weird 375 Good 719 
Bad period 764 Large scatter 1 
Unclassified 455 HDM period 21 
Total 4,990 Bad period 82 
Unclassified 
° Total 823
Table 6-17: Results of repeating Good, Large scatter and Small amplitude objects 
Summing up, the 'personal' catalogue will hold 31,728 objects as shown in Table 6-18. 
The eclipsing binaries EA, EB, EW and the pulsating stars DSCT and RRAB will be 
analysed in depth in Chapter 7 and Chapter 8 respectively. 
Overall totals 
Good 24,285 ? Useable 
Large scatter 2,817 ? 31 ,728 -7 NN class breakdown 
Other class 151 -7 CEP 6 
Small amplitude 4,475 -7 DSCT 1,574 
Bad period 817 EA 12,568 
Unclassified 30,692 EB 5,433 
Weird 377 EW 2,827 
Total 63,614 RM 36 
RRAB 9,253 
RRC 31 
Total 31,728 
Table 6-18: Number of objects available in the SuperWASP catalogue 
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6.4.2 Complete SuperW ASP catalogue 
The NNs in this research effectively reduced the millions of periodic variable objects in the 
SuperW ASP archive to 1,136,566 unique objects that had a preliminary classification. 
These objects were assessed during this research to see how effective the classification was 
and the assessment has provided further parameters that can be included in the • LC 
Analyser classifier' application as discussed in section 6.2. The main additions to the 
application will be: 
1. Re-trained NNs with a more appropriate period bin and better defined training sets 
obtained from the 'personal' catalogue in 6.4.1. This will help differentiate the 
DSCT class from the RRAB. 
2. Inclusion of the statistics X~f!d' skewness and mean-median. This will help identify 
poor light-curves and also to identify the best period where objects have duplicates. 
The catalogue will be stored at Leicester University and the information shown in Table 
6-19 will be stored so that the catalogue can be searched in a number of ways depending 
on the needs of the researcher. For instance, as indicated in the previous sections, there 
may be objects included in the catalogue that have inappropriate classifications due to 
systemic errors in the SuperW ASP archive. These can be removed by filtering the 
catalogue by PFlag, Field and/or Camera. It is envisaged that a researcher using the 
catalogue will retrieve all objects for a given class in the first instance and if too many 
objects are retrieved then they will use the other fields in Table 6-19 to reduce the 
numbers. 
The 'unique identifier' section contains the information that uniquely identifies an object 
and all its duplicates due to season, field, camera, 'period range' (PFlag), and Detrend. 
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This allows a researcher to select (or not) a period mnge known to have period-clumping 
objects. The 'classification section contains the class identified in the NNs. 
Fields available in the catalogue 
Object Id 
Season 
Field 
Unique Camera identifier Detrend 
Period (sec) 
PFlag 
Overall class name 
Overall confidence value 
NNI class name NN2 class name NN3 class name 
NNI Cep value NN2 Cep value NN3 Cep value 
NNI DSCT value NN2 DSCT value NN3 DSCT value 
Classification 
NNl EA value NN2EAvalue NN3 EAvalue 
NNI EB value NN2 EB value NN3 EB value 
NNI EWvalue NN2 EW value NN3 EWvalue 
NNI RMvalue NN2RMvalue NN3 RMvalue 
NNI RRAB value NN2 RRAB value NN3 RRAB value 
NNI RRC value NN2 RRC value NN3 RRC value 
NNI No class value NN2 No class value NN3 No class value 
Reduced chi-square value per x-axis bin (25) 
Skewness value per x-axis bin (25) 
Mean-median value per x-axis bin (25) 
Quality Number of 0 chi-sqr bins Number of consecutive 0 chi-sqr bins 
Below minimum amplitude (l=below, O=Above or equal) 
Chi-sqr binned flux 
Chi-sqr overall flux 
Period (d) Mode-mean 
Observations analysed Flux amplitude 
Days analysed Magnitude amplitude 
Total observations removed Binned Magnitude amplitude 
Statistics 
Phase Length Primary eclipse depth 
Period-bin Secondary eclipse depth 
calculated Mean flux Eclipse depth ratio 
Median flux Minimum binned magnitude 
Minimum flux Maximum binned magnitude 
Maximum flux HID (lsi obs.) 
Flux range HID (0 phase) 
Link GCVSName 
Table 6-19: Information avaIlable In the SuperWASP catalogue 
Here, the researcher can select objects using the 'Overall class' and 'Overall confidence 
index', where confidence index 1 gives the highest confidence in the class, e.g. this 
research has used confidence index levels 1,2 and 4. An alternative approach to obtaining 
objects of a given class would be to use the individual values in the NNs, for instance, 
select all the objects where NNl EA value> 0.6 and NN2 EA value> 0.2 and NN3 EA 
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value> 0.3. This would give all the EA objects. The 'quality' section contains data that 
suggests how robust the binned phase-folded light-curves are. The first three parameters 
are the ones that will be added to the 'LC Analyser classifier' application on completion of 
this research. The remaining five parameters indicate where zero chi-square values were 
obtained for the bins and allow the researcher to select objects using these criteria to avoid 
poor light-curves. 
The 'statistics calculated' section provides information that was calculated during the 
classification process. They can be used to select objects, but they are more likely to be 
useful for analysis. The 'Link' section just provides a link to the GCVS table that is held in 
the SuperW ASP archive. The GCVS name is stored for the objects if it is known. 
6.5. Chapter summary 
This chapter assessed the quality of the results obtained from the 'Le Analyser classifier' 
output produced in Chapter 5. The assessment showed that many duplicate objects existed 
which had to be removed and many poor classifications were observed due to period-
clumping, period-banding, large-scatter of observations in the light-curve and small 
amplitudes of some of the objects. Various methods were identified to limit these poor 
objects in the next version of the 'LC Analyser classifier' application such as reduced-chi-
square and skewness tests. A personal catalogue of 31,728 objects was then created as 
indicated in Table 6-18 and the EA, EB, EW, DSCT and RRAB objects extracted for use 
in the next two chapters. Chapter 7 assesses the eclipsing binary and Chapter 8 assesses the 
pUlsating objects to see if they agree with the status quo and to investigate the use of 
'eclipse-depth' ratio to distinguish between EB and EW classes, and to investigate the 
Blazhko effect and Oosterhoff dichotomy with the RR Lyrae stars. 
-------------------- 0 --------------------
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Chapter 7 SuperW ASP Eclipsing stars 
In Chapter 5, all the periodic variables in the SuperWASP archive were processed with the 
'LC Analyser classifier' application and gave preliminary classifications to 75,651 EA 
objects, 107,262 EB objects and 21,910 EW objects using a confidence index of 1, 2 and 4. 
In Chapter 6, the phase-folded light-curves for these objects were reviewed to identify 
those where the NN classification was manually confirmed. Once the 'bad period' objects 
highlighted in Chapter 6 were repeated with more appropriate periods, this provided 
12,882 EA objects, 5,226 EB objects and 2,875 EW objects for assessment in this chapter, 
where their physical parameters were compared against published material and a 
quantitative approach to differentiating EB from EW objects is proposed, using an 
'eclipse-depth ratio' parameter. 
During the review of these 20,983 objects, they were split by eye into three categories 
based on the state of the light-curve, i.e. 'Good', 'Large scatter' and' Small amplitude'. All 
three categories had binned phase-folded light-curves that were good representatives of the 
class, but they differed when looking at the full phase-folded light-curve as shown in 
Figure 7-1. This split was performed because less confidence was placed in the large 
scatter and small amplitude curves due to the difficulty in manually assigning the class, for 
instance the 'Large scatter' (i.e. faint) object in Figure 7-1 looked more like an EB than an 
EA when the full phase-folded light-curve was examined, but the NN classified it as an 
EA. Once the review had been completed, the physical parameters for each of the classes 
EA, EB and EW were assessed individually and as a group of 'eclipsing binaries'. The 
catalogue for each class and the supporting binned and full phase-folded light-curves can 
be seen on the supplementary DVD in the following locations: 
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Supplementary data - Light-curves 
EA Double Good X:\Chapter07\Light curves\EA Double\Good 
EA Double Large scatter X:\Chapter07\Light curves\EA Double\LS 
EA Double Small amplitude X:\Chapter07\Light curves\EA Double\SA 
EA Single Good X:\Chapter07\Light curves\EA Single\Good 
EA Single Large scatter X:\Chapter07\Light curves\EA Single\LS 
EA Single Small amplitude X:\Chapter07\Light curves\EA Single\SA 
EBGood X:\Chapter07\Light curves\EB\Good 
EB Large scatter X:\Chapter07\Light curves\EB\LS 
EB Small amplitude X:\Chapter07\Light curves\EB\SA 
EW Good X:\Chapter07\Light curves\EW\Good 
EW Large scatter X:\Chapter07\Light curves\EW\LS 
EW Small amplitude X:\Chapter07\Light curves\EW\SA 
Where X IS DVD-2 m the DVD-dnve 
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Figure 7-1: EA: 'Good', 'Large scatter' (i.e. faint), 'Small amplitude' light-curves 
M3875063 
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During the analysis, each object was classified by manually reviewing the full phase-
folded light-curve and the results compared against the classes obtained from the NNs to 
see how effective the NN classification was. A search was then made for each object in 
SIMBAD to identify the known objects, which was achieved by creating a number of files 
with the right-ascension and declination of each object and then submitting them to the 
SIMBAD web-site requesting objects within a I-arcmin radius of each of the SuperW ASP 
objects. An object was deemed as known if the nearest or second nearest match in 
SIMBAD was of the same or similar class. Graphs were created for variability period and 
amplitude to obtain the SuperW ASP limits for these parameters and also for galactic 
location to show the distribution of the objects across the night sky. Finally, the ec1ipse-
depth ratio for each object was graphed to assess the quantitative difference between EA, 
EB and EW to see if this could be used to separate them - particularly EB from EW. 
7.1. Analysis of EA objects 
The analysis was initially perfonned for' All' 75,651 EA objects, but while plotting the 
period graph in section 7.1.3, it was noticed that period-clumping and period-banding were 
present as discussed in Chapter 6. The analysis was reworked on two occasions after 
identifying the PFlags associated with the anomalies. The first occasion was after 
removing both 'Large scatter (LS)' and 'Small amplitude (SA), objects for the affected 
PFlags; and the second occasion was after removing all objects with the affected PFlags. 
The results of the analyses are discussed in the following sections. 
7.1.1 Statistics 
Table 7-1 shows the split between the number of double-eclipse and single-eclipse EA 
objects. Published figures for comparison of the numbers of double-eclipse and single-
eclipse EA objects were not available at the time of this research, probably due to the fact 
that this parameter is very subjective as the light-curve can be affected by many situations, 
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e.g. the inclination of the binary system may not be 90°; physical parameters of the system 
may vary, such as the masses and separation of the stars, the brightness of each component, 
and the shape of the component stars; there may be reflection effects on the stars; the size 
of the stars can vary; the colour of the stars can vary; and of course, the calculated period 
may be half or double the actual period. 
EA objects Double-eclipse Single-eclipse Total 
Good 5,697 5, III 10808 
Lar~e scatter 17 900 917 
Small amplitude 112 1,045 1,157 
Total (N) 5,826 7,056 12,882 
Total (%) 45.2 54.8 100 
Table 7-1: EA: Number of Double-eclipse and Single-eclipse objects 
The reason the 'double/single eclipse' parameter has been included here is because single-
eclipse objects may indicate where both of the stars in the binary are of the same surface 
brightness (not necessarily same size) or are very different and this may be useful when 
assessing the distribution of eclipsing binaries. Although double/single eclipses cannot be 
confirmed using only the visible light-curve, this research is providing a method of 
identifying 'preliminary' object classes that will be ful1y explored using other techniques in 
the future. The Small amplitude - Single-eclipse objects were included as they may include 
low-mass eclipsing stars. 
Table 7-2 shows that 96.74% of the EA objects that were classified by the NNs were 
confirmed by manual review. 
EA Objects Based on light-curve shape All LSISA removed GILS/SA removed 
Light-curve quality NN No. % No. % No. % 
Good (G) Agree 10,388 80.64 10,388 87.41 7,995 85 .07 
Large scatter (LS) Agree 917 7.12 265 2.23 265 2.82 
Small amplitude (SA) Agree 1,157 8.98 811 6.82 811 8.63 
Total Agree 12,462 96.74 11,464 96.47 9,071 96.52 
Good (G) Disagree 420 3.26 420 3.53 327 3.48 
Large scatter (LS) Disagree 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
Small amplitude (SA) Disagree 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
Total Disagree 420 3.26 420 3.52 327 3.48 
Overall total All 12,882 11,884 9,398 
.. Table 7-2: EA: Statistics for IdentIfied objects 
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The 3.26% that disagreed were mainly 'Review' or 'No class' classes, as shown in Table 
7-3, but some were also misclassified as EB or EW. 
Class Number 
CEP 3 
DSCT 2 
EA 0 
EB 156 
EW 49 
RM 8 
RRAB 0 
RRC 9 
Review 177 
No class 16 
Total 420 
Table 7-3: EA: NN class disagrees with manual class 
Studying three of the misclassified objects (one EB, one EW and one CEP) explains why 
the NNs classified these as EA. Figure 7-2 shows the binned phase-folded light-culVe on 
the left is quite rounded due to the scatter around the eclipses, thus indicating more of an 
EB shape than an EA. The disagreement probably arose due to a slightly incorrect period 
being used, which artificially spread out the folded data in the phase axis. The full phase-
folded light-cUlVe on the right shows that they are definitely flat and therefore EA class. 
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Figure 7-2: EA: NN classification: EB; Manual classification: EA 
(lSWASP JOOIOS7.17+420639.5 7 DO And) 
The scatter in the full phase-folded light-cUlVe in Figure 7-3 caused the binned phase-
folded light-cUlVe to be more rounded and the deep second eclipse led the NNs to classify 
it as an EW. Also, the second eclipse does not return to the base line, possibly due to the 
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O'Connell effect (O'Connell, 1951) i.e. spots on one side of the star. The full phase-folded 
light-curve clearly shows this as an EA class. 
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Figure 7-3: EA: NN classification: EW; Manual classification: EA 
(ISW ASP J000926.77-213426.7) 
Figure 7-4 has much of the light-curve missing and the binned phase-folded light-curve on 
the left is more CEP shape than EA. The other misclassified objects showed similar 
problems to these and indicates that a manual review of the preliminary classes provided 
by the NNs is essential. For the rest of this research, the manually obtained classes were 
used. 
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Figure 7-4: EA: NN classification: CEP; Manual classification: EA 
(ISWASP J041341.87-113336.1 ~ AA Erl) 
Known objects 
Two searches were made for all 12,882 EA objects to see if they were known i.e. SIMBAD 
and the GCVS. Table 7-4 shows the results of the search in SIMBAD for known objects. 
Of the 12,882 EA objects, 3,807 had a nearest neighbour within 1 arc-min. Appendix 19 
shows the breakdown of these per class. Of the 3,807 known objects, 1,060 confirmed the 
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NN EA class. 86 were EB, 6 were EW and 399 were 'other eclipsing' classes (Le. 
Eclipsing binary, Eclipsing binary candidate, Double star, Star in double system and 
Spectroscopic binary). The remaining 2,262 consisted of pUlsating objects (i .e. Cepheid, 
Classical Cepheid, DSCT, RR, Horizontal Branch Star, Possible HB Star, Pulsating, W 
Vir, and Semi-regular pulsating Star); Stars (i.e. Star, High proper-motion Star, White 
Dwarf, Blue Straggler Star, and Low-mass star (M<lsolMass» ; and 'Other' (i.e. Galaxy, 
Cluster of Galaxies, Galaxy in Cluster of Galaxies, HII (ionized) region, Quasar, Possible 
Quasar, Radio - Source, Unknown nature, Variable, and X-ray source). The pulsating stars 
were included in the total of 'known' objects as they could possibly be incorrect 
classifications in 51MBAD, but ' Star' and 'Other' classes were added to the overall total of 
'unknown' stars, giving a preliminary total of 11,308 new EA eclipsing binaries. 
EA objects (Overall total = 12,882) 
Based on light-curve shape 
SIMBAD Good 
Large scatter Small amplitude Total 
NN NN NN NN NN NN All 
agree disagree agree disagree agree disagree 
EA 998 34 11 0 17 0 1,060 
EB 73 12 1 0 0 0 86 
EW 6 0 0 0 0 0 6 
Other eclipsing 339 24 19 0 17 0 399 
Pulsating 18 1 2 0 2 0 23 
Star 1,216 75 127 0 121 0 1,539 
Other 545 40 53 0 56 0 694 
Total known 3, 195 186 213 0 213 0 3,807 
Total unknowns 9,075 
Total unknowns (including Star and Other categories) 11 308 
Table 7-4: EA: Objects known an SIMBAD 
As the SuperW ASP archive was cross-matched with the GCVS, the known objects in the 
GCVS were identified at the time of 'LC Analyser classifier' data processing. 706 of the 
EA objects were known in the GCVS (539 double-eclipse objects and 167 single-eclipse 
objects). These were also known in SIMBAD. 
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7.1.3 Period 
The period values for ALL the EA objects were plotted in Figure 7-5 to obtain an overview 
and to determine the period range. The 'expected' period range (0.2 to 10,000 days) was 
obtained from the GCVS and also plotted. The objects were plotted with 'Good ' , 'Large 
scatter' and 'Small amplitude' objects shown as different populations to see how they were 
distributed. These populations were also split by whether the NN -classifications agreed 
with the manual-classifications or not. The results in Figure 7-5 showed period-clumping 
and period-banding as discussed in Chapter 6, so the PFlags containing the affected objects 
were identified as shown in Table 7-5 and the 'Large scatter' and 'Small amplitude' 
objects were removed from the dataset and were re-plotted in Figure 7-6. Note that PFlag 
91b in Table 7-5 indicates that they were PFlag 91 objects repeated due to the original 
periods being half or double the true period. 
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Figure 7-5: EA: Variability periods for AU Objects 
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Periods to remove 
PFlags Low High 
1 0.9 1.3 
3 0.332 0.335 
4 0.249 0.251 
5 0.199 0.201 
91 b 28.00 30.00 
.. Table 7-5: EA: PFlags contammg clumped and banded periods 
Figure 7-6 shows that all the period-clumping objects and a large number of the period-
banding objects have been removed. However, as there was still some period-banding 
present, all objects with the PFlags in Table 7-5 were removed and the periods re-plotted in 
Figure 7-7. This removed all the clumped and banded periods and the remaining 9,398 
objects became the dataset that was used to obtain the SuperW ASP period and amplitude 
distributions. 
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Figure 7-6: EA: Variability periods with LS/SA removed 
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(i.e. 'Large scatter' and 'Small amplitude' objects in the PFlag range have been removed) 
To obtain the period range, a histogram of periods was created in Figure 7-8. The 
histogram contains a total of 9,398 EAs where 8,119 of them were 'unknown' and the rest 
were known in SIMBAD. The populations were displayed alongside one-another on the 
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same axis in order to see the distribution and it shows that there is an excess of short period 
objects in the 'unknown' object set. Table 7-6 shows that the range was 0.12 to 18.0 days 
with a median of 1.63 days and a modal value of 0.67 days. Figure 7-7 shows that 50 
objects had a period less than the lower published period limit of 0.2 days (GCVS). The 
object-ids can be seen in Appendix 20 and the associated phase-folded light-curves can be 
seen on the support DVD at the location: 
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Figure 7-7: EA: Variability periods with GILS/SA removed 
(i.e. where all objects in the PFlag range have been removed) 
EA period (days) 
Mean 1.946 
Median 1.627 
Mode 0.664 
Min 0.12(0.091*) 
Max 18.018 
N 9,398 
N < 0.2 days 50 
Table 7-6: EA: Penod statistics 
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Figure 7-8: EA: Histogram of variability periods with GILS/SA removed 
(i.e. where aU objects in the PFlag range have been removed) 
A 3D representation of Figure 7-8 can be seen on the support DVD at the location: 
The light-curves for the four objects with the shortest period (0.09, 0.111, 0.111 and 0.117 
days) are shown in Figure 7-9 to Figure 7-12 respectively. The shortest period object in 
Figure 7-9 was classed ' Small amplitude' but also showed a large amount of scatter at the 
eclipse boundary. It was clear to see why the NNs classified this as an EA. 
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Figure 7-9: EA: Object with the shortest period (0.09 days) 
(lSWASP JI01903.31-404426.7) 
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Figure 7-10: EA: Object 1 with a period orO.lll day 
(lSWASP Jl64230.08+512110.1) 
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Figure 7-11: EA: Object 2 with a period orO.lll days 
(lSW ASP J165118.06+512206.5) 
Figure 7-10 and Figure 7-11 look like good examples ofEA objects, but it is possible that 
they are the same object with different SuperW ASP object-ids as they have identical 
periods, almost identical light-curves, similar amplitudes and they are within a couple of 
degrees of each other ill the sky (RA/Dec 250.625366/51.352810 and 
252.825272151.368484 respectively). Comparing all three objects together (Figure 7-9, 
Figure 7-10 and Figure 7-11) show a similar effect on the upward line of the eclipse and 
may be due to a systemic effect within SuperWASP. If this is the case, then the shortest 
period is 0.117 as shown in Figure 7-12 and the range becomes 0.12 to 18.02 days 
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Figure 7-12: EA: Object with a period of 0.117 days 
(ISWASP JI24420.23-084016.8) 
Amplitude 
The binned amplitude values for all EA objects where data for all affected PFlags listed in 
Table 7-5 were removed, is shown in Figure 7-13 . Tbis was performed to obtain an 
overview of the data and to determine the amplitude range. The 'expected' amplitude limit 
(se era! magnitudes) was obtained from the GCVS and included in the graph. A histogram 
of the amplitude is shown in Figure 7-14. The bistogram indicates that there are many 
objects with small amplitudes. 
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Figure 7-13: EA: Binned amplitudes with GILS/SA removed 
(i.e. where all objects in the PFlag range have been removed) 
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Again, the graphs show the distributions for 'Good' , 'Large scatter' and 'Small amplitude' 
objects and whether the NN-classification agrees with the manual-classification, but Figure 
7-13 does not show any differences between the amplitude populations. The histogram in 
Figure 7-14 and the data in Table 7-7 show that the amplitude range was 0.02 to 2.5Vmag, 
with a median of 0.27 and a modal value of O.16Vmag. This agrees with the published 
limit of 'several magnitudes', but provides a more definitive range. 
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Figure 7-14: EA: Histogram of Binned amplitudes with G/LS/SA removed 
(i.e. where all objects in the PFlag range have been removed) 
A 3D representation of Figure 7-14 can be seen on the support DVD at the location: 
EA amplitude Vrnag) 
Mean 0.357 
Median 0.274 
Mode 0.160 
Min 0.020 
Max 2.500 
N 9398 
N > 3.0Vrnag 0 
Table 7-7: EA: Amplitude statistics 
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Figure 7-15 shows the light-curve of the object with the highest amplitude . 
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Figure 7-15: EA: Object with highest amplitude of2.5v 
(ISWASP J235945.69+303732.6) 
Period v Amplitude 
M3875063 
Figure 7-16 shows a graph of Period v Amplitude for the EA objects and Figure 7-17 
shows the range [Period 0:2, Amplitude 0:0.5] exploded in order to see the most active 
region of the graph. The graphs do not show any particular trend of amplitude with period, 
apart from the fact that the majority of 'Large scatter' and 'Small amplitude' objects 
having a period less than 4.0 days. 
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Figure 7-16: EA: Period v binned amplitude with GILS/SA removed 
(i.e. where all objects in the PFlag range have been removed) 
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A scatter plot of Figure 7-16 can be seen on the support DVD at the location: 
7.1.6 Distribution 
The EA objects remaining after all the affected PFlags had been removed were plotted on a 
Hammer projection to view the distribution over the full sky (see Figure 7-18). The map 
shows all the known EA objects in SIMBAD as well as all the newly classified EAs. The 
clumps of blue stars (known eclipsing binaries) were more than likely identified in small 
scale surveys. The remaining EA objects appear to be homogenous throughout the sky, but 
more eclipsing binaries are shown in the northern hemisphere. The blank area in the centre 
of the map corresponds to the areas where images were not taken by SuperWASP. 
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Figure 7-18: EA: Distribution with GILS/SA removed 
(i.e. where all objects in the PFlag range have been removed) 
7.2. Analysis of EB objects 
The analysis of EB objects followed the same process as for EA objects. The results are 
discussed below. 
7.2.1 Statistics 
As described in Chapter 6, the EB objects did not show period-clumping or period-
banding, so all the objects were included in the assessment. 
Table 7-8 shows that 99.5% of EB objects classified by the NNs were confirmed as correct 
by manual review and the 0.5% that disagreed consisted of 19 'EAs' and 7 Reviews. This 
was an excellent result for the NNs. Selecting one of the NN-classified EA objects (Figure 
7-19) clearly shows why the NNs classified it as an EA the intra-eclipse part of the binned 
phase-folded light-curve is flat. The full phase-diagram shows that this object was in fact 
an EB and the flatness of the binned curve was caused by the scatter of observations 
around the start of the eclipse. 
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7.2.2 
EB Objects Based on liRht-curve shape All 
Light-curve quality NN No. % 
Good (G) Agree 4,558 87.22 
Large scatter (LS) Agree 123 2.35 
Small amplitude (SA) Agree 519 9.93 
Total Agree 5,200 99.50 
Good (G) Disagree 26 0.50 
Large scatter (LS) Disagree 0 0.00 
Small amplitude (SA) Disagree 0 0.00 
Total Disagree 26 0.50 
Overall total All 5,226 
.. Table 7-8: EB: Statistics for Identified objects 
•• t Il ., • • , . II • .. It • I. •• •• 
-.. 
Figure 7-19: EB: NN classification: EA; Manual classification: EB 
(ISWASP J003536.53+404109.S) 
Known objects 
M3875063 
t , 
The same two searches were made for all 5,226 EBs that were performed for EAs in 
section 7.1.2. Of the 5,226 EB objects, 1,382 had a nearest neighbour within 1 arc-min. 
Appendix 21 shows the breakdown of these per class. Of the 1,382 known objects, 195 
confirmed the NN EB class. 75 were EA, 72 were EW and 207 were 'other eclipsing' 
classes. The remainder consisted of pulsating objects; Stars; and 'Other' . The pulsating 
stars were included in the total of 'known' objects as they could possibly be incorrect 
classifications in SIMBAD, but' Star' and 'Other' classes were added to the overall total of 
' unknown' stars, giving a final total of 4,641 new EB eclipsing binaries. 
As with the EAs, the known GCVS objects were identified at the time of'LC Analyser 
classifier' data processing. 195 of the EB objects were known in the GCVS. These were 
also known in SIMBAD. 
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EB obiects (Overall total = 5,226) 
Based on lillht-curve shape 
SIMBAD Good 
Lan!c scatter Small amplitude Total 
NN NN NN NN NN NN All 
agree disagree agree disagree agree disagree 
EB 188 1 2 0 4 0 195 
EA 70 3 1 0 1 0 75 
EW 67 1 3 0 1 0 72 
Other eclipsing 191 0 6 0 10 0 207 
Pulsating 32 0 2 0 2 0 36 
Star 470 0 8 0 49 0 527 
Other 249 3 3 0 15 0 270 
Total known 1,267 8 25 0 82 0 1,382 
Total unknowns 3,844 
Total unknowns (including Star and Other categories) 4641 
Table 7-9: EB: Objects known in SIMBAD 
7.2.3 Period 
The period values for all EB objects were plotted as a distribution graph in Figure 7-20 and 
as a histogram in Figure 7-21 and the calculated period range has been tabulated in Table 
7-10. The 'expected period limit (>1 day) was obtained from the GCVS and also plotted 
on the distribution graph. 
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Figure 7-20: EB: Variability periods for all EB Objects 
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Figure 7-20 shows that no obvious differences were observed with regards to distribution, 
but the majority of objects had a period less than the published period limit of > 1 day. 
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A 3D representation of Figure 7-21 can be seen on the support DVD at the location: 
The object-ids for 50 objects with the shortest periods are presented in Appendix 22 and 
the associated phase-folded light-curves are available on the support DVD at: 
Id 
EB period days) 
Mean 0.694 
Median 0.560 
Mode 0.480 
Min 0.142 
Max 20.572 
N 5,226 
N < 1.0 days 4,751 
Table 7-10: EB: Period statistics 
The histogram in Figure 7-21 contains a total of 5,226 EBs where 4,678 were 'unknown' 
and the remainder were known in SIMBAD. Table 7-10 shows that the period range was 
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0.14 to 20.57 days with a median of 0.56 days and a modal value of 0.48 days. Of the 
objects that lay below the published period limit, the three objects with the shortest period 
(0.14,0.16 and 0. 19 days) were selected and the light-curves presented in Figure 7-22, 
Figure 7-23 and Figure 7-24 respectively. These are all good examples of EB objects and 
therefore confmn the period range for EB objects using SuperW ASP data is 0.14 to 20.58 
days. This research proposes that the period of the object should not be used to classify 
EBs, but the ratio of the eclipse depths in the phase-folded light-curve itself. This IS 
discussed further in section 7.6. 
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Figure 7-22: EB: Object with the shortest period (0.14 days) 
(lSWASP J183224.69+604344.1) 
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Figure 7-23: EB: Object with a period of 016 days 
(lSWASP J005228.75+251844.7) 
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Figure 7-24: EB: Object with a period 0(0.19 days 
(lSWASP J0220S0.8S+332047.6) 
Amplitude 
The binned amplitude values for all EB objects were plotted as a distribution graph in 
Figure 7-25 and as a histogram in Figure 7-26 and the calculated amplitude range tabulated 
in Table 7-11. The 'expected' amplitude limit «2Vmag) was obtained from the GCVS and 
also plotted on the distribution graph. 
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Figure 7-25: EB: Binned amplitudes 
Figure 7-25 shows no significant difference between the amplitude populations and all the 
objects lay within the published amplitude limit. The histogram in Figure 7-26 and the data 
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in Table 7-11 show that the amplitude range was 0.02 to 1.52Vmag, with a median 0[0.25 
and a modal value ofO.15Vmag. This agrees well with the published limit of <2Vrnag, but 
provides a more definitive range. 
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Figure 7-26: EB: Histogram of Bin amplitudes 
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A 3D representation of Figure 7-26 can be seen on the support DVD at the location: 
EB amplitude Vmag} 
Mean 0.290 
Median 0.252 
Mode 0.154 
Min 0.020 
Max 1.522 
N 5,226 
N>2.0Vmag 0 
Table 7-11: EB: Amplitude statistics 
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7.2.5 Period v Amplitude 
The period v amplitude graphs for EBs in Figure 7-27 and Figure 7-28 do not show any 
particular trend apart from the majority of 'Small amplitude' objects that have a period of 
less than 4.0 days. 
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Figure 7-27: EB: Period v binned amplitude 
A scatter plot of Figure 7-27 can be seen on the support DVD at the location: 
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Figure 7-28: EB: Period v binned amplitude 
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The EB objects were plotted as a Hammer projection in Figure 7-29. The distribution is 
similar to that ofEA objects. 
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7.3. Analysis of EW objects 
The analysis of EW objects followed the same process as for the EA objects. The results 
are discussed below. 
7.3.1 Statistics 
As EW objects did not show period-clumping or banding, they were all included in the 
assessment. 
EWObjects Based on light-curve shape 
All 
Light-curve quality NN No. % 
Good (G) Agree 2,746 95.51 
Large scatter (LS) Agree 28 0.97 
Small amplitude (SA) Agree 37 1.29 
Total Agree 2,811 97.77 
Good (G) Disagree 64 2.23 
Large scatter (LS) Disagree 0 0.00 
Small amplitude (SA) Disagree 0 0.00 
Total Disagree 64 2.23 
Overall total All 2875 
Table 7-12: EW: Statistics for identified objects 
Table 7-12 shows that 97.8% of EW objects classified by the NNs were continned by 
manual review. This was an excellent result for the NNs. The 2.2% of objects that 
disagreed consisted of 58 EBs and 6 'Reviews'. Selecting one of the NN-c1assified EB 
objects (Figure 7-30) shows why the NNs classified this as an EB. The depth of the second 
eclipse in the binned phase-folded light-curve was in the border-line region between EB 
and EW. This is discussed further in section 7.6 . 
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Figure 7-30: EW: NN classification: EB; Manual classification: EW 
(ISWASP J001527.97-022821.8) 
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The full phase-diagram above was also a border-line case in the manual review, but it was 
finally classified as an EW. 
7.3.2 Known objects 
The same two searches were made for the EWs that were performed for EAs in section 
7. 1.2. 
EW objects (Overall total = 2,875) 
Based on light-curve shape 
SIMBAD Good Large scatter Small amplitude Total NN NN NN NN NN NN All 
agree disagree agree disagree agree disagree 
EW 200 3 3 0 0 0 206 
EA 3 0 0 0 0 0 3 
EB 9 0 0 0 0 0 9 
Other eclipsing 358 10 5 0 2 0 375 
Pulsating 29 1 1 0 0 0 31 
Star 232 2 1 0 8 0 243 
Other 126 5 1 0 1 0 133 
Total known 957 21 11 0 11 0 1,000 
Total unknowns 1,875 
Total unknowns (including Star and Other categories) 2,251 
Table 7-13: EW: Objects known ID SIMBAD 
Of the 2,875 EW objects, 1,000 had a nearest neighbour within 1 arc-min. Appendix 23 
shows the breakdown of these per class. Of the 1,000 known objects, 206 confinned the 
NN EW class. 3 were EA, 9 were EB and 375 were 'other eclipsing' classes. The 
remainder consisted of pulsating objects; Stars; and 'Other'. The pulsating stars were 
included in the total of 'known' objects as they could possibly be incorrect classifications 
in SIMBAD, but ' Star' and 'Other' classes were added to the overall total of 'unknown' 
stars, giving a final total of 2,251 new EW eclipsing binaries. 
As with the EAs, the known GCVS objects were identified at the time of 'LC Analyser 
classifier' data processing. 105 of the EW objects were known in the GCVS. These were 
also known in SIMBAD. 
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7.3.3 Period 
The period values for all EW objects were plotted as a distribution graph in Figure 7-31 
and as a histogram in Figure 7-32 and the calculated period range was tabulated in Table 
7-14. The 'expected' period limit «I day) obtained from the GCVS was also plotted on 
the distribution graph. Figure 7-31 shows that no obvious differences were observed with 
regards to the distribution, but 25 objects had a variability period greater than the GCVS 
published period limit of '<1 day' . The object-ids of all objects with a longer than expected 
period are listed in Appendix 24 and the associated phase-folded light-curves are available 
on the support DVD at: 
Id 
Figure 7-32 contains a total of 2,875 EWs where 2,286 of them were 'unknown' and the 
remainder known in SIMBAD. Table 7-14 shows that the period range for EW objects was 
0.18 to 3.6 days with a median of 0.34 days and a modal value of 0.26 days. 
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A 3D representation of Figure 7-32 can be seen on the support DVD at the location: 
EW period (days) 
Mean 0.389 
Median 0.337 
Mode 0.262 
Min 0.184 
Max 3.62 (11.904) 
N 2,875 
N> 1.0 days 25 
Table 7-14: EW: Penod statistics 
Of the 25 objects that displayed periods above the published period limit, the three objects 
with the longest period ( 11.90, 8.32 and 3.62 days) were selected and the light curves for 
these objects are displayed in Figure 7-33, Figure 7-34 and Figure 7-35 respectively. These 
objects all showed binned phase-folded light-curves that have definite EW shape. The full 
phase-folded light-curve of the first two objects show a similar scatter on the light-curve to 
that observed in some semi-regular variables. These therefore need to be followed-up using 
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other astronomical methods to confirm their classification and therefore these two objects 
were not used to obtain the period range. 
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Figure 7-33: EW: Object with the longest period (11.90 days) 
(ISWASP J000321.40+383107.0) 
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Figure 7-34: EW: Object with a period of 8.32 days 
(lSW ASP J111711.97-311255.5) 
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Figure 7-35: EW: Object with a period of3.62 days 
(lSWASP J052855.47+381915.3) 
The third object shows some scatter in the observations, but it was similar to many other 
EW light-curves and it has a definite EW shape. It was therefore included in the period 
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range. The period range for EW objects using SuperW ASP data was therefore detennined 
to be 0.18 to 3.62 days. 
Due to the similarity in period values between EB and EW objects, this research proposes 
that the period of these objects should not be used to classify EBs or EWs, but the eclipse-
depth ratio of the phase-folded light-curve should be used. This is discussed further in 
section 7.6. 
7.3.4 Amplitude 
The binned amplitude values for the EW objects were plotted as a distribution graph in 
Figure 7-36 and as a histogram in Figure 7-37. The calculated amplitude range was 
tabulated and is presented in Table 7-15. The 'expected' amplitude limit «0.8Vmag) was 
obtained from the GCVS and also included on the distribution graph. 
Figure 7-36 shows no significant difference between the amplitude populations, but 39 
objects had amplitude values greater than the published limit of <0.8Vmag. 
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Figure 7-36: EW: Binned amplitudes 
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The object-ids are listed in Appendix 25 and the associated phase-folded light-curves are 
available on the support DVD at: 
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A 3D representation of Figure 7-37 can be seen on the support DVD at the location: 
Figure 7-37 and the data in Table 7-15 show that the amplitude range for EWs was 0.02 to 
1.32Vmag, with a median of 0.32 and a modal value of 0.27Vmag. Of the objects that lay 
above the published amplitude limit, the three objects with the largest amplitude (1.32, 
1.24 and 1.18Vmag) were selected and their light curves are shown in Figure 7-38, Figure 
7-39 and Figure 7-40 respectively. These three objects are good representatives of EWs 
and therefore, the amplitude range from SuperW ASP objects was confirmed as 0.02 to 
1.32Vmag. 
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EW amolitude Vmaa) 
Mean 0.349 
Median 0.320 
Mode 0.268 
Min 0.022 
Max 1.320 
N 2,875 
N>0.8Vmaa 39 
Table 7-15: EW: Amplitude statistics 
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Figure 7-38: EW: Object with the highest amplitude (1.32Vmag) 
(ISWASP J22493 1.98+314743.9) 
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Figure 7-39: EW: Object with amplitude of 1.24Vmag 
(lSWASP J084408.68-040640.1) 
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Figure 7-40: EW: Object with amplitude of 1.18Vmag 
(lSWASP J1556S7.51+421336.9) 
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7.3.5 Period v Amplitude 
The period v amplitude graphs for EWs in Figure 7-41 and Figure 7-42 do not show any 
particular trend apart from confirming the fact that the majority of EW objects have a 
period ofless than 4.0 days. 
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Figure 7-41: EW: Period v binned amplitude 
A scatter plot of Figure 7-41 can be seen on the support DVD at the location: 
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The EW objects were plotted as a Hammer projection which is shown in Figure 7-43. 
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The distribution of the 155 eclipsing binaries shown in the Hammer projection are known 
eclipsing binaries from SIMBAD, they are therefore from a number of surveys including 
ASAS (Pojmanski et al. 2006), 2MASS (Skrutskie et al. 2006) and UCAC2 (Zacharias et 
al. 2004). The distribution ofEW objects is more isotropic than EA or EB and confmns the 
fmdings of Paczynski et al. (2006) . 
7.4. Analysis of All Eclipsing Binary objects 
This section integrates the results for the EA, EB and EW objects and presents them in the 
same tables and graphs so that a comparison could be made between classes. 
7.4.1 Statistics 
Table 7-16 shows that 97.62% of eclipsing objects classified by the NNs were confirmed 
as EA, EB or EW by manual review after the objects in the PFlags listed in Table 7-5 that 
caused period-clumping and period-banding had been removed. The 2.38% that disagreed 
were mainly 'Review', 'No class' and as a result ofmisc1assification between EB and EW 
due to the similarity in light-curve shape as discussed in the Chapter 5 (section 5.7.1). In 
this section, we are looking at general eclipsing stars, so any misclassification between EA, 
EB and EW objects can be ignored. This means that there was no misc1assification, only 
206 non-classifications (189 as Review and 17 as No class), making the NNs 98.82% 
effective at classifying general eclipsing stars. 
EAlEBIEW Objects Based on Iight-curve shape All LS/SA removed OILS/SA removed 
Light-curve quality NN No. % No. % No. % 
Good (0) Agree 12,462 59.39 11,464 57.36 9,071 51.84 
LarAe scatter (LS) Agree 5.200 24.78 5,200 26.02 5,200 29.72 
Small amplitude (SA) Agree 2,811 13.40 2,811 14.07 2,811 16.06 
Total Agree 20,473 97.57 19,475 97.45 17,082 97.62 
Good (G) Disagree 420 2.00 420 2.10 327 1.87 
Lar~e scatter (LS) Disagree 26 0.12 26 0.13 26 0.15 
Small amplitude (SA) Disagree 64 0.31 64 0.32 64 0.37 
Total Disagree 510 2.43 510 2.55 417 2.38 
Overall total All 20,983 19,985 17,499 
.. Table 7-16: All eclipslDg: Statistics for Identified objects 
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7.4.2 Known objects 
Table 7-17 shows the results of the search in SIMBAD for known eclipsing objects 
EAlEBIEW. 
EAlEBIEW objects (Overall total = 20,983) 
Based on light-curve shape 
SIMBAD Good Large scatter Small amplitude Total NN NN NN NN NN NN All 
agree disagree agree disagree agree disagree 
EA 1,071 37 12 0 18 0 1,138 
EB 270 13 3 0 4 0 290 
EW 273 4 6 0 1 0 284 
Other eclipsing 888 34 30 0 29 0 981 
Pulsating 79 2 5 0 4 0 90 
Star 1,918 77 136 0 178 0 2309 
Other 920 48 57 0 72 0 1,097 
Total known 5,419 215 249 0 306 0 6,189 
Total unknowns 14,794 
Total unknowns (including Star and Other categories) 18200 
Table 7-17: AU echpsmg: Objects known in SIMBAD 
Of the 20,983 eclipsing objects, 6,189 had a nearest neighbour within 1 arc-min. Of these 
known objects, 1,712 confirmed the NN EAlEBIEW class and 981 were 'other eclipsing' 
classes (i.e. Eclipsing binary, Eclipsing binary candidate, Double star, Star in double 
system and Spectroscopic binary). The remainder consisted of pulsating objects; Stars; and 
'Other'. The pulsating stars were included in the total of known' objects as they could 
possibly be incorrect classifications in SIMBAD, but 'Star' and 'Other' classes were added 
to the overall total of 'unknown' stars, giving a final total of 18,200 new eclipsing binaries 
overall. 
7.4.3 Period 
The period values for ALL the eclipsing objects (except the EA objects that exhibited 
period-clumping and period-banding) were plotted as a distribution graph as shown in 
Figure 7-44 and as a histogram in Figure 7-45. 
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Figure 7-44: All eclipsing: Variability periods with GILS/SA removed 
(i.e. where all objects in the PFlag range have been removed) 
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Figure 7-45: All eclipsing: Histogram of variability periods with GILS/SA removed 
(i.e. where all objects in the PFlag range have been removed) 
A 3D representation of Figure 7-45 can be seen on the support DVD at the location: 
Figure 7-44 shows the expected separation into period ranges for EA, EB and EW objects, 
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but also showed that many EBs were intermixed at the top end of the EWs, way below the 
I day period cut-off. This was confirmed by the histogram in Figure 7-45 . 
7.4.4 Amplitude 
The binned amplitude values for ALL the eclipsing objects were plotted on a distribution 
graph in Figure 7-46 and a histogram in Figure 7-47. The objects were plotted exactly like 
the individual classes, but all period-clumping and period-banding EA objects were 
removed. 
The amplitude limits for EA, EB and EW were <3, <2, <O.8Vmag respectively according 
to the GCVS. This observation was supported in this research for EA and EB, but this 
research also shows 39 EW objects with amplitudes >O.8Vmag. This was discussed fully in 
section 7.3.4. 
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Figure 7-46: All eclipsing: Binned amplitudes with GfLS/SA removed 
(i.e. where a1l objects in the PFlag range have been removed) 
A 3D representation of Figure 7-47 can be seen on the support DVD at the location: 
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Figure 7-47: All eclipsing: Histogram of binned amplitudes 
Period v Amplitude 
The period v amplitude graphs ill Figure 7-48 and Figure 7-49 confirm the individual 
analyses in earlier sections. 
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A scatter plot of Figure 7-48 can be seen on the support DVD at the location: 
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The EA objects remaining after all the affected PFlags had been removed, were plotted 
along with the EB and EW objects as a Hammer projection as shown in Figure 7-50. This 
maps all the known eclipsing objects in SIMBAD as well as all the newly classified objects 
from this research. 
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Reviewing the literature for eclipsing binary surveys to obtain comparative results revealed 
that the surveys are usually performed on data generated for other purposes e.g. searching 
for Exoplanets, gamma-ray bursts or cataloguing variable stars. Although the surveys 
identified many eclipsing binaries, only a few surveys/papers published ranges for them 
and none of them discussed eclipse-depth ratio in terms of differentiating between EB and 
EWobjects. 
Table 7-18 shows a comparison of the percentage of eclipsing binaries from SuperW ASP 
against those obtained from the literature. Unfortunately, the surveys are using the physical 
properties of the stellar system for the classification, not the shape of the light-curve used 
in this research. As such, the only comparison that can be made is that of EW stars in this 
research with the contact binaries in the published surveys (due to their strong association). 
So, assuming that EA and EB systems could be detached or semi-detached (i.e. grouping 
them together), the proportion of SuperW ASP eclipsing binaries agrees well with the 
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results from the OGLE survey but indicates that SuperWASP located slightly more EWs. 
The high number of contact binaries in the ASAS and University of New South Wales 
surveys may be due to the fact that they used the period to class the systems rather than 
eclipse-depth ratio. 
Survey Source EA(%) EB(%) EW(%) Sample size 
SuperWASP N/A 61.4 24.9 l3 .7 20,983 
Survey Source Detached (%) Semi-detached (%) Contact (%) Sample size 
ASAS Pojmanski et 24.8 26.6 48.6 11 ,099 
al. (2006) 
Kepler PrSa et al. 52.3 7.5 25.4 (2011) 
University of Christiansen et 
New South al. (2008) 
Wales 37.1 56.9 850 
Extrasolar 
Planet Search 
OGLE Graczyk et al. 63 25 6 26,121 (2011) 
OGLE Wyrzykowski 70.0 25 .9 6.1 2 580 
et al.(2003) 
Table 7-18: Companng SuperWASP eclipslDg bIDanes v publi bed matenal 
Some examples of general surveys are as follows: 
~ MACHO: (http://wwwmacho.anu.edu.au/- June 2012) 
The 'Massive Compact Halo Objects' survey started in June 1992 and its primary 
aim was to test the hypothesis that a significant fraction of the dark matter in the 
halo of the Milky Way is made up of objects like brown dwarfs or planets. 
However preliminary analysis of the MACHO data has also been performed and 
approximately 39,000 variable stars were discovered in the LMC database (Cook et 
a1. 1995). Derekas et aI. (2007) reviewed 6,833 of these variables that were 
classified as 'eclipsing binary' and re-classified them on light-curve shape rather 
than period. They found that only 3,031 of them were correctly cla sified the 
remainder being pulsating stars. This supports the observation in this research that 
EB and EW objects would be better separated using eclipse-depth ratio rather than 
period as this defmes the shape of the light-curve. Other surveys have been 
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perfonned on the MACHO data e.g. Faccioli et al. (2007) where they discovered 
4,634 eclipsing binaries, but did not state ranges to compare with SuperW ASP data. 
~ ASAS: (Pojmanski, 1997) 
The • All Sky Automated Survey' started in 1997 and its ultimate goal was the 
detection and investigation of any kind of photometric variability. Paczynski et al. 
(2006) stated that they detected 2,743 detached binaries (24.8%), 2,949 semi-
detached binaries (26.6%) and 5,384 contact binaries (48.6%) in the ASAS 
Catalogue of Variable Stars (ACVS) database. They also showed that detached 
binaries were most strongly concentrated in the Galactic plane while the short-
period contact binaries had an almost isotropic distribution. As mentioned above, 
the distribution of eclipsing binary stars in this research cannot be compared 
directly with the ASAS results as the classification is based on the shape of the 
light-curve and not the physical properties of the stellar system (see Chapter 2). 
However, given the strong association of the EW class with contact binaries, 
SuperWASP data shows there to be far less EWs than ASAS discovered. 
Paczynski et a1. (2006) commented in their paper that their most surprising result 
was a very small number of detached eclipsing binaries with periods of less than 
one day as the systems are believed to be the progenitors of the W VMa stars. 
Looking back at Figure 7-7 and Figure 7-8 above, we can see that there are many 
EA objects that have a period less than one day, and many of these could be 
detached binaries. This result may offer support to Paczynski's qualitative 
confinnation of the 'decades old' idea of Flannery (1976) and Lucy (1976) that W 
VMa-type binaries evolve through a series of thermal relaxation oscillations, where 
the W VMa system spend time in semi-detached and contact states. 
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~ Hipparcos/Tycho Catalogues: (ESA, 1997, The Hipparcos and Tycho Catalogues, 
ESA SP-1200) 
The 'High Precision Parallax Collecting Satellite' survey was operational between 
August 1989 and March 1993 and the catalogues were released between 1997 and 
2000. The Hipparcos catalogue is a high-precision catalogue of more than 100,000 
stars and combined with the lower precision Tycho I catalogue, it contains more 
than a million stars. The enhanced Tycho-2 (including the Hipparcos and Tycho I 
catalogue) contains about 2.5 million stars and was published in 2000. The 
catalogue summary on the Hipparcos web-site16 states that it has 917 eclipsing 
binaries of classes EA, EB and EW. No period or amplitude ranges have appeared 
in the literature to-date. 
~ Kepler: (Borucki et a1. 1997) 
Kepler was launched in March 2009 and is expected to complete its task by 2013. 
The project's main purpose is to identify Earth-like planets, but in doing so, (Prsa et 
a1. 2011) discovered 1,879 eclipsing binary stars. These were distributed as 52.3% 
detached, 7.5% semi-detached, 25.4% over-contact (strong correlation with EW in 
this research), 7.5% ellipsoidal variables, and 7.3% uncertain types. The contact 
binaries agree quite well with the EW distribution calculated in this research. At the 
present time (2012), the Kepler web-site currently boasts 2,165 binary stars, but no 
further literature is yet available. 
~ COROT: (Baglin et a1. 2002) 
The 'Convection Rotation and Planetary Transits' survey started in December 2006 
and had the main objective of discovering Exoplanets. Many papers have been 
written on eclipsing binaries using the COROT data e.g. Maciel et a1. (2011), Da 
16 http://www.rssd.esa.intlindex.php?project=IDPPARCOS &page=catalogue _ summary (June 2012) 
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Silva & Silva-Valio (2011) and Maceroni et al. (2010), but the topics were not 
pursued in this research. 
~ SDSS: (http://www.sdss.org/ - June 2012) 
The 'Sloan Digital Sky Survey' collected data over the period 2000-2005 (SDSS-I) 
and 2005-2008 (SDSS-II) with an aim of obtaining deep, multi-colour images 
covering more than a quarter of the sky. The objective is to create three-
dimensional maps containing more than 930,000 galaxies and 120,000 quasars. 
Over the years, it has supported fundamental work in all areas of astronomy, 
including the identification of 747 detached close binary systems in the fourth 
release (Silvestri et at. 2006). 
~ HATNet: (Bakos et at. 2002) 
The 'Hungarian-made Automated Telescope variability' survey started in 1999, 
with a scientific goal to detect and characterize Exoplanets using the transit method. 
While looking for the Exoplanets, eight eclipsing binaries were also identified 
(Latham et.al. 2009). 
~ OGLE: (Udalski, 2003) 
The 'Optical Gravitational Lensing Experiment' survey was started in April 1992 
and is still running today, with the main goal of searching for dark matter with 
micro-lensing phenomena. Over the 20 years of the survey, Graczyk et a1. (20 II) 
has visually inspected 26,121 eclipsing binary stars identified in the Large 
Magellanic Cloud. They presented 68.0% detached, 25.9% semi-detached and 6.1 % 
over-contact binaries. Their work was particularly useful in this research as they 
used an image recognition neural network to classify the eclipsing binaries into 
three classes (see Chapter 2). Wyrzykowski et at. (2003) also created a catalogue of 
eclipsing binaries using an automatic search algorithm. They discovered 2,580 
eclipsing binaries consisting of 1882 EA (70%), 718 EB (25.9%) and 168 EW 
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(6.1 %) and reported similar problems encountered in this research i.e. some periods 
were half/double the true period. They reported that the most difficult classification 
problem was the separation between EB and EW classes. To overcome this, when 
the orbital period was about one day or less they assigned an EW type, but as 
discovered in this research, it would have been more appropriate to use the eclipse-
depth ratio as this feature determines if it is a contact binary. The period ranges 
quoted in the paper are: EA 1.5 to 2.5 days; EB 1 to 2 days; and EW about I day. 
These ranges agree with the current published ranges but do not agree with the 
SuperW ASP ranges. 
~ ROTSE: (http://www.rotse.net) 
The 'Robotic Optical Transient Search Experiment' survey started in 2004 and is 
on-going today. Its primary goal is to achieve observations in optical light of the 
massive deep-space explosions called Gamma-Ray Bursts, but they have also 
created a catalogue of 1,022 contact binaries and observed a period range of 0.22 to 
1.5 days, with most systems having periods between 0.25 and 0.5 days (Gettel et at. 
2006). This is within the SuperW ASP range for EWs of 0.18 to 3.62 days 
~ The University of New South Wales Extrasolar Planet Searchl7 : 
As the name suggests, the main aim of this survey was to identify Exoplanets. The 
survey occurred between October 2004 and May 2007 and produced a catalogue of 
850 variable stars containing 142 Algol-type, 23 Beta Lyme-type and 218 contact 
binaries. The study lumped detached and semi-detached binaries together and 
reported a 37.1 % frequency, while over-contact binaries (EW) constitute 56.9% of 
this sample and ellipsoidals constitute 6% (Christiansen et al. 2008). This was the 
highest proportion of contact binaries of all the surveys in the literature search. 
17 http://mcba11.phys.unsw.edu.aul-aptlindex.html- June 2012 
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~ TrES: (Alonso et al. 2004) 
The 'Trans-Atlantic Exoplanet Survey' started in 2004. Its main purpose was to 
locate Exoplanets, but binary stars were included in the dataset and 773 eclipsing 
binaries were assessed to obtain their absolute properties (Devor et al. 2008). 
~ XO: (McCullough et al. 2005) 
The 'XO Telescope' project was active from September 2003 to September 2005. 
Its main aim was also to look for Exoplanets, and during the survey, they 
discovered 69 'false positives' which were ultimately classified as eclipsing 
binaries (Poleski et a1. 2010). 
~ AA VSO: (http://www.aavso.org) 
The 'American Association of Variable Star Observers' has been monitoring 
variable stars since 1911 and has data dating back to the 1800's. The AA VSO has 
about 1,400 members and observers from 52 countries contributing over a million 
observations per year. This is obviously a great repository of variability and will 
contain many eclipsing binaries. 
Other upcoming surveys that will require very fast preliminary scans due to the large 
numbers of objects are mentioned below. These would be prime targets for use of the 'LC 
Analyser classifier' application: 
~ Pan-STARRS: (Kaiser et al. 2002) 
The 'Panoramic Survey Telescope & Rapid Response System' project started in 
May 2010 and the main aim is to discover and characterize Earth-approaching 
objects, both asteroids and comets that might pose a threat to Earth. There are 
already plans to search for eclipsing binaries amongst their data (Dupuy & Liu, 
2009). 
~ GAIA: (Gilmore et al. 1998) 
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In August 2013, the 'Global Astrometric Interferometer for Astrophysics' survey is 
planned to start. The aim is to compile a catalogue of approximately 1 billion stars, 
i.e. roughly 1 % of stars in the Milky Way. This provides an enormous opportunity 
to process objects from this survey with the 'LC Analyser classifier' application to 
obtain a preliminary classification for each star. 
~ LSSTI8 
The 'Large Synoptic Survey Telescope' project is due at the end of the decade and 
its three-billion pixel digital camera will take 'moving-pictures' of the night-sky. It 
has multiple aims, including investigation of dark energy and dark matter, looking 
at near-Earth objects and mapping the Milky Way. One of its functions will involve 
"detailed studies of variable star populations using 2% or better accurate multi-
colour light curves for a sample of at least SO million variable stars. (e.g. studies of 
cataclysmic variables, eclipsing binary systems, rare types of variables, etc.)". 
Each of the above studies is suitable for analysis using the 'LC Analyser classifier' 
application, as the only inputs to the application are the visual observations of each object 
and the period. The method is fast and 98% accurate in providing a preliminary 
classification for eclipsing binaries. 
7.6. Differentiate Eclipsing Binaries using Eclipse Depth Ratio 
The Eclipse-depth ratio parameter has been used in a number of studies over the past 30 
years for various purposes, such as calculating the ratio of surface brightness of stars (Nefs 
et a1. 2012), investigating energy sources for the luminosity of the disk surrounding the 
secondary component of Beta Lyme stars (Huang & Brown, 1976) and characterising 
eclipsing binary stars (PrSa et al. 2011). 
18 http://www.!sst.or&lJsst/ 
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During the process of characterising eclipsing binaries, Prsa et al. (2011) noted that the 
eclipse-depth ratio was strongly affected by eccentricity and star sizes. It was therefore 
thought that this parameter would be useful for differentiating between phase-folded light-
curves of EB and EW classes in this research, as the method used was semi-quantitative in 
nature, i.e. the result is based on a predetermined cut-off value calculated for EB and EW 
classes in the SuperW ASP archive. 
Section 7.2.3 revealed that many EB objects were below the nominal 1 day cut-off period 
stated in the GCVS. It was possible that it reflected the difficulties in distinguishing EB 
from either EA or EW on the basis of just the photometry, but the majority of the light-
curves were definitely EB-shape. With only the visible light-curve available, it was 
proposed that the eclipsing binaries could be more easily defined using an eclipse-depth 
ratio parameter in place of the period. The eclipse-depth ratio was calculated using the flux 
values of each object using Equation 7-1. 
Equation 7-1: Eclipse-depth ratio 
Where Fo=maximum flux; Ft =f1ux at tint eclipse; Fz=f1ux at second eclipse 
It should be noted that this calculation provides 'quantised' values for the eclipse depth 
ratios due to limits on the precision of the flux values. This is apparent in the banding 
effect shown in Figure 7-51 (EA), Figure 7-55 (EB), Figure 7-59 (EW) and Figure 7-63 
(All eclipsing) below. 
The following sections illustrate the analysis of eclipse-depth ratio for each of the classes 
EA, EB, EW. Each section contains tabulated values showing the ranges obtained and 
distribution graphs showing the scatter of ratios for each class within the range 0 to I. They 
also describe 'Good', 'Large scatter' and 'Small amplitude' objects where the NN 
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classifications agreed and disagreed with the manual classification. Each section also 
contains histograms to show the spread of eclipse-depth ratio across the range indicating 
the proportion of objects in each bin. 
7.6.1 EA Eclipse Depth Ratio 
Figure 7-51 demonstrates that EA objects tend to cover the whole range, from a ratio of 
0.02 for single-eclipse (e.g. Figure 7-52) to 1.0 for a double-eclipse with equal depth (e.g. 
Figure 7-53). 
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Figure 7-51: EA: Eclipse-depth ratio 
Figure 7-51 also shows that the 'Good' objects spread from 0 to 1.0, but 'Large scatter and 
'Small amplitude' objects tend to be below a ratio of 0.4. This was not due to the large 
scatter or small amplitudes themselves, as the method of calculating the eclipse-depth ratio 
involved normalising the primary and secondary eclipse by the maximum flux. This could 
cause difficulty in using the eclipse-depth ratio to separate the majority of large-scatter and 
small-amplitude EA objects from EB and EW. This was not the case though, as one of the 
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main features of the EA light-curve was the flat area before eclipse and this was detected 
very well in the NNs. 
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Figure 7-53: EA: Eclipse-depth ratio of 1.0 
(ISWASP J000926.77-213426.7) 
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Table 7-19 shows the calculated eclipse-depth ratios for the EA objects with a range of 
0.019 to l.0. 
EA eclipse-<iepth ratio 
Mean 0.258 
Median 0.183 
Mode 0.184 
Min 0.019 
Max 1.000 
N 9,398 
Table 7-19: EA: Eclipse-depth ratio statistics 
The histogram in Figure 7-54 confirms that the majority of EAs have an eclipse-depth ratio 
around 0.18 with the majority of objects in the range 0.05 to 0.40. This area is separated 
well from the main areas of EB and EW as discussed in the following sections. 
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Figure 7-54: EA: Histogram of Eclipse-depth ratio 
A 3D representation of Figure 7-54 can be seen on the support DVD at the location: 
7.6.2 EB Eclipse Depth Ratio 
Figure 7-55 indicates that EB objects occur in the eclipse-depth range 0.18 (e.g. Figure 
7-56) to 0.96 (e.g. Figure 7-57). It also reveals that the 'Good' objects spread from 0.2 to 
0.8 and ' Large scatter and Small amplitude' objects are evenly mixed. 
Figure 7-58 clearly shows that the majority of EBs have an eclipse-depth ratio around 0.5, 
with the majority of them in the range 0.3 to 0.8. This area is separated well from the main 
area ofEW as discussed in the following section 7.6.3. 
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Figure 7-55: EB: Eclipse-depth ratio 
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Figure 7-57: EB: Eclipse-depth ratio 0(0.96 
(ISWASP J002748.17+584858.7) 
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A 3D representation of Figure 7-58 can be seen on the support DVD at the location: 
Table 7-20 describes the calculated eclipse-depth ratios for the EB objects with a range of 
0.183 to 0.959. 
EB eclipse-depth ratio 
Mean 0.547 
Median 0.551 
Mode 0.510 
Min 0.183 
Max 0.959 
N 5,226 
Table 7-20: EB: Eclipse-depth ratio statistics 
7.6.3 EW Eclipse Depth Ratio 
Figure 7-59 establishes that EW objects occur in the eclipse-depth range 0.67 (e.g. Figure 
7-60) to 1.0 (e.g. Figure 7-61), with the 'Good' objects spread from 0.7 to 1.0 and the 
Large scatter and 'Small amplitude' objects evenly mixed. Figure 7-62 illustrates that the 
majority of EWs have an eclipse-depth ratio around 0.9, with the majority of them in the 
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range 0.7 to 1.0. This area is clearly separated from the main area of EB as shown in the 
previous section. 
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Figure 7-60: EW: Eclipse-depth ratio of 0.67 
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Figure 7-61: EW: Eclipse-depth ratio of 1.00 
(lSWASP J000411.26-205506.9) 
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Figure 7-62: EW: Histogram of Eclipse-depth ratio 
A 3D representation of Figure 7-62 can be seen on the support DVD at the location: 
Table 7-21 confirms the calculated eclipse-depth ratios for the EW objects with a range of 
0.673 to 1.000. 
EW eclipse-depth ratio 
Mean 0.888 
Median 0.878 
Mode 0.918 
Min 0.673 
Max 1.000 
N 2,875 
Table 7-21: EW: Eclipse-depth ratio statistics 
7.6.4 All Eclipsing Eclipse Depth Ratio 
This section displays the eclipse-depth ratios of all the EA, EB and EW objects onto the 
same graphs so that their distribution and linear separation is revealed. Figure 7-63 shows 
that the EAs are distributed across the whole range, but EBs and EWs are clearly 
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separated. There IS a fine line of interaction as shown in the 'Conflict' region of the 
histogram in Figure 7-64. 
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Figure 7-64: All eclipsing: Histogram of Eclipse-depth ratio 
A 3D representation of Figure 7-64 can be seen on the support DVD at the location: 
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The overlap region in Figure 7-64 is displayed more clearly on the 3D version of the 
histogram in Figure 9-1 of chapter 9.4.2 (also stored on DVD 1) and shows that when the 
eclipse depth ratio is around 0.8, we cannot distinguish EB from EW, but if the eclipse 
depth ratio is 0.75 or less, the objects are almost certainly EB, whilst if the eclipse depth 
ratio is 0.85 or more, the objects are almost certainly EW. The 'LC Analyser classifier' 
application will be amended for the next complete run of the SuperW ASP archive in order 
to use these eclipse-depth ratio values. This has been added to the list of future work in 
Chapter 10: 
0.76 to 0.84 
7.7. Chapter summary 
From the analysis of the manually confirmed EA, EB and EW objects in this chapter, the 
following results were obtained. 
7.7.1 Results for EA objects 
,/' 12,882 EAs were assessed. 
,/' 5,826 (45.2%) were double-eclipse and 7,056 (54.8%) were single-eclipse. 
,/' 96.74% of the NN-provided EA classifications were manually continned. 
,/' 1,060 of the EAs were known in SIMBAD and the GCVS. 
,/' 11,308 new EAs were discovered (8,119 after removal of period-clumping and 
period-banding PFlag objects). 
,/' EA period range was calculated as 0.12 to 18.0 days with a median of 1.63 days 
and a modal value of 0.67 days. 
,/' 50 EAs had a period shorter than the lower published period limit of 0.2 days . 
,/' EA amplitude range was 0.02 to 2.5Vmag, with a median of 0.27 and a modal 
value of O.16Vmag. 
,/' All EAs were within the published amplitude range of <3 .0Vmag. 
,/' A distribution map of EAs was created. 
,/' EA eclipse-depth ratio was calculated as 0.019 to 1.0 with a median of 0.183 and a 
modal value of 0.184. These values have no value in this research as eclipse-depth 
ratio is more applicable for EB and EW classes. They have been included for 
completeness. 
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7.7.2 Results for EB objects 
./ 5,226 EBs were assessed . 
./ 99.5% of the NN-provided EB classifications were manually confinned . 
./ 195 of the EBs were known in SIMBAD and the GCVS . 
./ 4,641 new EBs were discovered . 
M3875063 
./ EB period range was calculated as 0.14 to 20.57 days with a median of 0.56 days 
and a modal value of 0.48 days . 
./ Most EBs (4,751) had a period shorter than the published period limit of 1 day . 
./ EB amplitude range was 0.02 to 1.52Vmag, with a median of 0.25 and a modal 
value of0.15Vmag . 
./ All EBs were within the published amplitude range of <2.0Vmag . 
./ A distribution map of EBs was created . 
./ EB eclipse-depth ratio was calculated as 0.183 to 0.959 with a median of 0.551 and 
a modal value of 0.510. 
7.7.3 Results for EW objects 
./ 2,875 EWs were assessed . 
./ 97.8% of the NN-provided EW classifications were manually confinned . 
./ 206 of the EWs were known in SIMBAD and the GCVS . 
./ 2,251 new EWs were discovered . 
./ EW period range was calculated as 0.18 to 3.62 days with a median of 0.34 days 
and a modal value of 0.26 days, but two objects with higher periods need to be 
assessed (see section 7.3.3) . 
./ 25 EWs had a period longer than the published period limit of <1 day . 
./ EW amplitude range was 0.02 to 1.32Vmag, with a median of 0.32 and a modal 
value ofO.27Vmag . 
./ 39 EWs have amplitude values greater than the published range of <0.8Vmag . 
./ A distribution map ofEWs was created . 
./ EW eclipse-depth ratio was calculated as 0.673 to 1.0 with a median of 0.878 and a 
modal value of 0.918 . 
./ Eclipse-depth ratio separation range of: EB = 0.75 and below; EW = 0.85 and 
above; EBIEW = 0.76 to 0.84. 
The next chapter perfonns a similar analysis as this chapter for the pulsating objects DSCT 
and RRAB objects and discusses the results obtained. 
-------------------- 0 --------------------
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Chapter 8 SuperW ASP Pulsating stars 
In Chapter 5, all the periodic variables in the SuperW ASP archive were processed with the 
"LC Analyser classifier' application and preliminary classifications were given to 67,938 
RRAB objects and 181,173 DSCT objects using a confidence index of 1, 2 or 4. In Chapter 
6, the number of DSCT objects was reduced to include only those with confidence index 1 
classifications and PFlag ° classifications from confidence index 2 and 4. This was due to 
time constraints for the analysis of the objects. The phase-folded light-curves for the 
processed objects were reviewed to identify those where the NN classification was 
manually confirmed as RRAB or DSCT. This provided 8,556 RRAB objects and 1,979 
DSCT objects for assessment in this current chapter. In this chapter, the distance to each of 
the RRAB stars was calculated in order to produce a three-dimensional map of their 
distribution in the Milky Way. Also, two topical areas of RRAB stars were reviewed with 
regard to the SuperW ASP classified RRABs i.e. the Oosterhoff dichotomy and the Blazhko 
effect. The 10,535 objects reviewed were split into three categories based on the state of 
the light-curve (i.e. 'Good', 'Large scatter' and 'Small amplitude') using a similar process 
to the eclipsing binaries in Chapter 7. Examples of each state can be seen in Figure 8-1. 
The catalogues for each class and the supporting binned and full phase-folded light-curves 
are available on the supplementary DVD in the following location: 
Pulsatin 
Sul'Qlementary data - Light-curves 
RRABGood X:\Chapter08\Light curves\RRAB\Good 
RRAB Large scatter X:\Chapter08\Light curves\RRAB\LS 
RRAB Small amplitude X:\Chapter08\Light curves\RRAB\SA 
DScrGood X:\Chapter08\Light curves\DSC1\Good 
DScr Large scatter X:\Chapter08\Light curves\DSC1\LS 
DScr Small amplitude X:\Chapter08\Light curves\DSC1\SA 
Where X IS the DVD-I m the DVD-dnve 
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.. 
'0 
Figure 8-1: Pulsating stars: 'Good', 'Large scatter', 'Small amplitude' light-curves 
In the analysis, each object was classified by manually reviewing the full phase-folded 
light-curve and the results compared against the classes obtained from the NNs to see how 
effective the NN classification was. A search was performed for each object in SIMBAD 
to identify the known objects. This was achieved in a similar way to the known eclipsing 
binaries in Chapter 7. Graphs were created for variability period and amplitude to obtain 
the SuperW ASP limits for these parameters and also for galactic location to show the 
distribution of objects across the night sky. Finally, the distance to each RRAB star was 
calculated using a published absolute magnitude and three-dimensional graphs created to 
view their structure in the Galaxy. 
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8.1. Analysis of RRAB objects 
The analysis was initially performed for 'All' 8,556 RRAB objects, but while plotting the 
period graph in section 8.1.3, it was noticed that period-clumping and period-banding were 
present as previously discussed in Chapter 6. The analysis was reworked twice after 
identifying the PFlags causing these anomalies. The first occasion removed both Large 
scatter' (LS) and 'Small amplitude' (SA) objects for the affected PFlags; and the second 
occasion removed ALL objects with the affected PFlags. The results of these analyses are 
discussed in the following sections. 
8.1.1 Statistics 
Table 8-1 shows that 78.86% of the RRAB objects that were classified by the NNs were 
subsequently confmned by manual review. As shown in Table 8-2, the majority of the 
misclassified objects were DSCT class. This was expected as the shape of the DSCT light-
curve is very much like that of RRAB. The major difference is the period, but as already 
mentioned in Chapter 6, the NN period-bin did not take into account the difference 
between these two object classes. 
RRAB Objects Based on light-curve shape All LSISA removed GILSISA removed 
Light-curve quality NN No. % No. % No. % 
Good (G) Agree 5,897 68.92 5,897 71.02 5,834 71.87 
Large scatter (LS) Agree 253 2.96 223 2.69 223 2.75 
Small amplitude (SA) Agree 597 6.98 564 6.79 564 6.95 
Total Agree 6,747 78.86 6,684 80.50 6,621 81 .57 
Good (G) Disagree 981 11.47 981 11.82 858 10.57 
Large scatter (LS) Disagree 364 4.25 261 3.14 261 3.22 
Small amplitude (SA) Disagree 464 5.42 377 4.54 377 4.64 
Total Disagree 1,809 21.14 1,619 19.50 1,496 18.43 
Overall total All 8,556 8,303 8,117 
.. Table 8-1: RRAB: Statistics for Identified objects 
Studying three of the misclassified objects (one CEP, one RM and one RRC) showed why 
the s classified them as RRAB. Figure 8-2 shows that the binned phase-folded light-
curve on the left is quite rounded on the decline making it more CEP shape than RRAB. 
The full phase-folded light-curve on the right shows that this could possibly be a CEP 
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object and a possible manual misc1assification. This shows how difficult it was to classify 
these objects using only the light-curve. 
. s 
Class Number 
DScr 1773 
CEP 2 
RM 2 
RRC 3 
Review 28 
No class 1 
Total 1809 
Table 8-2: RRAB: NN class disagrees with manual class 
I' ,1 ., II ••• .." D. It ., .2 .J • • •• II , .. II It I, 
at 
...... .... .. 
Figure 8-2: RRAB: NN classification: CEP; Manual classification: RRAB 
(ISW ASP J02SS3S.63+423430.2) 
, .Z II I t II • t", 01 II It IZ t1 t . II .. t' t .. It 
-.. 
Figure 8-3: RRAB: NN classification: RM; Manual classification: RRAB 
(ISWASP J144646.37-170008.3) 
In Figure 8-3, the NN classification was difficult to interpret, but it should be noted that the 
phase 0.0 point on the binned phase-folded light-curve is aligned to the lowest point on the 
full phase-folded light-curve, which is usually at the start of the incline. In the case of 
Figure 8-3 though, the lowest point in the full phase-folded light-curve was beyond the 
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pulsation around 0.65. This caused the incline in the binned phase-folded light-curve to 
start at around 0.6, thus giving a peculiar view to the NN and hence the misclassification . 
.. ~~~--~~~~--~~--~ I .' II .t to ., I t: .1 o . .1 I. 1"'1 • It 
r .. 
Figure 8-4: RRAB: NN classification: RRC; Manual classification: RRAB 
(lSWASP J130724.61-235422.3) 
Figure 8-4 shows that there was an observation in the binned phase-folded light-curve 
around 0.2 that made the image lose the steep incline expected in an RRAB object and 
made it more RRe shape. The full phase-folded light-curve confirms that the object is 
RRAB. For the rest of this research, the manually obtained classes were used. 
8.1.2 Known objects 
Searches were made in SIMBAD and the GCVS for all 8,557 RRAB objects to see if they 
were known. Table 8-3 shows the results of the search in SIMBAD for known objects. 
RRAB objects (Overall total - 8,556) 
Based on light-curve shape 
SIMBAD Good Large scatter Small amplitude Total NN NN NN NN NN NN All 
agree disagree agree disagree agree disagree 
RR 2,252 191 32 25 83 17 2,600 
DSCT I 1 0 0 0 0 2 
WVir 2 2 0 0 0 0 4 
Other pulsating 140 23 2 19 7 13 204 
Ec1ipsin~ 8 10 1 3 1 1 24 
Star 160 44 27 38 20 43 332 
Other 325 45 9 12 26 24 441 
Total known 2,888 316 71 97 137 98 3,607 
Total unknowns 4,949 
Total unknowns (including Star and Other categories) 5,722 
Table 8-3: RRAB: Objects known m SIMBAD 
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Of the 8,556 RRAB objects, 3,607 had a nearest neighbour within 1 arc-min. Appendix 26 
shows the breakdown of these per class. Of the 3,607 known objects, 2,600 confirmed the 
NN RRAB class. 2 were DSCT, 4 were W Vir and 204 were 'other pulsating' classes 
(i.e. Cepheid, Classical Cepheid, Horizontal Branch Star, Possible HB Star, Pulsating, and 
Semi-regular pulsating Star). The remaining 797 consisted of eclipsing objects (i.e. 
Eclipsing binary, Eclipsing binary candidate, Double star, Star in double system and 
Spectroscopic binary); Stars (i.e. Star, High proper-motion Star, White Dwarf, Blue 
Straggler Star, and Low-mass star (M<lsoIMass»; and 'Other' (i.e. Galaxy, Cluster of 
Galaxies, Galaxy in Cluster of Galaxies, HII (ionized) region, Quasar, Possible Quasar, 
Radio - Source, Unknown nature, Variable, and X-ray source). The eclipsing stars were 
included in the total of 'known' objects as they could possibly be incorrect classifications 
in SIMBAD, but 'Star' and 'Other' classes were added to the overall total of 'unknown 
stars' , giving a final total of 5,722 new RRABs. 
As the SuperW ASP archive is cross-matched with the GCVS, the known objects in the 
GCVS were identified at the time of 'LC Analyser classifier' data processing. 1,121 of the 
RRAB objects were known in the GCVS. These were also known in SIMBAD. 
8.1.3 Period 
The period values for ALL the RRAB objects were plotted in Figure 8-5 to obtain an 
overview and to determine the period range. The 'expected' period range (0.3 to 1.2 days) 
was obtained from the GCVS and also plotted. 
The objects were plotted with 'Good', 'Large scatter' and 'Small amplitude' objects shown 
as different populations to see how they were distributed. These populations were also split 
by whether the NN-classifications agreed with the manual-classifications or not. 
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The results in Figure 8-5 showed period-clumping and period-banding as discussed in 
Chapter 6, so the PFlags containing the affected objects were identified as shown in Table 
8-4. The 'Large scatter' and 'Small amplitude' objects were removed from the dataset and 
were re-plotted in Figure 8-6. 
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Figure 8-S: RRAB: Variability periods for All objects 
Periods to remove 
PFlags Low High 
I 0.332 0.335 
3 0.97 0.990 
Table 8-4: RRAB: PFlags containing clumped and banded periods 
Figure 8-6 shows that all the period-clumping objects and a large number of the period-
banding objects have been removed. However, as there was still some period-banding 
present, all objects with the PFlags in Table 8-4 were removed and the periods re-plotted as 
Figure 8-7. This removed the majority of clumped and banded periods and the remaining 
8,117 objects became the dataset that was used to obtain the SuperW ASP period and 
amplitude ranges. To obtain the period range, a histogram of periods was created in Figure 
8-8. 
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Figure 8-6: RRAB: Variability periods with LS/SA removed 
(i.e. where 'Large scatter' and 'Small amplitude' objects in the affected PFlags removed) 
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Figure 8-7: RRAB: Variability periods with GILS/SA removed 
(i.e. where all objects in the affected PFlags removed) 
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Figure 8-8: RRAB: Histogram of variability periods with GILS/SA removed 
(i.e. where all objects in the affected PFlags removed) 
A 3D representation of Figure 8-8 can be seen on the support DVD at the location: 
RRAB period(days) 
Mean 0.574 
Median 0.568 
Mode 0.609 
Min 0.250 
Max 1.709 
N 8,117 
N < 0.3 days 79 
N> 1.2 days 14 
Table 8-5: RRAB: Period statistics 
The histogram contains a total of 8,117 RRABs where 5,333 were 'unknown' and the rest 
were known in SIMBAD. The populations were displayed alongside one-another on the 
same axis in order to see the distribution of periods and Table 8-5 shows that the range was 
0.25 to 1.71 days (median 0.57, mode 0.61). Figure 8-7 shows that 79 objects had a period 
lower than the published period range of 0.3 days and 14 above the period range 1.2 days 
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(GCVS). The identifiers for the 79 objects with short periods are shown in Appendix 27 
and the associated phase-folded light-curves are available on the support DVD at: 
Reviewing the phase-folded light-curves of the objects outside the period range showed 
that four of them were definite RRAB shape as shown in Figure 8-9 to Figure 8-12. The 
remainder were DSCT objects that had been 'manually' misclassified, showing how 
difficult it was to separate these DSCT and RRAB objects. Note that Figure 8-10 and 
Figure 8-11 is an example of the same SuperW ASP object having two object-ids assigned . 
.. , 
to It .~ OJ I. •• •• ., ,. II '1 • • II ., ." •• It •• 
....... ....... 
Figure 8-9: RRAB: Object 1 with period shorter than published range (0.27 days) 
(ISWASP JlS1821.86-082742.8? TV Lib) 
.+-~--~~~--*-~--+-----~~ 
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Figure 8-10: RRAB: Object 2 with period shorter than published range (0.28 days) 
(ISWASP J191733.32-214603.1? V1125 Sgr) 
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Figure 8-11: RRAB: Object 3 with period shorter than published range (0.28 days) 
(lSWASP JI91734.32-214619.8 ~ VIl2S Sgr) 
.. 
• s 
.... ,. ....... 
Figure 8-12: RRAB: Object 4 with period shorter than published range (0.29 days) 
(ISWASP JI94436.17-192342.8) 
Identifiers for the 14 long periods are shown in Appendix 28 along with their calculated 
Vrnag. The associated phase-folded light-curves are available on the support DVD at: 
Reviewing the phase-folded light-curves showed that they were all definite RRAB shape, 
for example the highest period object is shown in Figure 8-13. 
-. .... .. 
Figure 8-13: RRAB: Object with the longest period (1.71 days) 
(ISWASP J210S37.7S+2004S3.6) 
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Using the calculated Vmag for these RRAB stars and assuming that they have average 
temperature of 7,000K, they would appear in and slightly above the horizontal branch of 
the HR diagram as shown in red dots in Figure 8-14. These longer-period RRAB's may be 
worth investigating in the future. 
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Figure 8-14: Long period RRAB stars on the HR diagram 
8.1.4 Amplitude 
The binned amplitude values for all RRAB objects where data for all affected PFlags listed 
in Table 8-4 were removed, is shown in Figure 8-15. This was perfonned to obtain an 
overview of the data and to determine the amplitude range. The 'expected' amplitude range 
(0.5 to 2.0Vmag) was obtained from the GCVS aod shown 00 the graph. A histogram of 
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the amplitudes is presented in Figure 8-16. Again, the graphs show the distributions for 
' Good', 'Large scatter' and 'Small amplitude' objects and whether the NN-classification 
agrees with the manual-classification. Figure 8-15 did not show any differences between 
the amplitude populations. The histogram in Figure 8-16 and the data in Table 8-6 show 
that the amplitude range was 0.02 to 2.43 Vmag (median 0.41 , mode 0.13). This is a far 
wider range than that published in the GCVS for RRABs (0.5 to 2.0Vmag), and although 
the GCVS describes a sub-class 'RR' that has a range of 0.2 to 2.0Vmag, the amplitudes 
were also outside this range . It should be noted that in Figure 8-16, the RRAB stars 
identified in this research have significantly more systems with low amplitude than the 
known sample, so the flat amplitude distribution in the known sample is likely an artefact 
(biased towards high amplitude objects). This analysis has shown that the underlying 
amplitude distribution is actually peaked to the lower values. 
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Figure 8-15: RRAB: Binned amplitudes with Gfl.S/SA removed 
(i.e. All objects in the affected PFlags removed) 
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Calculating the Vmag values for the 4,749 RRAB objects with low amplitudes gives a 
range of -7.87 to 1.23Vmag. Plotting these in a histogram (Figure 8-17) and assuming an 
average temperature of 7,000K shows that they would spread across the HR diagram from 
the Semi-regular variables down through the horizontal-branch to the Delta Scutis (see 
Figure 8-14 above), but looking at the plot in Figure 8-18 shows that the majority of the 
RRABs lie in the horizontal-branch between Vmag of 1.0 and -2.0 (dotted red lines), 
indicating that they are good representatives of the RRAB class. 
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Figure 8-16: RRAB: Histogram of binned amplitudes with G/LS/SA removed 
(i.e. All objects in the affected PFlags removed) 
A 3D representation of Figure 8-16 can be seen on the support DVD at the location: 
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Vrnag Histogram for low Amplitude RRABs 
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Figure 8-17: RRAB: Vmag Histogram for low-amplitudes 
RRAB amplitude (Vmag) 
Mean 0.485 
Median 0 . .406 
Mode 0.126 
Min 0.020 
Max 2.432 
N 8, 11 7 
N < 0.5 Vmag 4,749 
N > 2.0Vmag 4 
Table 8-6: RRAB: Amplitude statistics 
RRAB: BMA V Apparent Magnitude 
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The four objects with lowest amplitude are shown in Figure 8-19 to Figure 8-22. In each of 
the figures, the 'Bin, Amp.' shown on the binned phase-folded light-curve is the half-
amplitude. Values plotted on the amplitude graphs are full-amplitude values (i .e. double). 
The binned phase-folded light-curves for each of the four objects show a steep incline that 
is typical of the RRAB class. The full phase-folded light-curve in Figure 8-21 conftrmed 
the RRAB class, but the other three objects were more of an RRC-shape. This was 
supported by the period lying within/around the RRC period range (0.2 - 0.5 days), but the 
period values were also within the RRAB range (i.e . . 0.5087, 0.4026, 0.5078 and 0.5087 
respectively). This shows the difficulty in separating objects on the boundary of period and 
amplitude ranges. Therefore a catalogue was created for 'pulsating' objects that contains 
RRAB (RR, RRC) and DSCT objects (see section 8.3) . 
. '. 
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Figure 8-19: RRAB: Object 1 with the lowest amplitude (O.02Vmag) 
(ISWASP J204642.09+152314.6) 
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Figure 8-20: RRAB: Object 2 with the lowest amplitude (O.02Vmag) 
(lSWASP J202558+522901. 7) 
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Figure 8-21: RRAB: Object 3 with the lowest amplitude (O.022Vmag) 
(ISWASP JI85330.15+534957.5) 
M3875063 
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Figure 8-22: RRAB: Object 4 with the lowest amplitude (O.022Vmag) 
(ISWASP J205003.55+l43801.7) 
With regard to objects with high amplitude values, three of the four objects were definite 
RRAB objects (values 2.05, 2.22, 2.22 and 2.43Vmag) but their amplitude values were not 
included because there were a few negative-flux values in the observation (e.g. Figure 
8-23). Although negative values are expected for large-scatter (i.e. faint) objects they were 
not expected in these. The fourth object was a valid object (see Figure 8-24) and therefore 
the upper amplitude range of2.43Vmag was acceptable. 
Figure 8-23: RRAB: Object 1 with the highest amplitude (2.052Vmag) 
(lSWASP J140052.84-443558.7) 
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Figure 8-24: RRAB: Object 2 with the highest amplitude (2.43Vmag) 
(ISWASP J194724.24-320125.4X) 
Period v Amplitude 
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Figure 8-25 and Figure 8-26 show graphs of Period v Amplitude for the RRAB objects. 
These graphs do not show any particular trend of amplitude with period. 
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Figure 8-25: RRAB: Period v binned amplitude 
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A scatter plot of Figure 8-25 can be seen on the support DVD at the location: 
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Figure 8-26: RRAB: Period v binned amplitude 
(Zoomed into range Period 0.4:0.7, Amplitude 0:0.7) 
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The RRAB objects remaining after all the affected PFlags had been removed were plotted 
on a Hammer projection to view the distribution over the full sky (see Figure 8-27). 
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Figure 8-27: RRAB: Distribution 
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The map shows all the known RRAB objects m SIMBAD as well as all the newly 
classified RRABs. Two known stellar objects (RR Lyrae and Sagittarius A *) and the First 
Point of Aries were placed on the projection for comparison. It is known that the majority 
of RRAB stars belong to the spherical component of the Galaxy (GCVS) and this is 
supported by this research. The blank areas of the map correspond to areas where images 
were not taken by SuperWASP. 
8.2. Analysis of DSCT objects 
The analysis of DSCT objects followed the same process as for RRAB objects. The results 
are discussed below. 
8.2.1 Statistics 
The DSCT objects showed similar period-clumping and period-banding as the RRABs, so 
the same exclusion criteria were applied. 
DScr Objects Based on light-curve shape All LS/SA removed GILS/SA removed 
Light-curve Quality NN No. % No. % No. % 
Good (G) Agree 1,170 59.12 1,170 76.17 856 72.18 
Large scatter (LS) Agree 97 4.90 34 2.21 34 2.87 
Small amplitude (SA) Agree 560 28.30 262 17.06 262 22.09 
Total Agree 1,827 92.32 1,466 95.44 1,152 97.13 
Good (G) Disagree 59 2.98 59 3.84 23 1.94 
Large scatter (LS) Disagree 21 1.06 7 0.46 7 0.59 
Small amplitude (SA) Disagree 72 3.64 4 0.26 4 0.34 
Total Disagree 152 7.68 70 4.56 34 2.87 
Overall total All 1,979 1,536 1,186 
.. Table 8-7: DSCT: Statistics for IdentIfied objects 
Table 8-7 shows that 92.32% of DSCT objects classified by the NNs were confirmed as 
correct by manual review and the 7.68% that disagreed consisted of 147 'RRABs', 1 'CEP' 
and 4 'Reviews'. This was a very good result for the NNs. Some misclassification to 
RRAB was expected as explained in the previous section. Selecting two of the NN-
classified RRAB objects (lowest period 0.074 days in Figure 8-28 and highest period 0.25 
days in Figure 8-29) clearly show why the NNs classified them as RRABs i.e. the expected 
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incline is present on the binned phase-folded light-curve. The full phase-diagram shows 
that the fIrst object is probably DSCT due to the low period, but it could be type RR as 
discussed earlier. The second object is likely to be RRAB due to the higher period. 
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Figure 8-28: DSCT: NN classification: RRAB; Manual classification: DSCT 
(lSWASP JI041 18.85-363426.7) 
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Figure 8-29: DSCT: NN classification: RRAB; Manual classification: DSCT 
(lSWASP JlS4807.70H85653.5) 
Looking at the CEP and Review misclassifications, it is clear to see why the NNs classified 
Figure 8-30 as CEP. The rounded area at the top of the light-curve has a profound effect on 
the NNs. The full phase-folded light-curve is clearly typical of RRAB class. It is also 
apparent why the NNs classifIed Figure 8-31 as 'Review'. The data output for this object 
shows that NNI classified it as EW (due to the middle eclipse), NN2 classified it as RRC 
(due to the rounded light-curve shape) and NN3 classifIed it as DSCT (as it looked at the 
overall light-curve shape). This generated an overall classification of Review. The full 
phase-folded light-curve shows a defInite RRAB shape, but the scatter is causing the 
classifIcation problem. 
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Figure 8-30: DSCT: NN classification: CEP; Manual classification: DSCT 
(lSW ASP J051959.54-075319.5) 
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Figure 8-31: DSCT: NN classification: Review; Manual classification: DSCT 
(ISWASP J000032.11-175536.7) 
Known objects 
The same searches of SIMBAD and the GCVS were made for all 1,979 DSCTs that were 
performed for RRABs in section 8.1.2. Table 8-8 shows the results of the search in 
SIMBAD for known objects. 
DSCT objects (Overall total = 1 979) 
Based on light-curve shape 
SIMBAD Good Largescatler Small amplitude Total NN NN NN NN NN NN All 
agree disagree agree disagree agree disagree 
DSCT 41 0 0 0 2 0 43 
RR 16 3 0 0 1 0 20 
WVir 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Other pulsating 14 2 2 0 2 0 20 
Eclipsing 11 1 0 0 7 0 19 
Star 138 3 5 1 51 6 204 
Other 51 3 6 1 19 5 85 
Total known 271 12 13 2 82 11 391 
Total unknowns 1,588 
Total unknowns (including Star and Other categories) 1,877 
Table 8-8: DSCT: Objects known ID SIMBAD 
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Of the 1,979 DSCT objects, 391 had a nearest neighbour within 1 arc-min. Appendix 29 
shows the breakdown of these per class. Of the 391 known objects, 43 confmned the NN 
DSCT class, 20 were RR and 20 were 'other pulsating' classes. The remainder consisted of 
eclipsing objects; Stars; and 'Other'. The pulsating stars were included in the total of 
known' objects as they were possibly incorrect classifications in STMBAD but Star' and 
'Other' classes were added to the overall total of 'unknown' objects, giving a fmal total of 
1,877 new DSCTs. 
As with the RRABs, the known GCVS objects were identified at the time of 'LC Analyser 
classifier' data processing. 30 of the DSCT objects were known in the GCVS. These were 
also known in SIMBAD. 
8.2.3 Period 
Following a similar process to the RRAB analysis, the period values for all DSCT objects 
were plotted as a distribution graph in Figure 8-32. The 'Large scatter and Small 
amplitude' objects in the affected PFlags shown in Table 8-9 were removed and re-plotted 
as Figure 8-33; then all objects with the affected PFlags were removed in Figure 8-34. 
Periods to remove 
PFlags Low High 
4 0.249 0.25\ 
5 0.199 0.201 
6 0.\66 0.168 
7 0.142 0.144 
98 0.124 0.126 
Table 8-9: DSCT: PFlags containing clumped and banded period 
The 'expected' period range (0.01 to 0.2 days) was obtained from the GCVS and plotted 
on the distribution graphs. A histogram was created and is shown in Figure 8-35 and the 
calculated period range is tabulated in Table 8-10. 
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Figure 8-32: DSCT: Variability periods for All objects 
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Figure 8-33: DSCT: Variability periods with LS/SA removed 
(i.e. with Large-scatter and Small-amplitude in the affected PFlags removed) 
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Figure 8-34: DSCT: Variability periods with GILS/SA removed 
(i.e. with All objects in the affected PFlags removed) 
DScr period days) 
Mean 0.119 
Median 0.105 
Mode 0.069 
Min 0.042 
Max 0.249 
N 1,186 
N < 0.01 days 0 
N> 0.2 days 110 
Table 8-10: DSCT: Period statistics 
Figure 8-34 shows that no obvious differences were observed with regard to the 
distribution and the majority of objects had a period within the published period range of 
0.01 to 0.2 days. Table 8-10 shows that the period range was 0.04 to 0.25 days (median 
0.11 , mode 0.07). The 110 objects that lay above the published period range are presented 
in Appendix 30 and the associated phase-folded light-curves are available on the support 
DVD at: 
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The histogram in Figure 8-35 contains a total of 1,186 DSCTs where 1,112 were 'unknown' 
and the remainder were known in SIMBAD. 
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Figure 8-35: DSCT: Histogram ofvariability periods 
A 3D representation of Figure 8-35 can be seen on the support DVD at the location: 
The three objects with the largest period (0 .248990, 0.248985 and 0.248957 days) were 
selected and the light-curves presented in Figure 8-36 to Figure 8-38 respectively. The 
objects confrrm how difficult it was to differentiate between RRAB and DSCT classes. 
Figure 8-36 was almost certainly a RRAB object, but the other two objects could have 
been RRAB, RR or DSCT objects, in that they could not be differentiated using the period 
or amplitude values. 
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Figure 8-36: DSCT: Object 1 with the longest period (0.248990 days) 
(lSWASP J203214.75+202914.8) 
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Figure 8-37: DSCT: Object 2 with the longest period (0.248985 days) 
(lSWASP J151652.86-263201.9) 
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Figure 8-38: DSCT: Object 3 with the longest period (0.248957 days) 
(ISWASP J024412.11-081147.6) 
Amplitude 
The binned amplitude values for all DSCT objects were plotted on a distribution graph in 
Figure 8-39 and as a histogram in Figure 8-40 and the calculated amplitude range tabulated 
in Table 8-11. The 'expected' amplitude range (0.003 to 0.9Vmag) was obtained from the 
GCVS and was plotted on the distribution graph. Figure 8-39 shows no significant 
difference between the amplitude populations and all but two objects lay within the 
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published amplitude range. These are discussed below. The histogram in Figure 8-40 and 
the data in Table 8-11 show that the amplitude range was 0.02 to 1.55Vmag (median 0.18, 
mode 0.12). 
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Figure 8-39: DSCT: Binned amplitudes 
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Figure 8-40: DSCT: Histogram of binned amplitudes 
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A 3D representation of Figure 8-40 can be seen on the support DVD at the location: 
The vertical line of mainly 'large-scatter' and 'small-amplitude' objects in Figure 8-39 are 
probably due to a systemic effect in the observations, but they have been retained in the 
analysis as the period values of these objects appear unaffected. The observed amplitude 
range agreed well with the published range of 0.003 - 0.9Vmag, but two objects were 
above this range. One of the objects with an amplitude value of 1.19Vmag had a negative 
flux in the observations so this was removed from the dataset. 
DScr amplitude Vmag) 
Mean 0.223 
Median 0.184 
Mode 1.124 
Min 0.020 
Max 1.552 
N 1,186 
N < 0.003 Vrnag 0 
N > 0.9Vrnag 2 
Table 8-11: DSCT: Amplitude statistics 
As the amplitude of this object was within the range in Table 8-11, it did not affect the 
overall result. The phase-folded light-curve for the other object with an amplitude value of 
1.52Vmag is shown in Figure 8-41. With a period of 0.249 days, it could be DSCT, RR, 
RRC or RRAB. The full phase-folded light-curve is indicative of a RRAB class but the 
large scatter may be misleading. Removing this object reduces the amplitude range to 0.02 
to 0.90Vmag, which agrees with the published range. 
.. 
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Figure 8-41: DSCT: Object with the highest amplitude (1.S2Vmag) 
(ISW ASP J091041.18-391449.8) 
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8.2.5 Period v Amplitude 
The period v amplitude graphs for DSCTs are shown in Figure 8-42 and Figure 8-43, and 
do not show any particular trend. 
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Figure 8-42: DSCT: Period v binned amplitude 
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Figure 8-43: DSCT: Period v binned amplitude 
(Zoomed into range Period 0:0.18, Amplitude 0:0.5) 
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A scatter plot of Figure 8-42 can be seen on the support DVD at the location: 
8.2.6 Distribution 
The DSCT objects were plotted as a Hammer projection as shown in Figure 8-44. 
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The distribution appears to be homogenous throughout the galaxy as expected and support 
the observation by the GCVS that they are representatives of the galactic disk. 
8.3. Analysis of All Pulsating objects 
This section integrates the results for the DSCT and RRAB objects and presents them in 
the same tables and graphs so that comparisons can be made between classes. In addition, 
211 manually confirmed RRC objects that were identified while analysing the DSCT and 
R.RAB objects, were added to the dataset. These were included to identify any eparation 
between the three classes of pulsating objects. 
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8.3.1 Statistics 
Table 8-12 shows that 81.81 % of pulsating objects classified by the NNs were confrrmed 
as DSCT, RRAB or RRC by manual review, after the objects with the PFlags listed in 
Table 8-13 causing period-clumping and period-banding had been removed. Of the 18.19% 
that were not confirmed, 34 were DSCT (NNs classified 2 as Review; 32 as RRAB), 1,496 
were RRAB (NNs classified 2 as CEP; 1472 as DSCT; 1 as No class; 18 as Review; 3 as 
RRC) and 201 were RRC (NNs classified 200 as DSCT; 1 as RRAB). As this section 
concentrates on general pulsating stars, any misclassification between DSCT, RRAB, CEP 
and RRC objects can be ignored. Therefore, there was no misclassification as such, only 3 
non-classifications (2 as Review and 1 as No class), making the NNs 99.97% effective at 
classifying general pulsating stars. 
DSCTIRRAB Objects Based on light-curve shape All LS/SA removed GILS/SA removed 
Light-curve quality NN No. % No. % No. % 
Good (G) Agree 1,827 17.00 1,466 14.59 1,152 12.11 
Large scatter (LS) Agree 6,747 62.79 6,684 66.51 6,621 69.59 
Small amplitude (SA) Agree 10 0.09 10 0.10 10 0.11 
Total Agree 8,584 79.88 8,160 81.19 7,783 81.81 
Good (G) Disagree 152 1.41 70 0.70 34 0.36 
Large scatter (LS) Disagree 1,809 16.83 1,619 16.11 1,496 15.72 
Small amplitude (SA) Disagree 201 1.87 201 2.00 201 2.11 
Total Disagree 2,162 20.12 1,890 18.81 1,731 18. 19 
Overall total All 10,746 10,050 9,514 
.. Table 8-12: All pulsating: Statistics for Identified objects 
Periods to remove 
PFla~ Low Hiah 
1 0.332 0.335 
3 0.97 0.990 
4 0.249 0.251 
5 0.199 0.201 
6 0.166 0.168 
7 0.142 0.144 
8 0.124 0.126 
.. Table 8-13: All pulsatmg: PFlags contammg clumped and banded periods 
8.3.2 Known objects 
Table 8-14 shows the results of the search m SIMBAD for known pulsating objects 
DSCTIRRAB. 
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Of the 10,746 pulsating objects, 4,071 had a nearest neighbour within 1 arc-min. Of these 
known objects, 2,634 confinned the NN DSCTIRRAB class and 234 were other pulsating 
classes (i.e. Cepheid, Classical Cepheid, Horizontal Branch Star, Possible HB Star, 
Pulsating, and Semi-regular pulsating Star). The remainder consisted of eclipsing objects; 
Stars; and 'Other'. The eclipsing stars were included in the total of known' objects as they 
could possibly be incorrect classifications in SIMBAD, but 'Star' and Other' classes were 
added to the overall total of 'unknown' stars, giving a final total of 7,782 new pulsating 
overall. 
DSCfIRRAB obiects (Overall total = 10,746) 
Based on lil!ht-curve shaoe 
SIMBAD Good Lare:e scatter Small amolitude Total NN NN NN NN NN NN All 
agree disawee awee disagree agree disaw ee 
RR 2,269 207 32 25 84 17 2,634 
DSCf 42 1 0 0 2 0 45 
WVir 2 2 0 0 0 0 4 
Other pulsating 154 35 4 19 9 13 234 
Eclipsing 20 14 1 3 8 1 47 
Star 298 75 32 39 71 49 564 
Other 377 64 15 13 45 29 543 
Total known 3,162 398 84 99 219 109 4,071 
T otaI unknowns 6,675 
Total unknowns (including Star and Other categories) 7,782 
Table 8-14: All pulsating: Objects known ID 51MBAD 
8.3.3 Period 
The period values for ALL the pulsating objects (except those that exhibited period-
clumping and period-banding) were plotted as a distribution graph as shown in Figure 8-45 
and as a histogram in Figure 8-46. 
Figure 8-45 shows the expected separation into period ranges for DSCT and RRAB 
objects, but also shows a range between 0.2 and 0.3 days where DSCT and RRAB objects 
are intermixed. This was confmned by the histogram in Figure 8-46. This area is where 
there was difficulty in resolving DSCT and RRAB classes using just the light-curve shape 
and period. 
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Figure 8-45: All pulsating: Variability periods with GILS/SA removed 
(i.e. where All objects in the PFlag range have been removed) 
• 
The 14 objects above the 1.2 day range have already been discussed in section 8.1.3 . 
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Figure 8-46: All pUlsating: Histogram of variability periods with GILS/SA removed 
(i.e. where all objects in the PFlag range have been removed) 
A 3D representation of Figure 8-46 can be seen on the support DVD at the location: 
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An attempt was made to separate these objects using the colour of the stars and reduced 
proper-motion, but as not all stars in the SuperW ASP archive bad known colour 
information or proper-motion values, they could not be used directly in the NNs, but had to 
be used post-classification in the 'Le Analyser classifier application . Neither colour nor 
proper-motion was effective at differentiating the classes therefore it was not pursued 
further in this research. 
8.3.4 Amplitude 
The binned amplitude values for ALL the pulsating objects were plotted on the distribution 
graph in Figure 8-47 and the histogram in Figure 8-48. The objects were plotted in the 
same manner as the individual classes, with all period-clumping and period-banding 
objects removed. 
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Figure 8-47: All pulsating: Binned amplitudes with GILS/SA removed 
(i.e. where all objects in the PFlag range have been removed) 
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A 3D representation of Figure 8-48 can be seen on the support DVD at the location: 
The amplitude ranges for DSCT and RRAB were 0.003 to 0.9Vrnag and 0.5 to 2.0Vrnag 
respectively according to the GCVS. The DSCT amplitude range was supported by this 
research, but not the RRAB range, as there was difficulty in separating the classes as 
discussed in section 8.104. 
8.3.5 Period v Amplitude 
The period v amplitude graphs in Figure 8-49 and Figure 8-50 confirm the analyses of the 
objects in earlier sections. 
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Figure 8-49: All pUlsating: Period v binned amplitude 
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Figure 8-50: All pulsating: Period v binned amplitude 
(Zoomed into range Period 0:0.7, Amplitude 0:0.7) 
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A scatter plot of Figure 8-49 can be seen on the support DVD at the location: 
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8.3.6 Distribution 
The DSCT and RRAB objects remaining after all the affected PFlags had been removed, 
were plotted as a Hammer projection as shown in Figure 8-51. This maps all the known 
pulsating objects in SIMBAD as well as all the newly classified objects from this research. 
The map confirms the observations by the GCVS that DSCT stars are representatives of 
the galactic disk (flat component) and the majority of RRAB stars belong to the spherical 
component of the Galaxy. 
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In this section, 20 RRAB stars identified by the NNs had their distances calculated using 
two methods. The first used parallax values from the Hipparcos2 catalogue, and the second 
used an absolute magnitude value obtained from the Literature. The results were compared 
and a decision made on which method should be used to calculate the distances to all 8,117 
RRAB stars. Additionally, the SuperW ASP absolute magnitude was calculated and 
compared against the published absolute magnitude. 
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8.4.1 RRAB distance calculated using Parallax 
As the SuperW ASP archive is cross-matched with the Hipparcos2 catalogue, each of the 
8,117 RRAB stars were reviewed to identify those that had known parallax values. Only 20 
objects were identified and these are listed in Table 8-15 . The low number of stars was 
expected as the majority of RRAB stars were not known in SIMBAD (section 8. 1.2) and 
hence not in Hipparcos2. 
Hipparcos2 Parallax (mas) 
Objectld Parallax Parallax error 
lSWASP JOOO405.10-165951.5 5.3 4.06 
lSWASPJ002343.08+292403.6 1.48 1.21 
lSWASP J003338.28-152914.7 7.2 2.83 
lSWASPJOl1727.41+385702.0 2.54 1.9 
lSWASP J020751.97-265157.7 2.96 1.51 
lSWASP J044944. 29-154428.2 1.5 1.U 
lSWASPJ04S337.51-192601.1 4.35 2.8 
lSWASPJ051204. 26+335746. 9 9.29 3.26 
lSWASP J094438. 24-455237. 2 11.27 3.6 
lSWASPJ120447.27-274043.2 2.11 1.32 
lSWASPJU3030 . .50-260251.1 4.49 1.76 
lSWASPJ 132011.56+091116. 3 2.84 2.73 
lSWASPJ152225.38-405536.2 1.57 1.18 
15WASP J171303.98+355842.9 4.8 1.61 
lSWASP J 190942. 60+645132. 1 2.26 0.88 
15WASPJ193229.30+562317.5 2.29 0.84 
lSWASP J203231.55+OO3507.0 2.8 2.59 
lSWASPJ 211129. 90-450428. 3 1.57 1.47 
lSWASPJ 215202. 79+223429. 3 2.28 1.72 
1SWASPJ162946.70+074456.1 4.87 0.68 
Table 8-15: RRAB: Parallax values for 20 stars from Hipparcos2 
After converting the parallax and parallax error values for the 20 RRAB stars from milli-
arc-seconds to arc-seconds, the distance for each star was calculated using Equation 8-1. 
1 
dAvg = pllx pc 
Where 
dA'lI is the Average SuperWASP ca lculated di tance (in parsec ), 
pllx is the parallax value from the Hipparcos2 cala!ogue 
Equation 8-1: Calculation of RRAB distance using parallax 
The upper and lower distances (dHigh and dLow) were also calculated using the same 
equation with 'parallax + parallax error' and ' parallax - parallax error' respectively. The 
results are discussed in section 8.4.3 . 
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8.4.2 RRAB distances calculated using Published Absolute Magnitude 
To calculate the distance for each of the RRAB stars in this section, use was made of the 
observation that all RRAB stars have similar absolute values (For et al. 201 t ). The process 
involved identifying a known absolute magnitude for the RRAB class from the literature, 
then obtaining interstellar extinction values for each RRAB star. Using these values along 
with the SuperW ASP apparent magnitude for each RRAB star, the distances were 
calculated. Table 8-16 lists a selection of RRAB absolute magnitude values obtained from 
the literature, ranging from years 1986 to 2011. The variability of the absolute magnitude 
over time shows the difficulty in obtaining the true value for this parameter, but with 
increasing numbers of large surveys being performed, each with better photometry, further 
knowledge is being obtained and better estimates are appearing in the literature. The row 
highlighted in green (0.45Vmag) was selected for use in this research as it was the most 
recent value obtained from the literature and had been corrected using the Lutz-Kelker-
Hanson bias (Lutz & Kelker, 1973), which corrects a systematic bias where parallax 
measurements are systematically overestimated because they do not properly account for 
the larger volume of space that is sampled at smaller parallax values. 
AverageMv 
0.68 
0.65 
0.77 
0.77 
0.72 
0.69 
0.60 
0.64 
0.55 
0.65 
0.46 
0.45 
Mv Error(±) Min. Mv Max.Mv [FeIH1 Reference 
0.14 0.54 0.82 Not stated Barnes et al. (1986) 
0.23 0.42 0.88 -1.51 +/-0.06 Luri et al. (1998) 
0.13 0.64 0.90 -1.60 Gould & Popowski (1998) 
0.15 0.62 0.92 -1.53 Fernleyet al. (1998) 
0.10 0.62 0.82 -1.52 Fernleyet al. (1998) 
0.10 0.59 0.79 -1.41 Gratton (1998) 
0.12 0.48 0.72 -1.51 Gratton (1998) 
0.11 0.53 0.75 -1.39 Feast (2002) 
0.12 0.43 0.67 -1.50 Cacciari & Clementini (2003) 
-0.26, +0.20 0.39 0.85 -1.53 Van Leeuwen (2008) 
0.03 0.43 0.49 -1.58 Benedict et al. (2011) - RP· 
0.05 0.40 0.50 -1.50 Benedict et aI. (2011) - LKH·· 
Table 8-16: RRAB: Absolute Magnitudes for stars obtained from literature 
*RP = calculated by reduced paraUaxes 
**LKB = calculated using Lutz-Kelker-Hanson bias in absolute magnitude 
Current work (For et al. 2011 ) indicated that the absolute magnitude of the RRAB stars 
may have a slight dependence on metallicity therefore this parameter was added to the 
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table. Unfortunately, it was not possible to obtain this value for the SuperWASP RRAB 
stars, so comparisons could not be made. Also, It is expected that the absolute magnitudes 
at other wavelengths would be different, but as SuperW ASP only provides magnitudes in 
the visible domain, the similarity of absolute magnitudes of RRAB stars at other 
wavelengths were not investigated. 
The extinction values for all 8,117 RRAB objects were obtained from the NASAIIP AC 
Infrared Science Archive web-site I9 , by submitting a file containing 'Object Id, Right-
ascension and Declination' for each observation. An example of the results obtained is 
shown in Table 8-17. The extinction values for the 20 selected RRAB stars in section 8.4.1 
were extracted from this data. It should be noted that these are maximum values i.e. 
looking right through the galaxy in that direction. The true value along the line of sight to 
an object could be lower if some of the extinction is behind the object rather than in front. 
Objectld jGcvsName l RA I Dec I E(BN) IMean E(B-VI IStd Oev lMalt E(B·y) 1 A(V) 
lSWASPJ154258.42-064922.9 Unknown 235.7434 -6.8231 0.186800 0.1M2 0.0053 0.1923 0.57'91 
lSWASPJlS1813.62-011907.9 Unknown 229.5568 -1.3189 0.099600 0.1022 0.0066 0.1147 0.3087 
1SWASPJ151734.62-010608.8 Unknown 229.3943 -1.1025 0.090500 0.0872 0.0090 0.1033 0.2806 
lSWASPJ 160836. 39-12062S. 1 V0783 Sea 242.1516 -12.1078 0.305900 0.3~ 0.0053 0.3225 0.9484 
lSWASPJ151734.98-010516.8 Y0372Ser 229.3958 -1.0880 0.086500 0.0847 0.0094 O.l 00S 0.2682 
1SWASPJ224734.68-390333.0 X2 Gru 341.8945 -39.0592 0.012100 0.0119 0.0007 0.0130 0.0376 
lSWASPJ155250.92-084400.6 Unknown 238.2122 -S.7335 0.211200 0.2091 0.0046 O.n 67 0.6548 
lSWASP J202414. 70-40SnO.6 V2273 Sgr 306.0613 -40.8696 0.054900 0.0544 0.0008 0.~6 0.1703 
lSWASPJ200324.63-400855.7 V2227 Sgr 300.8527 -40.1488 0.084700 0.0857 0.0033 0.0926 0.2627 
Table 8-17: RRAB: Example of Extinction values obtained 
Using the published absolute magnitude from Table 8-16 along with the SuperW ASP 
binned apparent magnitude for each RRAB star and its extinction value, the distance (d, in 
parsecs) was calculated using Equation 8-2. The results are discussed in section 8.4.3. 
(m-M)+(S-Av) 
d = 10 5 pc 
Where 
m is the SuperWASP binned apparent magnitude, 
M i the published absolute magnitude from section 8.4.1 (i.e. 0.45) and 
Av is the ex.tinction value for the star 
Equation 8-2: Calculation of RRAB distance using published absolute magnitude 
19 http://irsa.ipac.caltech.edulapplicationsIDUST/ 
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8.4.3 Comparison of calculated RRAB distances 
The results of the RRAB distance calculations from sections 8.4.1 and 8.4.2 were tabulated 
and are presented in Table 8-18. The distances were also compared in Figure 8-52 by 
plotting the distance obtained using the parallax values against those calculated using the 
published absolute magnitude. 
Table 8-18 shows the widespread vanance between the two methods of calculating 
distances. Figure 8-52 shows that 11 of the 20 objects calculated using Parallax were 
within the lower/upper ranges calculated using absolute magnitude, with two other objects 
very close to this range. The remainder of the objects were well outside the range. The 
' dotted ' line in the figure is the expected 1:1 correspondence between the two different 
distances. Review of the data in Table 8-18 indicated that the seven objects outside the 
range all had high parallax error values (4.06, 2.83, 2.80, 3.26, 3.60, 1.76 and 1.61). The 
two objects close to the range had parallax errors of 1.51 and 0.88, with the remainder in 
the range of 0.68 and 2.73 . As it was difficult to obtain accurate parallax values and the 
error values were quite large, it was decided to use the distance calculation method based 
on the published absolute magnitude for the rest of this section. 
Distance (pc) us ing Abs. Mag. Distance (pc) uSln, p llx 
Object Id Min. Bin. Mal AVI· BlnMiI Max. BIn. Mil largest Average Smallest largest Average Smallest 
l5WASPJOOO4Q5.1G-1659S1.5 12.6U 12.298 11.985 2320.57 2267.1S 2216.13 806.45 1U.68 106.14 
lSWASPJ002343.08+292403.6 10.056 ' .614 ' .In 653.06 638.U 623. 67 3703.70 67S.68 3n.1S 
lSWASP JOO3338.28-lS2914.7 11.~3 11.420 11.048 lS35.74 lSOO.78 1466.62 228.83 135.5' " .70 
lSWASP JOll n7 Al +385702.0 11.lS9 10.65' 10.m 1069.04 1044.73 1020.92 1562.so 393.70 225.23 
lSWASPJ0201S1.'7·265lS7.7 10.5&5 10.029 9.474 824.74 1105.'7 787.62 65'.66 337.14 223.73 
lSWASP J044944.29-lS4425.2 10.081 ' .661 ' .242 647.22 632.4' 618.09 2631.58 666.67 381.68 
lSWASPJ04S337.51·U2601.1 11.760 11.370 10.'~ 1456.1' 1423.04 1390.65 645.16 229.5' 139.86 
lSWASPJ05l204.26+335746.' 12.416 11.977 11.539 944.19 922.70 901.69 165.14 107.64 79.68 
ISWASP JO!I44l8.24-45S237.2 12..5S3 12.190 11.827 l486.33 1452.49 1419.43 130.38 U.73 67.25 
1SWASPJl20447.27·274043.2 10.360 10.007 9.654 1S7.3O 740.06 n3.n U65.82 473.93 291.SS 
lSWASPJl2303O..5G-2602S1.1 10.577 10.129 9.681 m .87 762.U 744.77 366.30 222.n 160.00 
lSWASPJ132011.56+091116.3 12.120 11.768 11.416 1~3.SS 17S2.n 1732.83 9090.91 352.11 1~.53 
1SWASPJ lS2225. 38-40S536.2 9.330 9.163 8.996 436.30 426.37 416.67 2564.10 636.94 363.64 
lSWASPJl73303.98+3S5842.9 11.930 11.354 10.778 l486.16 1452.34 141'.28 313.48 208.33 156.01 
lSWASPJ190942.60+64S132.1 10.626 10.235 ' .143 830.1S 811.84 793.36 724-64 442.48 111.47 
lSWASPJ1'3229.30+562317.5 10.156 9.667 9.178 594.73 SSl.l' 567.96 68'.66 436.68 319.49 
lSWASP J203231.55+OO3507.0 11.333 10.758 10.114 1030.60 1007.14 914.21 4761.90 357.14 185.53 
l5WASP J211129.90-4.50428.3 10.419 9.915 9.AU 745.37 nS.40 711.82 10000.00 636.94 321.9.5 
lSWASPJ2lS202.79+223429.3 10.898 10A17 ' .937 909.76 889.05 868.81 1785.73 438.60 2SO.00 
l5WASP Jl62946. 70+074456.1 7.192 7.118 7.045 m .ll 194 • .58 190.15 238.66 205.34 180.18 
Table 8-18: RRAB: Compan son of distances 
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Figure 8-52: RRAB: Graphical comparison of distances 
8.4.4 Calculation of RRAB distances 
M3875063 
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_ f"._ 
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The distance to all 8,117 RRAB stars was calculated using the published absolute 
magnitude (0.45) and Equation 8-2. The results (and extinction values) are recorded on the 
supporting DVD at: 
The results obtained showed a distance range of about 24pc to 17kpc or 78ly to 54kly 
however, as the extinction values used were upper limits (i.e. the total column density in 
the line of sight out of the galaxy), these distances are lower limits. If the true ab orption is 
less, then the calculated distance would be greater. An upper limit to the distance of each 
RRAB star was calculated using a value of Av=O. This gave a maximum distance range of 
96pc to 19kpc (3141y to 60kly). 
One object (Figure 8-53) was removed from the data set because of low bin amplitude 
(0.032) and very high extinction value (17.509). This resulted in a distance of 
approximately Ily (min 0.90, max 1.12). This could not be correct as the nearest star 
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Proxima Centauri (V64S Centauri) is 4.2 light-years. The light-curve shows that there is 
much scatter, but it is a definite RRAB shape and period/amplitude range. The small 
distance value is probably due to the very high extinction value. 
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Figure 8-53: RRAB: Object removed from dataset 
(ISWASP J203849.60+414922.9) 
Figure 8-54 and Figure 8-55 show the phase-folded light-curve for the nearest and furthest 
RRAB object respectively. These show good RRAB shape and have an appropriate 
period/amplitude. 
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Figure 8-54: RRAB: Nearest objcct (24.0pc) 
(ISWASP J211533.23+5106S0.2) 
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Figure 8-55: RRAB: Furthest object (16.5kpc) 
(ISWASP J055903.36-300330.3) 
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Figure 8-56 shows a histogram of the RRAB distances. The 'unknown' stars (shown in 
blue) follow the same trend as the ' known' stars (in red). It also shows that the majority of 
RRAB stars lay within l.4kpc to 8.4kpc. 
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Figure 8-57 shows a histogram of the RRAB distances below and above the galactic plane. 
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Figure 8-57: RRAB: Histogram of stars abovelbelow galactic plane 
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Again, the 'unknown' stars (shown in blue) follow the same trend as the ' known' stars (in 
red). It also shows that the majority of RRAB stars lay stars lay within -4kpc to +5kpc of 
the galactic plane. 
Figure 8-58 shows a 3D map of known RRAB stars in the Milky Way. The direction to 
Sagittarius A * and the First Point of Aries are shown on the map along with RR Lyrae 
(near the centre). Comparing the known RRAB stars in Figure 8-58 with the new unknown 
RRAB stars in Figure 8-59 shows a similar spread of stars, but the unknown RRAB stars 
cover a larger area. Note that both maps use exactly the same scale in order that they can 
be compared directly. 
Figure 8-60 shows a Hertzprung-Russell diagram displaying the location of the published 
absolute Magnitude used to calculate the RRAB distances i.e. lying across the horizontal 
branch region where RR Lyrae stars are expected. 
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Figure 8-58: RRAB: 3D Map of 'known' stars in the Milky Way 
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Figure 8-59: RRAB: 3D Map of new 'unknown' stars in the Milky Way 
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Figure 8-60: RRAB: Absolute Magnitude used to calculate distances 
shown on the H-R diagram 
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These calculated distances will be used to assess the Oosterhoff dichotomy in section 8.5.1 
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8.4.5 Calculation of DSCT distances 
The distance to all 1,186 DSCT stars was calculated usmg their Period-Luminosity 
relationship. The Absolute Magnitude (Mv) was calculated using the equation taken from 
Laney et al. (2002), reproduced in Equation 8-3 . There are more recent equations available 
(e.g. McNamara (2007» , but they tend to include metallicity as a parameter. As 
SuperW ASP does not hold this information, the Laney et al. equation was selected for use. 
Equation 8-2 (section 8.4.2 above) was then used to calculate the distance using Mv from 
Equation 8-3 . The results (and extinction values) are recorded on the supporting DVD at: 
Mv = -2.92(±O.04) Log(P jdays) - 1.29(±0.04) 
Equation 8-3: Calculation of DSCT distance using Period-Luminosity relationship 
The results obtained showed a distance range of about 63pc to 3.6kpc (2051y to 11.8kly), 
but like the distance calculations for RRAB objects, these are lower values due to the 
extinction values being upper limits. An upper limit to the distance of each DSCT star was 
calculated using a value of A v=O and this gave a maximum distance range of 65pc to 
3.7kpc (213ly to 12.lkly). 
Figure 8-61 and Figure 8-62 show the phase-folded light-curve for the nearest and furthest 
DSCT object respectively. These show good DSCT shape and have an appropriate 
period/amplitude. 
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Figure 8-61: DSCT: Nearest object (62.7pc) 
(ISW ASPJI90949.50+443326.6) 
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Figure 8-62: DSCT: Furthest object (3.6kpc) 
(lSWASPJ194431.12-20S348.2) 
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Figure 8-63 shows a histogram of the DSCT distances. The 'unknown' stars (shown in 
blue) follow the same trend as the 'known' stars (in red). It also shows that the majority of 
DSCT stars lay within 180pc to 2.Skpc. 
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Figure 8-63: DSCT: Histogram of distances 
Figure 8-64 shows a histogram of the DSCT distances below and above the galactic plane. 
Again, the 'unknown' stars (shown in blue) follow the same trend as the 'known' stars (in 
red). It also shows that the majority of DSCT stars lay stars lay within -600pc to +800pc of 
the galactic plane. 
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Figure 8-65 shows a 3D map of known DSCT stars in the Milky Way. The direction to 
Sagittarius A * and the First Point of Aries are shown on the map along with Del Set (near 
the centre). 
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Figure 8-65: DSCT: 3D Map of 'known' stars in the Milky Way 
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Figure 8-66: DSCT: 3D Map of new 'unknown' stars in the Milky Way 
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Comparing the known DSCT stars in Figure 8-65 with the new unknown DSCT stars in 
Figure 8-66 shows a similar spread of stars, but the unknown DSCT stars cover a slightly 
larger area. Note that both maps use exactly the same scale in order that they can be 
compared directly_ 
8.5. Current status of RRAB Stars 
Reviewing the current literature for RRAB surveys revealed that the topics under 
discussion are the 'Oosterhoff dichotomy', the 'Blazhko effect', 'Metallicity', and 'Tidal 
streams' . Metallicity and Tidal streams require information that is not available in 
SuperW ASP and although it was possible to determine metallicity from visible light for 
RRAB stars using the methods of Jurcsik & Kovacs (J996) or Sandage (2004), this was 
outside the scope of this research. Therefore, this section discusses how the NN-classified 
RRAB stars from the SuperW ASP archive fit into the Oosterhoff dichotomy and Blazhko 
effect. 
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8.5.1 Oosterhoff Dichotomy 
Analysis of variable stars in five globular clusters by Oosterhoff (1939) showed that there 
was a definite correlation between period and amplitude of the variables in three of the 
clusters and that the periods fell into two groups (currently known as 001 and 0011). 
However, he also discovered that very few variable stars appeared in the other two clusters. 
Szczygiel et al. (2009) performed a substantial meta-analysis of work performed by other 
researchers on the Oosterhoff dichotomy. Using data from the ASAS, the authors 
confirmed that the dichotomy was observed in the Milky Way and work performed by 
them on metallicity of the stars indicated that the dichotomy originated from the metallicity 
and age of the different areas of the galaxy. However, the fmal explanation still has not 
been constructed. 
One aspect of the work performed by Szczygiel et al. (2009) was the creation of a Bailey 
graph using data from the ASAS. The graph (reproduced as Figure 8-67) shows two 
distinct regions of clumped stars labelled 001 and 0011, separated by the blue and green 
lines respectively. The authors placed dotted green lines on the graph to show the 
correlation between their work and the original M3 data from Oosterhoff, which agreed 
very well. 
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Figure 8-67: Bailey diagram taken from Szczygiel et aI. (2009) 
Zoomed-in to show 001 and OoD regions 
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The authors calculated the average period for 001 type RRAB stars as 0.55 days, and Ooll 
as 0.64 days. They also calculated separation between 001 and 0011 regions as [ -7.007 x 
10g(P) - 0.343 ]. 
The SuperW ASP data itself could not help to resolve this dichotomy as the metallicity of 
the stars could not be obtained. However, it was possible to create a Bailey diagram using 
the data obtained from the NN-classified RRAB stars (see Figure 8-68). 
1S 
Figure 8-68: Bailey diagram to look for Oosterhoff effect 
Although the data in the graph appeared evenly spread, there were two definite regions 
observed, similar to those seen by Szczygiel. The appropriate region of Figure 8-68 was 
therefore extracted and placed alongside the results from Szczygiel et al. to allow 
comparison (see Figure 8-69). To assess the similarities between the SuperWASP and 
Szczygiel datasets, lines of fit were calculated using Szczygiel's equations (Table 8-19) 
and the lines overlaid on Figure 8-69(a) using the amplitude and period values of all the 
SuperWASP RRAB stars. The 001, 'Flat' and 'Separator' lines gave very good agreement, 
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while the 0011 line was quite similar but with slightly longer periods, as shown by the 
dotted red line being offset to the right from the Ooll region. Moving the lines (by eye) to 
the optimum position over the clumped regions provides the SuperW ASP equations shown 
in Table 8-19. 
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Figure 8-69: Bailey diagram zoomed-in to show 001 and oon regions 
(a) Data from SuperWASP archive; (b) same diagram from Szczygiel et al. (2009) 
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Table 8-19: SuperWASP 001 and oon regions compared with Szczygiel 
a 
Szczygiel et al. also showed that 001 and oon groups were both present at all values of Izl, 
i.e. the local neighbourhood is a mixture of older (metal poor) and younger (metal rich) 
stars, whereas the youngest stars were found only at low values of Izl, i.e. the thick disk 
region. To confirm this, 100 stars were identified in each of the 001 and 0011 clumped 
regions in Figure 8-68 (see Appendix 31) and their distances plotted. Figure 8-70 shows 
that similar distances below/above the galactic plane were obtained for 001 and 0011 stars. 
To perform a direct comparison with data from Szczygiel, the distance modulus was 
obtained and plotted as Figure 8-71. The inset in the figure shows the results obtained by 
Szczygiel where the plain area corresponds to Oola, the red area to Ooll and the darker 
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area to OoTh. The difference between OoIa and OoIb is simply the area where the data lay 
on the graph, OoIa is within the clumped area and OoIb is below this. 
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Figure 8-70: Distance of 001 and 0011 stars abovelbelow Galactic Plane 
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Figure 8-71: Distance of 001 and 0011 stars around Galactic Plane GZ:> 
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The SuperW ASP data confinned that both 001 and Ooll stars were present in all values of 
Izl, but the split between 001 and Ooll in the SuperWASP data did not support the 
Szczygiel et al. data in that they had very similar distances to each other. 
The 001 and Ooll stars were then plotted as a Hammer projection to see their location in 
the sky. Figure 8-72 shows that the majority of stars lay along the galactic centre, but 
again, there is no significant difference between the locations of 001 or Ooll stars. 
To conclude this section, the work supported the fact that the Oosterhoff dichotomy does 
exist in the Milky Way and that 001 and Ooll groups were present at all values of 121. 
However, it did not support the suggested split by distance or galactic location. Further 
work should be perfonned on the effect of metallicity on 001 and 0011 stars by calculating 
the metallicity of the SuperW ASP RRAB stars using the method of Kovacs & Zsoldos 
(1995) or Sandage (2004). These methods obtain metallicity values from the light-curve in 
V -band and would then allow an analysis of the Oosterhoff dichotomy using SuperWASP 
data to see if metallicity is the cause. 
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Figure 8-72: Distance of 001 and OoD stars abovelbelow Galactic Plane 
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8.5.2 Blazhko effect 
Blazko (1907) discovered long-period modulation in the star RW Ora due to a variation in 
the period and amplitude. Over the years, many surveys have provided examples of these 
stars and investigations have narrowed the cause of this phenomenon to three possibilities: 
the resonance model, described by Kollath et a1. (2011) and Buchler & Kollath (201 I), 
where the cause of the modulation is a non-linear resonance among either the fundamental 
or the first overtone pulsation mode of the star and a higher mode; the second magnetic 
model described by Kolenberg (2002), assumes the variation to be caused by the magnetic 
field being inclined to the rotational axis, defonning the main radial mode; and the 
convection model described by Stothers (2010), assumes that cycles in the convection 
cause the alternations and the modulations. 
It was not possible in this research to further the investigation on the cause of the Blazhko 
effect, but SuperW ASP data was examined to look for further examples that could be 
studied in the future. Le Borgne et a1. (2012) described 113 RRAB stars known in 
SIMBAD that exhibited the Blazhko effect. The 8,117 NN -classified RRABs identified in 
section 8.1.1 were searched for these known Blazhko objects by manually reviewing the 
phase-folded light-curves for the presence of a spread in the amplitude at the peak of the 
ascending branch as shown in Figure 8-73. A total of 48 were identified, of which 34 were 
confirmed by SuperW ASP data and 14 were not confmned. 
Figure 8-73 shows six of the confirmed objects and Figure 8-74 shows six of the 
unconfmned objects. The complete set of each can be seen on the support OVD as 
indicated in Table 8-20. 
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Blazhko 
Objects known In _. confi;;;;e'd Nu~ Object Id's Location of U,ht-curves 
effect byWASP object. Appendix 
Known SIMBAD and GCVS Yes 14 8-6 (a) X:\Research\The.I.\DVD-.upport\Chapter08\Blazhko\Known ronflrmed 
Known SIMBAD and GCVS No 14 8-6 (e) 'X:\Research\Thesls\DVD-support\Chapter08\Blaznko\Known unconfi~ 
Query SIMBAD and GCVS Yes 20 8·6 (b) X:\Research\Thesl.\DVD·support\Chapter08\Blazhko\Posslble SIMBAD GCVS 
Query SIMBADonly Yes 38 8-6 (c) X:\Re.e.rch\The.ls\DVD· support\Chapteros\8Iazhko\Posslble SIMBAD only 
Query WASPonlV Yes 28 8-6 (d) X:\Research\The' is\DVD-support\Chapter08\Blazhko\Posslble Unknown 
Table 8-20: Location of support data for Blazhko stars 
lSWASPXlO3338.l8-152914.7 _1 P Jpg 1 SWASP JOI0510.70. 34l306.2J P .jpg lSWASPXl31l13.l1-26l858.8_1PJpg 
1SWASPJl41116.80-135054.o_1P~pg lSWASPJ061314.73-3715OO.6_1P.jpg lSWASPJ091348.80-091908.8_1P.)pg 
Figure 8-73: Known RRAB Blazhko stars confirmed by SuperW ASP 
As well as obtaining known Blazhko stars from the literature, the phase-folded light-curves 
of all 8,117 NN-classified RRABs were reviewed again for the Blazhko effect and 86 
further examples were identified (see Table 8-20). 20 of the RRAB stars were known in 
SIMBAD and GCVS and 38 were only known in SIMBAD. The SuperW ASP data clearly 
showed these as Blazhko stars, but there was no evidence in SIMBAD or GCVS to support 
this. As such, they are noted in the table as 'Query'. 28 other RRAB stars were identified 
which were not known in either SIMBAD or the GCVS. Six examples of each of these can 
be seen in Figure 8-75 (SIMBAD and GCVS), Figure 8-76 (SIMBAD only) and Figure 
8-77 (SuperWASP only) . The SuperW ASP object Jd ' s for all the RRAB stars showing the 
Blazhko effect can be seen in Appendix 32. 
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Figure 8-74: Known RRAB Blazhko stars not confirmed by SuperWASP 
1 WlASP moooJ.66· 3Sl146·U P Jpg 1 SW ASP .OXXIl5.58 + 263949.6 J P .Jpg l SWASPJlOO24810-2456431_1P.Jpg 
Figure 8-75: Probable RRAB Blazhko stars (class known in SIMBAD and GCVS) 
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IS'.' ASP.xJ1284816-11l7I2.UP.jP9 ISWASP.xJ30830.17+1026213_1P.jpg 1S'o\ ASPXl34307.D3-192624.UP.jP9 
Figure 8-76: Probable RRAB Blazhko stars (class known in SIMBAD) 
ISWASP.xJOO151.75-364042.4_1P.jpg 1 SWASP.xJ00409.77-410810.8_1P.jP9 lSWASP.xJOOS51.77+4Z4l58J_l P.Jpg 
Figure 8-77: Probable RRAB Blazhko stars (unknown in SIMBAD and GCVS) 
Based on the phase-folded light-curves of the 120 Blazhko stars manually reviewed above 
the spread of the peaks were calculated for each of the stars in order to fmd the minimum 
limit that SuperW ASP data could support for identification of Blazhko stars. The spread 
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was calculated as the difference in magnitude between the lowest and highest flux values 
of the peak of the phase-folded light-curve as shown in Figure 8-78. 
The range of difference values between peaks was obtained and can be seen in Appendix 
33. The range obtained was 0.06Vmag to 1.51Vmag with a Mean, Median and Mode of 
0.49, 0.51 and 0.47Vmag respectively. This 'spread' value could be used as a detection 
parameter in the 'Le Analyser classifier' application to attempt to automatically identify 
the Blazhko effect when stars are classified as RRAB. However, there will be difficulty in 
using this parameter when the light-curve shows large-scatter or small-amplitude. Rules 
could be included in the application to only use the spread value when the reduced chi-
square and amplitude values gave a suitable indication that there was low scatter and 
suitable amplitude. This has been added to the list of future work in Chapter 10. 
Difference between these points 
converted to magnitude 
Figure 8-78: Calculation of Difference in Magnitude for Blazhko effect 
Figure 8-79 shows a Hammer projection on the location of all 8,117 RRAB stars and all 
the Blazhko stars are highlighted. The star RR Lyr, First Point of Aries and Sagittarius A * 
are also placed on the map as a comparison. The Blazhko stars appear to be spread across 
the night sky. 
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Figure 8-79: Distribution of RRAB stars showing known and new Blazhko stars 
8.6. Chapter summary 
This chapter has described the analysis of results of the automated classification of RRAB 
and DSCT stars in the SuperW ASP archive. From the analysis of the manually confirmed 
DSCT and RRAB objects the following results were obtained. 
8.6.1 Results for DSCT objects 
./' 1,979 DSCTs were assessed . 
./' 92.32% of the NN-provided DSCT classifications were manually confirmed . 
./' 43 of the DSCTs were known in SIMBAD and the GCVS . 
./' 1,877 new DSCTs were discovered . 
./' DSCT period range was calculated as 0.04 to 0.25 days with a median of 0.11 days 
and a modal value of 0.07 days . 
./' 110 DSCTs had a period longer than the upper published period limit of 0.2 days . 
./' DSCT amplitude range was 0.02 to 1.55Vmag, with a median ofO.18Vmag and a 
modal value ofO.12Vmag. 
0/ 2 DSCTs were above the published amplitude range of <0.9Vmag. 
0/ A 2D distribution map of DSCTs was created. 
0/ DSCT distance range was calculated as 63pc to 4kpc, with a Izl range of -600pc to 
+800pc . 
./' A 3D distribution map ofDSCTs was created. 
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8.6.2 Results for RRAB objects 
./ 8,556 RRABs were assessed . 
./ 78.86% of the NN-provided RRAB classifications were manually confirmed . 
./ 2,600 of the RRABs were known in SIMBAD and the GCVS . 
./ 5,722 new RRABs were discovered . 
./ RRAB period range was calculated as 0.25 to 1.71 days with a median of 0.57 days 
and a modal value of 0.61 days . 
./ 79 RRABs had a period shorter than the published period limit of >0.3 days . 
./ 14 RRABs had a period longer than the published period limit of < 1.2 days . 
./ RRAB amplitude range was 0.02 to 2A3Vmag, with a median of 0041 Vmag and a 
modal value of 0.1 3Vmag . 
./ 4,749 RRABs were below the published amplitude range of >0.5Vmag . 
./ 4 RRABs were above the published amplitude range of <2.0Vmag . 
./ A 2D distribution map of RRABs was created . 
./ RRAB distance range was calculated as 24pc to 17kpc, with a Izl range of -4pc to 
+5pc . 
./ A 3D distribution map ofRRABs was created . 
./ 48 known Blazhko stars were investigated and 34 were confirmed and 14 were not 
confirmed . 
./ 86 New Blazhko stars were discovered . 
./ The range of magnitudes between peaks in the Blazhko stars was 0.06Vmag to 
1.51Vmag with a Mean, Median and Mode of 0.49, 0.51 and 0.47Vmag 
respectively . 
./ Confirmed the presence of the Oosterhoff dichotomy in the Milky Way galaxy, but 
could not confirm the causative factors . 
./ Confirmed the linear-fit models for 001, 001 'flat', OoIl, and separation regions 
calculated by Szczygiel et a1. (2009). 
The next chapter contains a summary of Chapter 1 to Chapter 8. 
-------------------- 0 --------------------
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Chapter 9 Summary of results 
A total of 4,280,740 objects were processed in Chapter 5 by the 'LC Analyser classifier' 
application and results were obtained for 3,913,807 of these. The remainder had 
insufficient observations after pre-processing to assign a classification. Of the 3,913,807 
tested objects, 3,214,104 were unique, the remainder being duplicates, probably due to 
multiple periods, seasons, fields and/or cameras. From the 3,214,104 unique objects, 
1,136,566 were classified as follows: 274,808 had a classification that agreed in all three 
NNs (confidence index 1).344,323 had a classification that agreed in two of the three NNs 
(confidence index 2) and 517,435 had a classification in one NN only (confidence index 4). 
9.1. Effectiveness of the automated classification system 
To test the effectiveness of the 'LC Analyser classifier' application, 342,974 unique 
objects of the following classifications were extracted from the above dataset and the 
phase-folded light-curves manually reviewed to confmn the classes: Algol-like (EA); Beta 
Lyrae-like (EB); W UMa-like (EW); RR Lyrae-like (RRAB); and Delta Scuti-like (DSCT). 
As shown in Chapter 6, only 31,728 (9.25%) of these had a confirmed 'Good' 
classification. This unsatisfactory result was investigated and the 'Poor' classifications 
were found to be due to a number of reasons: 
~ Harmonic periods of the 'real' period (i.e. PFlag > 0 as defined in the SuperWASP 
archive); 
~ Objects with a large scatter of observations; 
~ Objects with very small amplitudes; 
~ Systemic effects during collection of the observations by SuperW ASP (shown as 
clumping and banding of periods); 
Methods were examined in Chapter 6 for identifying these situations while processing the 
objects in the 'LC Analyser classifier' so that they could be removed prior to classification 
by the NN module (i.e. using the reduced chi-square). The chi-square method proved very 
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effective at reducing the 'poor' objects, so this and other enhancements discussed in 
Chapter 10 will be implemented in the 'LC Analyser classifier' in the near future and the 
periodic objects in the SuperWASP archive re-run to obtain the full catalogues. These will 
be stored in the SuperW ASP archive and become available to the public. 
9.2. Comparison of SuperWASP period and classification 
against GCVS 
The observations for 2,621 objects in the SuperW ASP archive that were also known in the 
GCVS were obtained from the SuperW ASP archive. From these 2,621 objects, 1,683 had 
both a SuperW ASP-calculated period and a GCVS-stored period, 649 objects had a 
SuperW ASP-calculated period only and 289 objects had a GCVS-stored period only. 
Analysis of the 1,683 objects that had both a SuperW ASP and GCVS period, showed that 
1,472 (87.5%) of the periods agreed within +/-1 % and only 211 (12.5%) periods disagreed. 
Of the 211 objects where the period disagreed, phase-folded light-curves were created 
using the periods from SuperWASP and the GCVS. These were reviewed to identify the 
better period and it was found that the SuperW ASP period identified a better period for 
194 of the objects. The result is therefore to inform the GCVS of: confirmation of the 
periods for 1,472 stars; improvement in the period of 194 stars; and the addition of 649 
new periodic stars. The assessment is described in Chapter 4. 
The 2,621 objects in the SuperW ASP archive with a known classification in the GCVS, 
had phase-folded light-curves created for their SuperWASP period and these were 
reviewed to confinn the GCVS class. The results of this review showed that 2,050 (78%) 
of the light-curves agreed with the GCVS classification. This also confirms the 
classifications of 333 objects that had unconfirmed classes in the GCVS (e.g. CEP: EA: 
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and RR etc.), and also suggested re-classification of 198 GCVS objects with suspected 
incorrect classes. 
9.3. Creation of the stellar catalogues 
As mentioned previously, two types of catalogues were created from this research. Table 
9-1 shows the number of unique objects available in the catalogue from the work 
completed in Chapter 6 (personal catalogues), while the main catalogue available to the 
public will be completed when the enhancements in Chapter 10 have been implemented 
shortly after this research has been submitted. 
Catalo~e All LS/SA removed GILS/SA removed 
EA 12,882 11884 9,398 
EB 5226 N/A N/A 
EW 2,875 N/A N/A 
All eclipsing 20,983 19985 17499 
DSCT 1,979 1,536 1,186 
RRAB 8,556 8303 8,117 
All Pulsating 10,746 10,050 9514 
Total 31 ,729 30035 27013 
Table 9-1: Stellar catalogues available from thi research 
The terms G, LS and SA in the table means 'clumped' and 'banded period object within 
the affected PFlags were removed: LS/SA denotes large-scatter and small-amplitude 
objects only were removed, whereas, O/LS/SA indicates good, larg - catter and mall-
amplitude objects were removed (Le. all objects for that PFlag). In compari on to the 
original number of objects, there may appear to be only a small number of cIa ified 
objects obtained, but these objects were manually reviewed and the cla ification 
confirmed. When the complete public catalogue is obtained (after the enhancements in 
Chapter 10 have been implemented), over one million objects are exp ted. Additionally. 
the automated method can be run repeatedly over a period of time, thereby updating the 
catalogues without further manual intervention and giving the opportunity to create O-C 
diagrams over time (i.e. seasons). 
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9.4. Investigation of Eclipsing Binary stars 
9.4.1 Statistics 
The period and amplitude ranges of the eclipsing binary stars Algol-like (EA double-
eclipse and single-eclipse), Beta Lyrae-like (EB), and W UMa-like (EW) were obtained 
and compared against published ranges (shown as 'specification') and presented in Table 
9-2 and Table 9-3 . 
Class 
EA 
EB 
EW 
Class 
EA 
EB 
EW 
Period (days) 
Range Specification Outside the range Min Max Median Mode Low High 
0.l2 18.00 1.63 0.67 0.20 10,000 50 obiects below 
0.14 20.57 0.56 0.48 1.00 N/A 4,751 obiects below 
0.18 3.62* 0.34 0.26 N/A 1.00 25 objects above 
*2 high outliers were removed 
Table 9-2: Penod ranges calculated from SuperWASP data 
for EA, EB and EW stars 
Amplitude (Vrnag) 
Range Specification Outside the range Min Max Median Mode Low High 
0.02 2.50 0.27 0.16 N/A Several All within 
0.02 1.52 0.25 0.15 N/A 2.00 All within 
0.02 1.32 0.32 0.27 N/A 0.80 39 objects above 
Table 9-3: Amplitude ranges calculated from SuperWASP data 
for EA, EB and EW stars 
The 'Outside the range ' column in Table 9-2 and Table 9-3 indicates how many objects 
were outside the published ranges and these were discussed in Chapter 7. 
EA objects 
After manual removal of the 'bad' objects identified by the 'LC Analyser classifier', 
96.74% of the EA objects were manually confirmed. This was an excellent result providing 
the 'bad ' objects can be removed from the final analysis as described in the improvements 
in Chapter 10. The results indicated that 5,826 (45.2%) ofEA objects were Double-eclipse, 
while 7,056 (54.8%) were Single-eclipse. Of the 12,882 EA objects classified, 1,060 were 
known in SIMBAD and GCVS and 11,308 were newly discovered EA objects. The 
remainder disagreed with the GCVS classification and were discussed in Chapter 7. From 
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Table 9-2, 50 of the 12,882 EA objects (0.39%) had a period below the published period 
range, and from Table 9-3, all of the EA objects were within the published amplitude 
range. 
EB objects 
After manual removal of the 'bad' objects identified by the 'LC Analyser classifier' , 
99.50% ofthe EB objects were manually confinned. Again, this was an excellent result. Of 
the 5,226 EB objects classified, 195 were known in SIMBAD and GCVS and 4,641 were 
newly discovered EB objects. The remainder disagreed with the GCVS classification and 
were discussed in Chapter 7. From Table 9-2, 4,751 of the 5,226 EB objects (90.19%) had 
a period below the published period range, and from Table 9-3, all of the EB objects were 
within the published amplitude range. 
EW obiects 
After manual removal of the 'bad' objects identified by the 'LC Analyser classifier' , 
97.80% of the EW objects were manually confinned. Again, this was an excellent result. 
Of the 2,875 EW objects classified, 206 were known in SIMBAD and GCVS and 2,251 
were newly discovered EW objects. The remainder disagreed with the GCVS classification 
and were discussed in Chapter 7. From Table 9-2,25 of the 2,875 EW objects (0.87%) had 
a period above the published period range, and from Table 9-3, 39 of the EW objects 
(1.36%) were above the published amplitude range. 
9.4.2 Eclipse-depth Ratio 
The eclipse-depth ratio values were investigated for the EB and EW classes to see if they 
could be differentiated using this parameter. Table 9-4 shows the results obtained for EA, 
EB and EW objects. The EB and EW eclipse-depth ratios are the most interesting, as these 
allow separation between the EB and EW classes as shown in Figure 9-1. 
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Eclipse-depth ratio 
Class Mean Median Mode Min Max 
EA 0.258 0.183 0.184 0.019 1.000 
EB 0.547 0.551 0.510 0.183 0.959 
EW 0.888 0.878 0.918 0.673 1.000 
Table 9-4: Depth ratio values calculated from SuperW ASP data 
for EB and EW stars 
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Figure 9-1: Histogram of Eclipse-depth ratios 
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The eclipse-depth ratio was resolved further III Chapter 7 providing the range for 
separation ofEB and EW objects as: 
EB = 0.75 and below; EW = 0.85 and above; EBfEW = 0.76 to 0.84. 
9.5. Investigation of Pulsating stars 
9.5.1 Statistics 
The period and amplitude ranges of the pulsating stars RR Lyrae-like (RRAB) and Delta 
Scuti-like (DSCT) were obtained and compared against published ranges (shown as 
'specification') as presented in Table 9-5 and Table 9-6. 
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Period (days) 
Range Specification Outside the range Class Min Max Median Mode Low High 
DSCT 0.04 0.25 0.11 0.07 0.01 0.20 110 objects above 
RRAB 0.25 1.71 0.57 0.61 0.30 1.20 79 objects below 
14 objects above 
Table 9-5: Penod and Amplitude ranges calculated from SuperWASP data 
for DSCT and RRAB stars 
Amplitude (Vrnag) 
Range Specification Outside the range Class Min Max Median Mode Low High 
DSCT 0.02 1.55 0.18 0.12 N/A 0.90 2 objects above 
M3875063 
RRAB 0.02 2.43 0.41 0.13 0.50 2.00 4,749 objects below 
4 objects above 
Table 9-6: Amplitude ranges calculated from SuperWASP data 
for DSCT and RRAB stars 
The 'Outside the range' column in Table 9-5 and Table 9-6 indicates how many objects 
were outside the published ranges and these are discussed in Chapter 8. 
DSCT objects 
After removal of the 'bad' objects processed through the 'LC Analyser classifier', 92.32% 
of the DSCT objects were manually confirmed. Of the 1,979 DSCT objects classified, 391 
were known in SIMBAD and GCVS and 1,877 were newly discovered DSCT objects. The 
remainder disagreed with the GCVS classification and are discussed in Chapter 8. From 
Table 9-5 , 110 of the 1,979 DSCT objects (5.56%) had a period above the published period 
range, and from Table 9-6, 2 of the DSCT objects (0.10%) were above the published 
amplitude range. 
RRAB objects 
After removal of the 'bad' objects processed through the 'LC Analyser classifier', 78.86% 
of the RRAB objects were manually confmned. Of the 8,556 RRAB objects classified, 
2,600 were known in SIMBAD and GCVS and 5,722 were newly discovered RRAB 
objects. The remainder disagreed with the GCVS classification and are discu ed in 
Chapter 8. From Table 9-5, 79 of the 8,556 RRAB objects (0.92%) had a period below the 
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published period range and 14 (0.16%) above the published period range. From Table 9-6, 
4,749 of the DSCT objects (55 .50%) were below the published amplitude range and 4 
(0.05%) above the published amplitude range. 
9.5.2 Calculating distances for the RR Lyrae stars 
Using the published absolute magnitude of 0.45 and the observed apparent magnitude of 
all the RRAB stars, their distances were calculated. The results obtained showed a distance 
range of 24pc to 17kpc or 781y to 54kly. Figure 9-2 shows the distance range obtained and 
the results were discussed in Chapter 8. 
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Figure 9-2: Calculated RRAB Distances: 
Left shows histogram of distances; Right shows distance abovelbelow Galactic plane 
Creation of a 3D map of the galaxy using RR Lyrae stars 
.. 
. . 
Figure 9-3 shows the 3D map created for the known RRAB stars in the Milky Way. The 
direction to Sagittarius A * and the First Point of Aries are shown on the map along with 
RR Lyrae (near the centre). 
Comparing the known RRAB stars in Figure 9-3 with the new unknown RRAB stars in 
Figure 9-4 shows a similar spread of stars, but the unknown RRAB stars cover a larger 
area. Note that both maps use exactly the same scale in order that they can be compared 
directly. 
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Figure 9-3: 3D Map of 'known' RRAB stars in the Milky Way 
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Figure 9-4: 3D Map of new 'unknown' RRAB stars in the Milky Way 
Calculating distances for the DSCT stars 
Using the Period-Luminosity relationship of Delta-Scuti stars, the Absolute Magnitude for 
each star was calculated and together with the observed apparent magnitude, the distance 
to each Delta-Scuti stars was calculated. The results obtained showed a distance range of 
63pc to 4kpc or 2051y to 12k1y. Figure 9-5 shows the distance range obtained and the 
results were discussed in Chapter 8. 
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9.5.5 Creation of a 3D map of the galaxy using DSCT stars 
Figure 9-3 shows the 3D map created for the known RRAB stars in the Milky Way. The 
direction to Sagittarius A * and the First Point of Aries are shown on the map along with 
RR Lyrae (near the centre). 
Comparing the known RRAB stars in Figure 9-3 with the new unknown RRAB stars in 
Figure 9-4 shows a similar spread of stars, but the unknown RRAB stars cover a larger 
area. Note that both maps use exactly the same scale in order that they can be compared 
directly. 
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Figure 9-6: 3D Map of 'known' DSCT stars in the Milky Way 
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9.5.6 
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Figure 9-7: 3D Map of new 'unknown' DSCT stars in the Milky Way 
Investigation of the Blazhko effect using RR Lyrae stars 
As the SuperW ASP archive only provided observational data in the visible spectrum, it 
was not possible to further the investigation on the cause of the Blazhko effect, but the data 
was examined to look for further examples that could be studied in the future. Figure 9-8 
conflrmed six of the known objects to exhibit the Blazhko effect. A further 86 examples of 
the Blazhko effect were identified by this research, 20 of these were known in both 
SIMBAD and the GCVS and 38 were only known in SIMBAD. It was noted however, that 
neither SIMBAD nor the GCVS clearly identifled these as Blazhko stars. There were 28 
RRAB Blazhko stars identifled which were not known in either SIMBAD or the GCVS. 
From a total of 134 Blazhko stars analysed, the range obtained between peaks in the 
Blazhko stars was found to be 0_06Vrnag to L51Vmag with a Mean, Median and Mode of 
0.49, 0.51 and 0.47Vrnag respectively 
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Figure 9-8: Known RRAB Blazhko stars confirmed by SuperW ASP 
9.5.7 Investigation of the Oosterhoff Dichotomy using RR Lyrae stars 
Figure 9-9 shows the SuperW ASP equivalent Bailey diagram to that produced by 
Szczygiel et al. (2009). 
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Figure 9-9: Bailey diagram zoomed-in to show 001 and 000 regions 
(a) Data from SuperWASP archive; (b) same diagram from Szczygiel et al. (2009) 
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... and therefore supports the presence of the Oosterhoff dichotomy in the Milky Way 
galaxy. This is fully described in Chapter 8. 
The next chapter, Chapter 10 is the final chapter and describes the enhancements that 
should be made to the 'LC Analyser classifier' in order to increase the effectivity of the 
NNs. 
-------------------- 0 --------------------
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Chapter 10 Opportunities for improvement 
This chapter collates the opportunities for improvement and further work identified 
throughout this research. If these improvements are implemented, the NNs should be more 
effective at separating objects with similar phase-folded light-curves. 
10.1. Change Period Bin in the Neural Network 
Chapter 5 showed the difficulty in differentiating between RRAB and DSCT classes 
because the shapes of the phase-folded light-curves were almost identical. These classes 
could be differentiated by the variability period because RRABs have a period range of 0.3 
to 1.2 days and DSCT have a range of 0.01 to 0.2 days, however, the period bins used in 
the original classification were not specifically targeted for these object classes, they were 
evenly distributed as shown in Table lO-1 instead. 
Period bin Period range (days) 
1 0.0000 to 1.0000 
2 1.0001 to 10.0000 
3 10.0001 to 50.0000 
4 50.0001 to 100.0000 
5 100.0001 to 500.0000 
6 500.0001 to 999999.0 
Table 10-1: Period bin ranges 
Table 10-1 illustrates that the period for all DSCT objects would be in bin 1, but the period 
for RRAB would be in bin 1 for periods up to 1.0 day and in bin 2 for periods 1.0 to 1.2 
days, leading to possible misclassification in cases of low period RRABs. 
By changing the 'period bin' parameters to represent targeted periods for each class and 
then re-training the neural networks on the manually confirmed objects and the period 
ranges obtained in Chapter 7 and Chapter 8, much better results should be obtained from 
the NNs. 
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10.2. Use of eclipse-depth ratio 
In Chapter 7, the following eclipse-depth ratio range was determined to allow the 'Le 
Analyser classifier' application to differentiate between EB and EW. The 'LC Analyser 
classifier' application should be amended to include this check after the classification has 
been confirmed as EB or EW: 
0.76 to 0.84 
10.3. Use Fourier components of the phase-folded light-curve 
In Chapter 2 (section 2.4), a literature review of neural networks used in classification of 
stellar objects showed that Prsa et al. (2008) trained a neural network to determine 
principal parameters and Blomme et al. (2010) identified three independent frequencies for 
every star. The neural networks they created were very effective at classifying stellar 
objects in large surveys, so introducing Fourier components into the LC Analyser NNs 
should improve the effectiveness of the LC Analyser classification. However, it is likely to 
slow the application considerably. 
10.4. Retrain the neural networks using manually confirmed 
objects 
The initial NNs in this research were trained and tested with objects obtained from the 
GCVS. The objects were processed through the 'LC Analyser classifier' application to 
obtain the phase-folded light-curve and these were manually confrrmed. In Chapter 6, after 
a run of all the periodic objects in the SuperW ASP archive, a similar manual check was 
performed and the catalogues for DSCT, EA, EB, EW and RRAB created. On completion 
of the improvements outlined in this chapter, the NNs should be re-trained and re-tested 
with the objects from the catalogues created in Chapter 6. 
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10.5. Removal of inappropriate light-curves 
In Chapter 6 (section 6.2.3), an attempt was made to remove objects with poor light-curves 
by looking for a high reduced chi-squared value (x;ed) in any of the 25 x-axis bins of the 
binned phase-folded light-curve. The work showed that this method was not suitable, as 
high values were also observed for good curves. It was noticed at the time, that poor 
objects could be identified if the X;'ed test was implemented by comparing the X;ed value 
for each x-axis bin against the largest X~ed value from the bins in the 'good' objects. This 
'target' value can be identified by calculating the RMS of the full-curve X:ed values of a 
large number of known 'good' objects, and it can be placed into the 'LC Analyser 
classifier' application to automatically remove poor objects. Note the X;ed values are 
already calculated in the application. 
As well as including the X:ed test to remove inappropriate light-curves, the Skewness, 
Kurtosis and Mean-Median tests from chapters 6.2.4, 6.2.5, and 6.2.6 respectively will also 
be implemented in the LC Analyser application. 
10.6. Identify Blazhko effect RRAB stars 
In Chapter 8, the spread values were calculated for each RRAB showing the Blazhko 
effect. The spread was calculated as the difference in magnitude between lowest and 
highest flux value of the peak of the phase-folded light-curve. This 'spread' value could be 
used as a detection parameter in the 'Le Analyser classifier' application to attempt to 
automatically identify the Blazhko effect when stars are classified as RRAB. However, 
there will be difficulty in using this parameter when the light-curve shows large-scatter or 
small-amplitude. Rules could be included in the application to only use the spread value 
when the reduced chi-square and amplitude values gave a suitable indication that there was 
low scatter and suitable amplitude. 
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10.7. Calculate the metallicity of RRAB stars 
In Chapter 8 (section 8.5.1), the Oosterhoff dichotomy was investigated using 
SuperW ASP-identified RRAB stars. The work was limited because SuperW ASP does not 
contain metallicity values for stars. Further investigation showed that there are three 
methods available for calculating metallicity from observations in the visible spectrum as 
described by Sandage (2004). 
Sandage (2004) using information from Simon & Lee (1981) and Kovacs & Zsoldos 
(1995), demonstrated that the combination of the first and third phase terms in a Fourier 
decomposition of RRAB light curves, called 031 varies monotonically across the RR Lyrae 
instability strip in the same way that amplitude, colour, and rise time vary with period 
within the strip. The author provides three equations calibrated on their data which can be 
used to calculate metallicity in RRAB stars. The author does mention two systems that do 
not follow this trend, but does discuss reasons why this may occur. This method should be 
used to calculate metallicity in SuperW ASP identified RRAB stars to compare with 
Sandage (2004) results and if suitable, use the results to see if metallicity is the causative 
factor in the Oosterhoff dichotomy. 
[Fe/H] = 1.411tP31 - 7.012 log(P) - 6.025 
Equation 10-1: Calculate Metallicity using Period 
Limit on each parameter are (+/- 0.014), (+/- 0:071), (+/- 0:018) respectively 
[Fe/H] = -1.453Av - 7.990 log(P) - 2.145 
Equation 10-2: Calculate Metallicity using AmpUtude 
Limit on each parameter are (+/- 0.027), (+/- 0.091), (+/- 0.025) respectively 
[Fe/H] = 6.33RT - 9.11 log(P) - 4.60 
Equation 10-3: Calculate Metallicity using Rise-time 
-------------------- 0 --------------------
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Appendix 1 - Known Variability Class Objects for NN Analysis 
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Tr~ln OSCT 1SWASPJC)QC5O$.~l.2626.2 0.1.3.5.1.I"CI.22.24.24.23.22.19.17.14,IU.6."1.10100.0.0 "3.0.>.1. 1.0.1.1.0.1.0.0.2.0.0 .1.0. 2.0 ,0.2.1.2 1 -0.173 o.no 
Tr,in OSCT lSWASP _ .03+533753.4 0.1.2.. ... 6.10.14. IS. 2l.24.2A.2l.l.1.1a.1A.I0.7.$.1.1.0.0.o.0.0 6.2.1.1.1.1.1.1.0.0.2.0.0.0.2.0.0.0.2.0.0.1.1.1.2 1 ·1.100 0.220 
Tt»ln DSCT lSWASPJ()44O:5,S.18+.533S06.s 0.1.2."6.1O,14.18. 22.24.2"23.n.18.14,10.7.5.1.1.0.0.0.0.0 6.2.1. 1.1.1.1.1.0.0.2.0.0.0.2.0.0.0.2,0.0.1.1.1.2 1 ·1.~ Q.l2O 
Train OSCT lSWASPJ0S5918.36+2OO117.9 0.L3.6.U. 18.2,.(,24.24.22. 19.17.14.13.10,' ,6 .6.3.4.).,2. 1.1,0 2.3,1.3.1.0,1.0.0.1.1.0.1.1.1.0.0.1.1.1.0.0,1.0.1 1 -0.620 D.282 
T,-.In DSCT 1SWASPJO,»,2O..l7+200207.5 0.1.3.e.U.1I,23,24.24,21.19.17.1"l2,1O.1.6.5A3.U.0.0.0 4.1.1.3.1.1.>'0.I .o,L1.1.0.1.0.0. Ll .1.0.1.0.1. ' 1 ·1.1~ 0.428 
Train D5CT 15WASPJOS5921.47+2OOm.2 O.1.1.6. U.17~24.24.n.l'. 17.14.12.10,"7.5.5""'] ,2.1.0.o 3.>.1.>.1.2.1.1.1.0.1.1.1.0.1.0.0.2.0.1.0,1.1.0.2 I .o.'" 0.030 
Train DSCT 15WASPJOMU'.06-104018.6 0.1.2.3.9.l2,17.21.23,24,24,24,22.1'.17.14,l2,9,6.5.3.2.1.0,0 3,2.2.1.0. 2.1.0.0.2.0.0.>'0.1.0.0.>'0.1.0.1.1.1.3 1 -0.361 0.142 
1rain DSCT ISWASPJ055"1.40-30395l.6 0.2.6.9.1 J.17.2l.21.2j,24.23.20.18,1S. 13.1 L 9. 7 •• • 1.1.1.0..0,0 ">.1.1,1,0.1,1.0.2.0.1.0.2.0.1.0.1.1.0.1.1.0.2.2 I ·1.096 0.154 
Train DSCT lSWASPJOM942.79-lOU30.0 0.2,4.1, l2, 17.20,23,24, 2 .. 23. 2O.18,l5, 14.11.10.8.5.4.1.1.0,0.0 "2.1.0.2.1.0.0.2.0.1.1.1.0.1.1.0.1.1.0.2.0.0. >" 1 -0."1 o,u2 
1filn DSCT 15WASPJ080915.74+442117.6 O. 1.3.6.12. 19.24.2 .. 23.20.1 .. 15. U .lL9.7.1,5 .... 3.2.LO.O'O ' ,>'1.>'1.1,>'1.0.1.0.1.1.1.0.1.0.0.1.1.1.0.0.1.2 1 -0.99, 0.496 
train DSCT lSWASPJOI,4lCl5 .7]....05941.3 0.1.2 •• • 7.10 .... 19.2O,21.24,21.l1.19.15.1 .. 1l.9.7.6.4,3.1.0.0 3.2.1.1.2.0.1.2.0.1010100.0.>'100.0.0.2.L3.0.0.1 1 .o.542 0.164 
TrJln DSCT lSWASPJ091117.18+4li09U.2 Ot1.3,!i,1D.15.Z2.24.24.22.20.17.U .U.lL9.8.6.5 ••• 3~2.1.1.0 >,3,1,>,1,2.1.0.1.1.1.1.0.1.0.2.0.1.0.0.1.0.2.0.2 1 .o.986 0.388 
Train DSCT lSWASPJUSUl .8O-4Il1709.3 0.1.' .' . U ." .24.Z4,21.19.17.14.l2,9. 7.6A4,3.2.1.0.0.0.0 5.2.1.1. 2.1.1.1.0. >.0.0.1.0.1.1.0.1,0.1.0.1.1. 0. ' 1 -0.820 0A62 
Train DSCT ISWASPJ I44006.99+000145.0 0.5.6. 7. l2,1"16.19, 22.2 .. 23.24.20 . ... 15.1 • • 11. • • 7 ..... >.1.>.2 1.0.1.1.>'L1. ' .1.0.0.1.1.0.2.0.2.0.0 .2.1.0.1.1.2 1 -0.]99 0.096 
Tr~ l n DSCT 15WASPJ1~92·00S651.0 0.1.1.7.1'.n .24,23,21.18,U.13.II.'.7.6.5.4.3.2.1.0.0.0.0 5.2.1. 2.1.1.1. 2.0.1.0.1.0, 1.1.1.0.0.1.0.0.>.0.1.1 1 ·1015 OSJI 
Trim D5CT ISWASPJ145156.45-005737.5 0.1.3.7.13.22.24.23.20, 18,l5, 13.11. 9. 7.",,,,,3.>'1.1.0.0.0 • • 3,1,.Z.1.l,.I~.OJ l,0,l.O.Z,Oj l,O.O,1.O.1.0.1.,1.1 1 -0.131 O.soo 
Train DSCT lSWASPJ15222L52+1~.2 0.>. • •• • 17.24.24.22.19.16.13,12.'-8.6.6A3.3.I.I.O.0.0.0 5.2.1.2.2.0.2.0.1.2.0.0.1.1.0.0.1.1.0.1.0.0.1.0.2 1 -0.916 Q.424 
Train DSCT ISWASPJ152407.00+36S200.5 0.1.3.7.12.11,23.24.23.21.11.15.1"11.9 ""'.3.>.1.0.0.0.0 ' .2.L2.0.1.1. 1.1.1.0.1.1.0.1,O.1.o..2 .0.O,LO.2, l 1 ·1.073 0.406 
Train OSCT lSWASPJlSSlO9 78+060$25.8 0.1, 3.7.1>'11.21.2"23.21. U .16.1"l2,10.1. 7.6.5 ... 3. 2.1.0.0 3.2.1.2.1.1.1.2.1.0.1.0.2.0.1.0.1 .0.1.1.0.1.0.>'1 1 · 1.125 0.402 
Trilln D5CT 15WASPJl61J15.6I-095323.' 0.1.2.5. ' .14.19.23.2',24.21.18. U .I"11.10,7 •• • ' .' .3.1.0.0.0 "2,1.2.0, 2.1. 1.1.0.1.1,O,O,~1.0.0, 1.LO,I,O, l~ 1 .o.6Cn OAn 
TrAin DSCT lSWASPJHI1311. 70+123442.6 0.1.'.7. ' .14,11.21. 24,24.22,21. CI.16.13,1O.1,6.4, 3, 1.0.0.0.0 5.2.0,1.2.0.1.1.1.1.1.0.0.1,1.0 .1.0.1.1.0.2.1.0.2 1 .... 1> 0.160 
Train OSCT ISWASPJ1621U.38+330107.7 0.4,5.I .l0.l2,17.19.22.21.24,24.23,23.21.1 • . U .U. • •• .• . LO.o.O • • 1,0.0,2..1.1.0.1.1.1.0.2.0.0.1.0.1.0.2.0.1.1.1.2 1 0.227 o.Ut 
Tr.in DSCT lSWASPJ151016.39+1M.5OIS.O 0.1. 3.' , ' .1>'16.>O,2],24.24,2l.2l.19.16.1'.11.9. 7.~.3.2.0,0.0 ' .1.1.2.0.1.1.1.0. 2.0.1.1.0.1.0.2.0.0.1.1, 1.0.>.2 1 ·LiS) 0.'" 
Tram DSCT lSWASPJ161117.95+1U'~2.4 0.1.4.8 , U.21.24.23.20, 17.14, l2..11.'.I , 7,6.A, l .S.2.. 1.1.0,0 1. 1.1 . 2.,Z.~J.,1.2.1.o,l.l,O, 1 .1.0.1.0,O, 1.t..O.1.1 1 ·1.001 0.470 
Train OSCT lSWASPJ16Al39.26+30274.S.6 0.1,"',1.13,19.23.2"24,23,20.18,l5,13,10.9.6,5.3.2.1.0.0.0 . ,2,2.1.1.1.1.0.1.1.1.0.0.2.0.1.0.0.1.1.1.0.0.>.2 1 -0.90] 0.384 
lr.in DSCT lSWASPJI6S617.99+50073S.1 0.1.2. .. 710.11.1I.20.20.2 • • 2 .. 24.2>.20.17.1 .. U. . ..... 3.1.0.0 3.>.1.1.>.0.1.1.0.1.1.0.1.1.1.0.0.1.1.0.3.0.1.0.3 1 .o.16O 0.100 
Train DSCT l$WASPJ183&S.62+2110oU.6 O.1.2~5. lZ.16,20.21.z4.2l..2 • • .zo-U,16tl "10tll.a.6,5,.2.2.0.0 3.1.3.0.0.2.2.0.1.0.1.1.1.0.1.0.>.0.0.1.>.0.0. >.2 1 ... 005 OLU2 
Trlln DSCT UWASPJlll206.43+4035~6.6 O. t.l. 7 .14.21.24.2"22.18.16.13.11.9. 7 ...... 3.>.>.LO'O.0.0 5.2,2,2.1.0.1.2.0.1.0,1.0,1,1.0.1,0.1 .0.0.1. 1.0,2 1 
-0."1 Q.59(1 
To .. OSCT lSWASPJOOOOIL42+242608.1 0.1.7.I .U .21.2Q.2 .. 24.CI. lI.17.13.9.l2, ...... 2.1,1.2.1,1,2 1.2.1.1.1.0,1.1. 2.1.0.0, 1.2.0.0.0.1.1.1.1, 1.0.0.2 1 .o.- 0._ 
To" D5CT ISWASPJOOUt6.45+2OO312.6 0.l,4.7.10,1l.15.CI.21.23,2"24.22.CI.16.1>.9."1.>.0.0.0.1.l ' .>'1.>' 1.0.1.1.0.1.1.0.1.1.0,1.1.0.0.2.0.1.1.1.2 1 .().45' 0.132 
Test DOCT lSWASPJOOIW.86+223940.1 0.1. 3.4.5. 7.12.16.19 .18,22. 24.2>.21.17.17.l4, 10. 11. 7. 6.l." 1.1 1.1.0.2.2.1.1.2.0.0,1.1.1.0.1.0.1.2.1 .1.0.1.>.0.1 1 .o.3IQ 0.074 
Tnt D5CT lSWASPJOO2138.as+283745.) 0. ) .6,. ,12..19.21.24.24.22.20.ta.15.U.l0.'.6.., .... 2.1,0.0.0.0 ' , l .1..l.L1.2.0..1.1,1.o.2.0,O.1.0.0.1,1.1.1.LO. Z 1 ·0.666 0.210 
To .. DSCT lSWASPJOO2318 .90+2137rJ 4 •• 1. >. . ... 1 I . ",>>. 2',24. 21. 21, CI.l"13.l2, ' .6.5.'. I , 1.0.0. 0 4.2.1.1.2.1.1.0.1.1.0.0.l.2.0.0.1.0.0.>'0,1.1.1.' 1 -0.516 0.2.18 
Tost OSCT lSWASl'JOO21J1.22+32l117.1 0.1.6.6.1.' .13.11.11,21.21.21.24,21.17.17.11,15.11.10.11.5.1. 2.1 1.1.1.1.0.1.>'0.>'1.1.1.D.l.0.1.0.2.2.0.0."0,0.1 1 .o.096 0.306 
To" OSCT lSWASPJOO0t423.07+211311.' 0.1, 1.>..5. ' .1'. " . n.". ». CI .17.1"11,,,,, 7.5.3.3.2.0,1.0 3.3.2.2.0.2.0.1.0.1.0.0.0.1.2.0.0.1.0.2.0.0,1.1, 1 1 -0._ Q.J04 
Test DSCT lSWASPJOO4Il0.36+473747.7 0.5.6.9.13.17.2 .. 24.24.20.1J.l .. l2,12.9. 7 ... S ..... >.>.1.1.2 1.,2,3.0,2.2,1.,1,0.2.0.0,2,1,0,0,1,1,1,0.1.0,0.0,) 1 -0.132 G.114 
To .. OSCT lSWASPJ004811. 1S ... nn'.1 0 .. ..... 11.1"24.24.24.22.19.11,11,12.'. 7.6.3."1.1.1.1.0.2 2.3,1.1.2.1.2.1.1.1.0.0.1.2.0.0.1.0.1.1.0.0.1.0.) 1 "'022 Q.171\ 
Tnt DSCT lSWASPJOI~15.61.()90234,0 0,1.3.6.8.16.19.2Q.22,2"21.21.15.14,9,6.4.5."2.1.2.0.0.1 3.>'>'>'>'1.>'0.1.1.0.0.0.0.1.1.1.0.0.1.1.2.1.0.1 1 '()'075 0.531 
Tost DSCT lSWASPJOI0S47.1.5 ...... 1501.7 0,1.2."8,12.17.22.24.24.22.1.9,11.111,12..10.9,7,,,4.3.1.1.0,0 3.1.1.1.1.2.0.1.1.1.1.0.2.0.1.0.1.1.0.1,0.0. 2.0.2 1 .1._ 0._ 
Tnt DSCT 15WASPJOl1024.13+2n9U.1 0.l.4,I,13. U .23.24,2" 21.U. l"I"12.9.a.sA>'2.1.1.O.0.0 "' 3.>. 0.>'1.Q.0. >,1,0.0.1. L 1.0.1.O.0.2.0.1.O.1.l 1 .oJI(O 0.3«1 
Tost DSCT lSWASPJOl1lO4.g&+163M).6 0,] . . ... 10.10.16.19.22.=24.22.17,13.10.'.7 ..... 0.1.2 2.1.1.1.2.0.l.l.l.l.l,O.0.1.0.0.1.1.O.1.O.1.5.0.1 1 D.224 0.071 
Tost DSCT lSWASPJOI.l407.91· 134'~7. 1 0.1.2.5.8,U.15.19.2l.24,24.2l,21.18.15.lA,l2,10'1. ...... >.0.0 3.l >.0,1.1,2.0.2.0.1.0.2.0.1.2.0.0.1.1.0.2.0.1.2 1 ·1.034 0.200 
Tv.t DSCT lSWASPJ013'lO.16+473t)4.1 O. ~t.J.6,U.21.~.22.lO.17,14 11.10.7 ..... 5.~1,J. 1,1,1.0 2.' 1.2.1.1.2.1.1.0.1.0.1.0.1.1.0.1.0.0.1.0.1.1.1 1 -0.82' 0. ... 
Tost DSCT lSWASPJOI4427.95+37S153.S 0.1.'.9.1'.24.24.21.1'.16.13.11.9.7.6.5.4.1.2. 1.1.00,0 ... . 1.1.2.1,1.1.0.2.0.1.0.1.0.0.1.0.0.2.0.1.0.0,2 1 .o.14S 0.601 
Tost DSCT lSWASPJOl461&.U ... 91l1L7 0. 1.2. ,,13. 22,24, 22,11,10.13.10.'. 7.6.!1",3,2.1.1.0.0,0.0 5.1.2.1.1.1.2.1.1.0.1.0.0.2.0.0.1.0.1.0.0.0.2.0.1 1 -0.711 0.336 
Te" DSCT lSWASPJ01561>.6,.'22723.1 0.1.3.6.13,21.24,24,23.20.17.1"11.10.1,7.5.4. 3,2.1.0.0.0.0 ' . 2.1.2.1.1.1.1.1.0.1.1.0.1.1.0,0.1,0.0.1.1.0.1.2 1 .o.m un 
Tost DSCT ISWASPJOlS615.S5+522M1.9 0.2.2. 7. 13 .20. 24.2>'~1.19.10.13.1l.U.'.5A).3,1.1.0.1.0 5.5.2.2.1.1.1.1.1.1.0.1.0.2.0.0.1.0.0.1.1.1.1,0.1 1 .o.,. 0.Z56 
To" DSCT lSWASPJ023917.03-4~.9 0.1.2.1.3.7.12.14.20,24. 2"20.I'.16.20.U.l2,11.10.9. 7A2.2.0 2.1.3.2.1.0.0.>'0.1.1.1.2.0.1.1.1.0.0.1.3.0.0.0.2 1 o.m 0.090 
To .. OSCT lSWASPJ181208.23+«J3M9.7 0,1. I , 1. lS, 22.24.24. 21tla.l6,lJ, 10.,9. 7.6,5,1.3,2, LO.o.o.O ' , 2.1.3.0.1.1.2.0.1.1.0.0.1.0.1.1,0.1.0.0.1.1.0.2 1 -O.~7 0.601 
Tnt OSCT lSWASPJl9OII15 .94""7U.1 0.1. 2.4. 7.10.11. I I .22.23.24.24.22.19.17.1"10.1.6A1.I.O.0.0 "2.1.1.>.0.1.1.1.0.2.0.0.1.1.0.0.1.1.1.0.0.2.1.2 1 -0.'13 0.146 
To .. D5CT lSW&SP J193445.37+455416.3 0.>. .... 13. 2O.~ .. 2 .. 21.21.U.17.U.l2,1O.1. 7,5 .... 1.2.1.0.0.0 - ,1. 1.2.1.0.1.2.0.1.0.1.1.0.1.0.1.0.1.1.1.0.1.2 1 ·1.0)0 0.]46 
Te" D5CT lSWASPJ191449.~+455331.4 0,1l.l.'. I4,20.23.24,23.21.19.17.U .13,1O.' .7.!1AI.I .1.0.0 J . 3.0. 3.1.1, 1.1.0.1.1,0.0 . .. 1.1.0.1.0.1, 1.1.0. 2.1 1 -1).451 0.16_ 
Tost OSCT 15WASPJ2OOISO.32+C8S~.3 0.>. I .' . 9.13.17.21.2"24. 24,23.21.2Q.17. lA,l2, 10. 7.6. 3.1.1,0,0 1.2.1.2.0.0.2.1.0.1.1.0.1.1.1.O.0.>'00.1.>'0. U 1 .o.142 o.t60 
Tost DSCT lSWASPJ214lO4.l1-4IU22.2 0.2.5.10. 17.21.2"23,21. CI.16, 11.12.10.1.7 .5A3.2.2.1.0.0.0 "U.1.1.2.0.1.lA2.0.1.O.1.0.1.1.0,1.0.1.0.2.1 1 -0.914 0.454 
hst OSCT lSWASPJ2U1.52.32+1744CJ.l Q,2.6.11, H.2"24.n,21.1a.16,U,U.'.7" .s,3,2,1.1.0,0,0.0 ~. 2.2.1.0.2.1.1.0.1.O.1.0.2.0.0.1.0.1 . 1 .0.1.0, 1.2 1 .o.14l 0.281 
Tost OSCT lSWASPJWW.Ot+174t31.0 0.1.2.6.11. CI.23.24.22.20.18, l5,l2,I0.9. 7,"4.3.2.>'1.1.0.0 5.3.3, 1.1.0.>.1.0.1.1.1.1.0.0.1.0.0.1.1.1.0.1, 1.1 1 -0._ 0.244 
To .. DSCT ISWASP J21.S132. n+ll4,l-I. 7 0.1,.".' 12.U. 19.Z2.2<t.24.24,21.19.16,U.I0.a.'.4.1.2,LO,O,O "1.1.'.1.L1.0.>,0,1.O.1.1.0.0.>'0,0.2.0,1.l.D.J 1 -o.1l6 OUO 
rest DSCT lSWASPJ2.J.tM6.01-01OM4.5 0.1.4.' . lA,20.24,24.21,2l.18,1I.lA,l2,10"'7''''''.1.>'1.0,0 3, 2.1.1.1.1.>'1.>.0.1,0.1,0.2.0.1.0.1.0.1.1.0.1.2 1 .1.2lO 0420 
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Appendix 1 continued ... 
EA Double eclipse 
Reason CI,,;- WASPOboetld ,.- y.p.tt~ - •• ... n _....-n'iMA 
Train EAdoubt. lSWASPJOOOOO7.2S·1S4417.t 0.12.22.24.24,:14 :I4.:I4.:I4.24.l4,21.II,1!.23.lA.24,24,14.2'.I4.l',2'.21 , 1.0,0,0.0.0.0.0.0.1.0.0.1.0.0.0,0.0.1.1.0.0.2.2.16 2 o.m 0,651 
TraI, EAdoubl. ISWASPJOOOO3O.01·nJ7al O. 14.21.21.21.23.26.24..n,2J. 21.2).21.20.21..n.l.].23 ,24,~n.2of., 14,2J.U l,o.o,o,o.O,O,O,O.o.o.a.o.O,1.1.0,O,O.ct-.1.1.l.U.6 2 ..... 1002 
Train EA""""'. lSWASPJOOOJU 1l.~.O 0.' .22.21.23.24,:14.14.24.23.22.21.21.20,21.22.11.11.24 24.:I4ll.21.20.17 LO.0.0.0.0.0.0.1.0.0.0.0.0.0,O.O,1.0.0,2.26,)'7 2 0.." 1.3711 
Tr.!n EAdoubie lSWASfI.IOOOS07 • ......a21'0:$.2 Goll, ll. n . U.2<l.:Mo24.24.2J.2J.21.11. 21.22. n ,2), N .ll. N.21. 23.U . 21. 16 1.0.0.0.0.0,0 ,00,0.0.0.0.1,0.0.1,0,00.0.1.'10,' , .... 3 1, .. 
Tr •• n Udouble l$WASPJOO162S.00+S62046.7 0.11.21.21.21.21.21.23.24.24.2' 21.U.20.21.23,23,24.24.2'.21.21.21.11,6 1.0.0.0.0.0.1.0.0,0.0.1.0.0.0.0.0.o.1.I.U-S.s.6 2 0.452 0.12!I 
Tr .. " £Adoubfe lSWASPJOOlO~S60""'.O 0.10.2) 2l.~.n,.14.24.N.23.n.2",n.n,2 ZJ n . ll 12.24 24 24.2),23.17 1.0.0 .0 0.0.0 0 0 0 .1 0,0.0.0.0.0.1.0 .0 0 ~_, .• , ..... ..-
T",n EAdouble lSWASPJOOlOl6.Jl-461nl.a 0.11.21.23,11. 2 ~ 1l.2l.l1.21.l2.2l. U .lI.21.12.2U3.24.24.23 11." .24.14 1.0.0,0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.1.0.0.1.0.0.0.1.1.0.1.S.l0.' 2 0.3<1 1",2 
T"', EA""""'. lSWASPJ0034U.IJ:"12OO6..0 0.1.22.14.2424.2"'24.24 N,.-a4.21.22.21.al4.2.t.2.&,24.2.&.24.24,l4 un 1.0.0.0 .0.0 .0.01..0.0.0.0.0.0.10.00.0.0.1.2..3.1' , ... 01 ..... 
r"l!'I EAdoubl. lSWASPJOOl509W414OOl.5 0.11.l2.23.24.24.24.24.lA.24.:I4.2'.21.2lll.",l'.23.24." 23 23, 24.2~'4 ~o.o.o.o.o. • • o •• 00 • • LO.o,' ... o.o.O,0,0.0.~6,1l 2 o.Ul 1-260 
_n ... -.... ISWASPJ0036J6.<I065.5Uu.o CUl.22.11.2l..1111.l4.lC.ll.ll n.U.lO..ll.21.l<t 24 D .14.2l.2oI.11.11.' ~0.0.0.0.0.0.0.G.1.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.1 0.u.u.7.I 2 0. ... I ill 
TroI, EAdoubI. lSWASP_34S 09<10561U O,12.n.U.u.l4,Z",N 24,11.21.U,11,l' .2l".2l.N,N n.n 21.21.21. 13.0 2.,0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.01.1.0.0.0.1.0.2.0.4,1.)" , CU!l 1 , 2~ 
T",. 
... """"'. lSWASPJ0CM611.s.s·l946(L6 0.11 21 .1112.U2~24.2423.23.22.2l . 2l.l2.U23,:14 24.2'24,21.21.20,6 1.0.0.0,0.0.1.0.0,0.0,10.0.0.0.0.O.o.O.U-S.7.' I G.'" Llilli 
Trli!'l EAdoubI. lSWASPJOOl'17."'·5Cm02.' O.lJ.~.23 ~2C.2 .. l4.24,.n..24--24.l2.:u.)4 24,'14 24,24,24.U.2) U.22.' 1.0.0.0,O.O,LO ~o.Ot.o.O.O.O.O 0,0 0.1.0.0.2.'1-4 1 ..... .. -
Tt.., EAdoubI. lSWASPJ00S402.1S+S4-3l0t.1 0.1!.21.21.23.24.24.21.21.23.1z,te.n.IJ.21.21.23.24,14,2',21.U.17.14,6 1.0.0,0,0'0.1.0.0.0.0.0'0.0'1.0'1.1.1.S ..... l,4,5 2 IU" o.~ 
Trlln EA-.... tsWASPJ0100l1.el-tS&l146..s 0.1.11.22.22 Z2.23 2l.14.242!.nZO.20 12.23 25.U.24.2).24.24.2«.21,1" 1.0.0 0.0.0.1.0.0.0.Ot.0.0.0t.1.0 0 .O.LO.2.U.1 .• , .. )() ..... 
T ... , EAdoubI. ISWASP1013)42.2'-4)4921.9 o 23.'4,11.21,1C,ll.22.21.21.23.21.11.19.23.23.23.14 2'.23.14,24.24,U211 1.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0 .0.0.0.0.1.0.0.0.0.0.1.1.0,4,10.7 2 0.11' o.m 
Train EA-.... LSWASPJlJOl" OI-0626U.l O,U .,N,N.M.N.)Il.loI.M.14N,2J.IQ,ll.N,.M,N.Ul4,2 • . l4.U.lJ.ll.LJ 1.0.0.0,0,0.0.00 0.1.0.0.1.0,0.0 O.O.o.o.l.o.t.U , 
..-
..... 
Trlin EAdoubl. lSWASPJ230742.7.·1OIlS'-9 0.23 .21.11,24.21.24.24.24.24.24.ns, 17.20.24.11.24.24.23.21.14.:I4.2C,16 1.0.0.0.0.1.0,0.0,0.0.0.0.0,0.0.1.1.0.0.1.1.0.7.12 2 0.401 0.242 
-. 
EAdouble lSWASPJ2!09S6 ..... USQ3.2 0.7. 20..u .ll . 24.N, 24.l4.N.~2l.n.21.23.2" , 1o&.14 , 24. 14.24.24.11 22.11 1.0.0.0.0.0,0.10.0.0.1.11.0,0.00,0.00,.1. L2.5.U 2 0.362 0. ... 
Trim EAdoubl. l$WASPJ21100uN91206.1 O.lI.21.2L21.24.-24 , n,22,~23,16tO 1' •. 21. 21,lJ.z.c.2),11.24,2"21.22. ' 2.,o.o.o.o.~o.~l.O,O.O.~O.0.O, 1.0,1. l,o.l.2.11.5 2 0.426 ..... 
T"'o lAdoubi. LSWASPJ211J22.~1 0 0.14.23." 24.:M.24.24.24. ... 2.11.2l.2~:14.2 .. 24.2. 24.23.2123,21.21' 1.0.0.0,1.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.1.0.0.0.0.0.0.I.o.a.13 2 a'll 0.111 
Tr,.n fAdoubi. 1SW"'SPJ23U~..s7-401 na.. O.l1.22.2J , 24.24.24.14~24.l'Il.14 U.21.21.23.2,,~"z.-.2<'.2J.z3 .n.21 , Lo..O,o.O,O.O.o.o.Lo.l,o..o.o.O 0 0.0 o.CU. 2.)'12 , 0.». 0.610 
T,...n EAdoubt. lSWASPIll2l2L6O<f.SOUS7.' o.t2. 20,21. 1'.lJ.24.23.24.23.21,17.21.16. 21.24.11.lA.23.14.2'.23.23. te.. 1.0.0.0,1.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.2.0.0.0.1.1.1.0.1.1.0,"7 2 0.164 o..sZC 
Train fAdoubIl 15WASPJ2327Ot.l1~O O,).I6,lJ.1J.,14.U21.lJ N,.~22,.lO,1' 1l.U ,1J M.M.1:LlO.U.n.U l.o.o.o,o.l,~Oto.o.o. o,o.o.o.l,l,O.cu. l.l I.' .• , .. 105 0.17& 
T'>On EAcIouI>I. lSW6.SPJ212711.l1+S011t&.' .... 21.24.24.l4.24.204.24.204.2l.22.21.UU24.2 .. 20.lA,I • • 21.ll.1S 1.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.1.0.0.0.0.0.0.1,0.0,00.0.1.1.5034 2 0.121 0.742 
Train EA_. lSWA$PJ23321"Wl,f,S,8Ol.7 O.l.ll. 2l..2124.24,N..N..N..l42l.21.lB.lO.22.n M.l4.:M NN.:U.20.U 1.0.1.0.0.0 ,0.0,Oo.o.1.o.1.0.o.0.o.1.(U. 2.1."U 1 ...... ..... 
Tr~n EAdouble lSW.t.WJ213441.sa·sssa16.4 0.1~20.21.21.21.1I.ll.lA.2l.22.2II.U IJ.".22.21,2121.2U1.U.11,1'.7 1.0.0.0.0.0.0.1.0.0.0.0,0.1.0.0.0.0.1".1.' 1.).1 2 CI.456 0'" 
TtoIn 
... -. lSWA.5PJ21J6Ol.'J-.1.l8OI.l o.'.11.1J,l'.11,.JO •. 21 .. ll.,lO.U.U .te.ll,-20.D.21.N.2" 2<1,21.2],. 22.11.' 1.0,O,O.o.o.1.0.0.1.0.o.0.o.o.a.1.t.2.4.) .1.1.") 
, 
.. 10. 01.tC 
T",. ... doubI. 1SWASPJ211~J..71 .. n448.7 0.12.20.21.24,23 22.23.22.23.23 te.1111.21.1!.23.21.24.24.22.22.21.14.0 2.o.n.o,0.0.O.o.0.0.0,o.1o.I.0.0.o.1.112.7.S,3 2 0.186 0.222 
T~ln EAdoubI. lSWASPJ2Jn5l.19'4~1.' o.t.22.n.~"'~2. 24.-:M M.~24.12.22.n 2A.M.2ot 2&.l&.2 .. ,21.2 .... 21.1S 1.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0 1.0.0.0.0.o.LO 0.0.0.0.0.1.4,1$ 2 o.no 1422 
, ... 
... -. lSWASPJOOOO3O,.IJ·:n)n5.~ .... 21.2 •. 14.~.~,24.23.2l.2UO.2J.ll . l4.-"24.l<.14 " . .I<.all l.tMJ. O,O.OtO,O.l .o.o.o.U.o.O.o,O,O. l ,O l.O,~14 2 o.l/J "'211 
'.st EAdoubi. lSWASP.f'00)Q8.A1·U<IO&l1 ..n.21.U24.21.21.U2J.21.20.te.'6,1l , 21.23.23.l3.l2.21.21.2l.21.~ · 1 0.0.00.1.0.0.0.0 0.0.0.0.0.0.0.2.0 U '4,1 2 o.lJO .... \0 
TOIl EAdoubIe lSWASPJ010<S0.1i'S>I06UI o,ll.22.22 .22.II.l2.UU23~" 21.21.2"'2.23,'3,23.'3,'3.23.>3.21.10 l ,o.O.o.O,O,Oo.O.O,1. l.o..o-.o.0.0.0.o.o.CU . '11.1 • o.lOl tlU T." EAdoutN. lSWASPJOI0701.Wl72JC)t.' .... 20.20.'2.23.23. 23.21~21.1111.23. :14.21.21.23.24.23.23,21.16 1.0.0.01.0.0.0.0.0.o.0.0.0.0.0.1.0.o,0.2.U.1.S 2 CUOI 0.lS6 
T." ... doubI. 1SWASPJOll"17.14~'2S.1 o.lI.12.u.. · l.21,l4.~·1.14,2J.U .20, ·1.l4,14.M.M .• l"1).n .11. · ) l,.0 O . O. o.o.o.o.o.o.O.O.O.~OrO 1.0.O,Ll,1.1,S.' , .... ,. 0.~21 
'.st E.Adouble lSWMPJOu.s33,'l· lU6.)O,' 0.'0." .24 24. 24 24.)t. 24. :l4.24.ll.21. 2t21.lA.20.24.".24.21.21. 23, U ,I 1.0,0,0.0.0.0.0.1.0.1.0.0,M .0.Q.0.0.0.0.US,I) 1 o.l'll 0.'211 
T ... EA""""'. lSWASPJOl41OO.6~3)c'1 o.t.n.21.2l. 11.l4.N"J4. ~l4t~l2.Z1.14.24.24.2o\.lJ4. )&.2J l) ,1:1.111' l.o.o.0.0.0.0.0,O.Lo.O.O.0.o.O,O.Q, Lo.o.O .• . ,,"U , .. » , ..... 
r." EA,doUbl. lSWA~J01"'903. J60+)61'16 .' 0,1>.2O,2O,22.24.U2J.l2.2UIl.2l.1I.2IJ.lJ.21.21.2t21.21.2L21.UII.' 1.0.0 0,0,0.1.0.0.0.0 0.0.0.0.1.0.0.2.0,' .H ,4.1 2 o.)oJ LC1211 
TOIl EAdoubll ISWASP 101S651 52'420102.1 o U 21.lI,n. n .MoM.1oIr.-J&.D.U.U Z U 1 ,..,,. M,24.21.2J.21.n. l 1100.0.0.0.000.00.1.1.0.0.0..0.01,0.' 2 7. , 
.. -
1..1 • 
T." EA_ lSW.a.sPJC)2051L17~.O 0.11.12.2],14.24.14.24.2' 21.22.1I.1.1L23.23.21.:I4,:14 11.24.21.23.21.5 1.01.0.0.1.0.0,0.0.0.1,00.0.0.0.0.2.0,0.0.4.1,1 2 G.S9S G.l62 
TtSt EAdoubI. lSWASPJOl1OQ.S)+1I11n.0 o 11..11.lJ.-24.24.N.24.X-M.-ll Z2.ll.-Zz.n:M.JC.).t,1C.24.N..l1.21.15.' 1.0.1.0 .0,0 .0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.10.0 .1.0.0.11-"'2 1 G.2!2 1.204 
T.st EA_I lSWASPJ02125I.WOSl751.6 0.12.23.:I4.20.l4.!I.24.".24.24.2C,l3.21.Ul4.2l.24.24.24."14." 2l.U 1.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0,0.0.1.LO.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0 O.Ut l 0.:100 1.412 
T ... EA_" 1SWASP~lUll.U.l70101. 0.1.1"2,11.2,,)&,1&,1>1,'" 2ut..lO.1O.ll.-Zl.D .. ~N.l4.21 u. u.a 1.0.0.Oo.o.O.1.1.O.0.0.0.0.0.0.0,0.1.L2.1.1),' I o.n1 1.GOO 
T ... 
... -
lSWASPJ0221.36..4I·ln2.u.1 o.s.l2.2l,21.l4.:M.24.24.24.24.23. 2l.l2.2l.:M.24.23 ....... 24.24.2 • . , .. ,. 1.0.0.0.0.1.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0 l.O,o.o.Q,O,.J.7.U l .... 7 'Ill 
list 
... -
15WASPJOl2l2l.~JIOU/.' ·" .ll.2J.lJ ............ ,n·22,U.20,1O.12.U ...... .I< .... -"Ull.21.14 LO.O.o.o.O.o.o.O.O,O.O 0.0.1.0.0.1.0,1.1.0.).6,' 2 0. ... 0)14 
T.it EAdoubI. 15WASPJOl23.51.II+m1Cll.I 0.1l.22.23 2l.n. ... oYI. ... 21l2.22.23 ....... 23 ........... 24.21.'1,' La.o.O.O.o.1.0.0.0.o.Q,o.l.UO,O.OO.o.1."~ 2 1Ul7 U .. 
T.,. EAdoubI. 15'WASP JOlloM& .+5451 ~1.5 0. 16. 21. 20. 21.21.lO.2l.ll.21.U21.l1.20.2L .2.ll.21.13.l4. 21. 21.n. n , 12 LO.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.o.O.l .o,o.Q.1.O.0.0 ),7.1,1,1 1 0.121 0.134 
T ... 
... -. lSWASPJOS2II7.16<l6OIlU D.1l.21.21.n.22.22.2l.2l.n.lOlD.U.20.Zl.14.nn.2l.2l.U.lllt.D.l 1.0.10 Q.O.CI,.O.O.O.o.1.0 o.o.Lo.o.o.2..l.J. 7.1.1 
, ...... G'''' 
T ... ... doubIl lSWASP)Q5.Sl2I .... 2oIOllO.l UU.20.l3. ... 24.l<.2l.l3 ... t.l.17. ll.t".L23.2l.lA.2U4.20.I'.10.0 l.o,O.0,o.Lo.o.o.a.1.0,0. o,O,l.LLUI.1,U I 4U111 0.»5 
TISt EA_ 15WASPJ0611n.1O<210236 • 0.1,11.24.1' 24.12.Ul2.2LlQ,'U ... ' .. 2II,:M.21.' ..... 1l.24.'I.>o.17 7 1.0,O.o.O.0.O,t..l.OAo.o.o.t.G.Z.1At. 3.t.4J..S , 0.120 01 ... 
T ... EAdoubI. lSWASPJ103l2O.71+t.16Ol .• 0.3.11.1"20.21.2uc, ... 21.ULI,7,4,Ul2.U24.l2.U23.21.2II.1I.U 1.0.0.1.1.0.1I.1.0.o.o.10.1.0.0.0.0,2.1.1.'4.2.J I o.m 0511 
"" 
EA doubIl "WASPJ12U56.U~.D O,1,U.Zl.l4.N.M'-lUL2O.U.u.u'1'. n .n .n • .M.14.:Mi.l1.1 U.) 1.0 •• . 1.o.o.cu.0.0.0.0 1.1.0.2.0.1.0.11.1.14.1 , 0. ... ... 00 
TOIl EAdoubI. lSWASPJU2U4'1· )>>6O!.;Z 0.4.12.11 n .21.Zl.21.23.21.24.2l,"'.12.19,21.2I.24.l<.n.23.21.20.11 0.0,0.1.1,0.0.0.1.0.0.2. Lo.o.O 0.111.116,4 1 CU40 0.400 
TI" EAdoubt. tsWASPll&1132 ..... 2l5SU •• 0,) .1'. l2.U, n .l4,M.X2l.n.n, l!l.1.t,1,Z1.U .12."'II.K2IC.Z1.22t16 10.0.1.0.0.0.0.o.0.0.0.0.1.1.0.2.0.0,1.017V 2 0.1i6S o.m 
T." EAdouble lSWASPJl91754 91-]01659.. 0'1 • . 1&1I.lt.U.l'.lO.U.Uol'.17. I.UO,24.U.ll.ll.1I.lC.20.lO.2l.20 1.1.0,o.o.O. Lo.O,0.O.OO.G.1.o..l.2.J..S.6.111.1 2 
.. * 0 .•• 
TIsI EAdoubIl lSWASPJU.)rIQ).21+H4241l 0,1,1' 2J.)t..M.M.H.~.U.U.l'. 1"'.M.1I.11.1J,M.lJ. 14.;2l.1 11.1,. 1.0,0.0.0.0.1.1.0.0.0.0 • . 0. 0.0.0,2.2.0.2.1.5,7 I ..", 0614 
TOOl fAdoubf. L5WASPJ1~0I~71I , ' o.12.U.22.U. 21.H,.n~Zl.21 17,17.U.~ll.:zo.U. l'.20. 1'.20.1"10. 2 1.0.1 .0 .0.0.0.0,0.0.1.0. Lo.O.o.o...z.J..A..4.2. 1."1 , 
.. -
0.11" 
T ... EA""""'. lSWASPJ2Q26UM-.saU17.0 0.334 21.23 ...... 24. ... 21l2.ILI4.14.17.21.23.:14 24.:14.24.21.22.17.' 10 0.1 0.0.1.0.0.0.o.00,0.I.G.0.2.1.0.0.U ,4.1 I o.m 0.702 
T.st EA_. UWASPJn&2SC)..09'4U9lLl 0.4.20.21.2).l4.;!4 .... 23.>4.l2.2l,2l.1 .. 2 .. .I<,l2.l2.22.l2.2221>.20.2IJ.II 1.0.0.0.1.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0 .0.0.0.0.0.2.0 .... ) S .... 5 2 ..", 0.7$2 
TIst E,t. cb.Ible lSWASPJU.,lOl"lDll6.1 0.' .11 23. ..... 24.l4.24.2JllIUI.I&20.22.21. .. 2124.21.21.20,13.3 LO.0.1.0.0.0,0.o.LO.0 O. 1.000.LO.l ,0 2. 1.2.). 7 2 0.&37 0140 
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Appendix 1 continued ... 
EA Single eclipse 
... son aoss WASP Ob ect Id x:pottom .......... .... _ ·moon ..... 
rroln EASlnilt lSWASPJOOS2Al.Ol+S028tO.t O.I.9.16.11.21.13.21.Jr.&.".24.24.:M.23.Z4,:M.24.l4o,n.n.D .l2.U .U .6 1.1 ••• 0.0.0.1.0.0.1.0.0.0.1.0.0.1.0.0.1.0.1.1.1.' 0.s69 0 .... 
r.",n EAslngle 1SWASPJOI0107.'~}43107.' 0.2.19.ll.23.lO.23.24,Il.24,22,21,22.21.23.22,23.22.23.21.24.23.23.22,13 1,01.0,O,O.o.O,O,O.o.O,O.1.0.o,O.o,O,l.O.1.S.11.A ...... U4>O 
_n EAsJngt. LSWASPJ01112A ..... ..a"4',1 O,l),ll,14, M . l4.:M.N,.l4.l4..24.2"'N.N.l4.lot.24.)ot.:M 2 .... lo&..~ .:M.2). u 1.0.0.0,0.0.0.0,0.0.0.1.0.1.0.0,0.0.0,0,0,0.0.2.20 ..,10 0 .... 
Train £A sSn"_ 1SW~PJOU611.'2"S619C2.7 0.7.20.20.22.23.24,24,23.22.23.22.23.2l.22.22.22.2I.23.21.Zl.Zl.2O.2O.16 1.0.0.0.0,0,0,1.0.0.0.0,0,0,0.0.1.0,0,0.4,4,6.6.2 0.221 0-271 
1rll" EAsIMi. LSWASPJOl2627.92+4.tS6U.2 O.2.20.22.l~.24.2l,21.n.22.22.:n.2D.11.nn.22.11.;U.11. lO. lO.1'. 1' 1.0,1,0.0.0.0,0.0.0.0,0.0.0.0.0.0,0,1.1.4.""1 o.m 0.102 
Tr.n £,Awn«!. lSWASPJOllnz.,,*,7U3&,.1Ii 0,5.17.22.22.22,23.22.24,22.21.23.22.2 .. 2l,23.2A.24.23.22.22,2o,2121.U 1.0.0.0.0.1.0.0.0.0. • • 0 1.00.0.0 00.1.3 "'5.,4 0161 "" .. 
TrAin EAJinat. LSWASPJ021151.05~1712.0 0.11.21.23.2A.22.23. 24.22.21.22.22. 20.22.22.21.21. ll.22.23. 22.22.22. 22, u t..o.o.o.o.o.o.o.~o.o.1.0.1.0,o.o,O.O,o.1.7.a.~2 -11.1(7 0322 
Tr .. n EA stnt!. 1SWASPJ0236OLn+~21 • O.20.li6.M.~.n.21,..2.&,ll.:zc..:zc..2A.2& 2A..2&.24.2t .24.24.21.21.23.23.2.t.U 1,0.0.0.0,0.0.0.0.0.0.0.1.0.0.0,0.0.0.0.1..1.0.' . " 0 .... ...,. 
Tram EAsfnat. ISWASPJ02'116.SI..as6Ia.7 0.13.23.23.11 23.22.23.22.23.21.23.23.23.ll.24,22.21.23.22.23.2 U ,21.5 l..o.o.o,o.1.~o.o.o.o.o.o.l.OtO.O.O.O.O.O.1."l"l 0307 0.531 
Tnl. EA sln&I. l.SWA,SIIJ024.n0..5.l·,S15311 .8 O.U.U.lJ.21.1O,.a,2.l,.U. lJ .IJ.24.n.~.21.u.2J.21.14,n.1S.11,L9. l0 1,0.0.0.0 .0.0.0.0,0.. ... 0.0.1.0.0.0.0.1.2.1 " .... G,.A 0.'" cu .. 
Trl1n EA$.InRie l.SWASPJ02460S.62~11073 0.8.23,24.23.19,24.19,20.21.23.24.22.22.24,24.23.23.22. 22, 19. 2 I . 20.23." 1.0,0,0.0.0.0.0.1.0.0.0.0.0.1.0.0.0.0,) .1.2. • • '.5 0.6" 1.160 
rroon EASir'\RIlt lSWASPJQ2S,n.SJ+OJ1I01.2 O,7.20.21.11.n.lJC.N.14.14.14.2ot.211.24.1 .. ,2. ,:M.4A,:M.24.24,ll,;U. 11. U 1. • . 0.0.0.0.0.1.0.0.0.0.1.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.1 .1.1,' .15 0 •• 0 0.$21 
rroln EAs.ln~. lSWASPJOl4.504.n+J7'm.' 0,17.24.2' 2'.24.24.22.21.24.2'-23.23.23.24,2(.24,22.24 24,ll.21.21.22.0 2.000.0000.0.0.0.0,0,0,0.0,0 .1,00,0,0,1,7,12: 0 .... 1,)211 
Train EAsanate lSWASPJOlS44.t.61+26S521.1 0.7.15,20.n .2l.23.21.22.21.21.21.lof..24.2C.24.:U.21.22.23,23.21,1S.1.0 2.0.0.0.0.0.0.2.0.M.0.0.0.0.2.0.0.0.0.1.3.1.8.( OS)! o.s66 
rroln EASfntle lSWASPJO))&H."·113756.2 0.6.11.2"23.2'.2'.2"21.21.2<.2"2(.24.24.24.24,2"24,2"2&.24.21.20.9 1.0.0.0..0,0.1.0.0.1.0.0,0.0.0.0.0.1.0.0.1 .0.0 .• • 16 0.,)21 ...... 
T",n EAsinli. lSWASPJ062130 18"15101.1 O.6.20,21,13.23.21.21.2l,Zl.23.22.22.lO.22.14.n .2A,)C,u.n.n.ll.21.1. l,o.o,O,O,O, I .O,O,O,O,O,O,O, l,O,O.O.O,O,2,2,4,U .l 0180 o.n6 
(A"~e 1.SWASPJZOlllO.)8.433»1.a 0 .... ' . 16,20,Z1.21.23.21.2".14.Z4.l.,Z.,24 • .lC.21.21.2122.lO. 16.1Q. • • 0 2,0.0.0.2.0,0,0.0.1 .1.0.0.0,0,0.1.0.0.0.2.0,2.0.7 0..,. 0. ... 
fro/n EAsinlll. lSWASPJ202lO2.83 .. 31432.( 0.16.l.9 2O.2O.23.23.24,22.22.22.22.1I.19.22.22.21.22.23,ll.20.22.22." .2 1.0.1.0.0.0 •• • 0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.1.0.1.1.1".8.2.1 0.334 1.108 
Tr.a" iASlnKJe lSWASP J202117 .23+ 113317.3 0,20,ZZ.22.Zl.22.22.22.22.l2.24.ZL2l.24.2J.22.l2.22.23.22.24.24,22.1.S.1 1.1.0.0,0,0.0.0.0.0.0.0,0.0.0,1.0.0.0,0,) .2.11.1 •• 0302 ..... 
Tr .. n EA"nli. LSWASPJ201301.~W1".6 0.11.2O.23.24,2 .. 22,ZI,22.22.23.24,24,21 22.22,23. 2~22.2 2l.212O U 12 1.0,'.O,0.0.0.0,~0.0. 1. 1.0.0,O.o,O,o.o,z.J.e.7.4 0.001 0.644 
T""n EAsJnlle lSWASPJZOlJI0 .• 9+412222., 0.5, 17.21.21.21.22.13. 2"'2l.2o'.2l.22.21.21.2A,2ot)23,2l.23.2L20.21.21.1l 1.00.0.0.0.1.0.0.0,0,1.0.0.0.0.0 .1.0.0.1.' .3.7 •• 0191 .-Trltn EAsfnc!' lSWASPJ2037(s.32+s.51631.2 0".11.1A.18.22.2122.24,24.24.24.2'.2A.23.23.24,21.ll.22.21.20.17.11.' 1.0.' .0.2.0,0,0.0.0..0.2.0.0,1.0..0.1.1,0. 1.1.3.).7 0.6" 0.62' 
Train lASlnJle 1SWASPJ212907.~11.' 0.1. •• ,20.21. 2l.2l.2l, 2J,ll,D.23.21.2A.l4.l&.21.l&, U .24. 22, H .lS,' , 1 1.0.0.1.0.0,0.0.1.1.0.0.0.0.1.1.0.0.0.1.1.0.1.11,5 0.21) 0 .... 
Troin EASingte UW~PJ2UOCO.3O+4C56l2.' 0. L 15.20, 21.U .2l.12.21.1 ' .lCU!O.2O.lI.lO. 21.21.2l2 t zo. 21.21. 20.2",12 I. J.O,0.0.0.0.0.0.0,O,O.1.0.0.0.0.0.2.2.7.' .1.0.1 ..... , 0.A42 
Trwn EA oInat. lSWASPJ2U902.80+S45802.) 0.17.22.2".21.1"'2-',21.N.21.21.2).21.22.U.23 23. )'&.~U.21.2l, 22.7 1.0.0.0.0.0.0. 1.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.1.0.0,0.1,4,10. 7 01S' L466 
Troin EA santte lSWASPJ21.U7.1O+14n30.1 0.6.19.22. 24.23.2A.2A.M.23.24.23,24,2A, 23. 23. 23 . 24,23.20,·1.22.24.22. 13 1.0.0.0.0.0.1.0.0.0.0.0.0. J..o.0.0.,0,0.1.1,0.1.1,' D.SOl 0.31' 
Trlln EAstl!lte lSWA$PJ214144.61+2ru2'.6 O.lA 21.20 n.n.2 • • 2A.22.22.22.ll.2A-22..-22.21.2D.1'D.Z2.21,2).21 .. U .20.14 1.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0 2.0.0.0.0.1.(" 7.l.l -II.U3 1312 
r. .. n EAslntte ISWASPJ214821.5'''2806rJ.6 0.9.21.24,24,24.24.24,24.2"24.24.23.2l,24,2"23.2'.23.2(.23.24,24.23.12 1.0.0.0 .O.0.o.o.O.1.0.O.I.o.o.0.o.o.0.0.0.LO.6.U 0.)82 I.'U 
Train EA .. nR!. lSWASPJIDB'll .... UU.' 0. 11 .20.n.22.21,.U.2U2.22.n.n.21.21.22.~24.n.2l.22.21.21.2U2.10 1.0 ••• 0.0.0.0.0.0.0.1.1.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0,1.8.'.2.2 o.m on. 
Tr"n EAs;n~e 15WASPJ2l5.S$2.lO+4)3.50t6.1 0,20.~1l.21,22,.20.21.2l.22.11.20.)'.n.l"11,l2.21.22.1I. 21. 22. 20. 20~2 1.0,1.0.0.0,0 ,0,0.0,0,0.0..00,0.,0.1.0.1,.5.7 ' ,2.2 "",. 0. ... 
IHI EA"nll. ISWASPJOO2434.W+)11819.2 0.19.ll.1) 2l.n.n.2"2C.~. n.n.2O,1'.1O.;n,.zz.11. lJ.U.20.1' ,21. n.l1 1.0 ••• 0.0.0 ••• 0.0.0.0.1.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.3.'".6,6,3 Ul1 0.>0Ti 
Telt f,Asln,t_ lSWASPJ0030U.lO+~.15 0.U.22..M.21.n.~20.22..23.21.24,1lU.U.U.23.11.22.2J , 22.23.2C. 2l.11 O.0.0.D.0 ,0.O.~0.O.I .o.0.0,"'O. 1.0.0. 1.J .I5."4 • • 121 
... " 
lost EA sfnc!' lSWASPJ003013.s6+S«l8371 0.11.21.21.22.21,N.24.n.21.21,22.20.11.21.U .22.22.21.21,2J.:M. n . 22. 17 1.0,0.0.0.0,0,0,0.0.0.1.0.0,0,0..0.1.0.0."4.6.1.1 0.144 0190 
r • ., fAllnlt. lSWAS.P1OO)1)) 31· )61m.2 0.24.2'.21.21.23.23.23.23.23.23.23.20.23.22.2323.24.24.23.2"Z2.2).23.0 2.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0,0.1 .• . 2.13' 0.'" OUt 
T • ., EAsinli' lSWASPJOO3)n ... +S(SS.W.5 O,10,21.21.2 •• 24,.N.2A.2t~ )4,NoN loI.2C.)l.24.ll.24.:M.N ,;Z • . 2J.22.11 1.0.0.0,0.0.0, • • 0.0,1.1. •• 0.0. • •• .0.0.0,0.1.1.1.17 0.061 0.>00 
T." £A sma!. 1SWUPJOM.SS6 90+464826., 0,10.1' 1'.".20.21.12.21.1). H .20.1I. U .m.n.:Z1.22.21. t9,19.20.20.19,O 2.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0 •• . 0.00. 1.~"',~ • . 1 0221 O.'ll 
Tes' EA""". ISWASPJ0338SL1217J346.S 0.11.17.18.22.23.12. .2l.21.22.26,24.ll ll.2l.2l.21 23.>4.2&. 21.n.l" 1.O • .o.o.o •• O.0.0 ••• 0.0.0.1.0.0.2.1.0.0.·oS.1.( 0.52' 0.7(4 
10" EAs*nr· lSW.SPJ0M61/~.)M~ 5 0,U, 121l. 2J .U.n.U.u.~;u.22..1.I.u.u..21.n.lJ..l4.11.n.20. 2) . I,,6 1.0 •• . 0.0 •• . 1.0.0.0 •• .0.0.0.0.0.0.0.2.2.1. ...... , 0_ .... 
T~st EA""". t.SWASPJ050905.31+25oIQU.if 0.9.2l,22,23.24.2.2.U.N.24.21.2l,,23.23 23.23,24,17.2' 2 • . 2 . .... 22.11.> 1,.0.O.0.O.I .0.0.0"1.0.0.~O.0.O'O . 1.1.O'O,O • ..u 01111 0.200 
Tts< lAS-Inc!_ 15WASPJ05:L121.A5.274.124. 5 0.5.11.1'.11.11.17.17.17. 211 tI,16.16.·1.11.U .16.17.1I.19.1i, 16,11.15, 14 1.0.0.0.0.1.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.1.110.0.1.1.0.0.0.0.1 0.296 0 .'" T •., EA"n&!< lSW#.5PJO)I,U.J7+ )lt201.1 0.a.2L2l.24,21.2424.24.N.2Yl.2120.21.24.24.24,24." .2J.22." .12 .• 2.0.0.00.0.0.01.0.0.0.1.0.0.0.D,O,O.10.l.L7.11 o.no WJ6 
r ... EA"nat. iSWASPJO.S&"2.01+]1Q?07.1 O,ll.20.1O.20.20.U.1LN-.ll.20.2L20.U.20.1t,n .21.2l..21.19.21. 1'.20,6 1.0.0.0.0.0.1.0.0.0.0.0.1.0.0.0.0.0.0.6. .... 1.0.1 021. 0-220 
r ... EAltnfle lSWASP.I05.57"lAI+214n1.5 0.9.21.23.23.22.24,26,24 24 2U3.2l.22.2l,2J.23.2'.20.21.2l.2l.13.2 12 1.0.O'O .0, 0.Q,o'O.1.a.o. 1.O'O'~0.O.0.O.o.t.J. l1,7 0 .... U54 
r ... EASlnat. tsWASPJ060S0S.U+26«l51A D. lO.ILD.lOAl! 2l. N .n l'.1J.U .H.:m.20.H 2O.21.21.20.1O.~1'.9 1.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.1.1.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.07.7.1.0.1.1 0.211 
.-f . .. ..... .,.,. UWASPJ0Ci0W3.)~)U)".' 0.1>.21."."'.21.21.22,23.22.21.23.21.ll.21.2O,22.21.22.2A.21.".2O.2ll,12 1.0.0,0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0,0.1.0.0.1.0.0.0.1. ........ 1, 1 ono 0 ..... 
T.st EAsln(lt ISWASPJ06USO.61+19S7JA.3 0, ' . ll . 22,22.2~23.2L23.22.21.22.23.2"2"24.22.22,22.12.22,2"". 10.2 1.0.1.1.0.0 0.0.0.0.1.0.0.1.0.0.0.0.0.1.0.1.,.6,2 0261 o.l54 T ... .... .. ~ lSWASPJOUlM 7't+1U6«)-7 O. ' .16,23.>1."'24. 2l.2L20. 2Q.20, 11,20, H . J!, 20,2Q.19. 20.1 '.1'. 19.17.' 1,0.0.0.0.o.t.O. l .0,0.0'0.0.0'0. 11.1 ..... 1. .. 1.1 0.]21 0,,02 
THI EAoInll· LSWASPJ22J208. n_.l 0.15.23 .U ,22.I4.20.I424,24,24,2l.23.24 lJ.24,24.N.24.23.N.U.U I • •• 1. • • 0.LO.0.0.0.O.o.0.0.0.0.0.0.1.0.0.1.0.0.I."U 0.519 1.228 
T." .......... 1$WASPJ22221Ln·CMIZ22.6 0 ... 21.24,22.21.lJ.21.21.22.23.23.24.N.21.2)'23.23,22.22.11.U .22.2'.16 1.0.0.0.1,0.0.0.o.O.0.0.0.0,0.0,1.0.0, • • 0.1.S.1J.! U50 0.142 
THI EA .. nllt lSWASPJ2lN2S.4J~7 0.2.1.S.16."'.2O 22.22.21.22.24,24,23 2).2l.22.22.>~21.22.2J.22.2O.1'" 1.o,I.0.0.0.1.0.o.0 ••• 0.0.0.1.1.1.0,0.o.'.U .4,2 0.332 0.244 
T • ., EA sinll4_ lSWASPJl2l4lO .• ,....1I15-J 0.13,21.20.21.22.21.23.2U2.22.20.1I.21.21.24,24,22,24,24,21.2)'21.13.1 1.1.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.020.0.0.0.1.0. 70S 2.0 0.244 0.'31 
It" EAstnl'e lSWASPJn&l.l' 6b-U5028.) 0.U.ll, :zz.Zl.D.n, 13."'l&.~.2I.M.M.z-.2J,ltI.ll.ll. ltI,)t"U , n.l.,1 1.Lo.O.O.0.O.0.0.0.0.0.O, 1.1.0.0.0.0.0.0.1.J,7.10 0..599 0.,,)10. 
T.st fAst~ lSWASPJ2~,""'36~1" •• 2.13.22.24.N.24,23.22.22.20.2o,11 2l ~.22.21.21.22,22,22,1'.22.11.' 1.0.1.0.0.0.0.0.1.0.0.0.0.1.0.0.0.1.~1.2.2.1,2.' 0.)10 0.100 
T." ...... net· lSWJ.SPJ2112G2.62·SJ.lOll.2 0.1"21 ,21.21.2L1O.20.1O.2Q,21.22.14.21.21.21.21.21.21.20.lO.20 l' 22.8 1.0.0.0,0.0.0.0.1..0.0.0.('1,0.1,0.0.0.0. 7. u..2.0,1 0210 tAU 
T • ., ...... nll. lSWASPJ232S40.37-4.2,SlM. ) 0.U"22.23.21.24.23.2U' 22.23.23.21.23.23 21.ll.21.21.2111.20.23." 1. 1.0.0.0.0.0 •• 0.0.o.O.0.0.0.0.0.o.U.0.0.~ 17.2 0-420 0.221 
Test ...... nat· lSWASPnl)lo&l. n~.) 0.), I~ 21. 22.".24,ll.23,N. ll.21.24.N.23,20. 2A,23,l4.21. 21. 2'.22.22.16 LO.0.1.0,0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.1.0,t,..0.1.0.),10,7 0 ... O.~2 
I",. EAsfnll. lSWA5PJllU'6.CM·~2..' 0.1S.22.22.23.ll.2221.Z1,l4.22.22.22,22,24,2l.23.22.21.21.22,22.22,22,6 l 0.0. O. 0.0.1.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.1.0.0.0.0.0.2.11. 7.2 021. 0.600 
rHl EASlnd_ lSWASPJ234108 .... 2633!9.' 0.11.2"N.22.24.24 24,24,24,24,2 .. 24.23.2 .. 11.24,24,24.2 .. 23.24.24.2 .. " 1.0.0,0.0.0 O' ••• • O.O'LO.O.O •• , O.O. ~O'O.O u.tI 0410 0"21 
Io>t EA Slnlfe 1SWASPJ2lC·.nO .~1:Z1 2 o.u.22.. z.t.:Z • • 24~.M.~~. l4,24,.2C,..2II.l>I." .24.1t,~2«.2"2 • . 24.lO.1 1.0.0.0.0.0.0,1,0.0.0.0.1.0.0 .•• 0.0.0,0,1.0.1. • . '" o..U 0 ..... 
THI EAsfn'" \.SWlSI'J23!546.30+50IOIU .. ' .20.20.22.22.22.22.21.24.23.23.21.23.23 2L22.22.22.21.22.JA.2Z.11.' LO,Q O.D.O.O.o.O,l.OA~O,O.O , O 0 10..2.2.'''2 ... 057 o.s6& 
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R.~~S WAspObecttd X·pottom Y·ponom - •. t:.; Mod= ..... 
TraIn E8 lSWASPKI02220.06+.57lOO3 •• o~ 1.12,11. 21.22.21,24, 24.2l.20.16.1l. 13.15.1IlO. 21. n . 2£.24.22.18.11.5 ~1.0.0.0, 1.0.0.0.0.0.0.~3.0.~1.0.3.0.2.2.2.1" I 0.67" 0.578 
Tr>ln ES 1SWASPJOO22.56.9~203923.6 0.2.12.2Il.22.2,,24.24.21,22.1'.17.16.16.17.2O,22. 23.24.2'.24,23.21.14.3 ~0.1. 1.0.0.0.0,0.0.0.0,1.0.1.0.2.2,O."2."'."0 1 0.&12 0.296 
Train E8 lSWASPKJ(I1l19,6$+SlllOO.2 O.4.u.,U,21.lJ.24,21.22.20.11, 1"'1l. 13. l5.18.20.22.,22.23.23.20,17,11,l 1.0.1.o.t.0.0.0.0.0,0,2.0.2.1.1.0.2.2.0.1.1.l.<,1 I 0.8U 0.1504 
T,.. in EB lSWASPJOOJ22S.22·2452l4.4 0.2.5,12.16.22.l'.22.23,2O.I6,U.' . ' .12.17,20,23.24,23,2O.'0.1I, 6,' 1.0,2.0.0.1.1,O.O.2.0,2. l.0.o.o.l.1.0.0.3.0.Z,l f 2 1 1.015 ..... 
Tr.lO E8 lSWASPJOI0143,61+~ 0.' 14,19.22. 24, 2"14.21.19.16.10, 7,10.15.19.22.11.2".22. :U.18.1S. 7,0 2.0.0.0.0,0,0,2.1.0.2.0.0.0,1.2.1.0.1.3.0.2.3.1.4 I 0.719 0790 
T ... n £B lSWASP.JOll147.09+302201.6 o.a.16.21.23.2',2"23.22.22.U.16.15.15.ta,20,22.23." ,Z"'3,'I. UI,11,2 1.0.1.0.o,0.0.0,1.0.0.1.0.0.0.2.2.0.2..1.1.3.2. .... 1 0.078 ..... 
Train £8 lSWASPJOlOOU .. 04-181221.1 o.'.U.20.22,24.24.24,11.2Ll'.1~1"'1"1119.21.23 24,24,~22.19.14,s 1.0.0.0.0.1.1.0,0.0,0.0.0.0.',1.1.1.0,3. 1.2,2,2.6 I 0.815 I.CIOZ 
Train EB lSWASPJ0222SLll+41s,s3.S.1 o.1.2.a.22.23.24124~~,21.11.12."l"11.11,n.24.24.2A,2Ul.,17".O 2.0.0.0.0,O.0.O,0~2.0.0.Z.o.1.0.o.3.o.1.0.3.3.2.6 1 O.48J Q,au 
Train £8 ISWASP~7.16+560846.4 o.2,' .17,19,2J.2c.24.21.2U7.1S.11 .. ' . 12. 16.18.20.23.23.2).21,19,U .7 1.0.1,0.0,0.0.1.0.2.0.1.1.0.1.1.1.2.1.2.1.1. 1.5.2 I 1.091 .... 34 
T~'n £8 lSWASPJ034910..sg...a2365S.1 O.2.1O'17,21.23,Z .... 24,zc.22..U~~12,.11.U.U. l', 21.21.23. 23 ,n.18.u.5 1.0,1,0.0.1.0,0.0.0.1.1.1.2.0.1.1.,1. 1.2.0.3.2.3.3 1 ·o.n2 0 ... 
Tr,ln E8 ISWASP JOl.5441.71-145606.6 0. 1.9.17.21.23.24.2"'4.2220,17.14. U .15.18.20.22.24.24.".23.20. lS. 7 1.1.0.0.0.0.0.1.0.1.0,0.0.1,1.2.0.2.1.0.1,1,2.2.6 1 o,ass 0.63& 
Tr.l'" E8 I5WASPJQ35I46.07i444405.7 O,S,U . l!J,21.23.24.23.22.U.17.U.1l,.14.15.1a.21.21.24.2A.21,l1.17.11..2 1..0. 1.0.0.1.0.0.0.0.0.1..0.2.1..1..1.,2.1.2.0.3.1 .... 1 1 0.M9 0.'" 
Tr.ln .8 !SWASPJCM0636.7 .... 274001.s o ... 12.18.21.24. ... 23.21.19, 16.1A,13.13.15, 17,20,22.23.24.2'.20,16,9. 2 1.0,1.1.0.0.0,0.0.1.0.0.1.2.1.1.2.1.1,1.2.2.1.1.1 I 0.996 O.~IO 
Tr>ln EB lSWA5PJ04:n37.S7+442S40.8 0.6.14.H.22,23.24t2.t,23.U.U.15.U.U,1S.1',2D.22,2).23.Z3.21.18.13.S 1.0.0.0.0.1.1.0,0.0.0.0,02.1..2..1.0.1.'. 1.1.3..).2 1 0.120 0.432 
Tr.,n ES UWASPJ04lOO90t6+251226.' .... 1l. IO.23.2 .. 2 .. 2 .. 21.U.15.11,U.U.l .. 17.20.22.24,23,21.18,14,7.1 1,1,0.0.1.0.0,1.0.0,0.0.0."2.1.0.1.1.2.1.2.1.2.4 I 0.1107 0.544 
T~ln £8 I5WASPJ182J05.40+5&5412.7 O.a.16.21.23.24,14.24.Z2.21.1S.U .l"U.17.20,l1,21.24.24..21.21.17.tO.l 1.1..00,0,0.001.0.1.0,00.1. 1.2.1.0.1"2.}.5 I D.n. 0.738 
Train EB lSWASPJUll24.!9+111107.1 0, 1.10.17. 21. 23. 24.24,23,22.20.17. lS.Il,IS.111,21.22.Z4.24.24.22. 2O. lS. 7 1.1.0.0.0.0.0.1.O,O,1.0.0.0. 1.1.0'2.1,0. 2,2.3,2~ I 0.712 0.786 
Tr .. n £B 15WASPJUl2731.3,+091227,1 O.a,~.U. 22.24.24.24.l2,20.17.10AIo.16.1I. 1"l2.U.ll. 20.11.15.7.0 2.0.0.0.0.0.0.1.2.0.2.0,0.0,0.1.1.1.2.2.2.0.1.2.3 1 0.607 O_lAO 
Tr-olJn EO lSWASPJl~nl.s2· lOQ917. 7 0.3.10.15,18,23.24,22.22.111,16,1 .. 12.12.11,16, 111, 20.20.21.22.111,15. 7.2 1.0.1.1.0.0.0.1.0.0.1.0,2.1.1.1,2.0.' ,0.2.,.1,1.1 I 0.418 0.726 
Train £B lSWASI'JUnos.'S+3&2201U O.a.17.1l.21.24.24.24,23,.21.1I.l'&'10.1l.17.2O,22..24.24.2.t,.2J_22.20,U ,l 1.0.1.0.0.0.0.0.1.0,1.0.1.1.1.0.0.2, 1.0. 2.1.1.1.6 I 0.651 0.612 
Tr .. n E8 lSWASPJ191207.n+S23114.1 0.5. 12.18,21.2J.24,23.2l, 111, 11,' .7.11,'4.18.22.2"2"2',21.18. 13.6.0 2,0.0.0.0.1.1,1."1.0,0.1.2.1.0.0.0".0.0,3.1,2.' 1 0."'] 
.. -
T",ln E8 I~WASI'J20143L80+lS1635 • 0,8.16.20.21.2ot.24.24..22.11.17,l4.U. t.S.16.l9,21.21.2.a..U.21 •• 9.14,6.0 1.o.o.0.0,0.1.0,1.0,0.0.0,0.2.2.2.l .L2.1.2.1.J.' I 0.'70 D.508 
Tram E8 lSWASPJ201821.56-191729." 0.1,9,16,21.21, .. ,23,21.17.12.7.6.7.11,16,19.22.24,2'.21.19.14.11,1 1.1,0.1.0.0.1.2.1.1.0.1.1.0.1.0.2.1.0.1,0","3.3 I !.On O.U8 
Tl'lin £8 lSWASPJ20244Ll2+S029,3.6 0.5,lS.U .23.22.2l.21.22.20.17. 15.14.10.18.2O,22.23,"'2"22.19,12.3.0 2.0.0.1.0.0.1.0.0.0.0.0.1.0.1.2.1.1.1.1.2.2."1.2 1 0.898 0.380 
Train EO UWASPJ2033~62.·,"2131.2 0.4.12,17.21.24.24,24.12.20.17,14.12.,12,.14.16,1',21.23.21.22,20.17,11,3 1.0.0.1. 1.0.0,0.0,O.O,I .l.0.2.0.1.I,O,1.2,2,2,2.) 1 1.012 0 ..... 
TraJn E8 ISWASPJ20405I.".OO3550.7 O'S'lS. IO.21.23.2 ........ 22.20.17.13. 13. 16.20.21.22.23.23.22.21.20.17.7 1.0,0.0.0.1.0.1.0,0.0.0.0.2.0.1.1.2.0,1.3,3.3,1.3 1 0.54& 0.376 
Tr.ln EB 15WASPJ20451,.9I+070220.0 0.1, ' . lS,19.21.2'.I8.21.17.15.12.11, 10.12.14.17.20. 23.23, 21,18.1l. 7, 1 1..2,Q,O.O,O.o.l.,O.1,1,I ,Z.LL2.CI.2 .. 2..t.1.".O,2.1 1 D.'" 0.'34 
T",n E8 lSWASPJ20S30C5.77+3&t9otO.7 0.3,12,,18,21.21.2.4.24.23.22.1',1'1 13. 15,18,21.222 .. 2<.21,22.20,15.7 1,0.0.1.0.0.0.1.0.0.0,0.1.1.1,2,1.0,2.1.1.2.3,1.' I 1.005 0.854 
T ... n EB lSWASPJ205S02.10-460400.1 o..s.14.,20.23,24,24.24,23,22.21.18.U .15.17.20tl1.2l.24,24.24,22.20.1.5,15 1.0,O,O.0.1.1.0.0.0.0,0,O,O.~1,O..1.1.0. 3. 2.2..1.6 1 0.61' ..... 
Trim EB ISWASI'J2l15I'.78<022844.' 0.5,13,l5,22.24 Z"-24,2l.21. l9.16.16,15.17.20.21.2<l,24,2oC)23.21.17.9.1 1.1.0.0.0.1.0.0.0.1.0.0,0.1.0.1,2.2,0.2.1.3.1.2.6 1 0.134 0.5)2 
Tnt .B ISWASPJ002206.01...,3U1.' 0.' .18. 22.23.24,24,24,21,2l.2Il.17.16.10,l9.21,23.23.24,24,23.22.2O, IU 1.0.1,.0..0,0,0.0,0,1,0.0.1.0,0,0.2.1.1.1..2.1.).5..5 1 ..... 0 . ))1 
r.st £1 lSWASP..tOe321.!0-032Z54.1 O,J. IO.16.ll.l4I.14. J4.11.17.14,t..7.7.!.U.17, l ' .21. 21. 20.16 11.6.1 ~1,0. ~0.0.1.2.0 2.1.1.0.1.1.0.2.2.0.1. .... 0.0.3 I 0.C2 0.)56 
T"" •• lSWA$PJOSQ5OI.. 74-073342..t 0.5.12.1I.21.2J,24.24 21..2O,.U.l 1.10. l.1,1..,t',2l.:n.Z2.12.20.16, 12.4,0 2,0.0.0,1,1.0,0,0.0. 1.2.2..0 1.1.1.0.1.1.u, ... U 1 ..... " 0.4'" 
rort £1 lSWASPJQS075'.159 .. ·o,SSOn.1 0 ...... 20.2l.24, ..... , 2l.'~19, 11. 10. 16,1&20.22.23 24.2"23. 22.111,' .1 1.1.0.0.0.0, 1,O,0.1.O.0.0.0.0, 1.2. 1 ,2.1.2.1.3. 1~ I 0.J\l7 0.33& 
To .. £8 tSW ... SP.MlSl954.(J').15St06..' 0.3,U,11.22..2A.24.2<&,22.U.11.1 .... 1l.U,U .1L20.2S .. N . ll4.13.21.1.6 ... t 1.1..0.1,0,0.0.0.1.0,0 D. 1.2.1.1.1.1.2. L 1.1.2..2..) 1 112> O.S16 
To .. £B lSWASPJ05zn2.Z8+].5~.52.0 0.'.18.20. 22" . 24,22.' .. 21.17, 12.l2.l2.2O 22.22.23.24,24,22.20.111, 2,0 2,0,1.0.0.o.0,0,O, I.0 .0.3.0.0,0.0,1.1.0,3.~.1.4 2 0.552 0.178 
Tost £8 ISWASPJOS3I]4.73+~1 0,2.11.lS.2U1.22.2~,21.20.I&I6,I6.17.20,>1.22.:I4.23. 22.I6,l4.5.0 1.0 1.0,0,1.0 0,O.o.o,1.0.o.J. U1.2.0.2.1.4,Ll 1 0.80. o.m 
Tost E8 lSWASPJ(l5oI$42.1.5"10&5'.1 O •• • Il.U .21.13 ...... 23.2l.I9,I5,IA,I"I6.II.21.22.24." .21.22.18.U ,4 1.0,0.0,2.0.0.0.0.0.0 .0.0,2.2.0.2.0.2.2.0.3,2,3,4 I o.n& 0.1156 
Test EB lSWASPKlS5n 7.'7-+1A061S.9 0.1.11.17,lO.2.LlI.lrI.ll.21..1&,U.' . lo.1.5.H .22.11.l4.M.l2,1O.16.' .1 1,0.0.1.0.0.1.0.0.2.1.1.0.1 0.1.1.1.1.1.2.1.1,1.4 1 0. ... 0..,. 
Tost £8 lSWASPJ0510S1.6.S-:ZOunS 0.1.15.2O,23." .24,23.2l, " .IS.I1.' 11.14.111,20,21,22.22.20.111,14,7,0 2.0.0,0,0.0.0.1 l,l.0, 2.0.0.2.2.0,0,2.1.3,1.3.U 2 0.946 0.116 
rort E8 I5WASI'J062100.1!J.543256.1 0 •• • 12.17,21.2J,24,24,23.2l,17,1l.10,',12.18.".21,221l.lI.1'.I6,II' ~O.0,0.2.0.0.0 0.1.1,1.2.1.0.0.2.2.0.2.0 },2.3.2 I 0.441 0.156 
Tort EB lSWASlJO!J7JO.J.S..4.5l23O.1 0, ' .13. 17.2I. 23.24,23,21.2O,1I.I5,U.Il.Il,17,2Il.22.21,23.24.11,1I,12.1 1.0.0,2,0,0,0,0,0,0.0,0,1.4.0,1.0.2.2,0.2."1.3.2 2 0"'" O.ca 
Tort £8 ISWASI' .J092523.7" 221015.6 0.2.9, 11,21.21.2l.24.'''23.2Ul.16,l7.1O.1O, 20,23.2.1 .... 21.21.21, I&Il 1,0.1.0.0.0,0.0,0,1,0,1.0.0.0.0. 2.1.>'0.2.5.1.5.3 I 0.521 0.122 
To .. EI lSWASPJQ944..S2..,..20S4U., 0.3,12.1&21,23.24.24,24,22.20. 17,141"16,U,22.23,24,24,24,22.1' .14.6 1.0.0,1.0.0.1.0,0.0,0.0.1.0.3.0.1.1,1.2.1.1,3.2.1 I "116 0.0'2 
Tort (B ISWASI'JU2758.51+144955 .• 0, 1,~. IA,19,22.23.22.19, 1'1411,1'U0,12.15,UI,2UL24.1l.2O,U.1, 3 1.0.0.2.0.1.0.1.0.0.2.1.1.12.1.1.0.2.2.1.1.2.3.1 I -0.294 0.162 
To" E8 15WASPJ12SJ02.SI+II0244.A 0."'11.16.l9,2221,~21.17. 11.'. I3,17.20,'1.21,20.1I.1~. Il.',4 1.1,0.0.1.0.1,0,0.2.0.2.0,2.0,I.1,2.1.""'.l,2,1 I 0.05' 0.670 
Tost E8 I5WASPJl65044.11I+102«JI.1 0."11.15.11.22.24.24,22.11.15.11,11, 12. 1S.l9, 17.21,22.22.19.11,16.12.8 1.0.0.0.1.0.1.0.0,0.0. 2.2.1.0."1.1.1, 1.0.1.' .0,2 2 0.346 0.104 
Tort EI 1SWASP.121lM.5."~. 0.1.10. 21.23.24,24,24,23.20, 15.12.10,1U&.21.21,24,24,24, 22,11, 16,8.0 2.0.0.0.0.0,0.02.0.1.0,1.1.0. .. >.0.1.0.1, .. 0.". I OJ" 0...512 
Test £1 ISWASPJ21l600. 74· 702000.7 0.4,12.18.21.24.24.24,23.>O,17. IA,I .. U .I,,17,2O,22.24,2' 21.21,17,10.1 1.1.O.0. 1,0.0.0.0,0.1.O.1,2.2.0.0,3.1.0,2.2.1.~ I 1127 0.5'" 
hst .. 1SwASPJn)713.~..s 0.'.17.22.23.24,",2O,14.22,2l 19.17. 17.20.12.23.24,24.24,24,ll.20, 15, 3 l,O.0.l,o .~o.0,O, l,o.0.0.o,o.1.o.J)o.l.2.1,.3.J.' , 
"'10 "'06 
r ost E8 lSWASPJ213U6.n+UOUI.l 0.3,22.18.21,23, 24. 23.21.11.15.12.10, ' ''14.1&20, 2 3 .... 24,23. 20.15,1.1 1.1.0,0.0,1,0.0,1.0.1.1 .2.0.1,2.0.0. ),0.2.1,0,4,3 2 0117 0.000 
Tnt E8 lSWASPJ2206OI.S0t461SUA O.~ U ,U.22.23 "'''.22.2I.17.''.12.13.lS.17 20,22.23.23 22.2Il.17 I 2 1.0. 001.0.0,0.0.0,1.1.2.1.1.0.],0.,,1,1."3 ,' I 0.710 0"12 
Tort £8 I5WASPJ22151"98-245927.0 0.3.9.Il,ta,2223.24.2UO.1A,12.9.1,10,1"17.2O.21,".24.2I. 11,7.1 1.0.0.2.0.0.0, 1.1,2.1.0,1.1.2.0.0.1,2.0.2,2,2. 1.l I 0.751 0222 
Tost EO lsw..&..SPJznU2..26-16Sl)).t O.7.1S.21.21.24 .24.Z4,.Z2.Xl.l1.U . l.a..15.17.20,22.21.lrI.:M.21.21.16 7,0 1.0,O.0.0.0.0.2,O,O.0.0.0.O,1.L2.2.0,0.1.2.2.).s 1 
.. -
.. _ 
Tort E8 I5WASPJ22210U!J.06575U 0.1, 7.1A,2O.21.21.2J.11.U.17.15.I" ll,1', 16, 19.2l,2l.14.2l.2O, 18.ll.S 1.1.0.0.0.1,0. 1.0.0.0,0.0.1.2.1.1,,,1,2.2.3.1.3,1 I 0,026 0.494 
To .. (8 tswASPJ124.S53.2tt01025&.I 0,7. 16.21.23,2 ..... 23.23,22.20,17.17, 17.1',21 ,21,24.24, 24. 23.21.19, Ul "0.0. 1.0.0.0. 1.0.0.0.0.0.1 0.0, 1.3 . o,2.1.3.1.5~ 1 0.123 0.604 
Tost EB ISWA5PJ22,CU9+I45I45A 0,2. • • 15.2Il.22. ........ ,22.I&I .. I2.I2.IA,UI,20.22,l3,22.21,1I, 1 .. 11,2 1.0.2.0,0.0.0.0.1.1,0,0,2.0. ' .1.0.0.3.0.2.1.' .1.3 I ·U12 0.624 
Tost E8 I5WASPJ2lO757.13+50I14l.' o.5.10.2O,2224, ... 23.2l,2I.U.17.1"I"lS 1"18.21."''''23.2\,17.11.' 1 0.0.0. 1 1.0.0,0.0.0,1.0.01,1.1,2,1.1.1."1.2.0 2 0.261 0.610 
Tort (8 I5WA5PJ23112"'6+~lSll1.3 0. 1.9.17.21. ..... 24.22.2Il.1&15.12.12 U .I6.l12U3,ll,1I.19.16,U.1 1.1.0,1.0.0.0.0,0 .1.O.12.1.0,1.2.11.1.I.2.1.l .1 I 0.110 o sea 
Tost [8 lSWA,SPJ23S25I.,1+5n6S0.A 0. I .U .19.21,23 ...... 1I.22,2O,1I.104IA,I6,20.21.22.2''24,24.22.19.15.7 1.0.0.1.O,0.0.1.0.0.0 .0.0. 1.2.1.1,0,1.2,2.2.1.~ I 0.651 "128 
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Appendix 1 continued .. . 
Reason CllSs WASP Db oct Id ,- .·_em -,- v.patt~ P·bln 
__ on 
..... 
Tr.in EW 1SWASPJOOl445.15-)914).5~ 0.2.9,15.U .21.24.2I&.21.21.17. 1G..5 ,2.6.11.16,20.22.22.21.19.15.'.3 1.0.2.1.0.1.1.0,0.2.1.1.0.0.0.2.1.1.0.2.1.2.3.1.2 I 0.7110 G..I0 
Trim EW ISWASPJ003621.!I4'21321U 0.1.9.16,21.l4.24.21.2O,15.10"'2.1.6,I2.U.21.23.23.Z1.15.10.' ,0 2.0.1.2.2.0.1.0,0.1.2.0,1.0.0.2.1.0.1.0,1,),0,3,2 1 1.222 0.366 
Tr •• n EW lSWASP..IOCMOO6.26·.50lAl.S.5 O .... U . l • • 21.24. l4,.2 .... 11.11.16.10.s.s.1t.16..20.11.24,2 ... 21.lO. 17,10. ) 1.0,O,1.1.2.0.0.0,O.2."1.O .. O.O,2. 1. 1.0.2.2.o.~ 1 1."'" 0.722 
Tr.ln EW ISWASPJ005851.91tOlOlS1.1 0.4.11.16,20.22.23.23,20,15.10".3.6.10.16.20.23.24.22.20,16.10.5.0 2.0.0.1.2.1.1.0.0,0 ,).1.0.0,0.1,3,0,0 .0".0.2,3, 1 1 1-011 0.366 
Tr.Jn EW lSWASPJOI09lS n ·2012S!U O.1.'.u..lS.19.20.U .. H .17.1l ... 3.J ••• l .... 18-.2l.23.24.22.21.17,11.. LO.0,1. LO,0,0.1.1.0. LO.I.1.1.0.2.1.2.1.1.1.1.1 I (1.175 0.218 
Tr.in EW ISWASPJOI094S.!IO-201256.2 0.1.9.15 18.19.20.21.19.11.1l.1,3,l,I.I4,U,21.23.2'.22.21.17.11.' 1.00.3.1.0.0.0.2.1.0 .... 0.1.1.1.0.2.2.2.1.). 1.1. 1 1 0,821 0.218 
Train EW lSWASPJOll63a. 06-J"'211..) O .... 10.17.20.23.2 ... l1.l1.16.1O'J'O'2.7.1l.1"lO.22.,22,20,ta.U .5,l 1.1.1.1.1.1.0,1.0.0.1.0.0.1.0.0.1.2.1.0.3.1.2. 2.1 I 0.985 OA1' 
Tr-'n EW lSWASPJ014933.6~lnm.2 0.1,9.15.19,22.2'. 24,Z'.21. 18,12.4.1, 7.1'.19.22.24,24.24, 22.1 9.1'.6 1.2.0.0.1..0.1.1,O.I,o..O.I.0.2.1..0-.0.1.J.O.1.1,O.6 1 L OU 0.'" 
'rain EW 15WASPJ020402.90+32',1l.' O, 2.,, 16. 20 . 22.2"24,21.2l.17.1lA3.7.lA.,".n.21.2'.21.~la,l2." 1.0.1.1.2.0.0.1.0.1.0.1.1.0.1.0.1.1,1.1,2.2.1.1.3 I 0.7110 0.27' 
Tflln £W ISWASPJ02UI4.06+441916.2 0.4,12.17.20.21.24,24.22.19.1'.1.U.9.16.20.21.Z"24,21.2O,lS.9.2 1.1.1.1.1..0,0.1.0..2.0.0.1.0. 1.t.1. 1.0, 1.).0, 1.1,. 1 1.113 O.~2 
'r,ln EW lSWASPJ022129.86+US846 2 O. 1,a.1S.19.22.~21.11. 1I. 1"7.0.o.3,U.17.21.21, 2<I,24,22y17. 1l,.S 1.1.0.1.0.1.0,1.1.0.0.2.0.0.1.1.0.2.1.1.0.2.2.2.1 I 1.092 0.524 
Train EW lSWASPJ022U2.51"383742.1 O.'.12.U.2t,2'.2'.21.21.18.12 • .s.l.1,9.1S.20.22.23.21.21.18.t' .6. t 1.2.0,t.l,Ll,O,O.I.0.0.1.0.1. t.O.O. l .0.1.1.1.1.2 1 0"'7 0.682 
Train EW lSWASPJ023ua.9.s+1".U'.' O.6.1"'19. 22.2C. 204. 2C.21.~,t.5.'.S .".U.16.20i 22.21.21.n.1I,U.a.2 1.0.1.0.0.1.2.0.1.1.0.0.1.0.1.1.1.0.1.1.1.1.4.1.3 1 0.492 0.626 
Train EW lSWASPJOltOl0.79+425209.2 0. 1.'.16. 20.21.U.2A.23,22.18,.u..6.6.'.t6. lO.23 .~2'.21.20.18. u.. .. 1. 1.0.o.1.0~2.0.0.2.0.0. :z.0.0.0.2.0. :z.o.1.o.",,,. 1 1 002 . . .,. 
Tr'ln EW lSWASPJ0349277&+11541).' 0.' .12.17.2L23.z".24.2J.20.16,10.J.).' ,U .20,22.24.24.23.20.17.10.3 1.0.0.1.1.0.0.0.0.1.2.0.1,0.0.1.1.2.0,0.3.1.1.1.4 I 0.!114 0 .... 
Train £W ISWASPJ=1.'lO+W336.1 0.3.10.16,2O.23.Z4,24.22.19.I',1.2.2.1.1', 19.22.Z4,24.22.2O.16.1'" 1..0.2.2.0.0.0.1.1.0.1.0.0.0.2.0.2.0.0.2.2.0.1.1.. 1 1,075 D.AI2 
Tra.n EW lSWASPJl65119.n+1~ 0.S. 11.t6,~..n.22.n.t9.16. U.'. 1.."'lo.15.20.21. 2 ... :z.t.21.2D.lSt&.1 1.2.0.0.1,2.0.0.1.0.Uo,O.0.2.2.0.D,1.2.2.1.2.2 I 0.9$1 0.520 
Train EW lSWASPJ171lnA3+1lO1OO..& 0.J .9.14,19.22.2'.22.19,16,U".0. L6.13,11.22.24.24.21.19.B •• • 2 2.1.1.Ll.O.1.0.1.1.0.1.O,2..t.O.l .o.J...J.O.O.J.l.J 1 LOll 0.]7" 
Troin EW lSWASPJlnJ24. ....... 22ml.1 O ... 1).. Ia.21.21.2J.22.2D. l.6.1U .... '.l4.~n.2 .... :z.t,24.21.1',14,l,O 2.0.0.0.L2.0.0.1.1.0.1.0.UO.1.0,1.1.1,].1.1.1 I 1.19S 0.456 
T,..ln EW ISWASPJI11819.9J'1SSQ6.2 0.S.U . II.21.21.24,24,22.19.15.1.2.4.11.16.20.21.24.24,21.2O.11.10,2 1,0.2.0.1.1.0.0,1,0.1,1.1.0.0.1,1.1.1.1.2.1.1.).' 1 1,051 0.710 
T~ln EW lSWASPJl72U1..57"'11SlSS.0 O.5, t2.1I.22.21.24. 24.21~lO.U.7""".U.a.20.U.2l.22.21,1"1.,a,O 2.0.0.0.1.1.0.1.1.0.0.1.1.0.1,1.0.0.1.0.2.1.1.1,2 1 1.1S1 D..IC)2 
T~ln £W tsWASPJl731S4...27 ..... US2.7 0.).10.16,11.19.20,22.20.15.13,5.0.2.9.14,19.21.24.24.22.20.15.1,1 2.1.1.1.0.1.0,0.1.1.1.1.0.0,1.2.1.,1.0.1.1.0.2.1.2 1 0.16' 0.554 
Train EW lSWASPJt71920.60+l.S4110.5 O."U.U .22.21.2"'24.21.17.1l.5,;z..5,l.Ll6,2O,21.21,22.:n . tl, t 4.7.0 2.0.1.0.0.2.1.1.0.0.0.1.0.1.1.0.1.1.2.0.1.2.3.2.2 I o.m 0.2]2 
Train EW ISWASPJI14110."+4321'09.6 0.4,12.11.2O.Z1.24,24,12.19.14,1.4,s.11.16.2O. 21.24.24,22.19.15. 9.2 1.0.1.0.2.1.0.0.1.1,0.1.1,0.1.1.1,1.0.2.2.0.2.2.' 1 0.1&2 0.600 
Train EW lSWASPJI80115.n"'ll4lO4.9 0.1. 7.14.,20.21.24.2A.2J.20.L5.',l *2..5 .12.17.2t..21.23.n .n..t 7.11.4 1.1.1.I. I,1.O.1.0. 1.O.1.1.O.1.1.0.2.0.0.2.2.0.S.2 I O.99S 0.530 
rr.ln EW ISWASPJ11SOS2.16+4l4OU.2 0.4,12.11.20.22. 21.21. 21.lI, 14,1, 2.S.11.11.21,21. Z4.24.23. 21. 17. 10.2 1.0. 2,0.1.1..0.0. t .O.L 1.1.0..1.0.0. 1.1.0.1.l.1. ... 2 1 D.".' 0._ 
Train EW lSWASPJlI.S30. S1-+3nl16.1 0.1.10,13.17.19. 2O.1I,t6.11. ,,,. 2.1. 7.12. t 7.lO, 21.24. 23.,.20. t .... . 4 1.0,1.2.1,1.0.1.1.1.1.0.1.2.1,0,1.2.1.1.3.0,0,2.1 I 0,111 0.lS2 
Trlln EW ISWASPJtm]8.II~1.S 0.6.13.19.22.24.24,2'.24.21.1I.11.4.6.1l.18,22.21,2'.23.22.20.16.11.3 1.0,0.1.1.0.2.0.0.0,0.2.0. 2.0.0,1.0.2.1.1,1.3.1.3 1 0. ... 0.182 
Train EW lSWASPJ191144...5O-1124S9.1 O ..... 10. t7.1.9.22.2 ... 24.l2.20.1 .. 7.1.2.'.16.n .n.z.a.2A.23.20.16.9.1 1.0.1.2.1.0,0.1.0.2.1.0.0.0.1.0.2.1.0.1.1.1.2.1.4 I 0.121 0.]64 
Train EW lSWASPJ1929S4-9I+4IS5OO,1 0.1.9.15.20.23.24.24,23, 20.15.9.1,2.6, 1l.1I,21. 23.23.21,20.16. 10.3 1.0.1,].0.0.1.0.0.2.1.0.0.1.0.2.1.0.1. ... ,1 ..... 2 1 0.,., 0.4,. 
Tost EW lSWASPJOU.18 ]6.46~7. 1 0.5.11.18.21.23.1.t.24A2Q.16.' ,4...5.11.16.ll\n..n.23.22.1O.17.10.J 1.0.0.1.1.2.0,o.0,1.1.1.LO.O.D,1.1.1.0,1.U.1.2 1 o,~ 0.-
To" EW ISWASPJ04l42U3+0122OU 0.6.14,19.22.24.2'.24,22.11,14.7.1.3.10, 16.19.22.24,24,22.20.11.10,Z 1.1,1.1.0.0,1,1.0,0,2.0,0,0.2.0,1.1.1.2.1.0.4,0,' 1 0.725 0.424 
Tost EW tSWASP.mo702.11).01)&711.6 O' ... 10.1I.n.24.24.22.17.1L6.1.2. . ... 14.1O.U.~21~U.U.6r.z.O 2.0.2.1.2.0.2.0,1,0,1,1,1.0.1.0,0.1.1.1,1.0.1.1,3 I 1.091 D.l1O 
To .. EW ISWASPJ091lO3~1. 1 0.3.12.U.21.21.21.21.22.20.15.',3.6.11.14 .20.22.24,24,24.II.11.1O.2 1.0.L2,O.0,1.O.0.1.1.1.1.I.1.1.0,0,2.CI,2.1,2.1.1 1 ..... 0.3)0 
Tost EW lSWASPJll.&42Ao.25+212123.0 O. t.7.1A.l .. n.22.21.22.lO.t,u..6,3..I.l .. , 1"U..H,H.24~22.H.U,2 1,1.1.0.0.1.1.1.1.0.0.1.0.1,2.0,1.0.2. 1.L4,1,3 1 1_ 0.116 
TOst EW ISWASPJ11S751.23·J606IU 0.4,12.17.21,21.24.24.22.19.1l.6.1.3,10,16.19.22.21.23.21.1I.14,8,O 2.1,0.1.1.0.1.0.1.0.1.0.1.1,1.0.1.1.1.2.0.2.2.3" 1 0 .... 0. ... 
Tost EW 1.SW4SP1120450. ,...3)0,22..1 O ..... l2.18.2l.,2 .. 2 ... 24.2J. l'.U.'. J.' ,U.17.1O.23.~.24,.2).20.1 . ... 1 1.1.0.1. 1.1.0.0.1.1.0,1.1.0.0,1.I.1.1.U1.O.~ 1 O.ISI o.m 
Tost EW 15WASPIU3204.91.2622.11 0.&'I4,19.22.23.2'.24,21.1I,12,S.2.6. 1l.1I.21.24,~.21. 21.19.ll .6,0 2.0.1.0.0.1.2.0.1.0.0.0.1.2,1.0.0,0.2.2.0 3.L2.' 1 0.771 0,'" 
Tost EW lSWASPJUllOO.2'+26425I.l 0.2.9.1 ... 1a.21.22.22.21.1'.U .1D,.5 ...... t ... 19.U.2]..l.I,21.~t8,ll.4 1.0.1.0.2.1.0.0.1.1.1.0.1.0.2.1.0.0.2.2.0.),3.2.1 1 0.916 O.saa 
lost EW lSWASPJUlJ0S..52''210103.6 0.6, 1l.11,22.24.24, 23.20.11, lo,S.2.1.9.1l.11 ,20.22.21,20.11.12.6.0 2.0.1.1.0.1.2.0.0.1.1.0.1.2.0.0,2.1.1,0.1.1.2.1.' 1 Otol 0."'" 
Tost EW lSWASPJU40l.5.04-1MlOO.' O.1 .9.U. 18,21.24.lot,.~15 , • • 1.0. t..f.U.17.:20.22..21.,1"1.,10.s.0 ' .1,0.2.0.1.1,0.1,1,1,0.1.0.2.1,0.1.2.0.2.1.2.0.2 I 0.911 0.1" 
lost EW lSWASPJU4117 • .21+lMIL5.IJ 0 •• • 11.16,2O.2.3,24,24,22.19.1 .... 4,5,10'16.19.22.24,23.22.1I.lA.1,1 1.1.0.0.1.1.0,0.2.0.1.1,0.0.1.0.2.0.1.2.1.0.1,2.' I HIS lIMO 
To" EW lSWASPJl25121 ...... 2n3'6... O"'1.t.16,U,21,22.22.1'.16 . l.LSt2.'.1l. 17..n.21,.2IC.~2LlI.U~O >,0,1.0.2.2.0.0.0.0.0.2.1.1,0,0.2.1.1.1.0.3.2.1.2 1 0,7U 0.1104 
Tost EW ISw .. sPJ1n84'.n ·l6SIJ2.' 0.1,6.12.lI,22.24.24,22,20.15.1,2. 1.5.11.16,20,22.21.22.1 9.16, 11.~ 1.2.1.O.0.2.1.0,1.0,0.2.1.0.0,1.2.0,1.UO.4, I. . I 1.011 0.082 
Tost EW lSWASPJU&J25.Mt004:J6S6.9 O,"12.17.2Ll4.24.lt.21.16.1U.l .1.1.l"U.2l.2-I.2o&.21.t7.U .6,O 2.1.O,1.L11.0,1.0.0. L1.1.1,0.1,2,0.t,O,3,1.D,S I 1.211 0.414 
To" EW lSWASPJ20Jl05.27+1I4?OLI 0.1,15.19.22.24,24,21.2L1&,U1 ..... 15.",22.24.24.24,22.".14.6,0 2.0.0.0.1.0.1.Uo,O.0.0,1.Uo,O.l,J,o,1.I.I.' 1 1.017 ..... 
Tost EW ISWASPJ204Ill-Z1-012925,7 0.6.1l.1I,21.21,24.21.21.11 1 1.s.: 5.11.16.21),21.24.24.22 19.1A.7.0 2,0.1.0.0.21.1.0,0.0.1,1.1.1.0.1,1.1.1,1.2.1,1.1 1 1.116 0.524 
To" EW lSW"SPJ210316.60·1841S4 , 0 ••• ll.17.21.21.24.24,22.20.U.' ..... ' .15.19.22.24,24,23.2O,11.11,) 1,0.0.2.2.0.0,0,0,2.0.2.0.0,0.2.0.2.0,1.1.1.2.2.4 1 1.011 0. ... 
Tost EW ISWASPJ21120S.1l'112lO1 9 0.1.1.14, 19.22.24,24, 21. lI, 1 .. 1.., .... .a.1l.16,l1.1 9. U , II, 13,'.' 1.1,0.1.2.1.0,1.1.1.1.0.0.2.2.0.1.0.4,2,0,1.1.0.2 I 0.621 ..... 
lost EW lSW .. SPJ2U317 ... ·1S1052.0 D.4.12.17,21.23.2A.23.21.11.12,S,2,4,11.16.2O,23.24,24.22.19.11,s.0 2.0.1.0,2.2.0,0.0,0.0.1.2.1.0,0.1.2.0,1.1.2.l,J 1 I 0", 0.612 
Tost EW ISWASPJ213849.l9+2641]4 2 0.'.12.17.20,22.23.22.20.17.12,6,1.1.12.11,21.24.24,24.22.19.14.6,0 2.0,0.1.1.0.1.0,0,0.0,0,3.0,1.0.0.2.I.I,2.l,J,U 1 0.9 .. 0. ... 
Tost EW lSWASPJ213ISl.t2+2I054S.1 0.' ,12.17.21.23,Z',21.21.UI.1D.3.1.2.'.15,19.22.23.22.20.17.11.3,O 2.1.1.2.1.0.0.0.0,1.1.1,1.0.0.1.1.2.0.1.1.2.2.1,1 I 0,171 CI.SQ 
Tost EW ISWASPJ22110141·1911ll.l 0.1.1. 14.19.22.24.24,21,21.16.9,).U.IO.I6.21.21.24.23.21.11.1l.6 1.1.1.1.0.1.U.0,1.1.O,0.1.1.0.1.1.0,1.D,J.1.U 1 0.810 II-'" 
Tost EW ISWASPJ22lS39. n ·2S4442.1 0.3. 10. 16.19.21.23.22.20.1S.9,5,~.10,11.21.24.24,24,21.17.12.S.0 0,0.1.0.4,0.0.0,1.2.0.1,0.0.1.1.1.0.1,1.1.1.2.1 1 0.M1 0.". 
Tost EW lSWASPJ22~ U...(l5OUO.l Q.J.ll. lI.2L21,lA,2A.21,20.1 ... 1D ... .).lo.U.u.n.n.23.22.20.16.' .Z 1,0.1,1.1.1.0.0,0,1.2.1,0.0.0.1.2.0.1.1.1.1.2.4.2 1 0.110 0. .. 
lost EW lSWASPJ222017 ..... 200650 •• 0.6, 14, 19,22. 24,24,24.21. lI.12.6,U.ll, UI,20,22, 21.21,21,11.13.3.0 2.0.1.0,0.2.2.0.0,0.0.1,1.1,1.0,1.0.2.1.1.2.2.2.) I 0.12' 0164 
Tost EW ISWASPJ222256.aa4 161921.1 "'.I'.11,21.2]'Z4,23.21.11.12.4,1.4,10,16,2O,22.21.22.2I),17.12,4,0 2.1,0.0.3,1.0.0.0,0.1.0.2.1.0.0.1,2.1.0.2.2.2.),1 I 1.020 0. ... 
Tost EW lSWASPJ22.26S2. ... 192510 •• 0.6,1l.U .22.24,Z"Z',22.lI.12.S.1.4.1l.l1.21.23.24.24.22.19.U.1.0 Z,1.0,0.1.1.L1.0,0.0.I.I.LO.1.o,UI.0.1.'.U I 0.154 0718 
Tost EW lSW"SPJ211916.I&-090905.2 0.S.12.II,22.~.24.21.19.15 . 10.5.3 .U.U. 17.2O.21.22.2O. 17.12,S.0 2.0.0.1.1.3,0.0.1,0.1.0.2.1.0.1.0.2.1.UI.2.U I 1.0» o.J7I 
lost EW tsWASPJ21~75a."7+WnO.O 0.3.12.17.2L2l.24, 2A. 22. U , 1" 7.2."'0. UI,2O.2l.24,24,22, 19.1A.1,1 1.1.1.0.1.1.0.1.1.0.1.0,1.0.2.0. I.LO.2.LI.2.2.' 1 1.121 0501 
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Appendix 1 continued ... 
--
CI .. s WASPObKlld ,.- r--- Y·.,.ttom P·bon Mod .. ""';; IMA 
Tr .. n .... 15WASPJOOO315.18+432SJ •• 0.1.3.6.9.10.1 • • 17.21.22,2 .. 24,23.2 .. 22,'1.19.1 .. 1 .. 1) ....... ", 1,,2,1.2.,O.o.l.O,o.z.~O.o.l.l.O.~1.o.1.0, 1.2."'J • ...... 7 0."" 
Triln OMS lSWASPJOOO7S611"l~l O~. S.', ' ,."'16.1&2l.21.24.l1.1t..H.17. U .12.10.7."3.0.0 1.1 ).>.0.1.2.1.G.l.0.2.1.0.1.0.1.1.1.1.1.1.o.l.1.o.t 1 0.1($ o.lQ 
noon OMS lSWASPJOOlOOl.14+261n).1 0.) .6,'-12.14,17,20.= .204,24.24,23,22,21.19.16.14,11.&.4'>'0.0 ) ,0.1.1.1.0.1.0.1.1.0.1.1.0,2.0.1.1.0.1.1.2.1.2.' 1 0...., 0.211 
Tflln OMS lSWASP..KJ0.3M6.1I+20M41.,5 0.l.l . .. 10.1 • • 17.u.21.,. ... 2J,23 .... 23.2t.l .. 17.U.'.5.2.1.0.0 3.2.2.0.0, 1.1.0.0.1.1.O.0. l.1.0.0,2.1.1.G.2.0,., • 1 o.W 0.320 
T ... n .... lSW ASPJ0QA.406.19-t4921lO.6 0,2.4,6".14,1',17""21.2'.2'.22, ... 2t.19.15.1'.12.10.7.1,3.1.1 L2.1.1.1.0.1.1.1,1.1..0.1,0,1.1..0. 1.0.1.0.l.1.0.4 • 0.217 CU .. 
Tr.n OMS lSWASPJOQ5.Sl.5.11 ... ~.u.3 o.2.).,6,',12.15.11.1',lG.22.14.24.21..11.U.lI,U.U.l0.6,l .2.2.1 1.1,).2.0.0.2.0.0.11.0.2.0.0.2.1.0.1.2.1.1.2.0.2 1 0.717 CI.2CM 
T",n OMS lSWASPJ005615 .• >-220011.5 0. 2.4, 7.12.12.16.19.22.2l.l'.204,24,2O,1 .. 16.13, 14,.'' ''.),2.0.1 2. 1.2.2.1.1.0. 1.1.0.0, 0, 2. 1. t.o.2.o. 1.1.1.0.1.1,) 1 
.... "" o.ut 
Trau\ RMS lSWASI'J010029.1)+l4O»S.0 O.2.I.I O,12.14.16.17.H.21,.Z2.N.2"'241J.H .17 U .l1.12.'.6.1.1.0 2.1.1.1.0,0 .2.0.1.0.1.0.2.1.1.1.1.2.0.3.0,1.1.0 •• 1 0.660 o.31C 
r,..," OMS lSWASPJOU1)1.07·261911.0 0.1.4,6.' .12.1' 17.20.21.22,2' 21.24,22,22,1I.16.1'.11.9.U.1.0 2.2.0.1.1.0.2.0,0.2.0.1.1.0.2.0.1.1,1.0. 1.1.), 1.2 • ....,. o.n> 
Tro," RMS lSWASI'J01215I.12~1757.' 0."'12.'.1].. 15.19.n.2).22.2<' 24.22.22. 21.16.15.12 ....... 6.1.0.1 2.1.0.0.1.0 ••• 0.1.1.0.0.2.1.0.2.1.0.0.1.0.1.),2,2 1 0.029 0.064 
n oon ... s lSWASPJOrnSI17+301",,7 0.2. • • 6.7,' .UI4.2O.24.22.23.23.I'.19,I'. B.I2.'.7.6, • • 1.0,0 ) .1.1.2.0.0.2.2.0. 2.0.0.1.1.0.1.0.0,1.)'1.0,1.2.J 1 ·0.731 0.140 
Troon RMS lSWASPJOU34I.W· 14141L' 0.1.1.7. 7.10.1"15. 'I.20.22.24,l4.'''U.l'.21,13 IS.10".U .2.2 l.2.2.1.0.0.1,2,1.0,2.0.0.1.1.2.0.0.2.1. I.1.1.0.l I 0.211 0.0Ii6 
Troll" .... lSWASPJ0227lO.().t. ... l6OS24.' 0.1.' .6.' . I2.15.U .17.22,2O,24,24,1),2l,U.II. I"1I ' .7."2.2.0 2.0.2.1.1.0.2.1.0,2.0.0.1.2.0.L1.LLLI.1.Lll 1 0._ 0 .... 
Tro .. RMS lmASl'J02l2Ol.4)+062O:14.7 0. ••• •• .&.11.15,17.20,20 .... >4,2 • • 23 22,2t.U 1I,1S,12.9.6.'.2.1 1,2.1.1.1.0.2.0.1.1.0.1.1.0.0.2.0.1.1.1.2.1.1.1.1 1 ~370 0.196 
Tr~n .... ISWASPJ02S92UI· 12llil.7 0.1. • • 6,9, 14, 16,2Q.21.24.2',2',2l.22,20.17.1' , 11. " .... 4, 1.0.0 ' .2.0,1.2.0.2.0.0,2.0.1.0,0.2.0.1.1.0.0.2.1.1.1' 1 .... 647 0.1" 
!tin .... 1SWA5PJOlO6U~1~2.a O .... .s, ' .10." . '7.1'.22,22,22,2"'4,20.20,16, 14, I .... 7 •• . J.0.0 • • 0.0..,1.1.0.1.1.1,1.0,0.1.2.0.1.1.0 1.2.0 •• • 0.2 1 0.6715 0.070 
Tr .. n .... 15WASI'J010,.o.~21 2 0.),4.1.10.14.16. " . 20, 22,23,24,24,101.21.22,2Q.17.16, 11.10."4, 1.0 2.1.O.1.2.0.1.0.1.o.l,O,0, 1.1.0.2.1.0.1.2.0.>. ' ,' 1 0.1167 0.312 
11"n I\MS lSWASPJOl1I:2L~"'O 0 ........ 11.l2.19.2t.2t.2'.24,23. 22,11.16, 12.11. 7.1.6.4.S.1.1 1.2.0.0, • • 2.1.1.1.1,0.1.2.1,0.0.1.0.1.l.O.2.1.1.2 1 o.n3 0.042 
rr..n OMS lSWASPJO)2027 '7-I6S027.2 0.1.4.a.I2.14,16.1I.2O,22.2J,24.24,24.2Ut.20.14,15,1I.10,7,) .1.0 2.2.0.11.0.0.1.1.0.1.1.0.1.1.1.1.0.2.0.2.1.1.2.3 1 0.'21 0.:194 
noon .... lSWA5.P.Mll28C2.,1.2lOO1.0., o.l.1A6.' . U . l ... l"20.n.23.N.24,.24.n.21.1'. 17.1~'\6.)"'1 1.).0.1.2.0.2.0.0.2.0.0.0,0.2.1.0.1,1.1.1.2.0.2.. 1 0.023 0.221 
Troon o.os lSWASI'JO.3203.'1+1I02SO.7 0,].5,6.7.' .16. 16.19.20.22,2',22,22, 1I.2Q.16,15, 11, 12.4,6,2.0.0 3.0.1.1.1.1.2.1.0.1.0.0.1.1.0.1.',0.1.1.2.0.3.0.1 1 0.173 0_1" 
Troon .... 1..SWASPJ03513' 63+1447"0 0.1..,7 .• ,12.1 .. 16,18.20.22.2'.2).20.1 .. 15,12.10, ..... 2.1.0.0 3.2.1.1.1.0, 1.t.t.1.1.0, 2.0.1.1.1.0,2.0.2.0.1.1.1 1 ~6" 0.126 
T,.,n .... lSWASPJOOOI39 ., .. nOO9 6 0.2.1.4.7 ... 12.14,19,2l.l4.2J,23,23,l1.2t.17.15,15.10 ....... 2.2 1.0.3,1.2.0.1.1.2.0.1.0.1,0.1.2.0.1.0.1.0.1.0.', ' 1 -4.ut 0.100 
T,.,n OMS lSWASP..IOt0209A8+llAIn.1 0.1 ..... ' .U.l ... 17. :ZO'2L2~Z3.22.20.1 • . lS.U.l0 ... s"l.LO 2.2.1.0.1.1.1.0.1.1.1,0.2.0.1.1.0,1.1.0.2.1.1.2.2 1 Q.903 0.202 
Tr .. n .... lSWASPJOI014 7.6S-C2llSO_1 G,3 2.6.'-11.14.16,11.22.2),23",,22,20.1',16,14,'.6 ' ,3.0.0 ,0 4.G.1.1.l.0.2..0.0.2.o.1.o.o.2.(l.2.o.Ll.1.0,2.l.1 1 o.n2 0.1>0 
Tr .. n IIMS 15WASPlOCOSll.20-344947..5 0' ..... 7.10'1 .. U .19.n. ... 2J, ... 2t.U 15,U.I1.6.l.' • • 2.0,0 • • l.l.2.2.0.2.1.o.o.t.1.0.2.1 LO.0.0.2.0.2.0.1.2 1 ~306 G.066 
Tr' In OMS lSWASI'JOC07U .... l20931.1 0.1 .• • 6.'.11.14,11.19.23. 24,24,23,24,2t.2O.17.11 12.'.5.1.1.1.0 2.3.0.2.0.1.1.0.0.2.0.1.1.1.1.0.0.1.1.1.1.1.0.2.3 1 ·0.63. 0. ... 
Trltn RMS tsWASP)O~121.n""""""lJ.I o.~"1l.16.U.:zo.21. 22,l). 24.2l.2l-.22.21.2Lta.l"'1l-.""'t.O.O,0 "1.0.0.1.1.0.0.2.0.0.0.1.1.1.0.1.0.1.1.1,).2.3.1 I 0.($' 0.234 
Train .... lSWASPml601.M-llOA44 .7 0,1,)'6."12.14,17.19,22,23,2'.24.24.23.22,2Q.17,U,I)'10.7,,,!.O 2.2.0.1.10.1.1.1.0.1.0.1.1.1.1.0.2.0.1.1.0.2.2.' 1 1.123 U>o 
T"'n RMS lSWASPJl'2ne..66-1ll6U. l 0.2.- 7.10.11.L5,17.20.23.2t.24.,,,2J,23.2t.2O, 1',1).11. 7,4, • • 1.0 2.1.1.1.2.0,0.2.0.0,1.2.0,1.0.1.0.1.t.o.2.2.0,1.2 1 0.079 0.066 
T ... .... 15WASPJ044I., S4-11O!I4l.5 0.I.U.' .11.1"17.20.22,)C,l4,24.2t,22,2Q.II.14, 12. .... ) . 1.0.0 1.2.0.2.0.0.2.0.0.2.0.1.1.0.2.0.0.1.1.02.0.2.0.' 1 1.1., o.lot 
T ... 'MS lSWASPJlI0122.01+2!l2'tO).l- G.2. ..... " .U .1 ... 1I.1'.21..1J.2I.24-.)4.U20. lO.15.1 ... U.' ..... 2.0 2.0.2.0.2.0.2.0.0.2 0,0.1.1.2.1.1.0,0 ,1,2.1.1.2.2 1 O,OU 0.111 
Tost .... ISWASf'Jl9211l11 ..... 1.5011CU O. 2.1.4.6.' , 12.15,3I.21.22,2t,l4.24.2J,2t.19, 17,1" 1 U .' , 3.3, 1 1.2..1.l.1.0.2.0.1.1.0.1.1.0.1.1.0.1.1.10.2.1.1.1 1 0.'19 0.,,, 
Tost .... 1SWASPJ19~)4..1""1462t .4 0,1A.710'U.17.1O.22..22..24.22.U2O,lI,.l .. 1).' ...... ) .) .LO,1 2.).0,2.2.0,0.1.1.1.1.o.U,1.0 0.1.1.0,2.0.4,0.1 1 -0.641 0.130 
Tos. OMS UWASPJ1'1Ol7 .1~"7.' 0,2.6,7.10.1J.1I.19,2O.23.23.24,21.24,20,la.U.15,12.',"S.2.1.0 2.1,2.0.0.1.2.1.0,1.1.0,1.1.G.2.1.O. 1.1.2.1.0.2.2 1 
.... -
0._ 
Tos' OMS lSWASPJI •• 24,n_14l4 I 0,2.3.1.10 14.111',1O.1l.21.J4.22..2Ll',ll.t6.1".lLU 1.1.0.0 1.1.1.2.0,1.0.0,2.0,1.1.0,G.2.0,2.0.1.2.1.1.2.1.1 1 .. ~ 0.090 
Tost .... lSWA$PJ""101-19-)00IUO.7 0.1.2.4,7 ... 11,14,11.20.22,22,24.24,24,22. 31.1 ' .17, 13.1),',7,3,) 1.1.1.2.1.0,0.2.1.1.0.0.0.2.1.1.0.1.2.1.1.0.1.0.' 1 G.542 0.1" 
Tost RMS lSWASPJl94lJ) '1~_1 O. 1.:z. ..... lO'1A.17 .. :zo..U.n.2IL~2L1I.l6. 1<1,10.1.$.2.10,0 ' .2.2.0.1,1.1,0.1.0.2.0.0.o,l.O,1.1.1.0.1.1.l.2.2 I ~ . .., 0.062 
T." OMS lSWASltJlOOZSO-I2-l65110-7 0.2.4, .. 10.12. 16,16.21.23,20.22,2t,l4.22.2O.U,17.U .1l.U.S,U t.o.2.1.1.1.l.o. 1, 1,1. 1,0. 1.0,1,2.1.0,1.2.1,2.1,2 1 -4.090 0.104 
Tost RMS lSWASI'J_30+S_. 0,1.1.S,"1O,14.17.2'UU"24,n.22.20.16,l4.12.U.U ,1.O.0 3.1.0.1.o.2.1.o.o.1.1.0,1.G.2.0.1.1.0.0.2.0.2.1.2 I 4527 G.106 
Tos. OMS UW .... J2OOJ .. 2J.2OlM!.1 0, l,A.U, lG,U.17.20.23.23,24,22.2t,22,22,U, 14.12.lG, 7.B.1.0 2.2.0.1.1.1.1.1.0,t.2.0, 1.0.1.1.0.1.1.0. 1.0.1.2.2 1 -4.5IS 0.1 
Tost OMS lSW .... J200S1771<m2715 7 . ,2.1.7.10,12.U1S. ... 2UUU •• 21.2O,20.1S.1 .. 11.7 •• . l.J.2.0 2.1.2.2.0,0,1.2.0,0.1.1.1.1.l.2.0.0.0,1.2.0.0.2.3 1 O~ 0.121 
Tost OMS lSW .... J2007 .. 17-csnll' 0.3."7.', I2.U.16.19.22,24,l4.24.24,22,20.17.15, 12.10 ..... 1.0 2.1.0,1.2.0.2.1.0,1.1.0.2.0.G.2.1.1.0,1.1,0,2.0.- 1 0.042 G.1oo 
Tost RMS ISWASI'J20073.5 75-2"""" 0.2.2.4."lo,to.14,I"19,23.)U"23.23.23.2O.3I.1I.12.I.3.6.2.0 2.o.U. I.UO.1.G.2.0,1.1.1.0.0.0.2.1.I.O.o.c.1 1 0.110 0.1Ot 
T.st "'S ISW .... J2O.2!l1.01 .. 74423 .• 0.C.U. IO.I1.U,17.21.21.2l.l4.23.2t,I'.17.1S.U.1G,"'.) .2.1.1 1.2.1.2.1.1.1.0.1.0. 1.0.0.0. ).0.2.0.1,0,2.0.2.1 I .().JU 0.014 
Test RMS lSWASPI205Cl1.90+IlI64l..5 0,1.2.J."'.U .I"20,22.24.24.24.23.21.17. l4,11.'6,4.2,I.O.0 U2.L1.0,2.0,0.2.0,1.0,1.1.0,0,1,1.0,1.1.1.1.3 I 
-0."2 0.2U 
Tost OMS lSWASPJZ1l12O,29-4LSl'l.' 0.1.2.8,9,12.I"19.2O.22,2t.22,2)'24.23,22,20.17. U 1"12.'').2.1 1, 2.2.0.0.1, 1,0.0. 2.0.0, 2.0.1.1.1.1.0.1.2.1.3.2.1 1 ... n Q.216 
Tost oMS UWASPI21l71O.sHBIU .. 0.3.7,1O.14,1"".22,22,23.2J,24,"'23.21.19.I',14,11.10.7.2.0.0,0 4,0.1.1.0.0,0.>.0.0,2.1.0.0.2.0,1.0.1.2.0.1.2.1.2 I o.on o.t .. 
T." ItMS UWASI'l l14122 57·01lMU 0.2.4, 6,10.12.15,1I.20.2.,23,24,22,23,2t.1I.1I. n . lo, 7.' .3. 1.0.0 1,1.1,1.2.0,1.1.0.0.2.0.1.1.0.1.1.0.2.0.1.1.1.1.1 1 -0.710 Q.214 
Test RMS lSWASI'I2Ulll 19-4W3I.7 0.1.1,4, 7.1G,1l. ts.l'.21.X24,l4.24.21.l1.1', U .ll.lQ.I.l .• • 2.1 1,2.1.2.1.0.1.1.1.0,2.0,0,2.G.2.0.0,0.2.0.2.0.1.4 I ~M1 o.lD 
Tost .... lSwA»JWua..,..2Il-,ro,·. o.l.2. .... 10,1 .. 17.19.23.2'.23.n .... 21.l1.II.1t,11.10' ...... 1.1 1.2.2.1.1. •• 2.0 .•• 0,2.1.0.0,1.0,1.I.1.LO,2.0,1.2 1 0. ... Q.2OO 
Tost OMS lSWASI'l 2U14UCl-2I2l22.S 0.1.1.1.7." U.K." 20 22,21. 24.24.24.22, 2.l1"15.13, 11.1,6, U l.2.1.2.0.0, t 1.1. to.1.o. 2.1.1.0.0.2.0, 1.1.2.1.. 1 0.109 o.lJIC 
Tost OM' 
UW ..... JWnl __ O 
0.2.), 7.!.I2.I4.17. 1~,20,22.24.lO.2l.20. 19.11.14.12.'. 7 2.l.1.0 2.1,l.1.0.0.0.2.0.2.0.0,2.0.2.0,0.1.1.2.2.0,1.1.2 1 0.100 o.UIl 
Tost OMS lSW ..... JUIOl6.22+203127. • • 1. 2.5.&.10. U ,19.22,22 U.24.23,l1.2O, 17.13, 12.'. 7,6,3.1, I 0 2.),1.1.0.1.1.1,1.1.1.0.1.0.0,2.0.1.0.1.1.1.2.2.1 1 0.096 O.CDI 
Tost OMS UWASPJ221«)9 . .o+JO«JOZ.Z 0.2 ..... " 12.U.19,2t.21. ... 24, ... 23.22.19.19, 12.". "2.0.0,0 • . 0.2.0.l.0.~O.O.2A0 2.0.0.2.0,0,O.Z.o.L1.l.J 1 -4.,.. O,otO 
T ... IIMS lSW .... J22~.51·21U32 ,I 0,2.1,"10.12.u'1"21.2J.2J.24.21.24.20.19.U. U .llI0,7.4.1.1.0 2.1.2.1.1.O.1.1.0,0.2.1.1.1.0,2.1.0,0,1.1.1.0,J.2 I -4.0t0 0.124 
T ... .... lSWASI"Jm1l1 U+41U21.1 0.2.4,7.10,10. U,17.l1.22,U. ... JU4.22,17. 17. 1"10,""',2.2.0 2.0.3,1.1.0.1.1,1.0.1.0.0.0.1.1.0.'.0.0.0.1.2.1.1 1 • 0.2!IO 0.0 •• 
Tost OMS 15W .... J2222 .. U+221521.' G.2.., 7.10. 12. 1I.2O.21.lUO.24.2"21,2Q.IU6, 1J.10,1.5.2.1.1.0 2.2.2.1.0.1.1.1.0.0.2.0.1.1.0.0.1.0.1.1.2.1,1.1.. 1 0.063 MOO 
Test .... UWASP~l'-52·211n).4 o.l.J.6.', IL1A.17.20 Zl.l4.».:M 24.-Zl.ll.20,11.U .U.',I.J. t.O 2.2.0,2.0.02.0.0.2.0.1.1.0.1.1 0.2.0 0.2.0.2.1.4 1 1.063 u.o 
r ... OMS lSWA$PJ2lSIOL41+JIO.IOI-l 0. 1.,,7,10.1l.u,u.21.22.21.X24.24,22.20.II.15.n .l0.7".2.0,O 1,1.1.0,2.0.0.2.o.G.2.0.0.2.0,2.0,O,2.0,1.1.2.1.l 1 1.14& 0.2)0 
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Appendix 1 continued ... 
R • • son Clus WASPObectld ..- Y·poll.." P·btn Mod ... me.n &MA 
T.-.ln RRC tsW ASPJQOZ829.53 .... 713l6.1 0,1. .... .. 11.13.15,".20.20.20,2 • • 2 .. 22.20.18,10.17.1 .. 12. .. 6,2.0 . ,1.1.1.1, ... , .... 0 ... 1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1. • . 0.1. ... 1 0121 .. zsa 
T ... n RRC lSWASPJ011I123.10+503952.6 0.1.1.,,7,12.18,21.'3,24,21,22.20.17.16,1'.12.'. 7.0. 3.2,0.1.0 3.3.1.1.1.0.1. 2.0.1.0.0.2.1.0,0, 1.1. l 0.1, 1.1,2, 1 1 · 1.01' 0.244 
Train RRC UWASPJOlll26.~+.:wMOlI.4 O,2.,04.9.U .19,23.24.2'.llA19,16.U,12.10,a.6,l ,2.1.D.O.O,O ' .1. 2. 1.1.0.1."1.1.1.0, 1,0.0,2.1 ..... 2,0.1.0,2.. 1 ·1.052 0."0 
Train RRC 1SWASPJOl2016.82+lAlS01.5 0'1.1.o,U .. 16." ,24,24,22.21.22.20.17 .... 10 •• . 3.2.1.0,0'1.1 1.'1.2.0.0.1.0.1.1.1,0.0.0.2.0.1 .1.0.1.1.0.2.1.2 1 ~m ... 01 
T""n RRC lSWASPJ050110.&4+J.ClO26.6 0_2.6.10.13,16.u .n .23.24.242".24,n.ll.ll.16,U,10.6.40,O.O,O S,O,2..O,O,O.2.,O,O,O.2..0,O.2.O.0.Z.O.1.1.0.2..O,Z.4 1 -lS71 0.2 .. 
Train RRC lSWASPJ0S551'.60-374405.8 0. 1.'.8,1~1.23.22.2'.2',23,22.2Q,I • • 16,U , II •• • 5,3,2.1.0.0.0 ' .2.1.2.0,1.0.0.2.0.0,1.0.1.1.0.1.0.1,0.1,1.2.2.2 1 ·1.04' a.sn 
TraJn ARC lSWASPJ06l4.S5.46-451I)o.1 0.1.1.' ••• 12. " .21.23,23.21. 2" 2l.17.1"12.10. 7 -'. 3. ' .1.1.0.0 ),.4.0 .2.0.2.1.1..0.0..1..0.2..1..1.0.0.1.0.0..0.1.0.1.1 1 -0 . ... 7 o.t .. 
T"'n RRC lSWASPJI127Oa.82·17511l.3 0.1. • • 6,13,18,22,24,24,2"2"22.20.16 ... , 12. 11.6.' . ' .3,].2.1.0 2.2.1.3.1.1. 2.0.0.0.0.1.1.1, 1.0.1,0.1,0.1,0,2.0 •• 1 .0,966 0."8 
Tr~n RRC LSWASPJIU616..22-380111. ) 0,"".15.17.22.24.2"22.21,20,17.15.12.9.6-,.1.1.1.0.1,0.3.6 1,1.0.2.0 ,1.1,0 .0.1.0.1.1.0.0,2.0.2..0.0.1.1.10.2 1 ....... 0, .... 
Tr~.n ARC ISWASPJI15742.U+07482l.7 0,1.1.2. .. 8,12.13,17.U .2l.22.24,2 ..... 23.21.2Q,17.15,n.' ... 2.0 2.2.2.0.2.0.0.0,1.1.0.0.2.1,,0.1.0.2.0.1.1.2.1.2.2 I om 0..,.. 
T,.;n ARC LSWA$PJl2S92.2.6l+174901.6 0'1. ... ,• • l1.1 .. 1 .. 17.2O.22.2l.24,22,17.13.8.6 ...... , • • 2.1.0 2.2. 1. 2.).0.2.0.1.1.0,1.0. 1. 1. .. 1.2. .. 0.1.0. 2. l.l 1 .... 772 U7I 
T,...n RRC ISWASPJ1AOS4O.50+282!112.S 0,2.1.'.6.'.13.U,2O,22,24,2),23.21.17.1O 12.10.7.6."1.2.0.0 3.1.2.2.1 .0.2.1.0,1.1.0.1,1.0.0.1.1.1.0.1,,1.1,2.1 1 .o,\9'l o.z42 
T"Jn RRC LSWASPJ1412S()..81·272Sl7.5 0.2.3,'.12.15.l8,22.2"22.22.23.21.111.1"15.12.9.6.4,3.1.0,1.1 2.1. Ul.o.1.0,0.2.0.G.l.O.o.2.1.0.2.0.0.1.1.1.1 1 ..... 1 ..... 
Tr •• n RRC lSWASPJl41C21.40-1Sn21.' 0.1.6.9.15.20.23.24.23.20.1 .. 11 ... 3 •• • 2. • •• • 5 •• • 2.2.0,0.0 "1.3,3,1.1.1.0.0.1.0.1.0.0.0.1,,1.0.0,0,2.0.0.2.1 1 .0,661 0.102 
TrOin ARC ISWASPJU1849.11'· 09595". 0.2. 7.15.21.2),22.2"24.2',22.20, lU5.U ,1l.9,6. ' ,2.1,0.0,0.0 5,1.2.1.0,0,1,l.O.1.0,1.0.1.0.2.0.0,1.0.1. 1.2.1.3 1 · 1.033 0. ... 
T~ln RRC lSWASPJ161l4O.50-185928.2 0. 2.2.5.' ,9.10. U.21.22.2',24, 21. " .11. 15, 11 •• , 6,6 ...... , 2.1 1.1.3.0.1.2.'.0.0.1.0.1.0.0.0.1,1.0.2.1.0.2.1,0.2 1 .o,ln 0.126 
T~n ARC lSWASPJl84404.60+60C612.1 0.1. .... l2.2IU4.23,24.2 .. 23.21.1 .. 17.lS.U .l1.9.6, .. 2.1.0'O.0 ',2.1.1.1.0,2.0,0,1.0.1.1.1.0,1.0.1.1. .. 1.1. .. 2.) 1 -1 .113 ..... 
Tr.tn ARC lSWASPJ19401 .. 36-392158, 7 0.u.s.Uo.l • • 18,20,22.24,21,21.2O,1", "U".6 ... 2.0,1.0.1 3.l. 2.0.1.1.2.0.0.1.1.0.0,1. 1.0.1.0,1.1.2.1. 1.1,1 1 0.150 o.n2 
Tro n RRC lSWASPJ1!4552.21·18Z127.8 0.1.2.2.2.3-'.9.15,20,21.24.23.24.22.17.7.2.0.0.0.0.0.0.0 8,1" 1.0.1.0.1.0,1.0.0.0 0.0.1 0.1.00.1.1.1.1.2 1 -0.3'1 0644 
Tr .. n RRC lSWASP J20U47.CJ9.18394t.2 0.2.3.6,9,11.15.111.21.22.24,23.21.19,13, .... ..... 3,1.1.0,0.1 3.1.1.2.1.0.2.0,0.2.0.1.0.2.0,1.0.0,1.1.0.2.1.1.1 1 ·U94 0.462 
Tr~n ARC lSWASPJ20US2.JS.601001.7 0."',12.15.18.20.22.2),2"2,,24,2"23.22.20.17.15,11.7,2.0.0.0,0 5.0.1.1.0,0,0,1.1.0,0,1.1.0.0,2 ......... 2.0. 2.2.. 1 1.023 0.511 
"'oJn ARC lSWASPJ212nl.07+oU).S1.1 0.1.3.7.9.12.1 .. 18.22.24.24,23.22.20.20.15.12.' .7 •• , • •• • 0.0.0 ' .1.0,',1.0,02.0.2.0.0.2.0.0.1.1.0.1.0.2.0,2.1.2 1 -0.711' 0.182 
Train RRC lSWASPJ2B62!1.01+361917.' 0.2.1.1.3.6,8,10.15.17.19.21.24,24.23.24,24,17.16.1',10,' ,6.2.1 1.2.2.2.1.0.2,0,1.0, 2.0,0.0,1.1.1.2."1.0,1.0.1.' 1 ~ ... .. OIl 
TrII," ARC lSWASPJ2U94o.71+S01720.7 0.1.4.1.7.10.14,15.22.22. 23.22.24.23,20,111.2Q, 12, " ,12.7.:1.8,4. 2 1.1. Ll. 2.Lo.2.1.0.1.Q.2.0. 2.1.0.0.1.0.2.0.) ,2.1 1 .0,089 0.022 
T~," ARC lSWASPJ214048.46-460026.a 0.1. .... 6 ... "13.16.11.22.24.>4.23.21.19,15.13.10.11. 7.6.3.1.0 2.2.0.1.1.1.3,1.1.1.1.0.0.2."'.1.0.1.1.0, "1.1.2 1 o.lU ..... 
""on RRC lSWASPJ2U309.98+2S4.SU . .s 0,3,6,12.2Q,23.2"24,24,24,2l,2O.1II.15.15. l0. ' 7 ..... 2.1.0 0.0 ' .1.1.1.2.0.1.1.0.1.1.0.1 .0.0.2.0,0.1.0.2.0.0.2.' 1 ·0.171 0.016 
Train ARC ISWASPJ220136."+0958$8,2 0.1.1-',0. 7,12. 13,22.21.21.23,2"22.2Ll7.U .ll, 11.9. 7.5.2.1.0 2.2.1.1.0,2,1.2.0.1.0.1.1.2.0.1.0.1.0.0.0,3, 2.1.1 1 -o.ln 0.1111 
Triin ARC lSWASPJ220203 .... 18271S.1 0.2.2.'.6.10.13.19.24.23.23.24.23.22.19.16,1"11. 11.8.6.' . 2.0.0 1.0.3.0.2.0.2.0.1.0.1.1.0.2.1.0.1.0.0.2.0.0,1.3,2 1 .0,161 0.142 
Trl )n RRC lSWASP J220502.82+171842.4 0.1.6."2."'.1"17.22.23.2"".15,15,12.'.7.5.3.3.2.1.0.0 3.2.2.2.1.1.2.1.0,2.0,0.1.0. 1.2.0.1.0,1.0.0.1.1.1 1 -0.113 0,102 
T~Jn RRC lSWASPJ2201OCL70+0823.S2.1 0.1. .. "12,ll,15.I8,n,1I,2O.24,2,,U.12,U.12.5.6",1.1.1,0. 1 2.5.0.0.2.1.1.0.0,1.0,0,)'1. 0.1.0.0.2.1.1.0.0.0.2 1 ~ 0.202 
Ttst ARC lSWASPJ013245.09+565244.' 0,',lO,17,22.23.23.~.22.21.19,20. 17.lS. 12.a.7. ' , '.3.1.0 . 1,0 !.I.O."1 0 0.1.1.0.1.o.l0.0.10.2.0.1.11.3.2. 1 1 0,2n 0.066 
Test ARC lSWASPJOIU''J.$.5+OS2.141 _1 0.1.'."6,11.1"17,19,20.2O.24,1'.17.15.12.'''H 2.1.0,0.0 • 2.1.2.112.0.0.1.0.0.L1.L1.0.2.0.2.2.0.0.0 1 1 .0 .... 0.152 
Tost ARC lSWASPJ014!2!I-S'l+S25941 .7 0.6."9.14.16.20.22.23.n24.24.20.20lS.16.10.U1G.6.5.1.1.Q.l 2.3.0.0.1.1.2.0.0.1.2.0.0.1.1.1.2.0,0.0.3, • • 1.2.' 1 0.44. • . 066 
Tost RRe lSWASPJOWSS.07+.5OI027.' 0' .. ..,.12.1 .. ta.20.2 • . 24,22.24.22.22.16,18,1 .. 11.9.6.1.2.0.1 .• 3. L11.1.O. 2 0 .• . 2.0.1.1 .• • 2 .• . 1.0.2.0.1.0,3.1.2 1 .0,2:10 0.012 
Tost RRC lSWASPJ023l.1l.62+l8U54-' 0.2. ........... 1 .. , .. 11.24,19.16,15.11.12.2.1. • •• •• • 1.0.0.0 ' .2.2."'.0.1.0.0.1.0,1.1.1. L 1.2.1.0.1.0.0.0.0.1 1 ..... 71 0, 170 
To" RRt LSWASPJ02oUl7,I2+J8SI21.9 0.2. .. 9.11. 13. 22.1S,22,21.23.24,24,24,23.19. lS.l 3.9.8,,,,.2.1. 3 1. L 2. 2.0.0.1.o,U.0,1.O.2.0.2.0.0.0.1.0. U2.3 1 0.)11 0.021 
Tost ARC l5WASPJ025236.01+2!l172D.1 0.0.'.1"17.20.23 2U' 24.21.23.1S . 17. 11.10.U. ~ ."2.1.LO. l 2.' . LO.l.2.1.l.O.1. LO.1.0.1.1.0.2. • . 0 1.0.0. .. ' 1 ·0.1 .... o.U2 
Tost RRC lSWASPJOllC27.17+102747 S 0.""',12.14.11,21.24.24,24,23,24,24.22. 22.19.17.17. 15.'.' . ' .0.0 30.0.1.1.1.1..0.2. • . o,L1.1.00.2.11.0.1.2.l,5 1 0.75' o.no 
Tost ARC lSWASPJOl2m.62 .. nna. 7 0.1.1.I ..... l1.1 .. 1.,.~24.24,22.1&,lS. ' .10. 7,).3.0.0.0.0 ~.2.0.3,0. 1.0.1.0.2.1.1.0.0.0.1.1.0.1.1.o,O, 2.0. J 1 .0.661 0..,2 
Tost ARC lSWASPJ04,2426.57+410111. J 0.3.6. .. 12,I1.U.l .. 19,11.21.24.20.24,23,21.1 .. 12. .... 2.3.1.1.. U . U . l • . 1.0,0.0.O.U .• . 2."0 0.0.11.1.0.3.2 1 .0,160 0012 
Test RRC ISWASPJ041137.156-25Ot15.7 0.U .7, to.12.15.17.n21.22.24.23,24.22.1'.I4,U.9.6.$.3.1.0.0 ) .2.0.1.0,12.1.O.1.1.0.2.0.1.1.L1..0 .•• 2.2.1.2 1 -GA71 0 .... 
Tost ARC ISWASPJ043917.02·125146.6 0.2.4,I,ll. 17.n.23.24.~.2O,II,15.12.10."""1. 2. 1.0.0 .• ' .1.2.1.2.01.0.2.0,1. • . 2.0.0.1.0.1. LO, 1.1.0.2.2 1 ·1.016 o.lIO 
To" RRC lSWASP J04.56.2._15O.' 0.1.2.2.2.2.2.6,2O,22.1,,20.24.n.12.10. .. 2._.1.2.2.1.0,0 ).2.'.1,,1.0.1.0.1.0.1.0.1.0.0.0.0.0.0.) .2.1.1.0.1 I ~.., o.lIO 
Te" ARC lSWASPJ051~2-o1263'.5 0,1.5.8,u.l4,17 .2O,21.21.24.2l,,2O. 1&,16, 12.10. ..... . 0. ... ,3.1 1.1.0,2.1.1.1.0.1.2.1.0.1.0,1.1.1.1.1.0,2.l,O.0. 1 1 o.t .. G.202 
To" ARC lSWASPJOS164l. J7+2n217.5 0.1. 3.11. 15, 19.21.21. 2l.22,l6, 2Q, 19.1&.11.12.6,7.2.3. ' .2.1.0.0 ).2.2.1.0.0.1.1.0,0.0. 1.2.0.0.1.1.0.0.2.1.1.1.0.1 1 0.)04 0.172 
Test ARC lSWASP J034UQ.67...t(»>09.' • • ) 3,',11.11.17.20.22.22.24,23.23,2Q,16.12.8, .... 2.0'1.0,0.0 ' .1. l.2.0.0,2.0.1.1.0, 1.2.0 .• . 0.1.l.O.0. 2.0,2.2. 1 1 -o.m o.OU 
Test ARC lSWASPJ1'1627 97·l9OIll .9 0,2.5,,,U,l6,l4,24,22,24,24.24,2O, 11.12, 11.1.6. 1.0.1.1.1.1.. 3~1.0'0. 11.0. 1.1.0'1.1.Q. • • 0'1.O,1.0'1.0'1. • .• 1 .o.Ml ...... 
Tert RRC lSWASPJ220839 ... +460111 . 0.).4,7.13.11.14.16,20,24.21.24,19,22.20.15.9.9.5.3.2.1.0,0.. ' ,1. 1.2. 1. 10.J.O.2.0.1.0,1. L1. 1.0.0.1.2.0.1. 1.2 1 .o.2l1 0.1 .. 
Tost RRC l5WASPJ22091S •• 1+125221.1 ..,-"a.U.16,2O,2O,2U .. Z4,21.19.l1.13,12. 7."'.4,3.0.0.0.0 ' .00.1.2.2.0.1.1.1.0.0.l.2.0.0.1.0,1.1.2.J.O.1.2 1 ~ ... 0..14 
Tost RRC UWASPJ2216l6.9l+201lO1 .6 0.2." 9.12.l8,1" 23.24, 24,22.20, 1 • • 1 .. 15,12. .. , .......... . 0.0 $.0.1. 1.1.0.2.1. 11.0.0.2.0.0, 1. 1.o,2.1.J.O, 1.1.2 1 -0.271 0.156 
l ost RRC ISWASPJZ2250917+.7OlO5A 0.2.'."7.1O.1l.1"111.2O.l2.24.l6,24,2UO,l', lS,15.12.6." 3.0.0 1.0.1.2.2.0.1.1.0.0.1.0,1.1.1.2.0.0.1.1.2.0. 2.0.1 1 0 ... 0.106 
To" RRC lSWASP J22261O. n +424646.) o.U, I .12,I'.II,19.22.23.24,24,24.21.21.21.U. lS 15.10 •• .• . 2.1.0 2. 1. 0.1.1. • . 2.0.1.01.0.1.2.1.0.1.1.0.2.1.2.1 1 0.565 0.162 
To" RRC lSWASPJ222612.5oI+42061U 0'5 ... 7.11.12.1&,U'ZO'22.22.22.24,23.111.20. U .l .. I .... I .6.3.l.O 2.1.0.1.1.1.1.1.2.O.0,1.LO,2.1.1.0.2.0.2.0.3,1. 1 1 0.111 U16 
To" MC tsWA$PJ221~~ 112513.5 0.2.4. 7.l1.loI. " .22.24.24,200.21.1I,1 .. U. • •• .5 .• . 1.2.0.1.0,0 • 2.2.1.1.1.1.1.0.1.0,1.1.0.2.0.0.0.1.10.1.1.0,3 1 -o.1OJ 0._ 
To" RRC lSWASPJ22l4S2.66+424002.3 0,l .~ . '10,ll,lS.19.l2.2U1.2'.24.23.21.20. 18,lS. 12.10."'.'. l.1 1.2.0.2.1.10.0.2.0.2.0.1.1.0.2.00.1.1.1.2.12.2 1 • . 199 0.216 
Tost ARC 1SWASPJ211na.9S"'l~2.' 0.2.2.5. 7.12.12,19.21.24.24.21.U.U , 11.1 .. 11. .... 6,3.1.3, l.O 22.2.2.0.1.1.1.o.z.o.2.2. • • 1.0.0,0.0.1.O.1.1.0.2 1 ·0.299 0.101 
lest RRC lSWASPJ224912.1l·0255lO.1 0.1.3."9.12.14,la.21.24,24.24.24,23.2l,2O.15.1J.12.7.6,' .2.0,0 3.L1.2.1.0.1.1 0.1,,0.0.2.1.1.1.0.0.1 0.1.2.0.1.4 1 ~01& o.m 
Test RRC lSWASPJ231209 U -laM2t -l o.t."',lo.u.l"2O.24 23.20,21.2Q,".17. 1412.10.8.1.' . 2."0.0 .. 1.1.0.1 1.0.2.1.0, 2.0,1.0.1.1.1.1.0.1.3.1.0.1.1 1 -0 ... 1 0.148 
T.st RRC l5WASPJ21202&.OH32106.' . ,1.4,6.10.14 11,22.23.24,24,23,21.111. 15.1'.11.10. 7 ..... 3.1.0.0 1.2,0.1.2.0 2.1.0.0.2.1.0,0.2.1.0.0,2.0,0.1.1,,2.2 1 .o.5Il 0.250 
To" RRC lSWASPJ231141.40+392415.1 ... -,,9.12.1"16,l8,2l24,:I4.24,22.20.U .11 12.10.7 ....... , .0,1 21.O.1.2. 2.1.1.O.1.1.O.2.1.1.11 •• , tO.1.Ll,O 3 1 ~1" 0.012 
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No class 
ReISOf'I I--dass W4SP Ob ect Id X-Olnem Y-l)tttHn P-tJln Mode-me-; raMA 
Trotn NOdus l$WASPJOOO23'.31-U2631.' 0. 1.1 .... ,) , 7.U.U.ll.16,l!'.23,21,20.I.U.o.o.4,2.).2.0. z.0 .. 2.'.1.2.1.1.1.1.0.0.1.1.1.0.0.1.0.1.0,1.1.0.1.1 • -0.807 C>.342 
Tr'In No din l$WASPJOI3J01.n+505720S 0.2.5.10.13 ••• 1.5.0.1.l2.24.9.924.17.5.0.14.2"' .... ·1.1 3.1.2.2.0,3.0.0.12.1.0.0.1.2.0,0.1.0.0.0.0 0 0,3 -DAlS 0 .... 
Trotn Hodass. 1.SWA$PJOl46],).14+1~ , O,l .7,7, U , CJ, 2D,.H,.14,- l , 23. 211t.M.- l.. - l.-l,ll,n.n.- l , U ,' .n , u l,o.l.O.O.O.O.1.O, 1.0. 1A2.0.2.0.o.D. 1.1.,1. J~2 0.'" 0.1>0 
Train Nadln ISW4SProlO6l2.l9+m730.9 0.2 ..... 21.23.24.2 .. 23.2],24.19.232 • . 2402402 .. 24 2' 2"2'.23.24 24.2,,19 1.OA O.o.o.O.O.O.O.o.o.o.O.O.o.o.O.o.2.0.1,O,5.1S 0.289 0.'36 
T ... n Ho d an lSWASP .MMQJ lO.1.S+3I031 7.2 O.1l.17l.9.U .14.22.1',U .17.1I.U.2411.7. t .I.', t . lS.6.7.t .' .11 l..O.O.O.O.o.l.2.U.O.lA.3.1..1 .0.2.1.l.0.0.1.0,1 0.288 0.062 
Triln Hodau l$W4SPJ04U04.S4-20030S.1 0,11.2" · 1.5.15.17.2G,6.1.1"·1. ·l·1.17.11. ·1.·1.11, 13, 2G,9.3. 11.1$ lo.o.1.0.1.1.0,1.1.0.2.1.1.I .2.0.2.1.0,2.0.0.0.1 ·<U711 0.120 
T ... n Nod.ss 1 SWA.SPKI52!2S.H-12490L O O. 12."U.lJ, 1.5.6.4,1.5. 1"1~1l.lt.U.24,1O.14.l., 1'. 1.$.11.16.lt.U.l. 1.0.0.0.1.0,2.0."'0.0.0.2.2.2,1,1,1,1. ... 1.0,2,0,2 ·0 .• 27 0.164 
T",n Hedlss lSWASPJJOl707.64-n'3)$.4 0, 1.2t4. 6.11.l1.~~2 ... U,lIJ,19.1 .. 18,22.24.14.11,1l.a.I.I.1.1 1.2.1.1,1.,0,1.0.3,0.0,3,0.0.1.0.0.0.2..1.2.0,2,1.3 -o.S7I 0.1 .. 
Train Noda" UWASPJU2620.UolS4$11.6 0.2.0&, 14,11, 14,1J.9,1.0.-1.-1. 7,14, 17.lJ. ~-1.12.U.4,"'1.Z.1 2,2,1.0.1,O.1.1.0.10.0.1.2.J,0.0.1.0.0.0,O.0,1.1 -1 066 0.200 
Tnoin No dan 1$wA5PJW141 .• J,t226.' 0.6,15.24, -1,18, 11." . -1.21.14.1,6.".' ,12,4,7,23,6.1.22. 2 ... 18.1 1.1.0.0.1.0.3.2.1.1.0.0.1.0,2.1.0.0.3.1.0.1.1.1.2 0.990 0.)06 
Tnoin No dan lSWASPJ1A0916.llt-ll4014.) 0.6.11.11.14.1116.11.17 22.22..24 It.24.U , 1l.-I .-1.-L-1.A.l.&..l4.ll.2 1.0,LO. ~1.o.0 , 0.0"" ,0. 1.) .0.U.O.1.0 ,0, 2,0.2 -0 410 0.642 
Tmn Ho d a u 15W.a.SPJ14212.S 22+062132.7 0.LU.-1." ,4.5~'.N.1l . 12.'.7 7.1.1a.14,lL-1,.-L-Ll..1.-1 1.2.2.0.3.1.0,2.UO.2.1.0,1.0.0.0.1.0.0.0.0.0.1 -4.14.5 0.170 
Troon Nod.n ISW4SPJIS311$.II·2121362 0.' .1.12.17.2"11.1"".19.14,1.12. 1.1,1, 1.· 1.15.17.11, 1l.1l.1.2 l.J.1.o.1.o.o.o,ol,D.0.0.2..2.2..1,U2.2.0.0,O.0.1 0.471 0. .. , 
_n 
Nod ... lSWASOJUJ W _10-OUlOO , 0 .... '. lo.l~. 1I .. 11.13.1"'J.&. ta.21.11.1l. u.. 24l.lC..2 ... 14. 23.11. U. t . s .' 1.0,0.0.L2.0.0,0.2.1.O.0.0,0,2.0.0.~. LO.'.2.1.' 0.597 0.124 
Tro .. Nodu$ LSWASPJ174820.31+2"'227.) 0.10.1 •• 12. 20.17.' .11,11.16. 2,,23.2l,l2.2G, 16,4,6.1.2.6.·1.· I.. 1.·1 1.1..1.0.1.0.2.0,0,l .1..1.o.1.0.0,2..J,..1.0.2.0.2..2.1 Mil 0 .... 
T_ Nodu~ lSW~Jl~7+21l2.46.5 0.3,1,14.11.17.12.15..15.'.' 1 0 tIi", 3.J.IL.ll,17~2"'1O. 14."l 2.1.0.5.1.0,1.o,l2.0.1.1.I.2.2.0.2.1.0,1.0.0.0.1 OAn 0.27' 
Tralrl Nodass ISWASPJ1805lJS9+31oo18.2 0,1,7.19.13.24 •. 1. ·1.·1.'.6.10.7 ••• 0.0 3.'.1.6.' .9.7.1.0 "1.0.3.1,0.2.3.1 •• 1.0.0. 1.0.0.0.0.0. 1.0.0.0.0.1 ·0.716 0.230 
"' .. Nod ... ISWASPJlS06t! 16+l24407' 0,5.1.11.1 ' .2.2.20.21. 17.14. lA, 10.10."10.12, t5.20,2A.24.21.n. 16. 12.' 1.0,0.0.0, 1.q,1.2.0,'.1.2.0,2.1.1.1.0,2.2.'.2.0.2 -4A46 0.106 
Trall1 Nodass ISWASPJ183Uo.6I+115317.\ 0.1.4.I,ILl5.IS.12.10.10,10,1~1S.20.23.n. l"20. 17. 15. 10,"1 .1.1 1.3,0. L~0.0,0,LO."I .2.0.0A.0.1.0.0,2.1 .0.l. 1 0.617 0.412 
Troi. Nodu~ UWA,SPJ1IJ35,.77"noOl.' o.I0.nu.17.16.1'.22.17.24.20.12.12.lA.tJ.1l.I • • J.1.6,a.U.7.1 1.2..0.1.0.l.1.u.O,1.0.2.J.2.0.L.2.0.1.1.1.1.0,1 D.U9 0.040 
Tr.in Nod.55 15WA5PJU1211.0l- 1'2627.6 0. ·1.-1.7.12.· 1.·1.10.20.24." .16.1 .. 12.10.M.· 1.·1.· I.J.·1.·I.·1.0 2.0.0.1.0.1.0,1.0.1.2.0.2.0,1.0.1.0.0.ll.0.0.0,1 -0.162 0."'2 
T ... n Nodus 15wASPJl.936.51.ts-112204.5 O.7.1.9.7,-1.1.6.7.' ,9.1o.U,-I .- L.· L -L -JA.,14,' ,O.o,-1. ·1 l ,o.O.O, 1.0.1."1,.4.1.0.0.1..0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0..1 0.029 0 .... 
""n NodlS~ lSW.t..SPJ201'2L71t.ta:5116.4 0.7.11.10.3. 1, 1~20,1t, 16, 1,.1 .2.12.14., 11,'u,IS.12.11.24,.16.LO.a.O 2.0.1.1.0.0.0."2.0.2.1.2.0,1.2.2.2.0.1.1.0.0.0.1 -0.606 0.100 
Tnoin No dan ISWASI>J203lU OlHUU4 .. 0.A..IQ.14.B .16..1' .21.1S,12.21. 24, 20. t 7.17.16, 1 1.16.11. 15.15. tt. l2,lO.' 1,0.0_0 l..O.0.O,1.0.2..L1.Q.1 .• • J.A,O.1, 1.1.1.1,1 -0014 0.116 
Tn'. NodlS~ ISWASPJ2OI2S4.to+l,...lL6 G.1l.24.20.' .lll.U.7.l0.1I..-1.-1.-1.-1.-1.-1.·1.-1.· 1.-1. -1.1G.21. 11 1.0,0.0.0.0,0,I.ll.2.I.0.1.0.1.0.0.1.0,1.0.1.1.1 ·0.126 0.270 
T,..n Noda55 lSWASPJ200S6.99+UJ2.401.7 0.20.20.14.10.7 ... 2. 9.15.n.12.15.U." 2O.24.24.n." .15.15.14.16.12 l.G.l.o,1.o.0.1.0,1.1A2.0,2.4.1.0.0,2.1.1.,1.0.1 0.602 o.no 
T' .... Nodau 1.sWA5PJ210~.lJ+44],4U.7 Q.-l .1.·t.,-I.U ,l • • 1',U It..~. 1O,.111. -1.t.l0,IL6.1,'' 7. 7''.3 .1 1.0.1.'.1.1.1.2.0.1.1.1.0. 1.0.1. 1.0.0.1.1.1.0.0.2 -4601 0.3.54 
Train Hod • .ss ISW4SPJ212101.25+403I26.0 0,'.11.15.1I,21"'14.21.24,23.21.1I.11.U .I,U.· .10.1$. 17.1I,l9. l9 1.0.0. t2.0.0.0,2.0.1.LO.0,1.2.0.1.' .2.0.2.0.11 0.274 o.m 
T"'n Nod." lSW ... .sPJll4~ )1-211014.6 o 4.· 1,· 1 .-1,· 1. - 1 .11.- 1.2<I, lA~ 14)U,8.1 7 •• 1.U 11.,10,t .'.0.' . 2.5 2.0" .0.1,2.0.0,1.2.1.1.0.1.2.1.0.1.0.0,0.1,0.0.1 0.492 0.736 
Tr .. n Nodass lSWASPJ2251S).S)+U4SlS.1 0,1.2. ) ,4.6, 11, lA., 1', D , 17. 11. 2t..1&,ll,1I.U,1l. 17,11.14,14.I ,l2.1 1,2.L1.1.O.1.~1.0.0..z.1.L).1 ,0. :z..l.LO, 2.1 .G. l O.UO 0.071 
THt Hod." 1SWASPJ030616..60-1612AO 5 G,} 11.17.20.22.22.21..21 .22.2".24 N ,12.2O,24.1L22.U.ll .19 20 17,0.1 1.0.0 1.0.1A0.0 0.0.O.o.1.0,00.3.0,LJ.4.5. I.' Q.131 0.131 
TISt Nodus 1SW4SP-.'4-I129OI6 0.14,11.1 ' .20.2l.21.2l.23,2l.2l.2l.2U1. 21.24021.20.l2.2UJ.21.1I.15.13 1.0.00.0.0.0.0.00.0.0.0.1.1.1.00.2.1,2.'.<.2.1 o.Ul 0.212 
Tnt Nodau UWA$.P~2I.07-4016CM ) 0,16.20.20.n.n.-1.-1.-1. -1.-1.-1.-1.-1,. -1.· 1 -L- 1.-1. . 1.-1.24.10, 20.17 l.o.0 .0.0AQ.~O 0.0.O,o.a-.o.G.1.1.0,(J,A.2.0.0.1 Q.219 Q.100 
THt Hod.ss tSWASP_2.1I-4lU4O.I 0.2.11.1l.16.19.24.21.2' 22.22.l2.12.1l12.14.l2.23.2A.21 22.20 22,11, 1 L1.1.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.LO.0.Lo.2.1.l2.I.'" o,m 0.". 
THt Hodass lSWASPJOiII741.26--OillSl.5 O,2,l2.".20.lO,18.1',2),24 24:iOtl'.Z4,U.l&,22.20.2Q.22..2l.lOt22,1"lO 1.~ 1.00.0,0.0.0,0.1.0.1.0.00,0;0.2.1,1.0.4,.2.4 o.m 0.171 
THt Nodu~ lSWASP~M. 16+281.l.l,J O.1S,14.1' .1A.2.A.1l.lA.ll ,21,.20,lt U ,U , U .17." ,21,2l..U.1I U 1A>U 1." 1.0.0.0.0.0, 1.0.0.),0.l.l.l.0.1. 1.2,1.2, I .l.l 0. .. 0 0.070 
Tost Nod.n lSWASPJ060109 ,S6+1&2411 ' 0,t .lt.22.23 .22.2422.22.24.22. 21. 21. 21,22.21.11,20.2.& 2.}.11.12,23.11.0 l.~O,O 0.0.0,0,0.1.0,O.0.0,0.4.1 .0.1.1.1.),7..!,l U7> 0 .... 
Tost Nod.S1 lSWASPJ06()617.»+214O&2.' 0.IM.I,I6.2L21,2G,2''2''24.2.l,24,24.l2.21.22.2402.l,19.15.~10.0 6 2.o,LOO.U.o,lO 0.0.0.0.1.1.0.0.1.1.3.2.2.6 0_ G.l96 
TISt Nodus LSWASPJOI3345.5I+57OM17 004.16. 17.17." .2 .. l2. ... 12.2G,11.7 ..... U .I • • " .1S.15 1 .. 21.2 .. 21.14 1.0.0 0.2.0.1.1.1.0.0,1.1.1.2.2.2.2.0.2,1.2.1.1.1 0.107 0.241 
Tm Nodus lSWASPJO!tOl6.'3+56UQ2.3 0. 7.17.n.21~20,21 .2J ,23.l:3.24 23 Z422.21.23,22.2l...2L.lI.lI.U,1l1',4 1.0.0.0.1.0.0.1.0 O.O.O.O.o.O.l.O.1.2.3,I.4.2.U 0.21& 0.12' 
r ... Nodus l$W4SPJI212S1.l9-442l1S.9 0.2.2. •• 1,2.1 ... 1.LI2.10'0'0'6. ...... U .24o".19,s 1.Q..4..41.1.1.0.4 l.CU.O 0 0,0.0.0.1.0.0.0.0,1 -O.SlI .-T ... Nod." lSW"'SPJ1Z11M..59-JUIC)& • 0. t 1. 1-.22,N.23.24,lA.2.&.N.n.U.2J.1l.21.D. l2.N-,l424.13.17, llS, 11.6 1.0.0.0.0.0.1,0.00.0. 1, 1.0.1.0.1. 1.0.0.0.0.2."1 O.WI ~ 
THI Nod.1S lSWASPJ125740.lt+JSUJO 1 0.7.U ... 1.1&16.14.11.12,'6.1I1.1S.11.UI,S.2.12.1i,6,2l.24.1415 1.2.1.0.1.1.1.1.0,0. L2.l.l.l..l.1.0.2.0.0.t.o.o.l o.m 0.020 
'ost Nod." tsWASPJ1A22.02.U ...... 174) 7 0.1l . "10.11.-1. · 1. ·~."$,2.1.1 .2.1.'.n.U, L.l4.o.0.·1.12 ),2.2.2,1.2.0.0,1.1,1.1.1.2.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.1.0.0.1 ·CI.I79 LlO4 
TISt Nod.S5 l$W4SPJI'3642.7&-m7S6 ) 0.·ll'.Il. I3,U " U'.1I.4.11.l4,· 1.24.24o· 1.20.11 11.·1.· 1.·1,-1.· 1.0 2.0.0.0.1.0,0.0.00.0 ...... 1.0.2.0.1.0,1.0.0.0.2 o.w 0.250 
THt Nodes" lSWASPJ1M6S4.09 4Ol22Q." 0.' .20. 20 22. 2l.22.l2.l2.2 • • 22. 2J 21.2 ~23. 2)'l2.21.21.21.2)'2402l.24.14 lo.o.o,LO.O.o,o,O.o,o,o.O.1.o.o,O 0.0.2.0.6.11.2 0.1l2 0.156 
Tnt Nodus: lSWASPJ1A470J.66t()4S)076 O.9.U . lt.21.l2.2D ',"Z2.1'.24.1I14 , 1J. l.S, II20.· 1.U.17~15.'.7.' LO.0.0,1.0,1.l.o.J.O.OAo,l.2.2.1 2.U 1.2.0 I 0 .... G.270 
Tnt Noda" lSWASPJ1A4I05 •• .• Ueu 7 (U U, II. lJ,~20. 1',U. 7, 7, U.' ' .6.-1.-I..-1.9,U .5 1. 1.0.0 J.1.0,l.O.l.t.2.0,) .0.U2.0•0.1..0,O.1. 1.O,O.1.1 -4 . n 0.271 
TI" Nod.u lSWASPJlSIU ' .36+OIIllOl .' 0.16.21.20.2' .24."19.16.' .13.0.0.17.11,"'15.17.14.17.20.20.23.13.15 3.0,0.0.0.0.0.0, 1. 1.0.o.q,2.2.2.2.3.1 I. ' .1.0.1.2 0,&90 0_101 
Tm NodlSs UWASPJ15)lSI·42-1lD1l4 • 0,) , U .19,26.22.20.21,2l,21.21.lO;20.1I.24.21. » .24, 2J 22.1', 11. 1J. II . ) 1.0.0,2.0.0,0.0.0.0,0.0.0.0.0. 1.>.1.2.' .2,4.',1 o.W 0.060 
Tm Nodas~ lSWA.5PJU34SUI-DU16 t O.1.· ltO.1 1.15.10.19.16.". 20.21.24.21. 19.·1, I I, 7 .• • · 1.·1.·1,3.·1.0 2. 1.0. 1. .... 0.1.0.0.2.2.0.0.0.1.1.0.0.3. Ll.O.o,. -4m 1.100 
Tnt Hoden lSWASfI'JU4IlI71+lI1M4.S O.")'3.1 •• • 11.~.2"'17.2l.U,U.22.20.21.U .U.U.1o.'.A.J.),2 1.0,U1.0.1.Q,2.0.1.1.L1.0.2.1.1.O.0.1.2.2.0.1 -1 2$7 0.288 
Tnt Nodus lSWASPJlnt,..n+Q2S,,7.S 0 . .... 1. .. U.6.I •• I1. • • 11.14,2G,23 .... 17.22.24.· I.·1.lJ ... l,) L2,02.1.1.3,o.1. 1.0.2.0.L2.0.0.1.1.0,1.0.1.1.1 
-4019 0,371 
Test Nod ... 1SW4SPJ1~" ,ao..~14 2: 0.' .1"'U7,lS,11.1&'U U.JA.U. U . LS. lO,.l6.17. lI.1l.1S.1J,19.lt.a,0 1.0.00..Lo.0.o.O.t.0,t.,o..l..l,A.J.1.t.)'LO.o..u 0.161 0.021 
T". Nod.", lSWASfl'Jm14S. oa+~.JOl.5.' 0'1.5 ..... ·1.11.5.2.1S.6.2.J.l0.14.U.14 2.0 • ...,.U .20 1t 2.2.' "'.3.2.0,0.0.1.Lo.L2.10,0.1.0.0.0.0.0.1 -4~1I 0.726 
Test Nodus lSWA.5PJ2147]6.42-1n 741 0 0 •• • 1.t.S.U. I6.t, . ... 9.1.1O'H.ll.:n.21.N.1J.U .0 ... J,s,.5 2.0.0.1.0 1.2.D.Z,J. lAl.O.0 1..2.0,0 1.0,' ,0,0,1 ....... 0.054 
TISt Nod.ss l.SW.SPJl2OGI'07~J'A 0.2.J1.n.2 .. ,7.15 .10.5 •• • ·1.15.20.1I.1S.11.·1.' .1l1l.1 .. 15.',s.0 2.0,1.0.1.2.0,0,0.2.1.2.0.1.D.4,0.1.' o.LI.O.o,l 061& 0.106 
Tm Nod.ss lSWASPJ22384$.S7-203n6.0 0.2.71.1. ,3.2., .1,7 .. 2 . ... " .6.1,7.9 ... 2.6.2,1,'0.5 I. U O.0.2.1.l.S.2.1.1.0.0,1.O.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.1 M i l 0.064 
THt Nod.ss lSWASPJ2.lOOJI f9.4UOS2A 0,12., 14, l "'14. 19.11.1I.2l.l2.1I.2l.1 '.1).12.1' .22.11.14,13, 12,10,10,12.1) 1.0.0,0.0.0.0.0.0.0.2.q,4.2."1.0.0.3.)'0.LJ.0,1 0.271 0.n4 
Tlst Nod.n lSWASPJ2JJ60UM+.523757 1 0.' .1D.7.' . 12.U,17.22.1I.11.17.2J. 22.lt.11.2J.24..1.4.20. 17.U.U.a.7 1.0,0.0.0.0.0.2.1.2.1.0.1."1.00.4.2.1.1.0.2.2.1 0. ... 0.0>0 
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Appendix 2 - Linear separability graphs for each NN model 
Graphs showing 20 objects for each of the classes CEP, DSCT, EA (Double eclipse), EA 
(Single eclipse), EB, EW, RM, RRAB, RRC and 'No class', each enclosed within a convex 
hull: 
NN Modell: 
. 
. 
-
• , • • • • It .. • • • • 
Convex Hull: CEP patterns (NNl) 
.. 
· 
.. 
· 
· 
-
CAlfwu hwllor OSCT __ INNI ) 
. . . . " ... . . . 
-
Convex Hull: DSCT patterns (NNl) 
· -
. ~ . " . . . . 
- --
. 
. 
Convex Hull: EA double-eclipse patterns (NNI) Convex Hull: EA single-eclip e patterns (NNI) 
c-. ... Ior O _CNNII c-.hwIlor IW _INHI ) 
-
. 
-
Convex Hull: EB patterns (NNl) 
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· . 
· 
· -.
· -
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Convex Hull: EW patterns (NNI) 
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Appendix 2 continued ... 
• 
_ 0 
· -
· 
. 
'-" ...... __ 1 " 
(. 
Convex Hull : RM patterns (NNl) 
. 
--
Convex Hull : RRC patterns (NNl) 
NNMode12 : 
. 
. 
eon- ..... ,.. CIP _INN1, 
. . 
--
Convex Hull : CEP patterns (NN2) 
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· 
· 
· 
· 
· 
· 
. , 
· 
· 
· 
· 
. 
. 
Convex Hull: RRAB patterns (NNl) 
c.oowo. ... ,.. 'No _ . ,... .... (NNI' 
. 
-
Convex Hull : No class patterns (NNl) 
: 
c-....... oscr _INNl' 
. . 
--
Convex Hull : DSCT patterns (NN2) 
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Appendix 2 continued ... 
eonw ........ EA(~""')"'_ (NH2) 
":"' -
In Confidence 
.. 
. 
'"=" • 
," . . 
--
M3875063 
Convex Hull : EA double-eclipse patterns (NN2) Convex Hull: EA single-eclipse patterns (NN2) 
Convex Hull: EB patterns (NN2) 
• 
"='" • 
Convex Hull: RM patterns (NN2) 
• 
Convex Hull : RRC patterns (NN2) 
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Convex Hull : EW patterns (NN2) 
eoo.oa,.. ....... _CNNl) 
. . 
-
Convex Hull: RRAB pattern (NN2) 
c-. .......... __ INIIl) 
Convex Hull : No class patterns (NN2) 
-. 
• J 
Q 
• 
· 
· 
· 
- J 
· 
· 
· 
· • 
· .
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Appendix 2 continued ... 
NN Model 3: 
Convex Hull: CEP patterns (NN3) 
eonv.. hul for [A (Doubte .cI1pN) ,.tt.ms (NNlI 
--.:- . 
U" • ., ••• II ••••• " • ••• 4II.U. 
Convex Hull: EA double-eclipse patterns (NN3) 
Convex Hull: EB patterns (NN3) 
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c-. .... ... D5CT...- (NIU) 
Convex Hull: DSCT patterns (NN3) 
eono-. __ fot U. (SIntM eclpNl ,.tt"'" (NNJI 
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. 
-. 
. . 
. 
. . 
. 
Convex Hull: EA single-eclipse patterns (NN3) 
c-a ....... rw ....... (NHl) 
--.:- . 
Convex Hull: EW patterns (NN3) 
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Appendix 2 continued ... 
_ ........ - )' 
Convex Hull: RM patterns (NN3) 
'-" .......... __ 1""1) 
-=--
Convex Hull: RRC patterns (NN3) 
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Convex Hull: RRAB patterns (NN3) 
c-a ....... _ _ I" N1) 
Convex Hull: No class patterns (NN3) 
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Appendix 3 - Euclidean Distances for each NN model 
NNModell : 
ee,MId [ __ CisUncot to< NNI 
. ;-
--
Euclidean distance: CEP (NNl) 
[A (Doubk KIpM)luddHn Dht.ntfl for NH I 
. , 
--
-..... 
-. 
OSCT E\ddelft DIItanceti for HNl 
. 
I 
L 
Euclidean distance: DSCT (NNl) 
- , 
_., 
• 
-·1 
-·H _ I .
_. 
:1 
-, 
, 
--
M3875063 
1·-f ... (fIt 
...... -
, :: .... :-
Euclidean distance: EA double-eclipse (NNl) Euclidean distance: EA single-eclipse (NNl) 
[t f ....... otst.nc.. 'Of HH I 
.. -I ... 
y+t1'::::n_ . . .. .•.• a._ ...... 0.' • 
.. .....,-
Euclidean distance: EB (NNl) 
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Euclidean distance: EW (NN l) 
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Appendix 3 continued ... 
Euclidean distance: RM (NN1) 
lUte tudidNn DktJnas for NHl 
Euclidean distance: RRC (NN1) 
NN Model 2: 
:~ 
-.1 I 
-
. 
__ -.forN ... 
. 
--
Euclidean distance: CEP (NN2) 
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Euclidean distance: RRAB (NNl) 
I : .-
---..... .•.. 
-
. 
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Euclidean distance: 0 class (NN1) 
OSCT ( ....... DIiMMt.ft for HNI 
Euclidean distance: DSCT (NN2) 
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Appendix 3 continued ... 
.. 
. 
In Confidence 
-
· 
M3875063 
.._-
.......... ~ 
....... .,. ... 
Euclidean distance: EA double-eclipse (NN2) Euclidean distance: EA single-eclipse (NN2) 
.. . 
(I rucidMR ~ for NHl 
. . 
--Euclidean distance: EB (NN2) 
.. .. 
-. 
· 
~ .-· -· -- -· .. . --.... ._-
Euclidean distance: RM (NN2) 
Euclidean distance: RRC (NN2) 
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rw ___ IorNNl 
Euclidean distance: EW (NN2) 
1 
ti 
I 
Euclidean distance: RRAB (NN2) 
Euclidean distance: No class (NN2) 
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Appendix 3 continued ... 
NN Model 3: 
In Confidence 
...... 
... -
.•. 
. . 
--
M3875063 
DSCT[ ........ ~ .... NN.J 
Euclidean distance: CEP (NN3) Euclidean distance: DSCT (NN3) 
. -- .:=:a .... 
.. 
. . 
--
. ..--
I ::=::-... -
Euclidean distance: EA double-eclipse (NN3) 
.. . _( 
_. 
.. 
-
.. 
n fucldMn ~ .... NN) 
. 
--
EucJidean distance: EB (NN3) 
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. 
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Euclidean distance: EA single-eclipse (NN3) 
IW~~forHNJ 
Euclidean distance: EW (NN3) 
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Appendix 3 continued ... 
Euclidean distance: RM (NN3) 
RAe l"WCIcM", DIItIncM for NNl 
Euclidean distance: RRC (NN3) 
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....... 
-.-
Euclidean distance: RRAB (NN3) 
NodoK. __ fotNNl 
. 
--
Euclidean distance: No class (NN3) 
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Appendix 4 - SuperW ASP period within +/- 1 % of GCVS period 
GCVS period WASP period 
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Appendix 5 - SuperW ASP has a more appropriate period than GCVS 
GCVS period WASP period 
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Appendix 6 -- GCVS has a more appropriate period than SuperW ASP 
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Appendix 7 -- SuperWASP objects that do not have GCVS periods 
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Appendix 8a -- SuperW ASP CEP object class agree with the GCVS 
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Appendix 8b - SuperW ASP DSCT object class agree with the GCVS 
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Appendix 8c - SuperW ASP E object class agree with the GCVS 
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Appendix 8d - SuperW ASP EA object class agree with the GCVS 
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Appendix 8e - SuperW ASP EB object class agree with the GCVS 
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Appendix tOc - SuperWASP E objects: class disagrees with GCVS 
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Appendix lOd - SuperW ASP EA objects: class disagrees with GCVS 
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Appendix lOe - SuperW ASP EB objects: class disagrees with GCVS 
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Appendix IOf - SuperW ASP EW objects: class disagrees with GCVS 
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Appendix 109 - SuperWASP RM objects: class disagrees with GCVS 
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Appendix 10i - SuperW ASP RRAB objects: class disagrees with GCVS 
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Appendix 10j - SuperW ASP RRC objects: class disagrees with GCVS 
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Appendix 11 - SuperW ASP objects: unable to obtain a classification 
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Appendix 12 - Neural Network parameters for NN Modell 
[Input range] 
-1 1 
[Output range] 
-0.8 0.8 
[NN range] 
-0.13 l.l3 
[Nodes] 
1 28 17 9 
[Bias MinMax] 
Bias Bias 
[Input MinMax] 
Input Node01 1 17 
Input Node02 0 10 
Input Node03 0 8 
Input Node04 0 7 
Input Node28 0.01 2.4000001 
[Hidden Weights] 
Hidden NodeOl -0.36321971 -0.77999538 -1.4885858 -1.4920248 0.16248217 
1.0730222 0.071239211 -2.7804813 -2.1061635 -0.9820286 0.010435948 
0.19749688 -1.2564863 1.4171305 1.4871309 2.2802622 1.1 095849 
1.5641618 0.96187127 1.065275 1.7890054 0.66552711 1.1803769 
0.74743855 0.040217854 -0.2476809 -2.7949901 2.6258104 
0.39161751 
Hidden Node02 0.3244226 -0.7175191 1.2874358 0.035814945 1.9963434 
0.3575606 1.3972421 1.3789128 2.146363 0.3187938 1.1877239 
1.6906841 -0.69225496 1.620533 0.81504786 0.32358891 
0.80837816 1.090207 -0.42793065 -1.8321444 0.35827851 
0.73517781 -1.5569304 -2.4216897 -1.4584519 -2.5824733 0.90799767 
0.34971538 0.47820148 
Hidden Node17 -0.41946784 0.88242364 0.25803313 1.032566 -0.058922909 
0.091726549 0.4256424 -1.1945772 -1.9943871 -2.3648674 1.4612937 
-2.0083377 1.0516994 0.20547526 -0.26765412 0.65330243 
0.82417083 -1.2707989 0.92913532 1.3985851 -1.5655683 -0.6901539 
1.4559066 2.4470761 1.4345478 2.4023867 -1.6728551 1.1550934 
0.038360748 
[Output Weights] 
Output Node01 0 -0.69797146 -0.15628842 0.28812733 0.3736513 
0.70542169 0.15918633 0.024707228 -0.15351942 -1.0065464 
0.17322427 -0.028277783 -0.27085412 -0.75804454 -1.5606997 -1. 7109754 
1.106482 -0.3838881 0.5424059 -0.52491742 0.89342374 1.0787262 
0.15054211 0.61984307 0.12430585 0.79820907 0.2332221 -0.33700386 
2.9868803 2.0396912 -0.37060103 -0.016429203 -0.23104136 0.19775654 
0.08726529 -0.97610623 0.30150694 0.2281038 0.50256658 
0.87823558 0.15819979 -0.37481448 -0.002349268 -0.49169433 -0.73645854 
0.32911137 0.16661149 
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Appendix 12 continued ... 
Output Node02 0 -0.52273226 2.3152242 1.6805102 -0.080867447 
1.5084165 -0.078024887 0.12049725 0.042929891 -0.76498663 
0.55972254 1.4303806 -0.024045035 0.27429751 0.5071497 0.84753191 
0.55965841 0.21080127 -0.66171539 -0.06689284 -1.0995061 
0.41286707 -1.5084099 -0.077230848 1.6319066 1.2064196 1.6360683 
0.86121565 -1.3246306 -6.5995007 0.29587144 -0.081509493 -0.51815313 
0.007708982 -0.51336271 0.30395493 -0.057231378 0.59957856 
0.97976017 0.96171826 0.46278873 -1.081174 0.82973647 
0.91688532 -0.57983637 -0.1759446 -0.34321088 
Output Node09 0 1 -0.31315768 -0.2798534 -0.75060213 -0.19558872 
1.0207283 -0.057383083 -0.25149298 0.29470751 0.11657826 0.84685051 
0.017074734 0.74031264 0.52087361 0.90279216 1.9058238 1.1561334 
0.74136442 -0.53574765 -0.15062375 -0.36559901 -1.0633585 
0.036821891 -0.68144488 -0.65976-0.68695551 -0.86925739 1.8539118 
0.33966219 -0.92233282 0.17216356 0.1580586 0.081905499 
0.19283549 0.018779859 0.3556889 -0.037805598 0.14666368 -0.12532212 
0.52444106 -0.016180661 -0.02093173 -0.30633917 0.37565264 
0.44185081 -0.38978606 0.10606147 
[Threshold] 
0.6 
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Appendix 13 - Duplicate Object Analyser Application 
With reference to the image below, the user selects an object to analyse in the left pane and 
then presses the <Select> button. This loads all images for that object into the grid. Each 
light-curve is then viewed and the one that has the best EA shape is selected by clicking 
the image. When the user selects the <Move objects> button, the selected object is moved 
to the 'Unique' folder, and the other images moved to the 'Duplicates' folder. The images 
are then removed from the list, ready for the next object. 
Oup'kate ob)Oct ... 'yser '" LOl • c .. tod by S. G. Poyno on 14-Apr-2011 
~VJ'.22-ISJ$Ol-O 
JOmR29.ml'B 
1113l16.2H7lnLl 
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Appendix 14 - PFlags for EB Objects 
Confidence Index 1: All three NNs agree with the classification 
PfJags for EB Objects with Confidence 1 
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Confidence Index 2: Two NNs a~ree with the classificat ion and the third is 'No class' 
Pflags for EB Objects with Confidence 2 
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Appendix 14 continued ... 
Confidence Index 4: One NN provides the classification and the other two shows 'No class' 
Pflags for EB Objects with Confidence 4 
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Appendix 14 continued .. . 
Percentage of the objects that were manually confirmed as unsuitable 
Pflags for Unsuitable EB Objects across confidence 
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Appendix 15 - PFlags for EW Objects 
Confidence Index 1: All three NN agree with the classification 
Pflags for EW Objects with Confidence 1 
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Confidence Index 2: Two NNs agree with the classification and the third is 'No class' 
Pflags for EW Objects with Confidence 2 
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Appendix 15 continued ... 
Confidence Index 4: One NN provides the classification and the other two shows 'No class ' 
Pflags for EW Objects with Confidence 4 
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Appendix 15 continued ... 
Percentage of the objects that were manually confirmed as unsuitable 
PHags for unsuitable EW Objects across confidence 
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Appendix 16 - PFlags for RRAB Objects 
Confidence Index 1: All three NNs agree with the classification 
Pflags for RRAB Objects with Confidence 1 
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Confidence Index 2: Two NNs agree with the classification and the third is' 0 class' 
Pflags for RRAB Objects with Confidence 2 
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Appendix 16 continued ... 
Confidence Index 4: One NN provides the classification and the other two shows 'No class' 
P1Iags for RRAB Objects w ith Confidence 4 
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Appendix 16 continued ... 
Percentage ofthe objects that were manually confirmed as unsuitable 
P1lags for Unsuitable RRAB Objects across confidence 
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Appendix 17 - Clumped period ranges for RRAB Objects 
RRAB period (0.3318 to 0.3334 days) 
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Appendix 17 continued ... 
RRAB period (0.5008 to 0.5013 days) 
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Appendix 17 continued ... 
RRAB period (1.0330 to 1.0350 days) 
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Appendix 18 - Clumped period ranges for DSCT Objects 
DSCT period (0.08305 to 0.08315 days) 
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Appendix 18 continued ... 
Dscr period (0.099 0 to 0.09976 days) 
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Appendix 18 continued ... 
DSCT period (0.16610 to 0.16640 days) 
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Appendix 18 continued ... 
DSCT period (0.24910 to 0.24960 days) 
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Appendix 19 - EA class objects in SIMBAD 
EAobjects 
Based on lilht-curv~ shipe 
Good liIr,e Scatt~ Small Amplitud~ 
NN NN NN NN NN NN 
SIMBAD Alvee Dlsaaree Aaree Dlsacree Alvee DISlaree 
Aaree 998 34 11 0 17 0 
PoSSible matches 1,340 58 30 0 34 0 
unknown 7,193 234 704 0 944 0 
Blue StraU1er Star 0 0 0 0 0 0 
~pheid 1 0 0 0 0 0 
Classical Cepheid 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Cluster of Galaxies 2 1 0 0 0 0 
Double star 51 3 5 0 2 0 
OSCT 1 0 0 0 0 0 
EA 998 34 11 0 17 0 
EB 73 12 1 0 0 0 
Ecl ipsin, binary 246 17 13 0 10 0 
Eel ips in, binary candidate 1 0 0 0 0 0 
EW 6 0 0 0 0 0 
Galaxy 81 8 30 0 22 0 
Galaxy in Cluster of Galaxies 10 1 5 0 2 0 
HI,h proper-motion Star 26 0 6 0 8 0 
HII (ion ized) re,ion 1 0 0 0 0 0 
Horizontal Branch Star 5 0 2 0 1 0 
tow-mass star (M<lsoIMass) 3 0 0 0 0 0 
Possib l ~ HB Star 2 0 0 0 0 0 
possible Quasar 4 0 0 0 0 0 
pu\satin, 2 0 0 0 0 0 
Quasar 5 0 0 0 0 0 
Radio - Source 54 4 3 0 1 0 
RIt 4 0 0 0 1 0 
Semi-reaular pulsatini star 2 1 0 0 0 0 
SpectroscopiC binary 3 0 0 0 0 0 
star 1,185 15 121 0 113 0 
star In double system 38 4 1 0 5 0 
Unknown nature 5 0 0 0 0 0 
Variable 196 1 6 0 8 0 
WVir 1 0 0 0 0 0 
White Dwarf 2 0 0 0 0 0 
X-ray source 181 19 9 0 11 0 
10,388 420 917 0 1,151 0 
NNAlvee: 12.462 96.74% 
Tota ls 
NN Disairee: 420 3.26% 
Total: 12,882 
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Appendix 20 - EA: Period shorter than published period (0.2d) 
Object Id Period (d) OVerall class Manual class Confirmed state 
lSWASPJ10l903.31-404426.7 0.091 EA EA Small Amplitude 
lSWASP J165118.06+512206.$ 0.111 EA EA Good 
lSWASPJ 164230.08+512110. 1 0.111 EA EA Good 
lSW ASP J221234.22-4403OO.2 0.111 EA EA Small Amplitude 
lSWASP J124420.23-{)84016.8 0.117 EA EA Good 
lSWASPJ121733.81-4440.52.9 0.125 EA EA Good 
lSWASPJ 124905. 3S-404444.S 0.125 EA EA Large Scatter 
1SWASPJ10lS09 .$~30834.3 0.135 EA EA Good 
1SWASPJ 120214.27-454858. 3 0.142 EA EA Small Amplitude 
lSWASPJ 162041. 19+510SS8.9 0.142 EB EA Good 
lSWASP J022355.73-211734.8 0.142 EA EA Large Scatter 
lSWASP J193353. 71-430806. 7 0.142 EA EA Large Scatter 
lSWASP J120006.84-454724.5 0.142 EA EA Small Amplit ude 
lSWASP J120006.94-454723. 7 0.142 EA EA Small Amplitude 
lSWASPJ031843.03+511333.9 0.142 EA EA Good 
lSWASPJ205805.71-18S041.9 0.142 EA EA Good 
lSWASP J133lS9.70-453436.2 0.142 EA EA Good 
1SWASPJOU409.09+564207.0 0.142 EA EA Good 
lSWASP Jl14414.27-181135. 7 0.142 EA EA Small Amplitude 
lSWASP J 120038.89-454730.0 0.142 EA EA Small Amplitude 
lSWASPJ020637.66-280137.1 0.142 EA EA Large Scatter 
1SWASP J201740.02-3929lS.8 0.142 EA EA Small Amplitude 
lSWASP J034921. 73+512948.3 0.143 EA EA Good 
lSWASPJ134952.07-131337.3 O.lSl EA EA Good 
lSWAS PJ ll2130. 18-540432. 6 0.155 EA EA Good 
lSWASP J090258.02-07S8S0.5 0.156 EA EA Good 
lSWASPJ153349.46+375928.2 0.162 EA EA Good 
1SWASPJ190100.23-341430.9 0.166 EA EA Large Scatter 
lSWASPJl64251.86+513U1.0 0.166 EA EA Good 
lSWASP J031307.75-194129.1 0.166 EA EA Small Amplitude 
lSWASPJl75431.49+343951.2 0.166 EA EA Large Scatter 
lSWASP J164449.20+513219.1 0.166 EA EA Good 
lSWASPJ 234821.88-200021. 1 0.166 EA EA Good 
lSWASPJ193735.22-322810.2 0.166 EA EA Large Scatter 
1SWASP J054708.28-235402.0 0.166 EA EA Good 
1SWASPJ133201.36-453440.0 0.166 EA EA Large Scatter 
lSWASP J023159.46-191924.0 0.166 EA EA Large Scatter 
lSWASPJ190730.25-330204.7 0.166 EA EA Large Scatter 
lSWASPJ163426.72+512733.6 0.166 EA EA Good 
1SWASPJ030614.92-450350.9 0.166 EA EA Good 
lSWASP J035538.08-340844.6 0.171 EA EA Good 
lSWASPJ201138.36+503917.8 0.181 EA EA Large Scatter 
lSWASPJ150656.89+011530.5 0.182 EA EA Good 
lSWASPJ091612.27+361533.6 0.183 EA EA Good 
lSWASPJ091616.99+361549.4 0.183 EA EA Good 
lSWAS PJ 200306.06-632806.0 0.187 EA EA Small Amplitude 
1SWASPJ041237.09-310147.5 0.193 EA EA Good 
lSWASPJ010744.41 +484458.2 0.194 EA EA Good 
lSWASP J 143003.54-072541.8 0.197 EA EA Good 
lSWASPJ095759.37+030700.1 0.199 EA EA Good 
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Appendix 21- EB class objects in SIMBAD 
fB objects 
Based on liaht-curw shape 
Good Larae Scatter Small Amplitude 
NN NN NN NN NN NN 
SIMBAD Airee DI5aaree Airee Disaaree Aeree Disaeree 
A&rM 188 1 2 0 4 0 
PoSSible INtches 327 4 10 0 12 0 
Unknown 3,291 18 98 0 437 0 
Blue Straaler Star 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Cepheid 3 0 0 0 0 0 
Classical Cepheid 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Cluster of Galaxies 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Double star 42 0 1 0 0 0 
OSCT 5 0 1 0 0 0 
EA 70 3 1 0 1 0 
EB 188 1 2 0 4 0 
Eel ipsine binary U6 0 5 0 10 0 
Ecl ipslne binary candidate 2 0 0 0 0 0 
EW 67 1 3 0 1 0 
Galaxy 64 1 2 0 3 0 
Galaxy in Cluster of Ga laxies 3 0 0 0 0 0 
Hieh proper-motion Star 7 0 0 0 3 0 
Hil (ionized) reeion 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Horizontal Branch star 4 0 0 0 0 0 
tow-mns star (M<lso1Mass) 0 0 0 0 0 0 
pOSSible HB star 0 0 0 0 0 0 
poss ible Quasar 1 0 0 0 0 0 
pulsatine 0 0 1 0 1 0 
Quasar 7 0 1 0 0 0 
Rad io - Source 26 0 0 0 6 0 
RR 17 0 0 0 1 0 
Sem j·reeular pulsatineStar 3 0 0 0 0 0 
spectroscopic binary 1 0 0 0 0 0 
star 462 0 8 0 46 0 
star in double system 10 0 0 0 0 0 
Unknown nature 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Var iab le 80 1 0 0 0 0 
WVir 0 0 0 0 0 0 
White Dwarf 1 0 0 0 0 0 
X·ray source 68 1 0 0 6 0 
4,558 26 123 0 519 0 
NNAeree: 5,200 99.50% 
Tota ls 
NN Disagree: 26 0 .50% 
Total: 5,226 
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Appendix 22 - EB: Period shorter than published period (>1 day) 
Object Id Period (d) OVerall class Manual class Confirmed state 
lSWASP J183224.69ir04344.1 0.142 EB EB Small Amplitude 
lSWASP JOO5228. 75+251844. 7 0.166 EB EB Small Amplitude 
lSWASPJ131743.62-405020.0 0.166 EB EB Small Amplitude 
ISWASPJ19154O.22-372432.0 0.166 EB EB Small Amplitude 
lSWASPJ022050.85+332047.6 0.193 EB EB Good 
ISWASPJI65957.84+443532.6 0.221 EB EB Good 
ISWASPJ211359.46+122712.4 0.222 EB EB Good 
ISWAS PJ093443. 60+420831.9 0.222 EB EB Good 
lSWASPJ215826.52+253437.4 0.223 EB EB Good 
ISWASP J043341.22+385132.0 0.223 EB EB Large Scatter 
lSWASPJOl1732.82+525201.3 0.224 EB EB Good 
lSWASPJOl1732.10+525204.9 0.224 EB EB Good 
lSWASPJOI4630.33-185710.7 0.235 EB EB Small Amplitude 
lSWASPJOI4527.13+245037.2 0.235 EB EB Good 
ISWASPJ143909.28-10ss02.1 0.235 EB EB Good 
ISWASPJ155656.43-111835.5 0.239 EB EB Good 
lSWASPJ205149.21-374919.7 0.239 EB EB Good 
lSWASPJl50433.06-413015.4 0.240 EB EB Good 
lSWASPJ025324.03-135246.4 0.240 EB EB Good 
lSWASPJ171332.59+300749.7 0.242 EB EB Good 
ISWASPJ023008.08-450833.8 0.244 EB EB Good 
ISWASP Jl81543.59+ 134959.6 0.245 EB EB Good 
lSWASPJ182939.50+460926.2 0.246 EB EB Good 
lSWASPJl82940. 74+460942. 3 0.246 EB EB Good 
lSWAS PJ 220918. 66-090629. 0 0.246 EB EB Small Amplitude 
lSWASPJ023425.U+074911.9 0.247 EB EB Good 
lSWASPJ163449.01 +371642.5 0.247 EB EB Good 
ISWASP J011639. 34-075832.1 0.247 EB EB Good 
ISWASP J031158.75+521437.8 0.248 EB EB Good 
ISWASPJ031158.93+521432.2 0.248 EB EB Good 
lSWASPJ 171048. 64+334600. 9 0.249 EB EB Good 
lSWASP J 135204.62-420443.4 0.249 EB EB Good 
lSWASP J2U325.50-170251.1 0.249 EB EB Large Scatter 
lSWASPJ061622.57-271U7.2 0.249 EB EB Good 
lSWASPJI60327.36-215949.3 0.249 EB EB Large Scatte r 
lSWASPJ054803.86+283047.6 0.251 EB EB Good 
ISWASPJ0548OO.47+283024.8 0.251 EB EB Good 
lSWASP J173030.53+255415.0 0.251 EB EB Good 
1SWASPJ115643.63-164056.5 0.252 EB EB Good 
lSWASP J040721.80-121003.3 0.254 EB EB Good 
lSWASP J063OO3.43-404905.6 0.255 EB EB Good 
ISWASPJ024752.25+543843.7 0.255 EB EB Good 
lSWASPJ043547.44-313851.4 0.255 EB EB Good 
ISWASP J130146.81 +163146.1 0.256 EB EB Good 
lSWASP J045200.31-090956.0 0.257 EB EB Large Scatte r 
ISWASPJI92719.67-393604.8 0.258 EB EB Good 
ISWASPJ192716.38-393526.4 0.258 EB EB Good 
ISWASPJ143209.99--174257.1 0.260 EB EB Good 
ISWASPJ153323.73+135638.3 0.260 EB EB Good 
ISWASP JU4534.52-131209.8 0.260 EB EB Good 
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Appendix 23 - EW class objects in SIMBAD 
J EW objKts 
Based on lieht-<:urft shape 
Good La rae Scatter Small Amplitude 
NN NN NN NN NN NN 
SIMBAO Acree Disaeree Acree Disaeree Acree Disaeree 
~ 200 3 3 0 0 0 
PosSible matches 557 13 8 0 2. 0 
Unknown 1.789 43 17 0 26 0 
Blue Strlluler Stllr 1 0 0 0 1 0 
Ceph .. id 1 0 0 0 0 0 
Classical Cepheid 1 0 0 0 0 0 
cluster of Galaxies 2 0 0 0 0 0 
Double star 188 6 3 0 0 0 
DSCT 14 0 1 0 0 0 
EA 3 0 0 0 0 0 
E6 9 0 0 0 0 0 
Edipsing binary 150 3 2 0 0 0 
Ecl ipsing binary candidate 0 0 0 0 0 0 
EW 200 3 3 0 0 0 
Ga laxy 32 2 0 0 0 0 
Ga laxy in Cluster of Gal axies 1 0 0 0 1 0 
Hieh proper-motion Star 11 0 0 0 0 0 
Hit (ionized) reei on 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Hori zontal 6ranch Star 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Low-mass star (M<lsoIMass) 0 0 0 0 0 0 
possible H6 Star 0 0 0 0 0 0 
possible Quasar 0 0 0 0 0 0 
pulsating 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Quasar 2 0 0 0 0 0 
Radio - Source 10 1 0 0 0 0 
RR 12 1 0 0 0 0 
Semi -regul ar pulsati ng Star 1 0 0 0 0 0 
Spectroscopic binary 4 0 0 0 0 0 
Star 220 2 1 0 7 0 
Star in double system 16 1 0 0 2 0 
Unknown nature 1 0 0 0 0 0 
Variable 43 0 0 0 0 0 
WVi r 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Whit .. Dwarf 0 0 0 0 0 0 
X-ray source 35 2 1 0 0 0 
2,746 64 28 0 37 0 
r ota Is 
NNAiree: 2,811 97.77" 
NN Disagree: 64 2.23" 
Total: 2,875 
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Appendix 24 - EW: Period longer than published period «1 day) 
Object Id Period(d Overall class Manual class Confirmed state 
l5WASPJOOO321.40+383107.0 11.904 EW EW Good 
ISWASPJl11711.97-311255.5 8.321 EW EW Good 
l5WASPJ052855.47+381915.3 3.620 EW EW Good 
l5WASPJ054829.96+334818.5 3.162 EW EW Good 
ISWAS PJ 232112. 97+505258.0 1.676 EW EW Small Amplitude 
l5WASPJ021745.58--081701.9 1.461 EW EW Good 
lSWASP J15OO12.69-012756.0 1.427 EW EW Good 
ISWASPJ092116.20-095420.5 1.377 EW EW Good 
l5WASPJ022805.20+332814.7 1.364 EW EW Small Amplitude 
ISWASPJ064538.73+303952.1 1.254 EW EW Good 
ISWASP J204517.61 +162756.3 1.213 EW EW Good 
l5WASPJ195831.19-352958.5 1.200 EW EW Good 
lSWASPJ060613.54+323510.5 1.196 EW EW Good 
l5WASPJ 181301.82+340224. 0 1.154 EW EW Good 
15 WASP J020225.26+514430.4 1.146 EW EW Good 
ISWASPJ224709.52-{)54347.1 1.127 EW EW Good 
lSWASPJ 205721.48+553005. 0 1.123 EW EW Good 
lSWASPJI15747.22-242327.8 1.085 EW EW Good 
ISWASP JI15747.78-24235O.8 1.084 EW EW Good 
ISWASPJ233627.95+392214.2 1.081 EW EW Good 
lSWASPJl21146.06-304001.5 1.052 EW EW Good 
lSWASPJ090803.23-0903oo.6 1.051 EW EW Small Amplitude 
ISWASPJ002127.00+301322.9 1.039 EW EW Good 
lSWAS PJ 232949. 12-310249.9 1.034 EW EW Good 
lSWASP J214818.48+274922.0 1.024 EW EW Good 
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Appendix 25 - EW: Amplitude greater than published «O.8Vmag) 
Object Id SMA OVerall class Manual class Confirmed state 
1SWASPJ224931.98+314743.9 1.320 EW EW Good 
lSWASPJ084408.68-Q40640.1 1.240 EW EW Good 
ISWASP J15565 7.51+421336.9 1.184 EW EW Good 
ISWASP J210559.73-460647.8 1.180 EW EW Good 
1SWASPJ004637.72+315117.4 1.114 EW EW Good 
lSWASP J041716.59-341509.8 0.984 EW EW Good 
lSWASPJ104709.65-020617.4 0.9n EW EW Good 
1SWASP JU4406.25-29l544.4 0 .970 EW EW Good 
ISWASP J141338.38-035146. 7 0.934 EW EW Good 
ISWASPJ154126.94-321043.3 0.896 EW EW Good 
lSWASP J033147. 96-263141.3 0.890 EW EW Good 
lSWASPJ105746.5~840.6 0.890 EW EW Good 
lSWASP J090705.80-084320.4 0.884 EW EW Good 
lSWASPJ143041.24+174lS1.0 0.876 EW EW Good 
lSWASPJlSI407.68-303301.1 0.8n EW EW Good 
lSWASPJl60n2.02+102940.1 0.8n EW EW Good 
1SWASPJ043nO.OO-292802.5 0.870 EW EW Good 
l5WASPJllI431.61-433214.0 0.866 EW EW Good 
ISWASPJ093632.42+485242.3 0.862 EW EW Good 
ISWASP J 171600.32+271615.1 0.862 EW EW Good 
1SWASPJ 130710. 36-463535.1 0.848 EW EW Good 
ISWASP JI81033.53+421623. 2 0.848 EW EW Good 
lSWASPJ235233.97+385919.2 0.848 EW EW Good 
lSWASPJ023705.63+330845.0 0.842 EW EW Good 
lSWASPJ102004.60+064930.1 0.842 EW EW Good 
1SWASP J224942. 99+004601.5 0.840 EW EW Good 
ISWASP J035438. 99-191923.2 0 .826 EW EW Good 
lSWASP J034143.26-022235.9 0.820 EW EW Good 
lSWASPJ092319.39-182714.7 0.820 EW EW Good 
lSWASP J063306.99-451609.5 0.818 EW EW Good 
ISWASP Jl20622.S6-160429.8 0.816 EW EW Good 
lSWASP J131358.96-090235.9 0.8U EW EW Good 
15 WAS P J001445. 75-391435.5 0.810 EW EW Good 
lSWASPJl63007.37+012513.2 0.806 EW EW Good 
lSWAS PJ 194722.46+535234. 7 0.806 EW EW Good 
lSW ASP J041418.36-46265 7.1 0.804 EW EW Good 
1SWASPJllS049.18-242303.1 0.804 EW EW Good 
lSWASPJ180947.64+490255.0 0.804 EW EW Good 
lSWASP J212606.24+OO2242.7 0.802 EW EW Good 
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Appendix 26 - RRAB class objects in SIMBAD 
RRABobjKts 
8a~ on li lht-curv~ shape 
Good la r~ Scatt~r Small Amp1itud~ 
NN NN NN NN NN NN 
SIM BAD Aer~ Ol salr~ Air~ Oisair~ Air~ Oisair~ 
Acr~ 2,252 191 32 25 83 17 
Possibl~ matches 7 10 1 2 1 0 
Unknown 3,009 665 182 267 460 366 
Blue Strauler Sur 1 0 0 0 0 0 
Cepheid 10 2 1 1 0 0 
Class ical Cepheid 0 1 0 3 0 2 
Cluster of Ga laxies 3 0 0 0 1 0 
Double star 0 0 0 1 0 0 
OSCT 1 1 0 0 0 0 
EA 1 0 0 0 0 0 
EB 1 0 0 0 0 0 
Ec1 ips in, binary 4 6 0 0 0 0 
Ec1 ipsini binary candidate 0 0 0 0 0 0 
fIN 2 0 0 0 1 0 
Galaxy 79 18 2 6 8 2 
Galaxy in Cluster of Ga laxies 16 1 0 0 5 0 
Hieh proper-motion Star 10 3 1 2 0 1 
HII (ionized) relion 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Horizonta l Branch Star 126 17 1 6 7 7 
Low-mass star (M<1soIMass) 2 0 1 0 0 0 
Possible HB Star 0 1 0 0 0 0 
Possible QUZlsar 4 0 0 0 1 0 
Pulsatin& 0 2 0 1 0 1 
Quasar 7 1 0 1 0 0 
Radio - Source 27 4 3 1 3 4 
RR 2,252 191 32 25 83 17 
Semi-reeular pulsatin, Star 4 0 0 8 0 3 
Spectroscopic binary 0 0 0 1 0 1 
Star 147 39 25 36 19 39 
Star in double system 0 4 1 1 0 0 
Unknown nature 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Variab le 178 9 4 4 8 5 
WVir 2 2 0 0 0 0 
White Dwarf 0 2 0 0 1 3 
X-ray source 11 12 0 0 0 13 
5,897 981 253 364 597 464 
Tota ls 
NNAiree: 6,747 78.86" 
NN Disagr~: 1,809 21.14% 
Total: 8,556 
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Appendix 27 - RRAB: Period shorter than published period (0.3 days) 
Obectld -.odd av.r.1I d.ss Manu_d~ss Confif'lM<l Nt. Ob ortld -.odd CMttIII d.ss M.nuald.H Confll'TMd mt. 
lSWASPJOOl700..96+).0W313.4 0.= OSCT ORA. smoilAmpl;wde lSWASPJl60742.61-244»4.0 0.,.. DSCT ORAB Small Amplitude 
15WASPJOO2526.63+42l107.7 0.264 DSCT RRA. small Ampl itude lSWASPJ162402.62· l24409.7 0.216 DSCT RRAB Good 
1SWASPJOO2531.'7+-lSS406 :I 0.269 DSCT RRAB small Ampl itude lSWASPJ16241S.60-2a,s.&47.3 0.275 DSCT RRAB SI'TWIII Amplitude 
UWASPJOI0121.n+J412Ol.7 0 .211 DSCT RRAB small Ampl itude UWASPJ11OSM.S.S+5.S1111.2 0.152 DSCT "RA8 Smlil Amplitude 
1SWASPJOI01'2111.J4Jl15~1 0.27_ DSCT RRAB Good 1SWASPJl70701.lO+-1017lD.O 0.2n DSCT RRAB Good 
lSWASPJ014l.S2.za...oM3J:7.' 0.269 DSCT RRAB lMJeScatt« lSWASPJln22S.l2+3l43l1..S 0.250 DSCT RRAB laIteSatter 
1SWASPJ0200~l72&U.I 0.2>8 DSCT RRAB Small Amplitude lSWASPJ111AAO.u+]lSQ)7.0 0.250 RRAB RRA8 Good 
lSWASPJ0235.34.12...omUA 0.263 DSCT RRAB Good lSWASPJ1nn1.l2+200211.1 D.2S1 DSCT RRA8 Good 
lSWASP J0258A2. JO.113223.0 0.263 OSCT RRAB Sn\III Ampl itude lSWASPJl72902.IS+362440.1 0.250 DSCT 'RAB LarJe scaner 
lSWASPJOJQSll.41+404500.1 0."" DSCT RRA. Sn\III AmpI ,tude lSWASPJ17lS4O.~»220S.1 0.250 DSCT ORAB lMJe Scetter 
lSWASPJOlOSlS.,~.4 o.m DSCT ORAB Sn\III Amplitude 1$WASPJ17460S. J7+2016SL6 o.n5 DSCT RRAB Good 
lSWA.SPJ(U~.A~7.5 0."" DSCT RRAB lafJ,eSatter lSWASPJl1'S24t.D6+24t.51.5..1 ..". DSCT ..... B Good 
lSWASPJ03275l.3,+2S12S7.1 O.lO> DSCT RRAB .sm.aIl Amphtudt 1SWASPJl15n7.DS+]~ 0.219 DSCT RRAB lMIeSan.,-
lSWASP~1.6S-3'2On.6 0.277 O$CT ...... StMII Amplitude lSWASPJl124oU.l:S-+OtiOML4 0.21> DSCT ..... SmIIII Amplitude 
lSWASPJ04m2.l6-1'200U o./n DSCT RRAB Sn\III AmpIItudo lSWASPIll1026.21+401724..4 0.250 DSCT RRAB smal l Amplitude 
lSWASP..IC)44.Mo&.64-110tl6.2 0.273 DSCT ARAB Good lSWASPJHOIS7.s,..12QO./ 0.2n DSCT RRAB Good 
lSWASPJ()&S4S0.62+32OC11.1 0.280 DSCT RRAB Sn\III AmpIItudo lSWASPJUQ9l1.6,""1244lL4 0.260 DSCT RRAB lIrIe satt..-
lSWASPJ0523.&LOO+21l.&4g .. 0.2n DSCT RRAB Good lSWASPJU1733.12· n460l.l 0.2" OSCT RRAB Good 
lSWASPJ05lOU.l6-141OS1.4 0.291 DSCT RRAB Sn\III AmpIltud. lSWASPJ1tl734..32· 214619.1 0.2" DSCT RRAB Good 
lSWASP.Jm4(M6.1.s.2455nA 0.252 DSCT RRAB Good lSWASPJU2007.13_317.4 0.275 DSCT RRA8 Good 
lSWASPJ062241.66+153140.7 0.287 DSCT RRAB Good UWASPJlm21.aa.29.32C'.2 D.287 DSCT RRA8 lMJ~ Scitt.r 
lSWASPJ062244..11+1SJ1l1.1 0.287 DSCT RRAB Good lSWA.SPJ192610.~7.s D.2n DSCT ARAB larJ. SCltt.r 
lSWASPJOIU12.01+465956.0 O.l'JO DSCT ARA8 Sn\III AmpIItudo lSWASPJ194lS5.56-211740.1 D.266 DSCT RRAB small Amplitude 
lSWASPJ084912.9It+16494.S-S 0.250 DSCT RRAB SmoII Amplitude lSWASl'JU4436.17·U23t2.1 D.29O DSCT RRA. Good 
1SWASPJOnal6.~UI4'.o D.287 DSCT RRA8 Good 1SWA.S$'J200222.07~' 0.283 DSCT RRA8 Good 
JSWASPJm3232.11 "422113.7 D.l>4 DSCT RRAB SmoII AmIJIItudo lSWASPJ~.O 0.213 DSCT 'RAB Good 
lSWASPJO'-1S04.09--U4031.6 O.212 OSCT RRAB Good lSWASPJ20022S.1l+22Olll.2 0.263 DSCT RRAB loIIe Salt..-
lSWASPJllU07~22S1.7 0.250 DSCT RRAB Good lSWASPJ200741.80+41lSC8.S 0.252 DSCT ARAB Sm.1I Amplituct. 
lSWASPJU3342.~1"7 o.m OSCT ""'B Small Ampht\Jdel lSWA$PJ2007 ............. 14OlL.( D.2S2 DSCT ARA8 UrieSeltter 
lSWASPJ115017.4.9-254n0.7 0.291 DSCT RRAB loIIesatt..- lSWASPJ201106.'1 +21l'OM o.l9a DSCT RRA8 lM)eSCllttfl" 
lSWASPJ11S3nas..28uoo.O 0.287 OSCT ...... Good lSWASPJlO141o.lJO-43.(!l6.6 0.2n DSCT 'RAB 5"",11 Amplitude 
lSWASPJll14.J4.51 ·344M4..6 0 ' " DSCT RRAB LMa·Scatt .... lSWASPJlO17&S.n·ml4&..6 0.256 DSCT ARAB Good 
lSWASl'J1l1820.'2-44224'.1 0.268 DSCT R .... B SmIIII ~ltu<M lSWASPJlOSllJ"4'+]6.tlll.6 0.25' DSCT ARAB Lara. kart.,. 
lSWASPJU2918.09+0101n.l 0./70 DSCT RRAB SmoII AmIJI ,tvd. 15WASPJ210lS1.69+190412.1 0.257 DSCT ARAB l..IrJe Satter 
lSWASPJ1l49Ol.0I).192lO6.' 0.270 DSCT R .... 8 l.M&eSUtt« lSWASPJ21051o.24-l.S$oU).O 0.2!O DSCT ARAB Snwll Amplitude 
lSWASPJl'203L07-+2131lS.6 0.292 OSCT RRAB Good lSWASPJ2UU0L22+161720.6 0.152 DSCT .RA. l.Ir1esarter 
lSWASPJ1lO740.JO.142411.4 0.250 OSCT RRAB Good lSWASP12 JIIJ.&.S2+115126.2 D.2>8 DSCT RRAB lI'le Satter 
lSWASPJl.S084'.11-04mI1.6 0.268 RRAB RRAB lMIeSatter lSWASP123A13l..26+llOM..2 0.26' DSCT ..... B Good 
lSWASPJU163S.28-162OOl.6 0 .267 DSCT RRAB Good lSWASPJ2.l56512!+lolS.Sl 6..0 0.218 DSCT RRAB Sm.1! Amphtud. 
lSWASPJUllll.16-OIl7UI 0.170 RRAB RRAB Good 
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Appendix 28 - RRAB: Period longer than published period (1.2 days) 
Ob'ect Id coo&med state 
ISWASPJ025530 76-423448 4 Good 
ISWASPJl00809 71-153345 2 RRAB RRAB Good 
ISWASPJl 1648 5S-061714 9 1 HS RRAB RRAB Good 
ISWASPJ142357.S8-010010 0 1 307 -18S RRAB RRAB Good 
ISWASPJI54101 55-3533165 1211 -O.S RRAB RRAB Good 
ISWASPJl1 15661-150431 0 1.210 -. S4 RRAB RR..\B Good 
ISWASPJl 415730-1505108 1.07 -256 RR.-\B RR.-\B Good 
ISWASPJ 03823 6_- 3-400 8 1 S. 009 RR.-\B RR.-\B Good 
ISWASPJ2I06_ 50-184940 I 1.3.7 000 RR.-\B RRAB Good 
ISWASPJ214S04 11---0.4.6.14 14047 -079 RR.-\B RR.-\B Good 
ISWASPJ025 35.63-4.34302 1210 - I SO CEP RR.-\B Good 
ISWASPJl.Ol 5()...4.616. 0 1 5.0 - .65 DSCT RR.-\B Good 
ISWASPJUOI55.18-M16414 1.50 RR.-\B Good 
1 709 RRAB Good 
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Appendix 29 - DSCT class objects in SIMBAD 
I DSCTobJKts 
Based on lieht-curve shape 
Good Laree Scatt~r Small Ampl itud~ 
NN NN NN NN NN NN 
SIM8AO Alree Disagree Aeree DISILeree Alree Disaeree 
~ 41 0 0 0 2 0 
Possible matches 11 1 0 0 6 0 
"Unknown 899 41 84 19 418 61 
Blue Strauler Star 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Cepheid 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Classical C~pheid 4 2 0 0 0 0 
Cluster of Ga laxies 0 0 1 0 0 0 
Doubte star 2 1 0 0 1 0 
OSCT 41 0 0 0 2 0 
EA 0 0 0 0 0 0 
EB 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Eclipsir\i bina ry 5 0 0 0 3 0 
Ecl ipSin2 binary candidate 0 0 0 0 0 0 
EW 2 0 0 0 1 0 
Ga laxy 14 2 2 1 7 3 
Galaxy in Cluster of Galaxies 1 0 0 0 1 0 
HI!:h proper·motion Star 1 0 0 0 4 1 
HII (ionized) relion 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Horizontal Branch Star 3 0 1 0 2 0 
Low-mass star (M<1soIMass) 2 0 0 0 0 1 
possible H8Star 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Possible Quasar 4 0 0 0 1 0 
Pulsating 7 0 1 0 0 0 
Quasar 3 0 1 0 2 1 
Radio - Source 8 0 1 0 1 1 
RR 16 3 0 0 1 0 
Semi-reeular pulsatlna Star 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Spectroscopic binary 0 0 0 0 1 0 
Star 135 3 5 1 47 4 
Star in double system 2 0 0 0 1 0 
Unknown nature 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Variable 16 1 1 0 4 0 
WVir 0 0 0 0 0 0 
White Dwarf 0 0 0 0 0 0 
X-ray source 5 0 0 0 3 0 
I 1.110 59 97 21 560 72 
Totals NNAeree: 
1,827 92.32% 
NN Oisaaree: 152 7.68% 
I Total: 1,979 
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Appendix 30 - DSCT: Period longer than published period (0.2 days) 
ObKtId !ponodldllow.oUdlSS! ..... uold ... !ConfillMd ... to ObjKtId PMood Idl 0..,.11 doss M~nu.JdaH ConfUlT~d SUIte 
lSWASPJOOlSl4.61+04.50}J.5 n.249 DSCT DSCT Smoll Amplitude lSWASPJl63631-S2· 13S251.1 0.210 DSer DSCT small Ampl ftude 
ISWASPJ()()=._3n6.0 0.225 DSCT DSCT Smoll Amplitude lSWASPJ1636lS. )6-J1S2Q..6 0.210 DSCT DSCT Good 
lSWASPJOUO$I.29+11020S.1 0.2<111 DSCT DSCT Good lSWASPJ163637.~)Ul1.,A o.nO DSCT DSCT Good 
ISWASPJOl362.l.2O'-CSOO2U D.2OS DSCT DSCT Smoll Amplitude lSWASPJ16U46.37+1nIGl.4 0.204 RRAB DSCT Good 
ISWASPJOU_»+14330U ~ DSCT DSCT SInoIl Amplitude lSWASPJl64946..3S+42OIOO..) 0.230 DSCT DSCT Good 
lSWASPJ022644 ...... l352S6.l 0.203 DSCT DSCT Small Amplitude lSWASPJl6S209 . .c9+262759.7 0.238 DSCT OSCT Good 
lSWASPJ022IOO.17+563&41.1 0.245 DSCT DSCT Good UWASPJln65'. 17-+J21346.C 0.248 ..... DSCT 1M1'Scan., 
ISWASP_.16-064626.7 0.249 DSCT DSCT Small Amplitude lSWo\SPJl74001.99+17011ll.9 0.248 DSCT DSCT lal'leSCatte:r 
ISWASPJ024412.11-GII1l<7.6 0.249 DSCT DSCT Good lSWA..SPJ17410.5.19+375910.8 0.248 DSCT DSCT lMJeScatter 
lSWASPJ025743.57+3S3~.2 0.203 DSCT DSCT Good 1SWo\SPJl74106.'3+J7S31U 0.248 DSCT OSCT l..IrJeScatt@T" 
ISWASPJ032l3S.72-.727S0.6 0.210 DSCT OSCT Small Amplitude tsWASPJ17413t.60+4um9.1 0.245 DSCT OSCT Good 
lSWASPJ03CIQS..1S-102S06.1 0'= DSCT DSCT Small Amplitude lSWo\SPJ17C336.I4+JI0l1U 0.2<9 DSCT OSCT t.araescatter 
ISWASPJ03C.5OI.l....a2CGS. 7 0.ll7 OSCT OSCT Good 1SWo\SPJl7S134.66+1_0 0.2<7 DSCT OSCT Good 
lSWASPJOlSASl. n · UlOS6.6i 0.232 DSCT OSCT SInoIl Amplitude lSWo\SPJl7S727.24+l908CLO 0.207 DSCT OSCT Good 
lSWASPJOlSCSU6·1330C3.1 0.ll2 DSCT DSCT Good lSWASPJl7592'.66+12Ol3a.. .. 0.246 DSCT OSCT Good 
lSWASPJO&OO1O.87·l544lS..6 o.:na DSCT DSCT Small Amplitude lSWASPJl159S6.".11174,.5 0.238 DSCT OSCT Good 
lSWASP JOUlS9. n.o4O!46.1 Q.248 DSCT OSCT Good lSWo\SPJlI5OU.6I ... lS44.3 0.204 OSCT OSCT Good 
lSWASPJ042S46.23+-»17QO.1 O.2U DSCT DSCT Good lSWo\SPJUOII26.12·lUOl3.1 0.236 DSCT OSCT Good 
ISWASPJ044009.S7+11C317.0 0.249 OSCT OSCT Good lSWo\SPJUOII3Q.8oU23049.1 0.20S OSCT OSCT Good 
lSWASPJOW02I..61 M22914.A o.no DSCT D5CT Good lSWASPJUl227..S4-nlO&LD 0.236 DSCT OSCT Good 
lSWo\SPJ044I33.30-11CSOl.O 0.2U DSCT OSCT SInoIl Amplitude lSWo\SP J191640. 7"'33516.5 0.247 OSCT DSCT Small Ampl ftucM 
lSWASPJmOU',41+21OOU.' o.no OSCT OSCT SInoIl Amplitude ISWASPJ192226.27·223442..1 0.211 OSCT OSCT Good 
lSWASPJQ5OI4S.3]+l3SllU 0.215 DSCT OSCT Good lSWo\SPJ192920.63+46l724.' 0.129 OSCT OSCT Good 
lSWASPJOS2IKJ1.1A+34U26.1 0.21'> DSCT DSCT Smell Ampl itude lSWASPJ~U.97+C1.1"" 0.248 DSCT OSCT Good 
ISWASPJ052S11.00+0C21.20.5 0.212 RRAB OSCT Good lSWo\SPJ1!I443L12· lDS3C&.2 0.226 OSCT DSCT Good 
lSWASPJm2aU.04+042200.1 o.ill DSCT DSCT Good lSWASPJ200236.og...~.O Q.203 OSCT DSCT Good 
ISWASPJOM91L.36+200U7.! 0.201 DSCT OSCT Good lSWo\SPJlOO63S.46+171l120.2 o.m OSCT DSCT Good 
lSWASPJ0S592ClOt·2QOOS9.1 0.201 DSCT DSCT Small Amplitude lSWASPJ200631.16+09292Ll 0.248 DSCT OSCT Good 
lSWASPJ0:S3920.57+200207-' 0.201 OSCT OSCT Good lSWASPJlOO7S'.10+450249.1 0.ll7 OSCT OSCT Good 
lSWASPJQ5.5~47"200m.2 0.201 DSCT DSCT Good lSWASPJlDlO31.21+15141lA 0..2., OSCT OSCT Good 
lSWASPJ06464!.23· 3S5152.1 0.22C DSCT oser Small Amplitude tsWASPJ202041..44·15151S..1 0.249 DSCT OSCT Good 
lSWASPJOIUILl4+l.5010U 0.239 DSCT DSCT StnI:I I Amplitude lSWA.SPJ202&4J.&S"'1l641.3 0.222 DSCT DSCT Good 
lSWASPJ081.91A.)J+150121.2 o.m OSCT OSCT Good lSWASPJ203n'-7S+201914..1 0.2<9 DSCT OSCT Small Amplitudo 
lSWASPJOMS26.07-OS1l38..2 O.lDS OSCT DSCT SrNIl Amplitude lSWASPJ2041.52.15+1'3127." 0.202 OSCT DSCT Good 
lSWASPJ09t04L ll-nl...,,, 0. 249 DSCT DSCT tMae.sc.tter 1SWASPJ2042Oot~2+101614.A 0.220 DSCT DSCT Good 
lSWASPJ09C546.1S- UOOIU 0.223 OSCT OSCT Good lSWASPJ2OW4J.QS...62..Ul6.1 0.ll9 DSCT DSer Good 
lSWASPJOMSSO.J6..1UM2.7 0.223 DSCT DSCT Srn&1I Amplitude lSWASPJ2O$1.).~t14S06.2 0.225 DSCT DSCT SInoIiAmpiitudo 
lSWASPJU 1OOl.02-tQS)]4,A o.ll3 DSCT OSCT Good lSWASPJ2054OI.5.S+U2I07.11 0.221 DSCT OSCT Good 
1$WASPJW700.6,..l3112"'1 0.21< DSCT DSCT Good tSWASP J21014'.61.t.(lOl006.0 0.248 oser DSCT Good 
ISWASPJU380..,3+34C937.7 0.245 OSCT DSCT SlNII Amplitude lSWASPJ210UO.84+()QQSU-O 0.248 DSCT DSCT Good 
lSWASPJU4S.50.Jl..1.2l3n.o 0.207 DSCT DSCT Good tsWASPJ21CMOI.CIO+16132.S.1 0.210 DSCT DSCT Good 
ISWASPJl30616.U +090333.9 o.ill DSCT OSCT Good lSWASP J210930.11 + 101 ....... Q.236 OSCT DSCT Good 
lSWASPJl33256. n+l23!4U o.ll1 DSCT OSCT Good lSWASPJ21U4'.70+l236l4.1 0.2C3 OSCT OSCT Good 
lSWASPJU34J1.17-22lS01.7 0.249 DSCT DSCT lMJeSCatter lSWASPJ212711.31~n940.0 0.227 DSCT DSCT Good 
ISWASPJ14171l1.1J-162DS7.7 Q.210 OSCT OSCT Good lSWASPJ21284O.92+2909.5S.1 0.242 DSCT DSCT Good 
ISWASPJl(21".7S-~.1 0.2<2 OSCT OSCT Good lSWASPJ213m.22·241~ 0.210 OSCT OSCT Good 
lSWASPJlS02SS.1I().19m3.1 Q.2l9 OSCT OSCT Good lSWo\SPJ 2l3S~1+202lIl2.1 0.249 DSCT OSCT Good 
ISWASPJlSl652.86-26320U 0.249 OSCT DSCT SInoIl Amplitude lSWo\SP J2lS01L66+213C17.3 Q.21< DSCT DSCT Good 
ISWASPJlS3727._2S4023.5 0.226 OSCT OSCT Good lSWASPJllS72Ul.Q63603.I 0.248 OSCT OSCT Good 
ISWASPJ~3-lS46C2.' Q.202 OSCT DSCT Good lSWo\SPJ2lS'29.0l+145117.0 Q.206 OSCT DSCT S_IIAmplitude 
lSWASPJJ..546QS..S7-lS4617. 1 Q.202 DSCT OSCT SInoIl Amplitude lSWASPJ222111.51-'72016.1 0.221 OSCT OSCT Good 
lSWo\SPJlSC610.69· l846)O.2 0.202 OSCT OSCT Good lSWASPJnl205.'1+1:MI.)6.0 O.lll DSCT DSCT Good 
lSWASPJ1S4n9.01+42274.S •• Q.227 DSCT OSCT Good lSWo\SPJ223307.n6+2C4327.5 0.204 OSCT DSCT Good 
lSWASPJ155227.96+0C3413.3 0.249 DSCT OSCT LlrR:escaner lSWASPJ2257SS.I,..l272L2 0.244 OSCT DSCT Good 
lSWA$PJl62S46.AC)+.Cl.5U 0.227 DSCT OSCT Good lSWo\SPJll2234.72-02344.1 0.244 OSCT OSCT Good 
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Appendix 31 - RRAB stars selected for the Oosterhoff dichotomy 
001 
No. Log(P) BMA Object Id Avg. Dist ZDist. 
1 -0.25 0.874 ISWASPJOOO023.75+361942.7 5610.44 -3323.70 
2 -0.27 0.928 1 SWASPJO00624.38+ 170443.3 7056.92 -2072.51 
3 -0.31 1.288 1 SWASPJ002444.06-014729.9 9670.55 302.36 
4 -0.22 0.566 ISWASPJOO3604.11+290337.3 4509.19 -2190.26 
5 -0.19 0.508 1 SWASPJ003604.34-301612.3 9109.46 4591.87 
6 -0.25 0.804 1 SW ASPJ004024.61-213434.2 4434.72 1630.82 
7 -0.26 0.942 1 SW ASPJ004540.89+ 185702.6 3298.60 -1071.24 
8 -0.23 0.816 1 SWASPJ004548.19-435509.3 4275.96 2966.00 
9 -0.25 0.844 ISWASPJ004929.46+ 142111.6 8529.28 -2114.40 
10 -0.18 0.382 ISWASPJOO5009.90+231011.4 6506.74 -2560.13 
11 -0.20 0.452 ISWASPJOI5226.11-051246.6 5131.78 466.27 
12 -0.30 1.220 ISWASPJ021213.38-292251.8 7750.09 3802.32 
13 -0.23 0.572 1 SWASPJ023835.08+ 13321 0.6 10030.32 -2347.71 
14 -0.20 0.280 ISWASPJ032208.41-335205.8 3950.11 2201.34 
15 -0.19 0.334 1 SW ASPJ0331 03.18-452402.8 3606.83 2568.19 
16 -0.24 0.832 ISWASPJ043803.45-015943.5 2956.65 102.95 
17 -0.17 0.328 1 SWASPJ045522.23+ 395836.5 1492.73 -959.04 
18 -0.18 0.262 1 SWASPJ045907.96+482128. 1 1393.10 -1041.08 
19 -0.19 0.260 ISWASPJ063824.27+215711.2 2093.01 -782.47 
20 -0.17 0.264 1 SW ASP J093040.26+41 0607.4 6000.69 -3944.87 
21 -0.21 0.382 1 SW ASPJl 03311.32-362857.8 6255.01 3719.10 
22 -0.24 0.654 ISWASPJlI3619.83-023810.7 5332.91 245.29 
23 -0.25 0.892 ISWASPJ115400.20-311539.9 3214.29 1668.02 
24 -0.24 0.940 ISWASPJ120207.37-123124.7 6245.73 1354.32 
25 -0.18 0.304 ISWASPJ120301.09-290316.5 4395.98 2134.88 
26 -0.17 0.244 1 SWASPJl20409.23-231258.0 11448.83 4513.13 
27 -0.20 0.364 ISWASPJl20730.10+074858.4 8677.27 -1180.07 
28 -0.24 0.668 1 SW ASPJ123404.82-413452.8 7490.41 4971.26 
29 -0.20 0.640 1 SWASPJl24403.23-393505.9 9369.38 5970.37 
30 -0.27 1.088 ISWASPJl25455.50+231526.0 5016.23 -1980.71 
31 -0.23 0.608 ISWASPJ130350.78+402148.0 4424.15 -2865.22 
32 -0.18 0.332 ISWASPJ131045.69-112743.1 7605.07 1511.26 
33 -0.19 0.430 1 SWASPJl34023.46-372036.1 3276.40 1987.44 
34 -0.19 0.488 1 SWASPJl34025.55-371938.4 5327.68 3230.53 
35 -0.23 0.754 ISWASPJl35203.47+183340.0 12127.16 -3860.27 
36 -0.21 0.626 ISWASPJl35459.92-060104.0 2804.10 293 .97 
37 -0.28 1.024 1 SWASPJl40130. 13-241717.2 9824.99 4041.27 
38 -0.24 0.760 ISWASPJl40155.35+082104.3 12394.87 -1800.24 
39 -0.21 0.656 ISWASPJl40453.54-292248.8 7685.91 3770.73 
40 -0.21 0.544 lSWASPJ142359.27-360253.5 4402.33 2590.62 
41 -0.26 0.890 1 SW ASPJ144205.65-343804.2 4112.00 2337.01 
42 -0.18 0.450 ISWASPJl44630.75-415334.7 3835.35 2561 .02 
43 -0.23 0.710 lSWASPJ144949.48+401336.9 5306.97 -3427.33 
44 -0.23 0.766 1 SWASPJ145702. 10-264236.8 3452.76 1551.94 
45 -0.30 1.254 1 SWASPJ145956.57-303824.4 5496.31 2801.16 
46 -0.17 0.368 I SWASPJl50018.72-141900.7 4067.97 1005.95 
47 -0.21 0.404 lSWASPJl51316.95-144556.0 2033.78 518.34 
48 -0.22 0.760 lSWASPJl51823.76-330429.8 6312.15 3444.77 
49 
-0.22 0.718 lSWASPJ152220.77+291058.5 5790.14 -2823.27 
50 
-0.27 1.028 ISWASPJ152839.21 +050050.6 3568.48 -311.89 
51 
-0.19 0.372 1 SW ASPJ152922.80+ 172947.5 4633.83 -1393.15 
52 
-0.26 0.958 1 SWASPJl55734.35-024006.9 5329.09 248.12 
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Appendix 31 continued ... 
001 
No. Log(P) BMA Object Id Avg. Dist ZDist. 
53 -0.18 0.372 1 SW ASPJI55804.99-202244.8 5500.72 1915.52 
54 -0.28 1.088 ISWASPJl60003.49+345820.8 5030.70 -2883.52 
55 -0.23 0.726 ISWASPJl60632.45+ 181930.6 9082.16 -2855.52 
56 -0.23 0.544 ISWASPJI61249.64-343321.8 3343.14 1896.27 
57 -0.22 0.654 ISWASPJl61801.06+511152.4 4436.15 -3457.16 
58 -0.19 0.276 1 SWASPJl61926.32+ 152255.0 6794.00 -1802.13 
59 -0.29 1.176 1 SWASPJl62254.03+443941 .3 5375.76 -3778.71 
60 -0.29 1.162 1 SWASPJl65603.46+ 321603.9 6853.82 -3659.10 
61 -0.20 0.438 1 SWASPJl65943.87+ 304935.5 5980.72 -3064.76 
62 -0.20 0.620 1 SW ASPJl70929.44+434523.1 8015.06 -5543.17 
63 -0.26 1.018 ISWASPJl71447.83+ 195701 .0 8183.02 -2792.09 
64 -0.23 0.586 1 SWASPJl75239.91 +483702.2 3119.92 -2340.91 
65 -0.21 0.320 ISWASPJl90538.40-442154.2 6815.51 4765.59 
66 -0.25 0.720 ISWASPJI90715.68-292954.0 7319.08 3603.91 
67 -0.20 0.500 ISWASPJ191804.14-245253.2 6999.16 2944.85 
68 -0.25 0.914 1 SWASPJl92030.25-203254.0 2542.52 892.42 
69 -0.21 0.542 1 SWASPJl92555.07+542109.6 10281.52 -8354.96 
70 -0.24 0.718 1 SWASPJl95950.89+005314.2 6873.57 -106.44 
71 -0.21 0.408 1 SWASPJ200436.88+ 134316.9 3402.50 -807.08 
72 -0.29 1.088 1 SWASP1204042.1 0-181249.1 5245.90 1639.67 
73 -0.18 0.380 ISWASP1204749.99-271644.6 6092.48 2792.34 
74 -0.29 1.186 ISWASPJ205406.76+011537.5 6742.83 -148.32 
75 -0.20 0.502 ISWASPJ210004.46-215320.5 3256.91 1214.21 
76 -0.24 0.786 ISWASPJ210033 .81-034535.3 1981.99 129.97 
77 -0.26 0.856 ISWASPJ211204.06-370008.1 5567.35 3350.70 
78 -0.27 0.990 ISWASP1211428.60-291039.4 3524.33 1718.17 
79 -0.29 1.120 ISWASPJ212031 .55-495916.4 6960.06 5330.77 
80 -0.22 0.468 1 SWASPJ212033 .31 +211445.5 3744.10 -1356.76 
81 -0.25 1.022 ISWASPJ212159.57-051026.1 4976.62 448.79 
82 -0.26 0.762 1 SWASPJ212250.94-620625.5 4280.57 3783.27 
83 -0.26 1.022 ISWASPJ212544.55-054801.0 3440.85 347.74 
84 -0.22 0.648 1 SWASPJ212749.95+ 133039.7 5045 .81 -1178.86 
85 -0.29 1.132 ISWASPJ212839.96-362143.7 10332.51 6126.00 
86 -0.27 0.992 1 SWASPJ213212.69-374418.0 7148.61 4375.36 
87 -0.24 0.704 1 SWASPJ213530.97-390630.5 6885.17 4343.11 
88 -0.21 0.586 1 SWASPJ213555.79-365240.9 5244.37 3147.21 
89 -0.22 0.604 ISWASPJ213653.21 +015847.0 4064.82 -140.42 
90 -0.25 0.784 ISWASPJ213943.36-305338.4 3547.88 1821.66 
91 -0.25 0.958 1 SWASPJ214652.64+244315 .0 3143.26 -1314.51 
92 -0.29 1.200 1 SW ASP 1215514.55-352203 .0 6193.40 3584.85 
93 -0.28 1.118 ISWASPJ220007.71+075053 .0 8509.85 -1162.00 
94 -0.28 0.960 ISWASPJ220048.76-383717.8 6062.14 3783.83 
95 -0.28 1.142 1 SW ASPJ220703 .97 -444926.6 9051.32 6380.57 
96 -0.29 1.120 ISWASPJ222024.36-260809.5 4755.96 2095.02 
97 -0.28 1.018 1 SW ASPJ222502.50-045656.0 4277.67 369.02 
98 -0.30 1.256 1 SWASPJ222721 .53+ 164816.8 2212.31 -639.60 
99 -0.23 0.838 ISWASPJ230747.55-330219.7 3765.60 2053 .03 
100 -0.20 0.310 1 SWASPJ232030.71-144757.0 2897.90 740.22 
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Appendix 31 continued ... 
Ooll 
No. Log(P) SMA Object Id Avfl.. Dist ZDist. 
101 -0.16 0.658 ISWASPJOl0449.87+051721.8 9066.78 -835.83 
102 -0.11 0.328 ISWASPJOI1436.94-083106.7 7338.50 1087.04 
103 -0.24 1.210 ISWASPJOI2712.94+481330.5 7654.50 -5708.48 
104 -0.15 0.620 ISWASPJ031149.91-112025.8 1379.75 271.31 
105 -0.15 0.574 ISWASPJ031152.10-112114.0 719.07 141.56 
106 -0.17 0.810 ISWASPJ042145.58+340411.4 3561.23 -1995.01 
107 -0.17 0.796 ISWASPJ042319.15+441412.9 1345.09 -938.37 
108 -0.22 1.036 lSWASPJ052619.78+474038.7 8390.27 -6203.48 
109 -0.14 0.488 ISWASPJ061559.88+234451 .0 677.82 -272.96 
110 -0.18 0.820 1 SWASPJ075357.89+531 005.6 5906.93 -4727.90 
111 -0.24 1.198 lSWASPJ084658.96+294928.3 4564.44 -2270.11 
112 -0.12 0.338 lSWASPJl04643 .79-150507.9 6853 .31 1783.66 
113 -0.20 0.898 1 SWASPJl 05456.88-064656.3 8705.79 1028.13 
114 -0.16 0.718 ISWASPJ110823.07-162554.2 4150.34 1174.02 
115 -0.13 00488 ISWASPJ112154.05-135906.3 5762.72 1392.68 
116 -0.12 0.338 lSWASPJll4414.73+432241.2 7313.10 -5022.71 
117 -0.13 00416 lSWASPJl15334.83-075606.8 2680.23 370.Q1 
118 -0.19 0.862 lSWASPJl15706.89-393131.0 5777.16 3676.70 
119 -0.11 0.372 ISWASPJ115838A8-080806.3 8444.82 1195.01 
120 -0.20 0.934 ISWASPJ122821 .44-401722.7 8397.78 5430045 
121 -0.23 1.176 lSWASPJl23245.62+270145.4 1525.14 -693.09 
122 -0.15 0.656 lSWASPJ123754.99-284932.1 7031 .82 3390.36 
123 -0.13 00494 lSWASPJl24351.22-012314.0 7604.66 184.10 
124 -0.15 0.636 1 SW ASPJ130724.61-235422.3 6248.55 2532.17 
125 -0.11 0.312 lSWASPJ134005.61-372611.6 2470.33 1501.67 
126 -0.13 00404 lSWASPJl35722.58-080409.6 9227.21 1295.25 
127 -0.11 0.336 lSWASPJl40945.10-423358.1 4575.69 3095.18 
128 -0.23 1.150 lSWASPJl41939.22+254724.3 6330.19 -2754.11 
129 -0.25 1.306 lSWASPJl41942.13-302804.5 7659.36 3883.72 
130 -0.22 1.044 lSWASPJ142148.43+030135.4 9326.37 -492.41 
131 -0.17 0.600 lSWASPJl43947.53-040805.5 2797.43 201.71 
132 -0.14 00410 lSWASPJl44042A2-315915 .8 3275.89 1735.36 
133 -0.12 0.462 lSWASPJl44225.44+ 110150.3 4200.77 -803.75 
134 -0.12 0.390 lSWASPJl 51027.20+294300. 1 6753.06 -3347.57 
135 -0.18 0.658 lSWASPJl51922A6-051714.9 3914.42 360.73 
136 -0.19 0.784 1 SW ASPJl52040.28-221808.6 2855.80 1083.76 
137 -0.10 0.282 1 SWASPJl 52257.73-360508.9 4603 .83 2711.64 
138 -0.23 1.210 1 SWASPJl52559.01-204022. 1 9099.51 3212.41 
139 -0.11 00404 1 SWASPJl54046.17-100814.5 6191.45 1089.75 
140 -0.14 0.550 1 SWASPJl 54548. 14-303113.6 8674.88 4405.51 
141 -0.14 0.528 lSWASPJl61011.29-241053 .9 5371.46 2200.31 
142 -0.17 0.634 1 SWASPJl62558.65+ 174252.1 5040.81 -1533.79 
143 -0.18 0.754 lSWASPJl65324.14+491257.7 8145.15 -6167.33 
144 -0.15 0.458 1 SWASPJl 65604.57+245933.5 4363 .64 -1843 .64 
145 -0.20 0.992 1 SW ASPJl70050.39+ 194347.3 4114.11 -1388.86 
146 -0.17 0.782 lSWASPJl70703 .15+321635.1 9596.55 -5124.60 
147 -0.17 0.686 lSWASPJl71435.35+222341 .9 6428.07 -2449.03 
148 -0.20 0.876 1 SWASPJl 73546047+ 152936.2 9454.58 -2525.58 
149 -0.25 1.278 lSWASPJl73709.06+374245.7 4584.96 -2804.63 
150 -0.22 0.946 lSWASPJl73811.32+185317.2 4519.95 -1463.20 
151 -0.26 1.330 lSWASPJl74731.59+ 164949.4 4717.91 -1366.02 
152 -0.17 0.624 ISWASPJl 80223. 14+080139.8 5692.01 -794.90 
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Appendix 31 continued ... 
Doll 
No. Log(P) BMA Object Id Avg. Dist ZDist. 
153 -0.23 1.112 ISWASPJl90145.28+421435 .0 8900.56 -5983.65 
154 -0.13 0.450 ISWASPJl90424.84-352914.0 4616.30 2679.86 
155 -0.19 0.834 ISWASPJl92053.31-385706.2 7055.16 4435.33 
156 -0.18 0.892 1 SWASPJl92629.00-432356.0 5764.91 3960.92 
157 -0.24 1.186 ISWASPJl93522.49-315835 .7 3624.97 1919.69 
158 -0.14 0.560 1 SWASPJl94645.90-305617.1 5364.17 2757.78 
159 -0.18 0.756 1 SWASPJl94840.71-290307.9 5220.48 2535.10 
160 -0.13 0.456 1 SW ASP 1200007.40+060632.2 4199.49 -446.91 
161 -0.13 0.446 1 SW ASP1200008.04+060641.4 3995.24 -425.35 
162 -0.17 0.722 1 SWASP1200728.30-434950.2 4379.85 3033.17 
163 -0.10 0.362 1 SWASP1201 026.16-600814.2 4836.34 4194.18 
164 -0.16 0.716 1 SWASP1202240.37-552744.7 4373.42 3602.62 
165 -0.15 0.518 1 SWASP1202517.69-425505 .5 6744.32 4592.57 
166 -0.19 0.914 ISWASP1203524.18-254301.7 5764.50 2501 .38 
167 -0.14 0.522 1 SWASP1204539.90-143913 .6 9713.26 2457.24 
168 -0.17 0.774 ISWASP1210140.48-385855.5 6260.14 3938.12 
169 -0.24 1.196 1 SWASP1210346.68-535356.5 5755.79 4650.56 
170 -0.15 0.682 1 SWASP12I0720.59-085004.1 5643 .70 866.76 
171 -0.15 0.566 ISWASP1211154.51+225509.8 6293.00 -2450.72 
172 -0.22 1.092 1 SWASP1212013.38-210420.1 2563.75 921.79 
173 -0.20 1.016 ISWASP1212148.82-003636.6 6210.70 66.14 
174 -0.18 0.692 ISWASP1212516.69-413643 .3 8114.23 5388.52 
175 -0.21 1.020 ISWASP1213047.81-075924.4 7632.03 1060.87 
176 -0.21 0.986 1 SWASP1213819.57+ 100010.8 15410.26 -2676.76 
177 -0.23 1.086 1 SWASP1214215.40-482620.8 9811.79 7341 .68 
178 -0.18 0.754 ISWASP1214306.37+080331.9 4965.90 -696.17 
179 -0.19 0.770 1 SWASP1214440.94+ 181417.8 6101.69 -1909.64 
180 -0.21 1.040 ISWASP1214619.44-425048.9 3038.79 2066.50 
181 -0.23 1.126 ISW ASP1220421.42-452505.1 5046.19 3594.14 
182 -0.17 0.694 1 SWASP1220935.39-402550.6 10162.17 6590.45 
183 -0.20 0.920 1 SWASP1221203 .02-084545.6 4639.15 706.74 
184 -0.16 0.520 ISWASP1221211.60-163433.7 13588.49 3876.62 
185 -0.16 0.578 ISWASP1221329.19-404331 .5 3260.95 2127.56 
186 -0.16 0.616 ISWASP122161 1.32+262739.4 7415.25 -3304.15 
187 -0.21 1.062 1 SWASP1221742.14+064359.8 6564.31 -769.65 
188 -0.18 0.836 1 SW ASP1222000.85-182240.2 9880.24 3115.07 
189 -0.21 1.030 1 SW ASP 1222620.21-405928.1 6119.39 4013.97 
190 -0.22 1.136 1 SWASP1223338.68-333523 .8 6626.62 3666.15 
191 -0.13 0.338 1 SWASPJ224145.16+370716.1 2330.35 -1406.37 
192 -0.15 0.622 ISWASPJ225255.83+291517.4 6081.04 -2971.77 
193 -0.22 1.058 ISWASP1225629.65-273915.8 6883.46 3194.87 
194 -0.15 0.606 1 SW ASP1230920.88+010557.8 8117.18 -155.74 
195 -0.15 0.488 1 SWASP1231802.34+484658.3 1006.09 -756.80 
196 -0.22 1.070 1 SW ASP 1232007.02+ 160406.9 1534.91 -424.85 
197 -0.20 0.878 1 SWASP1232218.02-420524.0 2849.92 1910.29 
198 -0.18 0.804 ISWASP1233217.76-172348.6 2594.39 775.69 
199 -0.14 0.448 ISWASP1234023.78-154507.7 4488.20 1218.44 
200 -0.13 0.534 1 SW ASP1234855.86-414045.7 6138.97 4082.18 
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Appendix 32 - RRAB stars showing Blazhko effect 
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Appendix 33 - Difference of the amplitudes in Blazhko stars 
Flux Magnitude (Vmag) 
Known Min. Max. Max. Min. Mag. 
SuperW ASP Object Id Blazhko flux flux MaJ!:. Mag. Diff. 
ISWASPJOO3338.28-152914.7 Yes 32.0 43.0 11.24 10.92 0.32 
1 SWASPJOI05 10.70+341306.2 Yes 13.0 21.0 12.22 11 .69 0.52 
ISWASPJOI4535.00+312249.8 Yes 5.2 8.6 13.21 12.66 0.55 
ISWASPJ020751 .97-265157.7 Yes 140.0 190.0 9.63 9.30 0.33 
ISWASPJ031113.21-262858.8 Yes 20.0 28.0 11.75 11.38 0.37 
I SWASPJ040638.89+552959.6 Yes 20.0 30.5 11.75 11 .29 0.46 
ISWASPJ041116.80-135054.0 Yes 9.0 19.0 12.61 11.80 0.81 
ISWASPJ045314.41-374915.8 Yes 22.0 30.0 11.64 11 .31 0.34 
ISWASPJ061314.73-371500.6 Yes 8.4 11.6 12.69 12.34 0.35 
1 SWASPJ091348.80-091908.8 Yes 40.0 64.0 10.99 10.48 0.51 
1 SWASPJ091906.03+290356.0 Yes 17.0 23 .0 11.92 11.60 0.33 
lSWASPJ093629.77+040640.7 Yes 20.0 28.0 11.75 11.38 0.37 
ISWASPJlI4856.21-102628.4 Yes 36.0 38.0 11.11 11 .05 0.06 
I SWASPJl 20447.27-274043.2 Yes 100.0 170.0 10.00 9.42 0.58 
ISWASPJl21346.95+305907.6 Yes 3.8 6.0 13.55 13.05 0.50 
1 SWASPJl23030.50-260251.1 Yes 110.0 150.0 9.90 9.56 0.34 
1 SWASPJl 24945.38+434625.2 Yes 20.0 32.0 11.75 11 .24 0.51 
ISWASPJl32333 .32-163957.8 Yes 32.0 40.0 11.24 10.99 0.24 
ISWASPJl34815.94+395403.0 Yes 30.0 54.0 11.31 10.67 0.64 
ISWASPJl42734.95+360244.6 Yes 16.0 23.0 11.99 11.60 0.39 
ISWASPJl42739.07-005405.9 Yes 50.0 66.0 10.75 10.45 0.30 
ISWASPJl50923.77-431937.1 Yes 7.5 12.0 12.81 12.30 0.51 
1 SWASPJl53039.23+ 354704.3 Yes 75 .0 90.0 10.31 10.11 0.20 
1 SW ASPJl53330.81 +024637.9 Yes 25.0 30.0 11.51 11.31 0.20 
1 SWASPJl63531 .60+575023.1 Yes 30.0 50.0 11 .31 10.75 0.55 
ISWASPJl72022.44+ 143039.1 Yes 20.0 26.0 11.75 11.46 0.28 
ISWASPJl75944.23+515301.7 Yes 7.5 11.0 12.81 12.40 0.42 
1 SWASPJl81953.81 +315854.7 Yes 8.5 11.0 12.68 12.40 0.28 
ISWASPJl90942.60+645132.1 Yes 100.0 135.0 10.00 9.67 0.33 
I SWASPJl93229.30+5623 17.5 Yes 175.0 275.0 9.39 8.90 0.49 
ISWASPJ210128.87-151346.1 Yes 65.0 85.0 10.47 10.18 0.29 
ISWASPJ215158.43-455906.3 Yes 11.0 15.0 12.40 12.06 0.34 
ISWASPJ225301.03+ 154716.6 Yes 80.0 105.0 10.24 9.95 0.30 
I SWASPJ231312.52+ 365404.4 Yes 3.6 6.5 13.61 12.97 0.64 
I SWASPJOOO003.66+352146. 1 No 8.5 11.0 12.68 12.40 0.28 
1 SWASPJOOO035.58+263949.6 No 5.4 9.4 13.17 12.57 0.60 
1 SWASPJOOO248.10-245643.1 No 155.0 185.0 9.52 9.33 0.19 
ISWASPJ030830.88+ 102645.2 No 190.0 230.0 9.30 9.10 0.21 
ISWASPJ030904.77+531136.2 No 15.0 19.0 12.06 11.80 0.26 
ISWASPJlI5507.14-443134.0 No 4.0 5.8 13.49 13.09 0.40 
ISWASPJl25245.86-101536.4 No 24.0 42.0 11.55 10.94 0.61 
1 SWASPJI41539.60-253957.3 No 12.0 17.0 12.30 11.92 0.38 
1 SWASPJl42809.81 +063243.9 No 44.0 64.0 10.89 10.48 0.41 
1 SWASPJl44600.67-285133.9 No 6.0 8.4 13.05 12.69 0.37 
ISWASPJl54330.77-292201.5 No 6.0 10.0 13.05 12.50 0.55 
1 SWASPJl63818.04+374804.8 No 14.5 25.0 12.10 11.51 0.59 
1 SWASPJl 70539.90+213058.5 No 5.0 8.8 13.25 12.64 0.61 
ISWASPJl71450.69+415122.7 No 2.5 5.5 14.01 13.15 0.86 
ISWASPJl74543 .74+ 111956.0 No 10.5 13.5 12.45 12.17 0.27 
1 SWASPJl91420.77-305220.3 No 4.0 5.2 13.49 13.21 0.28 
ISWASPJ20091 1.06-414951.1 No 6.0 9.0 13.05 12.61 0.44 
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Appendix 33 continued ... 
Flux Magnitude (Vmag) 
Known Min. Max. Max. Min. Mag. 
SuperW ASP Object Id Blazhko flux flux Mag. Mag. Diff. 
lSWASPJ224445.87-422142.3 No 4.0 6.0 13.49 13.05 0.44 
lSWASPJ224553.07+240837.0 No 9.0 14.0 12.61 12.13 0.48 
ISWASPJ233656.58-372219.3 No 5.5 8.5 13.15 12.68 0047 
lSWASPJ004753 .93+114216.7 No 15.0 22.0 12.06 11.64 0.42 
lSWASPJ004757.06+114223.5 No 20.0 34.0 11.75 11.17 0.58 
lSWASPJ010949A3-441853 .3 No 7.0 10.5 12.89 12.45 0.44 
lSWASPJOI2848.26-112712.6 No 7.0 11.0 12.89 12.40 0.49 
1 SWASPJ030830.17+ 102623.3 No 170.0 210.0 9.42 9.19 0.23 
lSWASPJ034307.03-192624A No 4.0 5.8 13049 13.09 0040 
1 SWASPJ040010.75-194936.9 No 10.0 14.5 12.50 12.10 0040 
lSWASPJ090448.55+053008.1 No 10.0 16.0 12.50 11.99 0.51 
lSWASPJl12541.38-013001.7 No 4.0 6.5 13049 12.97 0.53 
lSWASPJl12613.77-140439.7 No 8.0 12.0 12.74 12.30 0.44 
ISWASPJlI2613 .84-140407.5 No 9.0 13.0 12.61 12.22 0040 
lSWASPJl13218.92+031713 .3 No 90.0 175.0 10.11 9.39 0.72 
lSWASPJl25245.27-101613 .9 No 18.0 30.0 11.86 11.31 0.55 
1 SWASPJl32922A7-055259.2 No 25.0 40.0 11.51 10.99 0.51 
ISWASPJl43927.36-032736.7 No 10.0 15.0 12.50 12.06 0.44 
ISWASPJl43947.53-040805.5 No 7.0 10.0 12.89 12.50 0.39 
1 SWASPJl45315A5-143556.4 No 8.0 13.0 12.74 12.22 0.53 
1 SWASPJl 5 I 157.68-165203.6 No 3.6 5.6 13.61 13.13 0.48 
1 SWASPJl51316.95-144556.0 No 11.2 15.0 12.38 12.06 0.32 
ISWASPJl52153 .11-120646.2 No 8.0 15.5 12.74 12.02 0.72 
1 SWASPJl 55229.33+ 100834.1 No 9.0 18.0 12.61 11.86 0.75 
ISWASPJl61255.64-082727.6 No 5.0 13 .0 13.25 12.22 1.04 
ISWASPJl70641.06+ 154032.5 No 3.8 4.8 13.55 13.30 0.25 
1 SWASPJ171245.62+322540. 1 No 2.8 5.0 13.88 13.25 0.63 
lSWASPJl72811.65+382218.6 No 2.6 3.8 13.96 13.55 0041 
1 SWASPJl 81953.34+ 191601.8 No 1.2 2.6 14.80 13.96 0.84 
1 SW ASPJl95958.34-392254.6 No 2.2 4.0 14.14 13.49 0.65 
ISWASPJ204315.74-090928A No 4.6 804 13.34 12.69 0.65 
1 SWASPJ212258.23+235304.4 No 3.2 5.0 13.74 13.25 0048 
1 SWASPJ212433.22-571203 .9 No 4.0 9.5 13049 12.56 0.94 
ISWASPJ221822A7+220810.5 No 5.0 704 13.25 12.83 0043 
lSWASPJ224441.55-315807.2 No 5.5 9.0 13.15 12.61 0.53 
ISWASPJ225519.22+ 174459.6 No 2.4 4.2 14.05 13.44 0.61 
1 SWASPJ231039.05-033628.0 No 3.6 6.2 13.61 13.02 0.59 
lSWASPJ231549.92-230012.7 No 8.5 14.0 12.68 12.13 0.54 
lSWASPJ231806.60+ 155258.7 No 8.5 11 .5 12.68 12.35 0.33 
lSWASPJ232030.71-144757.0 No 6.5 10.5 12.97 12.45 0.52 
1 SWASPJ234158.75+ 181301 .5 No 11.0 17.5 12.40 11.89 0.50 
lSWASPJOOO157.75-364042A No 3.4 5.0 13.67 13.25 0042 
1 SWASPJ000409.77-41 081 0.8 No 204 4.0 14.05 13.49 0.55 
lSWASPJOO0551 .77+424258.3 No 3.0 4.8 13.81 13.30 0.51 
ISWASPJOO0823.86+263323.3 No 2.4 3.8 14.05 13.55 0.50 
lSWASPJ031112.59-262823A No 15.0 24.0 12.06 11.55 0.51 
lSWASPJ041115.24-445028.3 No 1.0 2.5 15.00 14.01 0.99 
ISWASPJ044849.98-372825.9 No 2.0 3.6 14.25 13.61 0.64 
ISWASPJ05151 1.77-352335.3 No 9.0 18.0 12.61 11.86 0.75 
ISWASPJ091348.03-091944.6 No 30.0 54.0 11 .31 10.67 0.64 
ISWASPJ093657.67-133711.9 No 2.2 4.0 14.14 13.49 0.65 
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Appendix 33 continued ... 
Flux Magnitude (Vmag) 
Known Min. Max. Max. Min. Mag. 
SuperW ASP Object Id B1azhko flux flux Mag. Mag. DitT. 
ISWASPJI42548.41-300214.0 No 3.6 8.0 13 .61 12.74 0.87 
ISWASPJI50526.03-191503.5 No 0.9 3.6 15.11 13.61 1.51 
ISWASPJI52058.03-324518.9 No 1.2 3.0 14.80 13 .81 0.99 
1 SWASPJI54343.80-304722.4 No 2.5 3.8 14.01 13.55 0.45 
1 SWASPJI82910.98+210432.3 No 24.0 29.0 11.55 11.34 0.21 
1 SWASPJl 92 I 57.17-432820.4 No 14.0 17.0 12.13 11.92 0.21 
ISWASPJl92818.86-415115.7 No 2.8 4.2 13 .88 13 .44 0.44 
1 SWASPJI9293 1.53+445623.8 No 15.2 17.4 12.05 11 .90 0.15 
1 SW ASP 1195348.19-335546.2 No 2.8 4.5 13.88 13 .37 0.52 
ISWASPJ204431.46-342324.4 No 6.5 9.4 12.97 12.57 0.40 
ISWASPJ211437.86+073728.1 No 3.4 5.4 13.67 13 .17 0.50 
1 SWASPJ213502.37+ 195628.0 No 11.5 14.5 12.35 12.10 0.25 
1 SWASPJ213807.29+272659.7 No 3.2 4.2 13.74 13 .44 0.30 
ISWASPJ215709.65-294303.3 No 3.0 7.0 13 .8 1 12.89 0.92 
ISWASPJ222220.80-343007.9 No 2.6 4.0 13.96 13 .49 0.47 
ISWASPJ224621.78-125522.2 No 4.6 7.0 13.34 12.89 0.46 
I SWASPJ224624.44-125447.1 No 11.0 16.0 12.40 11.99 0.41 
I SWASPJ235643.15+490916.8 No 1.0 1.7 15.00 14.42 0.58 
Minimum 0.06 
Maximum 1.51 
Mean 0.49 
Median 0.51 
Mode 0.47 
-------------------- The End --------------------
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